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Geopark initiatives in Romania
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The geopark concept as we know it today is the result of continuous efforts of few dedicated
specialists and of innovation and cooperation of different teams and territories across Europe. Key
elements of the concept development are synthesized bellow:
a) Innovative approaches in using local geological heritage as main resource for socio- economic
development in LEADER territories from France, Germany, Greece, Spain then Italy, Great
Britain and other countries (Frey, 2003; Martini, 2003; Zouros, 2003, Zouros, 2004);
b) Continuous development of geoconservation activities especially after the 1st International
Symposium on the Conservation of our Geological Heritage and of the 4th International
meeting of the Earth Science Conservation – European Working Group, held in Digne, France,
in 1991 that adopted the Digne Declaration;
c) The need for a practical use in geotourism, education and public awareness of all geological
assets identified and classified by different working groups of ProGEO, specialists from natural
parks and museums and other professional geological associations (Brilla et al., 1999; Page,
1999; Fassoulas, 2003; Weber, 2003);
d) The need for an integrated approach and a beter understanding of the close connection of
natural environment and socio-economic needs for sustainable development plans designe and
for local Agenda 21 as required Rio the Conference in Brazil, in 1992.
The beginning of European Geoparks Network (EGN) started in 1996, and was clearly stated in
2000 as a result of an international project among four territories focused on their geological
heritage (Zouros & Martini, 2003, Zouros, 2004; Frey et al., 2006). UNESCO`s division of Earth
Sciences supported from the beginning the process and had a first attempt to launch a new
programme and a geopark label in 1997 when a first guidelines was issued (Patzak & Eder, 1998).
UNESCO watched and sustained the process and, based on the European experience and results,
extended the concept worldwide in 2004 (UNESCO, 2004) when the Global Geopark Network
(GGN) was set up. The geopark approach of geoconservation proved to be very efficient and now
EGN has 42 members from 17 countries and GGN has 77 members from 24 countries.
The territory of Romania has a complex geological structure consisting of both orogen and
platform units. The age of rocks bodies exposed in outcrops are ranging from Archaic to Holocene
with a dominance of Mesozoic and Neozoic deposits. Other factors like tectonic activity, erosion
and high biodiversity development generated a very rich natural heritage. The geological heritage
comprises the geological and paleontological monuments (sites or areas), geological nature
reserves and geological features which are part of the speleological, geomorphologic, landscape
protected areas, natural and national parks
Rapid development of geopark concept and positive results of existing geoparks have generated in
Romania an increased interest of new territories to develop geoparks. Hateg Country Dinosaurs
Geopark (HCDG) was the first geopark in Romania (Grigorescu & Andrasanu, 2003, 2006).
Established in 2004 as a natural park, it joined EGN and GGN in 2005. HCDG is the result of a
grass root effort which started in 2001. It`s development followed since the beginning the EGN
Charta, and UNESCO`s reccomandations adapted to local social and economic realities.
Hateg Geopark experience generated new initiatives in nature conservation, Romania beeing one of
the first countries to recognise the geopark as a distinct international designation for a protected
area according to the Act no. 57/ 2007. Also geodiversity become part of management plans in
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several natural and national parks and new geopark initiatives and projects were launched.
Mehedinti Plateaux Geopark (South Charpatians) is officially designated as natural park but not yet
following the geopark model. Buzau Land Geopark (southern part of East Carpathians) started as a
common initiative of Buzau County Council and University of Bucharest is near to become official
a geopark (Andrasanu, 2006). Oter two geopark initiatives were launched in 2009: Baia Mare
Geological and Mining Park (Kovacs & Fulop, 2009) and Persani Geopark (www.geoparkpersani.eu). Each new territory has a unique geological structure and is a good example of the
complex geodiversity of Carpato – Balkan region.
Continous efforts of enthusiastic geoparks` teams, the support of local communities and national
and international cooperation could generate succesful geopark teritories and a Romanian Geoparks
Network (RGN).
References
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Mărturii
Profesorul Ion Băncilă – Un om pentru eternitate
Justin ANDREI.1
1

Institutul Geologic al României

Autorul acestor rânduri l-a cunoscut pe profesorul Ion Băncilă la o vârstă fragedă, în vremea
începutului de primăvară al zbuciumatului an 1944. Era un moment dramatic pentru poporul
nostru, când Armata Roşie invadase toată partea nordică a Moldovei lui Ştefan cel Mare.

Tatăl meu, prof. Victor Andrei, legase cu aproape patru ani în urmă o strânsă şi durabilă prietenie
cu profesorul Ion Băncilă, clădită pe afinităţi sufleteşti şi pe o viziune similară asupra pericolelor
grave care ameninţau viitorul naţiunii române.
În acel început de aprilie 1944, familia Andrei, proaspăt refugiată din Moldova, a bătut la poarta
vilei din strada Sandu Aldea nr. 29, atunci ca şi acum cuibul familiei Băncilă. Aflasem de la părinţii
mei că voi avea cinstea să cunosc pe unul dintre corifeii geologiei româneşti. În imaginaţia
copilului de 10 ani mă aşteptam să văd un personaj impunător şi sever. Am întâlnit un om în
puterea vârstei, frumos ca un arhanghel, lipsit de orice morgă, care iradia calm, bunătate şi
înţelepciune, ce îşi săpa cu hârleţul bucăţica de ogor din spatele vilei. Am avut atunci senzaţia că
am în faţă pe unul dintre acei generali ai Romei antice, care putea schimba oricând însemnele de
comandant cu coarnele plugului.
În acea zi i-am cunoscut şi ne-am împrietenit (fratele meu Dan şi cu mine) cu cei doi copii ai
profesorului, Florin şi Sanda. Prietenia aceasta s-a cimentat în toamna acelui an şi în cel următor, la
Craiova, unde valurile evenimentelor ne-au adunat împreună.
L-am reîntâlnit pe profesorul Ion Băncilă în toamna anului 1951, după ce am început cursurile
Institutului de Geologie şi Tehnică Minieră din Bucureşti. M-a tratat cu multă afecţiune şi am
devenit unul dintre acei care îl frecventau asiduu. S-a stabilit destul de repede o interesantă relaţie
sufletească, între una dintre marile personalităţi ale ştiinţei româneşti şi modestul student din anul I.
Eu mă adăpam din plin din acea sursă inepuizabilă de cunoştinţe, fapte şi idei şi înţelegeam pentru
prima oară în viaţă că un adevărat om de ştiinţă este în primul rând OM. Domnia sa simţea nevoia
să converseze cu un tânăr în care să aibă încredere totală (în jurul său foiau o mulţime de securişti,
puşi să-l spioneze); în plus, poate, găsea în mine o părticică din acel auditoriu de care regimul
comunist îl privase, prin eliminarea sa brutală de la Catedra de geologie a Universităţii din Iaşi,
unde funcţionase, cu multă strălucire, o scurtă perioadă în 1946.
Într-adevăr, Ion Băncilă era un profesor înnăscut. Avea o sclipitoare inteligenţă moştenită de la
strămoşul său „măria sa ţăranul român”, o minte precis compartimentată ca un calculator
electronic, o imaginaţie debordantă dar bine controlată de un rar simţ al echilibrului, o deosebită
uşurinţă de exprimare şi un impresionant talent pedagogic.
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În general oamenii, dar în special tinerii, au simţit dintotdeauna nevoia unui model în viaţă. Eu am
avut uriaşa şansă să beneficiez de un asemenea model în persoana profesorului Ion Băncilă. De la
domnia sa am învăţat care sunt posibilităţile, dar şi limitele, viitoarei mele profesii, şi nu în ultimul
rând ce poate şi trebuie să facă un om, dar şi ce nu trebuie să săvârşească niciodată. În acele
vremuri de restrişte, de prigoană a tot ce reprezenta spiritul poporului român, vorbele, dar mai ales
faptele profesorului m-au călăuzit permanent şi mi-au dat tăria sufletească să suport loviturile unui
regim de totală opresiune.
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Discuţiile noastre îmbrăcau în acele vremuri o tematică largă. Acestea porneau fie de la problemele
ştiinţifice curente care îl preocupau (era tocmai perioada când se lupta cu „specialiştii” sovietici
pentru impunerea unor soluţii optime în edificarea centralei hidroelectrice Bicaz), fie de la primele
întrebări pe care tânărul student în geofizică şi le punea cu timiditate. Această facultate „paralelă”,
de care am beneficiat graţie generozităţii profesorului Ion Băncilă, mi-a creat un fundament
ştiinţific şi uman, pe care mi-am putut clădi ulterior succesele mele profesionale.
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După absolvirea facultăţii, întâlnirile mele cu profesorul Ion Băncilă au fost mai rare, datorită
îndelungilor mele campanii de teren. Cu ocazia acestor întâlniri am cunoscut o altă faţetă a
personalităţii profesorului, cea de atent şi cald îndrumător al tinerilor specialişti în domeniul
ştiinţelor Pământului . Sfaturile sale erau, fireşte, totdeauna de o înaltă competenţă, dar erau date cu
o deosebită grijă, ca acestea să nu îngrădească gândirea tânărului cercetător. Profesorul ştia prea
bine că la umbra marilor stejari nu creşte nimic.
După 1989 am avut şi eu, ca de altfel întreaga lume a geologiei româneşti, tardiva satisfacţie de a
trăi recunoaşterea academică a uriaşei personalităţi a profesorului Ion Bancilă. Ce păcat şi ce ruşine
că o asemenea personalitate s-a bucurat de această recunoaştere la venerabila vârsta de aproape 90
de ani.
La 6 mai 1992 profesorul Ion Băncilă urma să susţină discursul de recepţie în Academia Română,
cu dizertaţia „Contribuţiuni la geotehnica regiunilor carpatice”. Cu trei zile mai devreme un
groaznic accident auto a curmat viaţa colegului şi colaboratorului meu Titus Neştianu, eminent
specialist în petromagnetism. Înmormântarea urma să aibă loc tot pe 6 mai la ora 14, la cimitirul
din Săftica. În dimineaţa zilei respective am luat loc în sala mare a Academiei Române cât mai
aproape de una din uşi. În jurul orei 13 expunerea profesorului era în plină desfăşurare. Am plecat
cu durere în suflet.
Dumnezeu care a apreciat conduita mea m-a răsplătit. După câteva săptămâni am trecut cu ceva
treburi pe la Secţia de ştiinţe geonomice a Academiei. Acolo l-am întâlnit pe profesorul Băncilă,
care mi-a întins discursul său tipărit, împreună cu răspunsul profesorului Liviu Constantinescu. Am
deschis cu emoţie cărticica. Pe pagina de gardă o scurtă şi caldă dedicaţie: “Lui Justin Andrei din
partea bătrânului prieten”, Ion Băncilă. I-am mulţumit adânc emoţionat. Am citit-o de trei ori până
am avut impresia că am înţeles-o complet. Evident, un savant de talia profesorului are ce spune
într-o lucrare testament. Se afirmă că în domeniul geologiei, o lucrare fie ea şi genială, are o viaţă
limitată. Poate, dar totuşi Pânza Getică a lui Gheorghe Munteanu-Murgoci nu a fost cu nimic
clintită nici după peste 100 de ani. Am impresia că lucrarea profesorului Ion Băncilă face parte din
această categorie. Dar mai mult decît conţinutul, fireşte magistral, te impresionează modul cum îşi
exprima ideile. Spre deosebire de alţi savanţi-geologi „de formula unu”, el nu emitea sentinţe ci
prezenta o cascadă de idei, pe care le considera doar posibile. Era acelaşi geolog care revoluţionase
din 1938 până în 1958, ideile privind alcătuirea Carpaţilor Orientali şi acelaşi magistral profesor
care de la Catedra de geologie a României a Universităţii din Iaşi, a zguduit în toamna lui 1946 un
auditoriu adunat dintr-o ţară întreagă.
În ultimii 2 ani de viaţă ai profesorului Ion Bancilă (1999-2000), am fost martorul direct al agoniei
sale, determinată de o osteoporoză care a condus la fracturarea colului femural. Aceasta a
determinat izolarea sa la pat, cu toate urmările nefericite reflectate în starea generală de sănătate, în
incapacitatea de a desfăşura o activitate ştiinţifică normală şi de conştiinţa că se apropie
iremediabilul sfârşit.
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Continua să păstreze o atitudine rezervată faţă de geofizica „neseismică”, apreciind că în linii mari
aceasta nu depăşise un stadiu experimental. I-am amintit că în tinereţea mea reuşisem să descopăr,
cu ajutorul gravimetriei, primele 2 zăcăminte de hidrocarburi de pe Valea Slănicului de Moldova
(Cerdacu şi Cireşoaia). A avut un zâmbet cald spunându-mi că eu nu sunt doar geofizician. Voi
regreta, câte zile mai am de trăit, că nu am înregistrat aceste zeci de ore de convorbiri.
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Îl vizitam frecvent, ca în urmă cu aproape 50 de ani, discuţiile noastre durând câte 3-4 ore. Aceste
discuţii erau pentru dânsul un adevărat balsam, deoarece îi dădeau posibilitatea să îşi depene
amintirile legate de pasiunea vieţii sale, alcătuirea geologică a Carpaţilor Orientali şi a
formaţiunilor din Vorland. Atunci am aflat o seamă de aspecte, pentru mine inedite, ca de exemplu
ivirile de gaze termogene din Pânza Est-Internă (Pânza gresiilor curbicorticale, în nomenclatura
Săndulescu) de la obârşia râului Trotuş. Multe idei depăna şi în privinţa potenţialului de
hidrocarburi al şelfului Mării Negre. Păcat că pe atunci aveam cunoştinţe prea puţine despre acest
bazin oleogenerator.
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L-am văzut ultima dată în viaţă la şedinţa de omagiere a centenarului său de la Academia Română.
L-am văzut, dar nu am mai putut să îi mai vorbesc, deoarece cele peste 2 ore de stat pe scaun la
şedinţa omagială, au fost pentru el un calvar la limita suportabilului. Voi rămâne în amintire cu
privirea sa pătrunzătoare, aruncată din goana maşinii care se tot depărta, în uralele mulţimii adunate
până la refuz în curtea Academiei Române. După puţin timp am aflat la S.C. ”Petrom” S.A. că
ireparabilul se produsese.
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Pentru geologia românească, pentru tot ce înseamnă spirit, cunoaştere şi cultură, ale acestui popor
multimilenar, profesorul Ion Băncilă a fost, este şi va fi, ca un arc peste generaţii UN OM
PENTRU ETERNITATE.
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Data interpretation from geomagnetic observatories
using wavelet techniques
Asimopolos, L., Pestina, A.M., Asimopolos, N.S., Niculici, E.L.
Geological Institute of Romania , Caransebes str., no.1, Bucuresti, RO-012271,
tel: +40213060481, +40213060452, laurentiu.asimopolos@igr.ro , agata.pestina@igr.ro,
natalia.asimopolos@igr.ro, eugen.niculici@igr.ro

Keywords: geomagnetic storm, wavelet analysis, geomagnetic field, three-hourly indices
Summary
We performed morphological and spectral analysis of geomagnetic field components recorded at
observatories: Nurmi Jarvi (60.5 ° North, 24.6 ° East), Surlari (44.7 ° North, 26.2 ° East), Yelow
knife (62.5 ° North, 245.5 ° east), Hornsund (77 ° N, 15 ° East) and Resolute Bay (74.7 ° North,
265 , 1 ° East) during the geomagnetic storm of April 5-7 2010. This study aims to establish the
frequency variation, morphology and amplitude of the geomagnetic field during a geomagnetic
storm in order to evaluate how the storm event in the Northern Hemisphere middle latitudes and at
high latitudes.
Introduction
Geomagnetic storms represent a main interest for researchers in geomagnetism a date with the evolution of space technology and communications, which can be affected by rapid and high amplitude
variations of the geomagnetic field. Geomagnetic storms can be classified according to how the
oscillation amplitude starts after storm [1]. After the debut is how suddenly the storm begins with a
phenomenon type SSC followed by paroxysmal phase of the storm, where the first phase pulse amplitude of storm large (may reach up to 2000 nT and can last up to 4 hours followed for a period of
continuous agitation and variable amplitude geomagnetic field, not to achieve the initial pulse amplitude. Terminal oscillation amplitude decreases and tends to the previous storm. Another type of
storm is to start gradually. In this case the phenomenon of missing type and maximum amplitude
can be reached at 24 hours after onset of the storm. Another evaluation criterion is the paroxysmal
phase and amplitude oscillations on this criterion are 4 classes of storms (http://www.swpc.noaa.gov/
NOAAscales/).
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For this study we used data files containing minute averages of the geomagnetic field components
taken from the site INTERMAGNET. http://ottawa.intermagnet.org/apps/dl_data_prel_e.php
These daily files were concatenated and inserted into one single file for each observatory separately. We made charts of the geomagnetic field records for all registered components in all
observatories used in the study. Following this assessment was made visual evaluations of these
recordings, based on which the storm was framed in the category of the first graduated. Thus the
first pulse occurred at 17:58 UT on April 4 and had a magnitude of the north component between
45 nT at Knife Yelow and 5 nT at Surlari. Paroxysmal phase of the storm began on April 5 at
05:06UT debut with a phenomenon with amplitude of 200 nT at Yellow Knife Centre and 10 NT
Surlari. A maximum amplitude perturbation of the storm was reached in April 5, between 08:3709:29UT ; value of 870 nT at Yellow Knife to 125 nT at Surlari. Also a phenomenon with amplitude of 750 nT at Yellow Knife and 5 nT at Surlari could be highlighted in the April 4 starting at
06:54UT. This morphology is characteristic for an SFE (solar flare effect).
The second stage of processing consists of wavelet analysis and frequency analysis. Given that data
were used minute sampling frequency is represented in cycles / minute. Wavelet analysis was performed to determine the dominant frequencies [2, 3, 4] for the entire period of the storm in order to
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Experimental Data
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obtain an accurate picture as time domain frequency for all four components recorded. Also have
three-hourly indices range from storm and NOAA has established that storm classification is included in class G2 (moderate).
The wavelet algorithm used in this study is Morlet. Was originally formulated by Goupillaud,
Grossmann and Morlet in 1984 as a constant κσ subtracted from a plane wave and then localised by
a Gaussian window:
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In the wavelet charts the frequencies are marked with colors between blue and red representing the
weight of each frequency in the analyzed signal. According with this we can find the predominant
frequency for each component and each observatory.
The predominant frequency for the observatories placed near the polar circle, at high latitudes are
about 0.05 cycles / minute while the predominant frequency at Surlari observatory, situated at
meddle latitude, is about 0.018 cycles / minute and is less representative for the entire signal. For
middle latitude like Surlari Observatory we can observe another frequency of about 0.3 cycles /
minute.
Also we can observe a high correlation between original signal and reconstructed signal for the
very disturbed days and a less correlation for quiet days.
Amplitude oscillations vary inversely with distance from the magnetic pole as can be seen in figure
1 and 3. Also in figure 1 we can see the amplitude of Z component oscilations is nearly equal for
the observatories situated near the north geographic pole while the east and north horizontal components amplitude vary with the distance from the magnetic pole. The appearance of higher frequency components compared the fund currently in pre-storm and post-storm. Note that they are
less frequently once the spacing of the magnetic pole, which can be seen in figures 2 and 3.
Conclusion
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Morphology of the geomagnetic field elements that can be detected by wavelet analysis are variations such as SSC’s short period, SFE, B, BP, PI, SSC-type phenomena (storm suddenly commence) are short-term phenomena, until two hours, and were frequently less than 0.017 cycles per
minute at middle latitudes and polar areas reach 0.08. In terms of signal shape SSC's are oscillatory
phenomena whose final level is different, in absolute value, compared to the initial level. This type
of phenomenon usually precedes a magnetic storm or a period of pronounced and prolonged agitation of the geomagnetic field. It occurs in a period of 6 to 16 hours before the period of agitation.
In the wavelet analysis of these phenomena appear as discontinuous signals with higher frequencies
compared with feature-frequency band signal recorded, and whose share is very small. SFE's are
phenomena that the terms of the frequency characteristics similar to SSC’s sites are distinguishable
in terms of shape. So while the end of the geomagnetic field recorded SSC is modified from the
initially horizontal field components in SFE final level is almost coincident with the initial registration or within the normal trend of component variation. These difficulties highlight the overlap
over the periodicity of the signal characteristic of a signal with a much higher frequency, located on
the time that has occurred.
Storm disturbance evidenced both in Fourier analysis and wavelet analysis by the disappearance of
large periodicity of 24 and 12 hours. It can still emphasize the periodicity of 8, 4 hours and occur
and additional periodicity of 2 hours and other of 45 minutes, during a storm become predominant
periodicity.
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Figure 1 – Geomagnetic components a) Hx (North), b) Hy (East)
and c) Hz (vertical) at observatories: Nurmi Jarvi (NUR), Surlari
(SUA), Yelow knife(YKC), Hornsund (HRN) si Resolute Bay (RES),
during period of 96 hours (April 04
UT:0.00-08 UT:0.00, 2010); Geomagnetic storm April 5-7, 2010.

Figure 2 – Wavelet spectrum
for geomagnetic components Hx
(North) at observatories: Nurmi
Jarvi (NUR), Surlari (SUA),
Yelow knife(YKC), Hornsund
(HRN) si Resolute Bay (RES),
during period of 96 hours (April
04 UT:0.00-08 UT:0.00, 2010);
Geomagnetic storm April 5-7,
2010.

Figure 3 - Geomagnetic components Hz (vertical) , the wavelet
reconstructed signal and wavelet
spectrum at observatories: Hornsund (HRN), Yelow knife(YKC)
and Surlari (SUA), during period
of 96 hours (April 04 UT:0.00-08
UT:0.00, 2010);
Geomagnetic
storm April 5-7, 2010.
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The North Dobrogea Orogen is a collage of dismembered terrane fragments between the
Moesian Platform and East European Craton (Baltica during Proterozoic - Early Paleozoic). It records
Alpine (Cimmerian) and Variscan deformation, magmatism and metamorphism. The pre-Silurian
basement of North Dobrogea includes three metamorphic complexes (Boclugea, Megina and Orliga)
that are separated by tectonic boundaries. The Boclugea complex consists of quartzites and phyllites,
showing a lower greenschist facies metamorphism. The Orliga and Megina complexes show medium
pressure amphibolite facies metamorphism and greenschist facies retrogression.
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Five samples have been analyzed from the Boclugea complex, four of them representing almost
pure quartzites and one sample containing muscovite. One quartzite sample was analyzed from the
Orliga Group. The LA-ICP-MS measurements were performed at the Laser-96 Chron facility,
Department of Geosciences, University of Arizona 97 using an ISOPROBE MC-ICP-MS equipped
with a New Wave 98 DUV193 nm Excimer. Using the ISOPLOT program of Ludwig (2001),
Concordia diagrams (with data point error symbols at 1_) were plotted for each sample. The best
ages, which are considered to be the 206Pb/238U ages if younger than 800Ma and the 207Pb/206Pb
ages if older than 800Ma (e.g. Gehrels et al., 2008 and references therein), have been additionally
plotted on age vs. frequency histograms (Figs. 1, 2). Analyses with >10% uncertainty, and those more
than 10% discordant or 5% reverse discordant, were excluded from further consideration. Between 98
and 72 ages were obtained from the analyzed samples.
Previously, the Orliga terrane has been ascribed to the Precambrian, whereas the age of the
Boclugea terrane is inferred to be late Proterozoic-early Cambrian based on palynological data. Our
youngest U/Pb detrital zircon ages indicate a maximum mid-late Cambrian deposition age for the
sedimentary protoliths of both the Orliga and Boclugea assemblages.
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Fig. 1. Binned plot of U–Pb best ages from sample 340 from Boclugea Group.
Inset: Concordia plot of U–Pb isotopic ratios
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Fig. 2. Binned plot of U–Pb best ages from sample 339 from Orliga Group.
Inset: Concordia plot of U–Pb isotopic ratios.
U–Pb detrital ages from the North Dobrogea orogen indicate a complex pre-Alpine structure
consisting of peri-Gondwanan terranes with both Avalonian (Boclugea terrane) and Cadomian (Orliga
terrane) affinities. The youngest detrital zircons in the Boclugea and Orliga metamorphic units suggest
a maximum Middle to Late Cambrian deposition age.
The North Dobrogea orogen preserves a portion of the Rheic suture, traced between Boclugea
and Orliga terranes. This suture could be connected with the Rheic suture already known in the South
Carpathians. We further suggest that the Boclugea terrane from North Dobrogea together with the
Danubian terranes from South Carpathians and their correlatives from the Balkans accreted to Moesia
in the Early Paleozoic.
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Râpa Roşie Nature Reserve is located in the southeastern part of Secaşelor Plateau, on the right
side of the Secaşul Mare river, north of the Sebeş locality, and about 3 km from DN1 Sibiu-Cluj
road. As a morphological unit, it has reduced heights, with an altitude of 496 m above sea level,
and 125 m total height from base to top and 800 m horizontal extension. These morphological unit
types, called badlands, are a feature of the west side of Secaşelor Plateau.
The formations were created through regressive erosion, the main modeling agent being a tributary
of the Secaş River. The erosional process is still active, during the rain fall or snow melting, dripping water washing the slope, removing the sandstones and conglomerates cement and mobile material too. This was enough to create a vertical relief, highlighting different formations (towers,
columns, buttresses, obelisks, tubes) and creating large alluvial cones at the base. Locally, prominent horizontal cornices appear, being composed of strongly cemented conglomerates layers. Exfoliation processes, through drying and clay surface cracking, contribute to the erosion of the deposits.
Geologically, Râpa Roşie consists of a sequence of weakly-cemented detritic deposits, predominantly sandstones, which are easily disintegrated to the sands state. Cemented levels are highlighted by erosion, which give the structure of the deposit. Thus, at a large-scale view, a typical
cross-like structure can be noticed, with lenticular packages that are in fact oblique laminated layers, resulting from fluvial sedimentation. Red deposits contain fossils of turtles (Kallokibotion),
sauropodes and ornithopodes dinosaurs, nodosaures and other reptile species. The age of these deposits is quite controversial, both Cretaceous and Palaeogene being argued.
Regarding the vegetation, Râpa Roşie shows clear characters of a steppe zone due to the south exposition of the slopes, very pronounced erosion and historical evolution of vegetation. The geographical location of the territory has been a decisive factor in the evolution of flora. Therefore,
over time, many relict plant species, from a flora extinct long time ago, were preserved. The site
hosts about 200 plant species, including 7 taxa threatened by extinction.
The areas which host forests or forest boundaries are located in the lower part of the reserve, covering the torrents slopes, on the top, down to the abrupt limit, and also in the southern extremity. A
very important characteristic is the presence of two tree species, very different in terms of origin
and conservative value: pubescent oak (Quercus pubescens) present in the silvosteppe of Transylvanian Plain and Plateau and locust (Robinia pseudacacia), exotic specie which has been introduced for enrichment and improving of soil. However, this action has had a devastating effect on
wildlife because of excessive nitrogen enrichment of the soil.
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Green Echoes Association (AEV) has taken the Râpa Roşie Natural Reserve into custody and has
developed a series of cultural and educational projects to preserve those values based on which the
site gain its reservation status. The activities have targeted the younger age groups in particular, but
not only.
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The fauna is represented by avifauna, amphibians and reptiles.
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Presenting the unique geological and biological elements, as well as monitoring and solving their
preservation and protection, represent the main aims of activity. The final results of our projects
are:
- multimedia presentation in schools from Sebeş and Lancrăm localities; the total number of participants was 680;
- the Day of Râpa Roşie Natural Reserve was launched on June 5th, when three Junior Rangers
teams presented to their colleagues the results and photos from the field activities;
- celebration of the International Biodiversity Day, both on field and at the Sebeş municipal council;
- building of five interpretive panels in order to establish a thematic path in reservation;
- identification of a thematic trail in the field and the proper marking;
- designing of a mural panorama of the Râpa Roşie together with the specific elements;
- registering files for species and building up a stratigraphical column (scale 1:7); all these will be
exhibited at the Ioan Raica Museum in Sebes, within a space from Natural Science Department,
which will act as an information point too;
- disseminating the outcomes of the projects among local authorities and school boards;
- developing 8 projects for nature education, on the following topics: geology, geomorphology,
herpetology, birds, bats, responsible tourism; testing and implementing these projects, on the field,
together with Junior Rangers;
- constituting of 8 Junior Rangers teams together with teachers from five schools, in Sebes;
- designing a Râpa Roşie Junior Ranger Logo;
- monitoring performance of 12 activities (2- herpetology, 3 - plants, 3 – insects, 2 - birds and 2 –
turism in the area related activities);
- designing and implementing a field notebook;
- visiting Râpa Roşie Natural Reserve by AEV members together with a member of The Environment Protection Agency Alba to evaluate the field situation;
- conducting a meeting between a member of Environmental Guard and Junior Rangers from two
schools in Sebeş;
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- creating the „Junior Ranger activities backpack” that includes: info on 7 educational projects, 20
fact sheets with the most representative species of plants and animals from the reservation, a leaflet
describing the thematic trail, field notebook, magnifying glass for insects observations, 5 pins representing the birds from the area, replicas of insects and reptiles, water gourd with personalized
Junior Ranger Logo.
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The Apuseni Mountains originate from the Preapulian Craton (Săndulescu, 1994) and from the
Transylvanian Tethys (Săndulescu, 1984). From tectonical point of view, Apuseni Mts consists of
three large units, namely Bihor Unit (Autochtonous), Apusenides and Western Transylvanides. In
the south-eastern part of Apuseni Mts., the Transylvanides are grouped within Fenes Nappe, which
comprise (Bleahu et al., 1981; Lupu, 1975) two Lower Cretaceous units (Meteş and Feneş Formations) and two Upper Cretaceous ones (Bozeş and Râmeţi Formations).
The area selected for study is located in southeastern part of Trascău Mountains, between Ighiel
Valley and Mănăstirii Valley. It has been described as consisting only of Lower Cretaceous deposits, from both Metes and Fenes Formations (e.g. Lupu et al 1967, Ion 1985). However, giving the
possibility of existence in the area of Upper Cretaceous sediments (e.g. Antonescu, 1973, 1974),
we performed a systematical research in the area, in order to clarify this hypothesis. Our research
focused on calcareous nannoplankton, because of their high biostratigraphical resolution. Along
with these, lithological and sedimentological observations were performed. The present study is
based on qualitative analysis of calcareous nannofossils assemblages.
We followed the stratigraphical succession on three valleys (Bucerdea Vinoasă, Craiva and Tibru),
which, according with the geological map of Romania 1:200.000, Turda sheet (Lupu et al., 1967),
are consider to display the transition from Meteş to Feneş Formation. Only the deposits located in
the downstream part of the brooks provided microfossils.
The character of the assemblages is similar on all the studied sections, containing: large range taxa,
Lower Cretaceous, Upper Cretaceous and undetermined taxa respectively. Based on the youngest
identified species (Quadrum gartneri, Eprolithus eptapetalus, E. octopetalus and Micula staurophora) the age of these deposits is Upper Cretaceous (Upper Coniacian). These sedimentary deposits
are present in an area where only Lower Cretaceous deposits were mentioned before.
In order to check if these Upper Cretaceous deposits represent an individual unit, or can be related
to one of the two Upper Cretaceous units from the area, namely Râmeţi and Bozeş, the lithological
features were taken into account. The rhythmic alternation of sandstones and clays/marls are very
similar with those of Râmeţi Formation.
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Based on the lithology and on age as constrained by the calcareous nannofossils, the presence of
Râmeţi -like Upper Cretaceous deposits in the lower part of the studied valleys can be constrained.
These deposits can represent a south-eastern prolongation of Râmeţi Formation up to Fierului Valley, situation which radically changes the geological distribution of the Upper Cretaceous units in
an area very important for deciphering the formation and geodynamic evolution of the Apuseni
orogen.
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Fig 1a,b. Geological map of Voia area: 1. Hornblende, biotite, quartz ± pyroxene andesite (Cetras type,
11.7±0.5 Ma): a. intrusion; b. lava flows; 2. Hornblende, quartz ± biotite, pyroxene andesite (Sacaramb type,
12.4±1.04 Ma): a. intrusion; b. lava flows; 3. Hornblende, quartz andesite±biotite, pyroxene (Barza type, 12.4
±1.2 Ma): a, b intrusions; c. Hornblende andesite pyroclastics; d. Badenian lava flows and pyroclastics of
hornblende, biotite quartz andesite; 4. Badenian-Sarmatian volcano-sedimentary formation; 5. Upper
Cretaceous-Paleocene molassa; 6.Fault; 7. Surface projection limit of porphyry Cu-Au (Mo) mineralization;
8. Approximate limit of argillic alteration; 9. Diamond drill similar to no 12 fig 1b; 10. MTS similar no 13 fig
1b; 11. Gallery. Fig 1b. legend similar to 1a.
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Voia area is situated in central part of Metaliferi Mts. It represents about 4km2 from upper
part of Voia valley, area covered, especially by Neogene volcanic rocks (Fig 1a,b). This area was
the subject for numerous prospection and exploration works from which the 29 magnetotelluric
soundings (MTS) and 18 diamond drilling data have been used to known structural image between
surface and 5km depth.
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This article presents a structural interpretation-particularly of the shallow magmatic
chambers (SMC) from upper part of Voia area.-based on analysis of contrast resistivity of rocks
combined to results derived from diamond drillings.
Regional and local geological setting
Upper part of Voia valley is located within a Upper Cretaceous-Middle Miocene graben
structure, formally named Voia Graben (VG), which is a Cenozoic rifting structure belonging to the
Halmagiu-Brad-Sacaramb tectonic basin (HBSB) - a rifting system and an active basin of
continental margins of a back-arc area (Balinton & Vlad, 1998, Berbeleac, 2003).
Because the successive extension and compression during the rifting stage of passive
margins major modifications are evident, especially in the intensity and timing of volcanic activity
and it products. The peak of this volcanism is Upper Badenian-Pannonian time (~14-10 Ma, Rosu
et al., 2004). In this period of about 56 Ma the VG was active it being filled by: Upper Cretaceous
–Paleocene molassa and Miocene hornblende ± biotite andesites of Barza type, related to Voia
subvolcanic body (VSB), K quartz andesite with amphibole, biotite ± pyroxene of Sacaramb and
Cetras types, hybrid rocks, hornblende andesite as lavas and pyro- and epiclastic rocks, marls,
gypsums and limestones of Badenian-Sarmatian volcano-sedimentary formation, Jurassic
ophiolites and limestones, Lower Cretaceous flysh, small Eo-Cretaceous (?) or Laramian intrusive
rocks and probably Precambrian-Paleozoic schists (Berbeleac et al , 2004).
Measurements and processing data
A number of 31 MT sites have been carried out for investigated the deep structure related
to VSB. The sites have been located on three profiles covering a small area of about 0.70 Kmp
from VSB and it surroundings (Fig.1). The site emplacement conditions: relief with 450 -50ground
slopes, 80-100m between sites and 0-500m between profiles; the sites distribution: profile 1-redge
Crasmarului and Perii streams, about 1.1 km length and 12 sites; profile 2, about 1.3 km length,
with 14 sites located along of Macris valley and profile 3, of about 0.3 km length, and 5 sites,
situated on Perii stream; about 2,800 m total length of profiles. Measurements have been
accomplished using: the GMS-06 multi-channel geophysical measurement system with data logger
ADU-06 (DC to 20,000 HZ frequency range, five input channels with 24 bit A/D converter) and a
GPS clock. Data stored: a hard disk and a TPC converter. The magnetic and electric field variations
have been registered with magnetometer MFS-06 (10,000-0,001 Hz broadband) and four electrodes
Pb-PbCl-electrodes. The softs utilized: MAPROS and IPI-MTS. inversion; 5.50 h the total
measurement time and 5000m the investigation depth.
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The analysis of resistivity values distribution for each MTS and their cumulate values for
each profile, combined with drilling data, allowed to obtain for study area a new depth structural
image for that, in brief, our remarks refer to crustal faults, VG and especially SMC, as following
(Fig.2,3):
1) Three strike slip senestral crustal faults from which two, have E-W direction and the
other one NE-SW, form a very tight shear zones. From north to south they cut and divide the
basement in four micro- blocks and shows extend below 5km in depth, and on direction, probable,
father towards east (Almasul Mic –Glod) and west (to Baita-Zam) (Fig.2). Each blocks, comprises
in general, five lithologic entities, numbered, from upper to base, 1 to 5“beds”possible with
following lithology: 1) 0-100m, volcanics, sedimentary and volcano-sedimentary rocks high
oxidation and strong argillic alteration (HS type); 2) 100- 500m/10-175 Ohms-Miocene andesite,
Upper Cretaceous-Paleocene molassa, and Badenian- Sarmatian volcano-sedimentary fm, strong to
middle hydrothermal
alteration (HS type); 3) 500-1000m/75-120Ohms-Miocene-Jurassic
sedimentary fm, ophiolites and andesites in diverse stages of thermal, methasomatic and
hydrothermal alteration (HS & LS types); 4) 1000-2500m/150-1200Ohms-Jurassic ophiolite,
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Fig 2a,b. Resistivity profile for MTS and their geological interpretation of the resistivity contrasts. 2a: 1.
high oxidation zones and argilic alteration of volcano-sedimentary fm and andesite rocks; 2. dominantly
sheeted dikes of quartz andesites ± porphyry copper mineralization; 3. dominant volcano-sedimentary fm; 4.
andesites and microdiorites ± porphyry copper mineralization; 5. Upper Cretaceous-Paleocene Molassa; 6.
Lower Cretaceous fm; 7. ofiolites nappe; 8. possible Baia de Aries Nappe; 9. Ardeu Nappe (Jurassic-Lower
Cretaceous limestones and flish fm). A-E Shallow magmatic chambers. 4’,5’,7’,8’,9’: diverse grade of alteration assimilation and metasomatic rocks. 10. geological boundary; 11.strike slip fault-arrows show relative
movement: dashed where inferred; 12. nappe;13. drill; 14. porphyry copper mineralization within drills; 15.
MTS. 2b: similar legend with fig 2a.
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diorite-granodiorite(?) of SMC and crystalline schists, partially altered, and 5) > 2500-5000m/
3000Ohms-Paleozoic-Precambrian basement and usually SMC intrusions For detail see Fig. 2a,b).
2) A tectonic-subsidence small basin – like graben structure (VG) and like pull-apart type
is well expressed in profiles 1 (Fig. 2a: MTS1 + 50m - MTS5 + 50m; MTS9-MTS33) and 2
(Fig.2b: MTS25 +100m- MTS18+75m; MTS14+50m-MTS10). The graben structure continuity to
the south of MTS20 (Fig. 2b) and MTS5 (Fig. 2a) is stopped by volcanic-subvolcanic structures; it
reappears at south of MTS 13 and 30. The age of the subsidence is probably Upper CretaceousSarmatian time because the Upper Cretaceous-Paleocene molassa and Badenian-Sarmatian
volcano-sedimentary deposits are affected by the faults related to subsidence processes. At depth,
basement graben occurs at 250 – 1000m depth. Within the graben MT sections reveal sets of
normal and reverse faults with steep dipping to the north and south.
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3) The processing of resistivity contrast values for each site and cumulated for each profile
emphasize some aspects regarding SMC such as: (Fig. 2): 1) the nappe planes and the crustal faults
controlled the emplacement of SMC; 2) the SMC occur between 2000-4500m depth. Magmas, in
this interval of depth had the permanent tendency to advance up and lateral and probably, for a
short interval of time, they have remained in relative small spaces-chambers. A very expressive
lateral extension and communication between magmas seem to be on profile 1, sites 8 to -32
(Fig.2a); 3) the lateral penetrations have been favorable for syn-eruptive magma mingling and to
result hybrid rocks, like those from Voia Valley (Berbeleac et al., 2004); 4) the country rocks type
and the volatiles amount of magmas are responsible for degree of alteration processes underwent
by the SMC rocks and surrounding rocks, alterations remarked by low resistivity values,
comparable with those occurred on first 1000 m within profiles 1 and 2 (Fig. 2a,b) ; 5) each crustal
fault comprises 2-4 superposition SMC. The dimensions of these range in large limits: 50-200m
length / 50-500m for the E-W crustal fault and bigger (500 length/2000m high), on NE-SW fault.
But, in all the cases the dimensions of SMC seam to increases towards surface, between 2000-3000
m and 1-1.7 s periods; 6) the contour of SMC in vertical scale is irregular and linear, owed the
physic and chemic features of surrounding rocks probably affected by assimilation and
metasomatic processes underwent both by country rocks and magma rocks.
The presence in Voia valley of hybrid rocks considered as SMC by us as provided from
one of SMC above mentioned raise some problems regarding to the source, the process of their
planar bending of pale white high silica andesite-dacite and dark grey andesite. The most
expressive planar flow lamination and lava flow foliation from Voia Valley appear nearly to the
front of lava flow, in a small quarry (25-30/5-15m) situated on northern slope of Voia Valley.
These rocks, as the products of Vezuviu-A.D. 79 and 3700 B.P. “Avellino” eruptions (Civetta et
al., 1991) can be interpreted as reflecting a pre-eruptive zonation of magma chamber as the result
of fractional crystallization and mixing processes acting within magma chamber; crustal
contamination has not given significant modifications.
Is important to note that From Sacaramb in south, until Cordorea (Hartagani) in north the andesite products of Sacaramb and Cetras types include as enclaves diorite and granodiorite rocks probably proceed from some SMC located in this area.
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Overall Remarks
The Peceneaga – Camena Fault (PCF) represents one of the major lithosphere contacts on the
Romanian territory. It has been subject to many geological and geophysical studies since the
beginning of the 20th century, but despite the impressive amount of research, some issues related to the
path, in-depth extension, and contact nature are still debated.
The paper is aimed at outlining some geophysical echoes of this major tectonic contact, in an attempt
to help solving some open questions.
The Path
PCF seems to leave a specific signature in the images provided by geophysical investigations.
The different density of the geological formations of Central Dobrogea (CD) and North Dobrogea
(ND), separated by the fault, generates an important gravity gradient which may be clearly seen in the
PCF outcropping segment. However, westward, beyond the Danube this signature is lost beneath the
thick pile of the Moesian Platform (MP) deposits. The Dobrogean segment of the fault is also nicely
reflected in the pattern of the heat flow and electromagnetic anomalies.
A distinct geomagnetic pattern may be easily followed along the PCF flanks, allowing the revealing of
the fault track even within its sunken sector, westward the Danube. Unlike the largely accepted
northward turnover, the horizontal gradient of the geomagnetic anomaly suggests the PCF NW
extension, straight towards the Carpathians, vanishing somewhere at the Tg. Secuiesc meridian.
The Structure
In depth extension of PCF is well outlined in some geophysical images. Deep seismic soundings
(DSS) have revealed for the first time the trans-crustal features of the fault. A step of about 10 km at
the both Conrad and Moho discontinuities has been recorded along the international DSS line no. II
(Calarasi – Galati).
Relatively recent seismic tomography studies added unexpected information, showing PCF not as a
crustal fault, but as a major lithosphere contact extending below 150 km depth.
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Geodynamic Aspects
Geological data related to the kinematic history of the PCF advocate for alternate strike-slip behaviour
(from left-lateral to right-lateral and back, and from transpressive to transtensile and back).
The PCF evolution looks tightly connected to the Black Sea dynamics. Seismic tomography has
outlined strong fingerprints of the W Black Sea opening within its NW inland. It seems that
lithosphere expelled by the rifting removed the eastern MP terrane (thus creating the so-called
Dobrogean sector of the MP basement) and split the eastern platform into several compartments by
creating or reactivating a NW trending fault system to which PCF belongs to.
After the W Black Sea rifting ended its evolution, the geodynamic engine in the area seems to be the
active rifting in the Red Sea and Aden Bay, pushing northward the Arabian Plate by 48 mm/yr. From
these, about 16 mm/yr are accommodated along the North Anatolian Fault. Part of the remaining
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The Nature
Based on geophysical evidence, PCF might be considered as a major boundary, lithospheric in nature.
It represents the strike-slip contact between the 130 km thick Moesian Micro-Plate (MoP) and more
than 150 km thick East European Plate (EEP).
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movement is redirected towards the previously mentioned MoP compartments pushing them towards
the Carpathians. When tectonic forces overcome the friction, the lithosphere slivers may relatively slip
each other, thus generating earthquakes along their wedges within their upper (brittle) part. This might
explain the unusual craton seismicity of the eastern MP.
The Baspunar geodynamic observatory, run by IGAR, is aimed at monitoring crust deformation along
a PCF segment, by accurately observing the distance between its flanks. Measurements are taken with
two Leica TC 1201 total stations at a 0.1 Hz frequency, and minute averages are stored.
Time series recorded so far have allowed drawing some preliminary conclusions:
(i) PCF is a geodynamical active contact;
(ii) movement looks irregular in both speed and strike;
(iii) PCF behaves mainly as a right-lateral contact.
The average motion rate ranges between 1 – 6 mm/yr, fully consistent with previous estimates based
on micro-kinematics studies and seismic energy released in the Vrancea zone.
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The Eastern Carpathians represent an uplifted fold-and-thrust belt attached to a Neogene
volcanic arc, which provided sediments both to the Transylvania and foredeep basins. This
mountainous chain is mainly composed of Cretaceous and Tertiary turbiditic sediments. Hence, the
nappes of the Eastern Carpathians were grouped in the Inner Flysch Zone (Băncilă, 1958) or the
Outer Dacids (Săndulescu, 1984), comprising the ‘Black Flysch’, Baraolt, Ceahlău and Bobu
nappes and the Outer Flysch Zone (Băncilă, 1958), comprising the Moldavids, such as the
Teleajen, Audia, Macla, Tarcău and Vrancea nappes (Săndulescu, 1984). Similar to the Southern
Carpathians, the nappes of the Eastern Carpathians underwent the effects of two main Cretaceous
deformation phases, i.e. the Mesocretaceous and Laramian (Sandulescu, 1984; Mutihac, 1990).
One of the post-tectonic covers, common for the Outer Dacid and Moldavid nappes, occurring only
in the Carpathian bend area, is represented by the red marls of the Gura Beliei Formation. In this
study, we present detailed investigations concerning the Cretaceous-Tertiary transition in marine
red beds belonging to the Gura Beliei Formation, which crops out south of the Pietroşiţa locality,
along the left bank of the Ialomiţa Valley.
Totally, 120 samples were collected in 84.5 m, spanning the latest Maastrichtian-earliest
Paleocene interval (Bojar et al., 2009). The multidisciplinary investigations on carbon and oxygen
stable isotope fluctuations, TOC (total organic carbon) content, mineralogy and calcareous
nannoplankton are presented herein. Isotopic analyses were performed on whole rock and the
organic material according to the methods described by McCrea, 1950 and Teece and Fogel, 2004.
The results of the stable isotope analyses are reported in per mil to the PeeDee Belemnite Standard
(PDB). X-ray diffraction was performed at the Universalmuseum Joanneum, Department of
Mineralogy, on a Siemens D500 X-ray diffractometer using Cu Kα radiation. Quantification was
done as described by Srodon et al. (2001) with ZnO as the internal standard. The samples were
hand milled instead of using an automatic McCrone Mill. Calculations were done with the software
Rockjock 5 (Eberl, 2003).
For calcareous nannofossil investigations, smear slides were prepared directly from the
untreated material, in order to retain the original sample composition. Both qualitative and
semiquantitative investigations were carried out. The taxonomic calcareous identifications follow
Burnett (1998). To accomplish the semiquantitative calcareous nannoplankton analyses, 300
specimens were counted in each smear slide under a light microscope at 1600x magnification.
The analysed sequence shows that the upper Maastrichtian is a lowstand systems tract that
comprises several fluctuations. The presence of smectite throughout the section indicates the
absence of a strong diagenetic overprint. The correlations between the negative carbon isotope
excursions, for carbonates and organic material, the low carbonate content and the drop in the
nannoplankton diversity (i.e., the nannofloral mass extinction mirrored in the disappearance of
around of 90 % of Cretaceous taxa) indicate a sharp drop of the productivity at the
Cretaceous/Tertiary boundary. A slow recovery afterwards was evidenced in the lowermost
Paleocene sediments, towards the top of the Gura Beliei Formation. The beginning of the δ13C
negative excursion is marked by a positive carbonate peak, followed by another positive peak in
clay and quartz content. Additionally, three rodocrosite-rich levels occur in the K/T transition
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interval characterized by low organic content, and lower δ13C values reaching –27 ‰ for the
organic material.
The youngest bio-events recognized in the Ialomiţa section are represented by four earliest
Danian successive blooms, such as two abundance peaks of the calcareous dinoflagellate genus
Thoracosphera. This taxon usually blooms in unstable environmental conditions at surface waters
(Lamolda et al., 2005). The peaks of Thoracosphaera are intercalated with two blooms of the
nannofossil Braarudosphera bigelowii, taxon that survives at high salinity fluctuations (including
lowering). At the K/T boundary and just above it, in the lowermost Danian, the δ18O values are
lower, feature that could be linked to a short-period impact-induced warming.
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Basically, the succession of Upper Jurassic deposits in Pădurea Craiului Mountains (Fig. 1) consists of three lithostratigraphic units: Vad Limestone, Cornet Limestone and Albioara Limestone.
The three units are diachronous (Patrulius, in Ianovici et al., 1976). Vad Limestone is thickest
(thus, covering the most extended time interval) in
the northern part of Pădurea Craiului, and to a lesser
extent in the southern one. Cornet Limestone shows
the maximum extension in the central area, while
Albioara Limestone practically is present only in the
southern, and partly in the central area of Pădurea
Craiului Mountains. Patrulius (in Ianovici et al.,
1976) indicated that Farcu, Cornet and Aştileu limestones form together a diachronous formation, the
three limestone types being not separable as distinct
mapping entities. Starting from this statement, Cociuba (2000) considered that Farcu Limestone
represents a lateral facies of Cornet Limestone, thus
its cartographic separation is not justified. Refering
to the same afirmation of Patrulius on the three types
of limestones, we additionally consider that the separation of the Aştileu Limestone is also not justifiable,
this term being, as in the case of the Farcu Limetone,
a recent synonym for Cornet Limestone.
There is little paleontological evidence that served
Patrulius (in Ianovici et al., 1976) for assigning the
age of the three lithostratigraphic entities. Only Perisphinctes (Arisphinctes) plicatilis, mentioned from
Fig. 1. General succession of the Uppe
rJurassic limestones from Pădurea Craiului
Vad Formation, represents a good age index (Early–
Middle Oxfordian). For the Cornet Limestone brachiopods, nerineids, cidarids, crinoids and sclerospongia (Ellipsactinia), while for the Farcu and
Albioara limestones the sclerospongia Cladocoropsis mirabilis were indicated.
Only sporadically, foraminifers have been used for dating these limestones (e.g. Dragastan et al.,
1988; Bucur et al., 1993), the first attempts for their systematic usage in the case of Jurassic deposits in Pădurea Craiului belonging to Cociuba (1995, 1997).
The present paper is a synthesis on the data based on the presence of foraminifers in the Upper Jurassic limestones from Pădurea Craiului Mountains, starting from the above-mentioned references
reinforced by new data obtained in the recent years.
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Micropaleontological content
Vad Limestone, investigated in the area of the type locality (Vadu Crişului) and in Cornet-Aştileu
region is mainly represented by mudstone-wackestone, packstone and fine-peloidal grainstone
bearing pelagic organisms (e.g., Saccocoma, “filaments”),
small fragmetns of echinoderms and bivalves, Lenticulina sp.
and rare small benthonic foraminifers (miliolids, small agglutinated specimens) that have no biostratigraphical significance.
Cornet Limestone has been investigated in detail in two sections: Valea Mnierei–Cornet and Şerbota Hill–Aştileu.
The limestones from Cornet area have been recently subject
of a sedimentological analysis (Săsăran et al., 2008), the authors separating three depositional systems within these carbonate deposits: the shelf slope system, the shelf ridge system
with bioconstructions and bioclastic shoals, and the open
shelf system with isolated bioconstructions The benthic foraminiferal assemblage consists of Labyrinthina mirabilis
WEYNSCHENK, Pseudocyclammina lituus (YOKOYAMA),
Everticyclammina sp., Parurgonina caelinensis CUVILLIER,
FOURY & PIGNATI MORANO, Kurnubia palastiniensis
HENSON, Neokilianina rahonensis (FOURY & VINCENT),
Charentia cf. evoluta GORBATCHIK, Andersenolina alpina
(LEUPOLD), Mohlerina basiliensis (MOHLER), Protopeneroplis striata WEYNSCHENK and Protopeneroplis ultragranulata (GORBATCHIK).
In Şerbota Hill (Aştileu) the distal shelf (offshore) deposits of
the Vad Limestones are followed by the limestones in shallow
water external carbonate facies (bioclastic shoals) of Cornet
Formation (Fig. 2). These are mainly oolitic and ooliticbioclastic
limestones,
which correspond to the
so-called Aştileu LimesFig.2. Succession of the Uptone (sensu Patrulius, in Ianoviper Jurassic limestones from
ci et al, 1976 and Cociuba,
Şerbota Hill-Aştileu
2000). The foraminiferal association
from Şerbota
Hill
(Aştileu) consists of: Coscinophragma cf. cribrosa REUSS,
Pseudocyclammina lituus (YOKOYAMA), Everticyclammina
sp., Charentia cf. evoluta GORBATCHIK, Andersenolina alpina (LEUPOLD), Andersenolina cf. elongata (LEUPOLD),
Andersenolina cf. delphinensis (ARNAUD-VANNEAU,
BOISSEAU & DARSAC), Mohlerina basiliensis (MOHLER),
Protopeneroplis striata WEYNSCHENK, Protopeneroplis cf.
ultragranulata (GORBATSCHIK) and Troglotella incrustans
WERNLI & FOOKES.
Albioara Limestone has been studied in the type-section (Albioara Valley, in an incomplete section) and in Cuţilor Valley–
Pleş Hill. Cociuba (2000) has separated two members within
the Albioara Limestone succession in this latter sector (from a
complete section in this case) (Fig. 3): Secătura Member, in
the lower part, and Valea Cuţilor Member in the upper one.
Secătura Member consists of dark-coloured, micritic fenestral,
Fig.3. Succession of Albioara
often laminitic limestones, while Valea Cuţilor Member consists
Limestone from Valea Cuţilor
of micritic-microsparitic limestones with millimeter-to centime(modified from Cociuba, 2000.
ter-sized cyanobacterial oncoids.
section)
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The foraminiferal association identified in the Albioara Limestone in this section consists of: Alveosepta jaccardi (SCHRODT), Alveosepta powersi (REDMOND), Streptocyclammina mulucensis
HOTTINGER, Redmondoides lugeoni (SEPTFONTAINE), Parurgonina caelinensis CUVILLIER,
FOURY & PIGNATI MORANO, Neokilianina rahonensis (FOURY & .VINCENT), Kurnubia
palastiniensis HENSON and Conicokurnubia cf. orbitoliniformis SEPTFONTAINE.
Biostratigraphic remarks
The most significant species included in the above-mentioned associations are: Alveosepta jaccardi, Alveosepta powersi, Labyrinthina mirabilis, Parurgonina caelinensis, Kurnubia palastiniensisi
Neokilianina rahonensis and Conicokurnubia orbitoliniformis. In his synthesis paper on the stratigraphic distribution of these foraminifers in Upper Jurassic limestones from the Tethys area Bassoullet (1997) assigned the following biostratigraphic value to the species below:
- Alveosepta jaccardi – Middle–Late Oxfordian to Early–Middle Kimmeridgian
- Alveosepta powersi – Kimmeridgian
- Labyrinthina mirabilis – Latest Oxfordian to Early Tithonian
- Parurgonina caelinensis – Latest Oxfordian to Early Tithonian
- Kurnubia palastiniensis – Oxfordian to Middle Tithonian
- Neokilianina rahonensis – Kimmeridgian
- Conicokurnubia orbitoliniformis – Late Kimmeridgian – Early Tithonian
From Upper Jurassic deposits belonging to the Dinaric karst Velić (2007) assigned the following
stratigraphic distribution to six out of the seven specied mentioned before:
- Alveosepta jaccardi – Kimmeridgian
- Labyrinthina mirabilis – Late Oxfordian–Early Kimmeridgian
- Parurgonina caelinensis – Kimmeridgian–Early Tithonian
- Kurnubia palastiniensis – Oxfordian–Middle Tithonian
- Kilianina? rahonensis – Kimmeridgian–Early Tithonian
- Conicokurnubia orbitoliniformis – Kimmeridgian.
In Romania, this association has been partly identified in Hăghimaş (Dragastan, 1975), Vâlcan
(Pop & Bucur, 2001), or Trascău (Săsăran, 2005; Bucur & Săsăran, 2005) Mountains.
Based on these data, we can consider that the Cornet and Albioara formations from Pădurea Craiului Mountains were deposited during the Late Oxfordian–Early-Middle Tithonian time interval.
Paleoecology and paleoenvironment
Most of the foraminifera in the above mentioned assemblages lived in shallow-water internal-platform environment. In Valea Cuţilor section (Albioara Limestone) the succession is dominated by muddy deposits providing a soft substrate. Alveosepta species pullulate in this environment. In the upper part of the section (Valea Cuţilor Member) large cyanobacterial oncoids developed, pointing to a somewhat restricted environment.
Parurgonina is quite frequent in these deposits. Some other foraminifera (Protopeneroplis, Mohlerina, Andersenolina, Pseudocyclammina) occur mostly in grained facies (packstone and grainstone) in more open
environments, from external-inner to outer platform settings. They were components of the carbonate sands
in areas of higher water-energy environments.
Acknowlwdgements: The paper is a contribution to the research project financially superted by the CNCSIS
grant ID 561 (E, Săsăran)
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Plate 1. Upper Jurassic microfossils from Pădurea Craiului Mountains. 1, 2 – Alveosepta
jaccardi; 3 – Neokilianina rahonensis; 4, 9 – Parurgonina caelinensis; 5 – Andersenolina
alpia; 6, 8 – Kurnubia palastiniensis; 7 – Labyrinthina mirabilis; 10 – Mohlerina basiliensis; 11, 12 – Protopeneroplis striata.
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Sedimentological study of Romanian Black Sea beach and inner shelf
deposits between Portita and Tuzla
Caraivan G.

Keywords: geomorphology of the southern coast Black Sea, types and sources of sediments
Introduction
The book is based on researches undertaken by the author between 1971 – 1982, in the
framework of marine geology team, today became the NIRD for Marine Geology and
GeoEcology - GEOECOMAR. It is, in fact, the author’s doctoral thesis, presented in 1982,
addressing for the first time in Romania a complex issue of marine geology.
The objective of this work was to achieve a more comprehensive picture of the sedimentary
processes that occur on the Romanian Black Sea beach and shelf area.
Although published only in 2010, the book constitutes a benchmark, to which changes in the
Romanian Black Sea southern inner shelf and coastal area that have occurred over the past 30
years are registered and will continue to be recorded. These changes are caused by natural causes
as well as anthropogenic pressure.
Study Objectives
The complex geodynamic study of the coastal zone is discussed under the following aspects:
- Geology and geomorphology of the Romanian southern coastal zone:
- erosion shores;
- accumulative shores;
- coastal deposits study (textural, structural, mineralogical, geochemical, and faunal
approach;
-sources of sedimentary material.
- Sedimentological study of the inner shelf approaches:
- modern and relict geomorphologic features;
- study of surface sediments (textural, modern and relict mollusks, and mineralogical
aspects);
- genetic types of sediments;
- Quaternary formations (Mamaia-Agigea sector), based on the complex study of drilling
cores taken from the coastal zone and the inner shelf surface.
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Non-destructive laboratory tests to establishing the long term behaviour
of the stones used like dimension stone
Cetean, V. 1, Ciornei, N.2, Ghita, M.2
1
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Introduction
The most important characteristics of stone used for indoor and outdoor application are properties
and mechanisms of the durability. These are under continuous investigation, because the stone still
represent the most valuable materials for buildings finishing, not only due to aesthetical and workability indices, but also due to the smaller energetic consumer from the quarry until the final use.
These properties are highlighted by tests what measuring the frost resistance, resistance to thermal
shock, the expansion due to the moisture and temperature, resistance to salt crystallisation,
alterations, resistance to acid attack and bowing potential.
This paper present the most three important un-destructive methods to characterize the stones and
the results obtained during the last 5 years of testing laboratory:
1. Frost resistance - measured by cyclically freezing and thawing the stone in the presence of
water. The expansion of water in pores and cracks of the stone may cause the stone to crack
and/or disintegrate.
2. Resistance to thermal shock - Abrupt changes in temperature can cause instant volumetric
changes of minerals in the stone, which may lead to cracking and weakening of the stone. It
is important to façade and ceiling cladding, which undergo temperature changes.
3. Moisture may induce swelling of some minerals and thus result in expansion of the stone
and/or cracking due to the volumetric changes. The capillarity of stone is one of the most
important parameter.
Methodology
The freeze-thaw and thermic shock behavior of stones was studied with performing equipments
indicated in the European standard methodology applied in Romania too (Fig. 1.1÷3).
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Before and after the test (56, 168 or 256 freeze-thaw cycle and 21 thermic shock cycles) the
samples were weighted and were determined the elasticity dynamic modulus (Emod) by one of two
methods: the measuring of resonance frequency with a specialized equipment with frequency range
1 Hz to 100 kHz, what include an oscilloscope and a resonance impulse transmitter (Fig. 2.1) or by
measuring of sound speed velocity (Fig. 2.2). The ultrasound impulse chosen method is based on
inducing impulses of ultrasound frequency (40-60 kHz) in the tested body. Are measured the
longitudinal propagation velocity of the ultrasound by direct, the diagonal (Fig. 2.3) and the surface
transmission techniques.
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Fig. 1.1-2. Equipment for frost test, in conformity with EN 12371, with electronic control of air and samples
t0, timing, fill and empty of the freezing tank; Fig. 1.3 - ventilated oven with electronic control of t0
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Fig. 2.1. Equipment for frequency resonance measuring; Fig. 2.2-3. Ultrasonic pulse velocity tester

The water absorption by capillarity was done conforming to the standardized methodology, what
requires a continuous test until is reached the constant mass of the specimens (Fig. 4).
Results
Results after frost test (Tab.1, Fig. 3.1, 3.2):
- the biggest part of all stone types registered a similar differences of the modulus of elasticity
(reduced less than 30% after the 56, 168 or 256 freeze-thaw cycles); part of them are increased
the Emod, but the variation usually not exceed 30%;
- Ruschita marble shown a rapid and drastic decreasing of Emod (until 65%) after 28 cycles;
- even the ultrabasites are very resistance stones, but the Emod reached the maxim admissible
differences (30%);
- all type of schist shown good behavior at thermic variations perpendicular to the foliation;
- the tuffaceous andesite from the upper part of Malnas - Bixad deposit shown a drastic deterioration after 56 freeze-thaw cycles (Fig. 3.1), with major cracks or broken in two;
- the limestones often presents minor rounding of corners and edges, which does not compromise
the integrity of the specimen, or detachment of small fragments (Fig. 3.2);

Fig. 3.1÷3. Different behavior of samples after frost test and thermal shock test
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Results after thermal shock (Tab.1, Fig. 3.3):
- the biggest part of stone types had a “normal” behaviour after thermal shock (all samples from
each stone type registered a similar differences of the modulus of elasticity); the samples
present small quantity of lost material (less the 1%) for the same stones, until insignificant values;
- ∆Emod could very different for the samples of the same stone type; sometimes, this difference
could be a result of the losing of mass, but the mean explanation is the internal structure of stone
(unevenness), the presence of very fine cracks (un-detectable after visual inspection) and the
permeability relates to the transport of dissolved material through the rock;
- visual changes only for the carbonatic stones with white – crème color (like Vratza limestone,
Baschioi sandstone, Codru Babadag limestone).
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Table 1. Laboratory test results of un-destructive methods of investigation for durability characteristics of stones
Freeze / thaw test (EN 12371)
Stone

Type of stone

Code

Visual
score

∆V
(%)

∆Ed
(%)

Compressive
strength
MPa

Thermal shock (EN 14066)
Flexural strength
MPa

Andesite

A-P

0

0.01

5

RUSCHITA

Marble

M-R

0

0.03

65

BASCHIOI_2008

Sandstone

Ss-B

1

BASCHIOI_2005

Sandstone

Ss-B

1

SANTA FIORA

Sandstone

Ss-SF

0

G603_2010

Granite

G603

0

0.03

5

190

170

16.50

14.80

PADANK DARK

Granite

G654

0

0.03

12

232

220

21.05

18.95

CHINESE

Granite

G-C

0

40

8.3

OLIVINIC

Ultrabasite

U-O

0

31

IMPALA

Ultrabasite

U-I

0

OFFERDAL

Schist

S-O

PEREIRA

Schist

CLASSICO

10
0.02

19

104

∆V
(%)

PIETROASA Deva

93

Visual
aspect

12.40

11.40

16.40

16.20

-

0.03

15.80

15.40

some
change of
colour

1.12

18.10

∆Ed
(%)

63

Capillarity
(EN 1925)
C
g/m2 * s0,5

0.16
8.40

0.02

7

7.09

0.07

73

1.88

-

0.03

28

0.35

-

0.02

21

0.15

8.0

0.30

38

0.86

25.0

25.5

0.30

4

0.30

29

22.2

21.4

0.24

31

0.12

0

2

42.1

40.6

0.05

3

0.13

S-P

0

7

26.5

24.1

0.07

8

0.49

Travertine

L-C

0

25

8.3

8.3

0.01

28

1.25

GEOAGIU

Travertine

L-G

1

21

10.6

11.9

0.38

21

21.24

CODRU BABADAG

Limestone

LCG

1-2

12.80

11.40

0.08

6

23.84

VRATZA

Limestone

L-V

1-2

5

18.3

19.9

0.56

2

5.04

BELGIAN BLUE

Limestone

L-Bb

0

33

24.4

22.1

0.07

31

0.21

BATIGUE AZUL

Limestone

L-BA

0

25

11.9

11.6

0.09

26

6.30

30

0.04

4

106
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Results after capillarity test (Tab.1, Fig.4.1, 4.2):
- the most absorbent stones are the limestones, sandstone with carbonatic cement and some types
of travertine; usually these shown more then 5 g/m2 * s0,5, what group the stones in the absorbant
and very absorbent category of stone;
- are some types of limestone with high cristallinity (like Belgian Blue) what have similar capillarity values with good granites, marble or schist.
Capillarity of M-R stone

Capillarity of Ss-B stone

0.25

14.00
Series1

12.00

0.20

Series2
10.00

Series1
0.15

Series2

Series3

8.00

Series4

Series3
0.10

Series5

6.00

Series4

Series6

Series5

4.00

Series6

0.05

2.00
0.00
0.00

100.00

200.00

300.00

400.00

500.00

600.00

0.00
0.00

100.00

200.00

300.00

400.00

500.00

600.00

Fig. 4.1-2. Capillarity test for Ruschita marble and Baschioi carbonatic sandstone, showing not only a different capacity of water absorption, but also and different physical proprieties due to the mineralogical structure

Conclusions
To establishing the long term behavior of stones, are applied different laboratory physical and mechanical
tests, accelerated by repeated changes of temperature and moisture. Un-destructive methods (like variation of
dynamic elasticity modulus) could offer valuable indications concerning the durability after stone application, especially in outdoor environment. By combination of laboratory test results and practical observation
was determinate some acceptance criteria, shown in Tab.2
Table 2. Requirements for durability characteristics resulting by laboratory test of stones

characteristic

standard - method

frost resistance

EN 12371
(12 cycles)

thermal shock
resistance

EN 14066

acceptance criteria
Visual code ≤ 3
∆dyn. E-mod. < 30%
∆flex. strength ≤ 20%
∆dyn. E-mod. < 30%

comments
shall be declared when
required or upon request
shall be declared when
required or upon request
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Comparison between loess sequences from Mircea Voda and
Costinesti – paleoclimate implications
Dimofte D.
University of Bucharest, Faculty of Geology and Geophysics, Bucharest, danidimofte@gmail.com.
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Introduction
Loess deposits preserve a potentially important and detailed archive of Pleistocene climate change.
Although a variety of loess characteristics (such as magnetic susceptibility and grain size) can be
assumed as good proxy records for palaeoclimate variation, the deposits can only be fully understood, and their significance evaluated, once a robust chronological framework is established.
However, it is well known that terrestrial archives may be incomplete, and an increasing body of
evidence demonstrates that the rate of loess accumulation may vary considerable both within a
stratigraphic unit and between equivalent units at different localities (see e.g. Frechen et al., 2003;
Roberts, 2008).
The investigated area is located in Dobrogea (SE Romania). One site is near the village of Mircea
Vodă; the section is ~26 m thick; it comprises six well-developed palaeosols (stratigraphic nomenclature: S0-S5, with S0 representing the Holocene soil) and intercalated loess layers (L1-L6), with
no apparent evidence for remarkable hiatuses. Mircea Vodă is thought to comprise at least five glacial/interglacial cycles and is considered as one of the most significant records of Late-Quaternary
environmental and climatic changes in the Lower Danube region. Age information for the sequence
was previously obtained through time-depth modeling of magnetic susceptibility data and optically
stimulated luminescence dating (OSL) of silt-sized (4-11 µm) quartz (Timar, et al., 2010a and
2010b).
The second studied site is near Costinesti village, on the Black Sea coast; the section is 12.7 m
thick; it comprises five well-developed palaeosols (S0-S5) and intercalated loess layers (L1-L5).
Costinesti sequence is more condensed, though spanning almost the same time interval.
Methodology
Samples were collected at 10 cm interval. Magnetic susceptibility and detailed grain size analysis
have been done on both sites at different laboratories from University of Bucharest. For grain size
analyses, the treated samples (with H2O2 for removal of organic matter; with HCl at pH 4 for removal of carbonates and dispersed with hexametaphosphate) were measured with a Horiba laser
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tington susceptibility bridge in dual frequency at Paleomagnetic Laboratory.
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instrument (LA950) at Sedimentology Laboratory. Magnetic susceptibility was measured on a Bar-
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Results
Variations in the magnetic susceptibility in both sections reflect the alternations of loess and palaeosol layers, with high magnetic susceptibility corresponding to weathered palaeosol layers and
low magnetic susceptibility corresponding to the loess layers. In general the grain-size distribution
is very consistent with the magnetic susceptibility variations – the pedogenic fraction (<5 µm) is
concentrated in the layers exhibiting high magnetic susceptibility and the airborne fraction (>16
µm) is concentrated in the layers with lower susceptibility values.
Data from Costinesti section (Fig.1.A) indicate a gradual shift from warm/wet to cold/dry climate
and a sharp change in the reverse. In interglacial periods can be observed maximum of magnetic
susceptibility what is small due to climate change that took place during these periods and to the
fact that this parameter is directly influenced by pedogenesis processes. Changes in the concentration of carbonate can be interpreted in terms of a partial or full dissolution of primary carbonates in
the soil resulting low values. The maximum of grain size can be seen in the layers of palaeosol and
the minimum in the loess layers, this is caused by the pedogenesis processes accompanying the
formation of palaeosols and by the weathering during hot and humid periods.

Fig.1 Schematic representation of the sampled section showing the loess and palaeosol units, the magnetic
susceptibility values and Grain-size distribution characteristic for different loess layers, showing the bi-modal
aspect of the granulometric curve. A. Costineti, B. Mircea Voda

At Mircea Voda section (Fig. 1.B) the airborne dust (silt and fine sand above 16 µm) is present in
large amount (generally over 50%). The pedogenic processes which involve hydrolysis of silicate
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entire section with values always above 10% in the loess layers and values above 20% in the paleo-
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minerals leading to formation of new clay-sized minerals (< 5 µm) can also be seen throughout the
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sol layers, suggesting that even during loess deposition, weak pedogenesis was present. Larger
amount of clay-sized material was observed in lower part of the section.
Conclusions
Loess-palaeosols sequences from Dobrogea region, Romania are very homogeneous and have the
same properties (especially magnetic) even if the thickness is different. The two studied sections
indicate a gradual shift from a warm and wet climate to a cold and dry climate and a sudden change
in the clime process in revers, correlated with the interglacial and glacial periods.
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Overview on the geochronology of two granitoid systems from W and
central-N Getic domain (South Carpathians)
Dobrescu A.

Geological Institute of Romania, Caransebes Street 1, RO 012271, Bucharest 32; ancadobrescu2003@yahoo.com
Keywords: Getic domain, granitoid systems, U/Pb age data, geologic events correlation.

Besides the two Variscan granitoid plutons of Sichevita and Poniasca and the mid-Alpine suite of
large plutons known as Banatites, different types of much smaller granitoids randomly intrude the
crystalline basement of the W Getic domain. The major granitoid intrusions have been dated, SHRIMP
age data indicating an intrusion age of 311+2 Ma for the Poniasca biotite-diorite (Duschesne et al., 2008)
and U/Pb zircon ages and Re/Os molibdenite ages on the plutonic Banatites ranging between 75.5 and
79.6 Ma (Nicolescu et al. 1999; Ciobanu et al. 2002). A range of U/Pb age data have been also obtained
on some metaigneous and metasedimentary rocks from the crystalline basement of the Getic domain
(Balica, 2007; Balintoni et al., 2008, 2009, 2010).
In an attempt to have a time-dependent view on the magmatic evolution of the Getic domain, in
situ U/Pb zircon geochronology investigations have been lately performed on two minor igneous
granitoid systems: the intrusions of Buchin (BG) and Slatina-Timis (STG) in the west Getic domain and
the swarm of trondhjemite dikes, sills and small granodiorite bodies (TGSCF) from the Sebes-Cibin Mts.
in the central-north Getic domain. The applied dating method, the rocks description and the main results
have been already published (Dobrescu et al., 2010). The present study is an attempt to correlate the
newly obtained results with the existing age data which marked the geological events that affected the
history of the Getic domain.
The selection of the new results is based on U-Pb concordant data; the few discordant age data
were neglected because apparent geological meaningless (Dobrescu et al, 2010). Correlation with the
previously obtained ages on different igneous, metaigneous and metasedimentary rocks from the
crystalline Getic basement is synthesized in the table below.

U/Pb
ages
BG
(Ma)

U/Pb
ages
STG
(Ma)

U/Pb
ages
TGSCF

U/Pb
ages
TGSCF

intrusives

sills-dykes

Previous

age data

Cretaceous

ALPINE

65.5

105.08+
0.49
(concordia
age)

104.8 +
0.75;
109.8+
0.92
(concordia
age)
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Significance
related to events

References

U/Pb, Re/Os on
Banatites;

Nicolescu et
al,1999;
Ciobanu
et
al.,
2002;
Dobrescu &
Smith2000;
Dalmeyer et
al
1994;
(Wiesinger et
al,2005;
Fugenschum,
Schmid,2005
in Iancu et al.,
2005)

66-95,
79-75,
92, 105,
109-108

40

118-117
145-112

Alpine collision –
crustal thickening

Ar/39Ar

on

TGSCF

41

Era-period
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Age
boun
dary
(Ma)

Orogens &
orogeneses

Tabel. Geochronological summary on the U/Pb dating on two igneous systems - from W and central-N
Getic domain - correlated with the main dated geological events in the Getic domain:
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Jurassic

199.6

Triassic

251

250-

268-262

Permian
309-

Pz2-3

311
316

VARISCAN

Carb.

Devonian

276
286-291

320-358

320
357

361
374-388

416
Silurian

Pz1-2
Ordovician
Cambrian
542

CALEDONIAN

434

Cadomian

444

428

532

539

(463.6

465

concordia
age)

493

583-

575-582

858

Mezo-Ptz

1600
Paleo-Ptz

1055

εNdTDM=

1338

1857
1878

Tilisca, Frumoasa,
Ursu granitoids

(Balica
2007,
Balintoni et
al.,2009,
2010)
Bagdasarian
1972

- U/Pb data
-zircon cores on
metamorphics;
-amfibolite
Cumpana group

Pavelescu
al, 1983;
Balica, 2007
DragusanuTanaka1999
Balica,
2007;
Balintoni et
al,2009

838

1939
1972
1997

1.1Ga
1.4
1.57
1.8

-zircon cores on
metamorphics;

2.4-2.6

- zircon cores in
S-L s.*2 (metagr.),
Caras series

2.5-2.7

P-A – Pan African orogen
Arab.-N – Arabian-Nubian
Kib. – Kibaran orogen

Balica,2007;
Balintoni et
al, 2009

W-A - West-African
Eb. – Eburnian orogen
Sah. – Saharian orogen
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εNdTDM values from Dobrescu & Liegeois,(2001);
Sebes-Lotru series, terrane
- bolded ages = intrusion ages

Dragusanu
&Tanaka,
1999; Ducea
et al 2001;
Balintoni et
al., 2010
Balintoni,
2005; Sabau
& Massone,
2008

990

2514
Archean

*2

εNdTDM
=730-980

Medaris et
al., 2003;

569
641-654

Saharian

2500

1*

1023

Kib.

1000

Eb. W-A

Grenvillian

Arab.-N.

P-A

εNdTDM
=944933*1

Duchesne et
al.,2008;

- Caledonian
crustal building:
magmatism,
tectono-thermal
med-high
metamorphism

595-736
738-757

Neo-Ptz

Dallmeyer
et al,
1994,1998;

440-524

462

677

800

400

- Dinamic
retromorfism
(U/Pb, Ar/Ar);
- Poniasca grd.
- peridotite extensional
collapse;
- Variscan HP
metamorfism of
S-L t. related to
continental
collision
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The main result of the geochronological study on the BG-STG and TGSCF igneous systems
consists in an unexpected rich range of reliable age data, indicating inheritance, intrusion and
metamorphic ages. The analysed zircons preserved the imprints of the main geological events already
evidenced by the same method or other methods of dating. Some of the conclusions concern:
- Proterozoic (even Neoarchean) xenocrystic cores which relate to a basement with
Pre-Gondwanan and Gondwanan origin (according to Balintoni et al. 2009, 2010
correlations);
- the presence of Grenvillian ages disturbing the so-called “Grenvillian silence”
(Balintoni, 2005, Săbău and Massonne, 2008);
- BG-STG magmatism acting as crustal builder during Caledonian orogeny;
- Variscan HP metamorphism related to the continental collision affecting both
systems - well documented by a range of age data;
- Alpine intrusions predating the final dynamics in the central-N Getic domain;
- The 40Ar/39Ar intrusion time-span of TGSCF igneous system (Dobrescu and Smith,
2000) at 109-108 Ma which is finally confirmed by the U/Pb concordia ages at 109,
105 and 104 Ma.
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New data concerning the content of some heavy elements in sediments
and neighbor formations of proglacial Bâlea Lake (Făgăraş Mountains)
and volcanic St. Ana Lake (Harghita Mountains) as determined by
instrumental neutron activation analysis
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Proglacial Bâlea Lake (Făgăraş Mountains, 2040 m altitude) and volcanic St. Ana Lake (Harghita
Mountains, 946 m altitude) are two medium size lakes of 4.6 and respectively 19.5 ha (Gâştescu &
Diriga, 1983) completely isolated with respect to any industrial activity. Bâlea Lake, located on the
homonym glacial circus, has a drainage basin of 224 ha which confers a rather minerotrophic character while St. Ana lake which occupies the bottom of the extinct Ciomadu volcano has a smaller drainage basin estimated to 147 h and thus a more ombrotrophic character. Although with different origin
and characteristics, both lakes, due to a total absence of industrial pollution could be regarded as reference systems concerning a potential anthropogenic influence.
At the same times, the significant differences existing between the geochemistry and petrology of
both drainage basins could appreciably change sediments geochemistry, this fact playing an important
role in interpreting the experimental results of any study the concerning the content of any heavy,
potential pollutant element.
To investigate these peculiarities and to give a final answer regarding any potential anthropic influence in these systems, during the 2008 summer and 2009 winter, two campaigns of systematic investigation of geology, hydrology as well as geochemistry of both lakes and surrounding geological formations took place. As a result, a significant amount of samples and field data were collected, and
whose processing and interpreting continues and at present time.
Among the most representative samples, for further neutron activation analysis and multivariate statistical data processing, we finally selected 29 specimen consisting of bottom sediments (six from
Bâlea and 12 from St. Ana lakes) and rocks (eight different belonging to Suru Formation which hosts
Bâlea lake and three pyroclastic andesites from the walls of Ciomadu volcano caldera) (Table 1).
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Sediments collected from the Bâlea Lake consisted, at their upper part, mainly of blackish, seldom
green-grayish silt, with fragments of vegetation and few aquatic invertebrates, while the deeper ones
contained also sand and fine to coarse gravel. The granulometric analysis showed the predominance
of silt up to 80%, with an almost normal distribution, i.e. average median of 5.54, average standard
deviation of 1.57, skewers of 0.06 and kurtosis of 1.02 while vegetal fragments, sand as well as gravel or lithic fragments accounted for the rest of 20%. On contrary St. Ana sediments were more homogenous, consisting of brownish silt, rich in fragments of vegetation and in some places, exhaling a
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Our choice was determined by the existing difference between the thickness of Bâlea and St. Ana
Lakes lacustrine sediments (80 cm and more than 4 m respectively) as well as between Suru Formation and Ciomadu caldera petrology. Indeed, while the Suru formations consists of an association of
paragneiss+amphibolites+crystalline limestones together with chlorite-sercitous schists and amphibolic schists (Balintoni et. al 1986, Pană and Ricman, 1989), the Ciomadu volcano caldera contains
only andesitic pyroclasts.
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Tabelul 1 The average content of investigated heavy elements in St Ana and Bâlea lake samples. For comparison, the content of the same elements as defined by Romanian Regulations (Anonymous, 1997) together,
with UCC (Taylor and McLennan, 1983), as well as Pacific and Indian MORB (ERDA, 2010) contents are
reproduced too. The number of analyzed samples is shown in parentheses.

Reference

Sf.
Ana

Bâlea

Lake

Sample

Sc

Cr

Co

As

Se

Br

Sb

Sediments (6)
Paragneiss (3)
Pragneiss +schists
with garnets
Paragneiss + amphibolitic schists
Paragneiss + chloritic schists (2)
Amphibolite + amphibolitic schists

20.0 ± 0.8
12.4 ± 2.3

272 ±39
178 ± 195

42.3 ±5.3
18.3 ± 10.2

5.5 ±1.8
1.5 ± 0.8

3.0 ±0.5
0.4 ± 0.2

5.7 ±1.5
0.1 ± 0.0

1.4 ±0.5
12.4 ± 2.3

31.5

693

69.0

4.3

2.5

0.2

0.1

52.0

480

60.0

<0.1

<0.5

0.6

0.7

17.7 ± 0.6

110 ± 6

18.0 ± 2.8

<0.1

0.9

0.6 ± 0.4

0.1 ± 0.0

29.0

37

52.0

<0.1

2.6

0.3

0.3

Sediments (12)

4.5 ± 0.9

31 ± 3

4.2 ± 0.4

4.1 ±10

1.7 ± 0.4

23.7 ± 7.4

2.4 ± 0.9

Andesites (3)

4.5 ± 1.2

29 ± 10

3.6 ± 1.0

2.4 ± 0.7

1.2 ± 0.3

28.3 ± 16.4

1.3 ± 0.0

11
31.8
39.1

30
100
35
714.3
254.4

15
30
10
nd
nd

5
15
1.5
nd
nd

1
3
0.05
nd
nd

50
100
nd
nd
nd

5
12.5
0.2
nd
nd

LN normal
LN alert
CCS
MORB Pacific
MORB Indian

nd – non determinated

weak odor of H2S. All these finding are well illustrated by the digital radiographies, shortly taken after collections (Fig. 1).
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Fig. 1. Digital
radiographs
of
investigated cores. Due to their length,
St. Ana core (left) were sectioned into
two fragments (I and II), while Bâlea
Lake cores (right), significantly
shorter, were investigated uncut.
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The neutron activation analysis was carried out at the WWR IRT type research reactor of the Moscow
Engineering Physics Institute (Moscow). In view of that, from each sample, an amount of 100 to 200
mg were extracted, grounded, homogenized and finally wrapped in polyethylene bags. Further, samples together with reference materials: IAEA-433, IAEA 140/TM, IAEA SL-1 and IAEA Soil-7 were
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Fig. 2. PCA plot (factor 2 vs. factor 1) regarding the relationship of investigated elements for each lake. On
both plots, Sc, Cr and Co on one hand and As, Se and Sb on the other form distinct cluster, while Br joins the
later only in the case of Bâlea lake (A) as well as PCA plot (factor 2 versus factor 1) regarding a classification of
all samples with respect with the content of all seven heavy elements. While St. Ana Lake samples from a single
cluster, Bâlea Lake sediments form a cluster distinct from all other adjacent rock which, at their turn, seem more
distributed, by forming few different clusters. On this plot, UCC seems close to St. Ana andesites (B)

irradiated with thermal neutron at a fluency density of 9-1012 n cm-2s-1 for 15–20 h. After irradiation, all samples were kept between 5 and 10 days to allow the decay of short-lived radionuclides,
then, every gamma spectra were recorded by using a HPGe detector of ORTEC GEM 25185 (energy resolution of 1.85 keV for the 1332 keV 60Co line). It is worth mentioning that, by using IAEA
SL-1 and IAEA Soil-7 samples, the difference between our values and certified values varied between 1% for Rb and Tl and 14.7 % for Nd in Soil-7. Finally, the content of 32 elements including
Sc as natural occurring one and Cr, Co, As, Br, Sn and Sb as potential pollutants were determined
in all 29 samples (Table 1).
In interpreting these data, we taken into account Romanian Regulation concerning the content
heavy elements in soil (Anonymous, 1997) as well as the composition of the Upper Continental
Crust (UCC) (Taylor and McLennan, 1985) and Pacific and Indian Oceans MORB (ERDA, 2010).
At the same time, Principal Component Analysis (PCA) in both R and Q mode (Davies, 2002) was
used to reveal the relationship between elements and host rocks within the context of drainage basins geochemistry.
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As a rule, the content of Sc, Cr and Co is four to eight times greater for Bâlea samples than for St.
Ana ones, Se and Sb occur in closer concentrations for both locations while Br in St. Ana rocks and
sediments exceeds those found in lake Bâlea sediments by a factor of five. At the same time, the As
content in both lakes coincides within experimental uncertainties while in Bâlea Lake paragneiss +
amphibolitic schists, paragneiss + chloritic schists as well as amphibolite + amphibolitic schists associations is quasi-absent.
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By analyzing the data reproduced in Table 1, a significant difference between the content of all
considered elements in both locations, can be first of all remarked. This is an expected result which
as it reflects not only the major difference between the lithology of Suru Formation and Ciomadu
caldera but also the differences between the chemical affinities of considered elements.
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These peculiarities are better showed by the PCA results illustrated in Fig. 2. Indeed, in Fig. 4A,
which illustrates the result of R mode PCA, it can be remarked that in both lakes litophile elements Sc
and Cr together with siderophile Co forms one cluster while chalcophile As, Sb and Se form together
another well defined cluster. Only Br, which enters in the same cluster with chalcophile elements in
Bâlea Lake samples, forms a single cluster in the case of St. Ana Lake, most probably reflecting the
difference between volcanic andesite and metamorphic paragneisses and schists. The Q mode PCA
which shows the interrelation between samples (Fig. 2 B) reveals the homogeneity of St. Ana Lake
samples, regardless their origin (sediments of rocks) in contrast with Bâlea Lake samples which form
few different clusters reflecting the existing difference between analyzed rocks. The circumstance
that all Bâlea Lake sediments form a distinct cluster illustrates their homogeneity and, at the same
time could be interpreted as a proof of their origin as a mixture of debris reflecting the diversity of
Suru Formation rocks.
Further, by analyzing the content of all seven elements in sediments with respect to neighbor formations and within the context of Romanian Regulation it results that only Cr and Co surpass in Bâlea
Lake rocks as well as sediments of the alert threshold as defined by Romanian Regulations (Anonymous, 1997) (Table 1). But, but taking into account that, in some cases, the content of these two
elements is greater in rocks than in sediments (see Table 1), that their content in some rocks could
reach 4000 µg/kg (Kabata-Pendias, 2001) and, that, according to Aubert & Pinta, (1980), Cr and Co
have limited applications in industry, we can consider that in this case Cr as well as Co are native, not
anthropogenic constituents of sediments.
As a final conclusion of this study, neither Bâlea, neither St. Ana sediments present any sign of industrial pollution with above mentioned elements, and therefore could be used as reference systems, but,
at the same time, in choosing reference systems for nonpolluting environments, in order to avoid any
false positive results, a special attention could be paid to the geochemistry of the host geological formations.
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This paper presents preliminary results of the project “Climate Change and Impact on Water Supply”
having like test area the Timis Plain. The main neighbouring subunits of the Timis Plain are two
piedmont-like plains (90-220 m a.s.l.), named Barzava in S and Vinga in N, respectively. Between these
two E to W slowly dipping strips, the Timis Plain occupies one low (60-120 m elevation) and marshy
area. Its topography of surface is controlled by neotectonic activity. So, first particularity of Timis Plain
is the unexpected too close distance between its main rivers, Bega and Timis. Additionally, after the exit
from hilly area, Bega and Timis two or three terraces are buried progressively at tens of meters depth.
About Geological Evolution. After Late Cretaceous-Miocene wandering to N, NE and E of the
Carpathians’ units, behind of these, it was born the Pannonian Depression, having very thin lithosphere
and the up-welled (doming) mantle. The studied area occupies the SW edge of this large unit, known in
geological history literature like Western Paratethys (Pannonian Basin).
At the level of basement, the Timis Plain occupy the axis of one subsiding panel (-1 to -2.5 mm/year ;
Zugravescu et al. 1998) pertaining roughly to the transition area between buried Internal Dacides and
Main Tethys Suture (Visarion et al. 1989). On NNE – SSW trend, in Banat Plain there is a high seismic
line with main earthquake hypocenters in Moravitza, Veliko Gradiste, Golubac a.o. localities. Recent
eruption (at 1.3 Ma BP, Lower Pleistocene) having lamproitic magma coming from over 100 km depth
(Seghedi et al., 2008 ), is other prove of basement’ mobility.
During the long history of the Pannonian Lake‘ infilling, the last coarse sequence was accumulated at the
transition between Pliocene and Pleistocene. Main feature of Quaternary pile is high variability of the
grain-size and petrography from source area (Carpathians) to the distal portion (actual Serbia’ territory).
Within the low area of Timis Plain, the massive pebbly-sandy deposit of the Bega and Timis pinch out
towards west and interlayer with fine sands and subsequently in the proximity of the politic boundary,
with silty-clayey sands.
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Hydrogeology. Due to the continuous but uneven subsidence of its background, there is one different
petrography of the sedimentary rocks on actual surface of Timis Plain. So, the massive pebbly-sandy
deposit has been deposited between hilly exit and median portion of rivers (till West Timisoara’
meridian). In median area of the Timis Plain, a fine silty to sandy layer of alluvium (10-15 m
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Geothermal settings. Having very thin lithosphere, the Pannonian Depression is characterized by higher
values of the thermal heat flow is 85-100 mW /m². Mean temperature for 1600-1900 m deep tested
boreholes is 86-111 0C. At 300 m depth, the temperature is ca 300C. Generally speaking, the scientists in
soil and agriculture sustain that the Pannonian Basin looks like one great vaporizer, like one huge
pushing set of heat waters (Ianos, 2004).
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thickness, Holocene) is developing. To the west, the fine impermeable rocks of the alluvial sequence
do not permit free moving of the phreatic waters. There, the main hydro-geological features of the
associated aquifer are near distance from soil surface to the water table (≤ 2 m), low gradient of
groundwater flow (≤ 0.01 ‰) and high mineralization (till 11 g/l). Zoning of the ground water specific
capacity values indicates high difference for E to W trend, from over 6 l/s/m at the exit of Bega and
Timis rivers from the hilly region, to less 1 l/s/m in the distal regions, near the boundary with Serbia.
Main feature is radial-converging flow centered on the high subsiding area (from ≥ 95 to < 75 m).
About hydrochemistry. As the result of the paleo-depositional evolution of studied area: low plain with
anastomosed courses and large marshes, in the “memory” of ground water there are remains of the
hydromorphism and of the decomposition of hydrophile vegetation in the anoxic environments. Beside
this, it is the supposition that some salts come from depth by the upward discharge. Additionally, slow
movement of shallow water and intense evapo-transpiration favor the concentration in salts. As results,
most of studied area hasn’t potable water. Like extreme example, so-called Ivanda Marsh (30 000 m2) has
sodium, magnesium and calcium sulfate water (mainly with Glauber salt). Its mineralization is varying
from 5 to 12.8 g/l. Main hazard for agriculture is the enrichment in sodium of the actual soil.
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Geomedicine. One activity of the project “Climate Change and Impact on Water Supply”, was to sample
and study ca 50 samples of ground-waters from monitoring pipes and water supply wells (100-300 m
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Fig. 1. Sampled (black and red) ground water points of the Timis Plain (april 2010) and the values of arsenic content
(in ppb). Note: bold interrupted line- fault al the level of the basement (after: Veliciu et al. 1985).
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deep). The majority of the analyses ground waters can be classified as sodium-bicarbonate type.
According to the results of 2010’ campaign, the ground waters exceed the demand for the organic
substances, iron, manganese and arsenic due to the anoxic environment of deposition and subsequently
due to natural emission.
The contents of Arsenic varies from 0.1-145 µg/l (Fig.1) ; mean = 29.1 µ g/l , of Iron from 13.8 to 2450
µg/l , mean = 514,6 µg/l and of Manganese from 1.0-1280 µg/l; mean = 405.2 µg/l. For over half of
sampled water points, the contents exceed deeply the European Union and World Health Organization
demands for drinking water (< 10 µ g/l for Arsenic; < 200 µ g/l for Iron and < 50 µ g/ l for Manganese,
respectively; Jimenez et al. 2009).
Comparing the chemical composition of waters with the petrography of different screened/tested aquifers
it results that Pleistocene clayey sands has higher arsenic, ferrous and manganese contents. Clayey soils
generally have a higher As content because FeO-OH is usually present in the clay fraction. The dominant
inorganic arsenic species is arsenite. Its natural sources are primarily oxy-salts and sulphide containing
minerals. Arsenic is very soluble element and ultimately it settles in the ground water. The adverse health
effects of exposure to high concentrations of arsenic have been well documented and include a variety of
effects ranging from death to skin, lung, kidney, and bladder cancers (Young et al. 2009).
Social economic consequences. In many villages of the Timis Plain, the pressured to the artesian wells
play an important role in the water supply due to the preference for these by the local population, and in a
few villages also because distributing water pipes are not installed yet. These wells are not accounted at
any level from national to local. The awareness of these wells amongst all institutions is limited. The
arsenic contamination of this water therefore represents a potential risk factor for the health of the
affected population. Responsibility of monitoring and management is therefore unclear. The results of
study illustrates the peculiarities at the local level that are not accounted for EU allowed content (10
ppb). If the temperature will increase (1,3 – 2,4 ° C; Busuioc et al. 2010) , the huge function as vaporizer
of the Pannonian Depression’ basement will be accentuated, having high impact upon the water chemistry
and inclusively, for people safety. Prospecting activity thru wells for new potable water must to have in
view this tendency.
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Introduction
Within the sequence of Miocene deposits outcropping around the Salcia salt diapir (Prahova district), besides the Badenian evaporitic deposits, we wish to emphasize the presence, of two Lower
Sarmatian gypsum intercalations (fig. 1, 2), whose sedimentological study is proposed in this paper. The presence of these two gypsum intercalations, on Oancea Valley, a left tributary of the Salcia Valley, was previously mentioned by Nicolescu (1964), as well as by Munteanu (1998). Gypsum intercalations at the same stratigraphic level were also mentioned in the adjacent areas at
Scăioşi and Cuib (Preda 1925), Mârlogea (Joja 1942), and Cislău (Pană 1966).

Fig. 1. Gypsum cuestas on the top of Oancea Valley

Fig. 2. Skeletal, glassy with blocky-crystalline intergrowths and clastic gypsum succession in lower
gypsum bank

Geological setting
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The Câmpiniţa Formation (Crihan 1999), equivalent of the “Globigerina tuffs horizon” (Popescu
1951, Olteanu 1951) or the “Slănic Tuff” (Murgeanu et al. 1968), occurs on the inner flank and in
the axis of the Salcia anticline (Vizuina Valley, Caselor Valley, and north of Nucet village) as a
ribbon of 50-120 m width. It is made of 7-15 m of grayish-greenish marls with globigerinids in
centimetric beds, followed by whitish or greenish compact or fissured tuffs, with a brown-greenishrust colored alteration, sometimes with silicifications or bentonitizations on the fissures. Metric tuff
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The southern part of the Subcarpathians includes the outer units of the Moldavides, as well as the
inner flank of the Carpathian Foredeep, also known as the Diapir Folds Zone. The molassic Neogene deposits developed in the Diapir Folds Zone presents, in the area around Buzău Valley, an
ejective folding with large synclines separated by narrow diapir anticlines, with intra-Burdigalian
salt cores, flanked by dislocated Badenian and Sarmatian strata. The regional stratigraphic succession is made up of more units, some of them described in detail as follows, in order to specify the
position of the Sarmatian gypsums.
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intercalations alternate with marls containing rich globigerinids microfaunas. These foraminiferal
assemblages indicate a Lower-Middle Badenian age (Langhian-Lowermost Serravallian).
The Pietraru Breccia (Olteanu 1951) follows on top of the Câmpiniţa Formation. In the Chiojdeanca-Salcia-Cislău-Punga anticline the elements of the breccia are predominantly represented by
calcareous sandstones, Kliwa type siliceous sandstones, gypsums, marls and white tuffs, together
with green schists, Jurassic limestones, and quartzites, characteristic for the Pietraru Breccia. Within the breccia small impure salt massifs occur, with no more than 1.5-2 m thick. On the Oancea
Valley section, immediately above the tuffs and marls of the Câmpiniţa Formation, in the lowermost part of the Pietraru Breccia, approximately 30 m of thinly bedded gypsums occur. Considering the stratigraphical position of this unit, as well as the micropaleontological data obtained in adjacent areas (Crihan 1999), its age is Middle Badenian (Serravallian).
The Telega Formation (Crihan 1999), equivalent of the “shaley radiolarian horizon” (Popescu
1951, Olteanu, 1951) and of the “marly horizon with Spirialis” (Popescu 1951, Olteanu, 1951)
overlays the Cosmina Breccia, and has a reduced development in the Diapir Folds Zone, with
widths of 80-90 m in the Chiojdeanca-Salcia-Cislău-Punga anticline (Izvorul de la Foi Verzi Valley, Chiojdeanca, Viziuna, Câinele). The lower part of the formation is usually made of dark brown
shales, with sulfates efflorescences, alternating with compact or laminitic marls. Thin (3-5 cm) intercalations of medium-fine yellowish sands, as well as grey hard sandstone beds (10-20 cm) or
intercalations of clays, tuffaceous sands, grey-whitish compact tuffs and gypsum lamina also occur.
The upper part of the unit is represented by grey-bluish marls with fewer intercalations of sandstones. The age of this formation is, according to the foraminiferal content, of Upper Badenian
(Serravallian) age.
The Valea Vizuinei Formation (Munteanu 1998) comprises a monotonous sequence made up of
grey-bluish calcareous clays and silty clays, with intercalations of bentonitic clays, tuffs and, the
gypsum intercalations that represent the object of this study. The macrofaunal and microfaunal assemblages collected from this formation are characteristic for the lower-middle part of the Lower
Sarmatian (Volhynian).
The Şipoţelu Formation (Andreescu 1972) is predominantly clayey, with sparse intercalations of
fine sands. It is made of grey-bluish calcareous clays, siltic clays, rarely yellowish shales or beds
of fossiliferous sandstones. In the Salcia anticline, on the Vizuina Valley, Casele Valley, and Oancea Valley, the clays are 250 m thick. According to the microfaunal content their age is Upper Volhynian-Lower Bessarabian (Munteanu 1998).
The Râmnic Formation (Andreescu 1972), which follows on top of the Şipoţelu Formation, is
made of coarse siliciclastic sequences (sands, sandstones, clayey siltites, and sometimes conglomerates) of Upper Bessarabian-Kersonian age (south of Nişcovului Valley) or of Kersonian age (north
of the Cricovul Sărat-Nişcovului Valley line). It also includes the lower part of the Istriţa Limestone.
Sedimentological analysis methodology
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1. Skeletal gypsum (sk-g) – it appears in the bottom of both Sarmatian gypsum beds (fig. 3). The
skeletal gypsum (Wala, 1961; Pawlowska, 1962; Kwiatkowski, 1972) is made up of rod-like to
prismatic selenite crystals of up to 20 cm in length, usually twined, randomly distributed. The
twins, after (100), are asymmetric, with the inner flank weekly developed or reduced. The intercrystalline space is partly filled with granular or microcrystalline gypsum, rich in carbonate, and
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The two gypsum beds which were studied by us are intercalated between softer Volhynian silty
calcareous clays and, as a result of the different degree of erosion they appear as obvious positive
features in the landscape. The lower bed, of about 2 m thick, shows a facies of clastic-glassy selenitic gypsum. The upper bed, situated at about 4 m above the lower one, shows a sequence of facies
which pass from clastic-glassy selenitic gypsum, to twined selenitic gypsum, followed at the top by
a gypsiferous arenite. Between the facies there are non-sedimentation or even solution surfaces.
The diagnosed facies are defined and interpreted in succession. The facies suite, also including the
transition from or to the contextual marine siliciclastic facies, offers the premises for the modeling
and then, framing in the basin evolution.
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lutitic organic matter. The bedding, of 0.20-2.50 m thick, is usually indistinct, although sometimes,
on a larger scale, a vaguely lenticular disposition is cited (Peryt, 1996). Sometimes, the skeletal
gypsum presents clastic laminitic or banded, massive, locally graded gypsum intercalations or it
can make the substance of some gypsum domes. It was also described from the Carpathian Foredeep from Southern Poland, Eastern Galitia, Podolia, and, occasionally, from Bucovina, where it
grades upward to saber gypsum or sometimes passes laterally to grasslike stratified selenite, with
stromatolitic intercalations and/or alabaster-like microcrystalline gypsum. The similarity with criscrossing randomly aggregated gypsum from the core of the gypsum domes from coastal salinas
lakes from Southern Australia (Warren 1982), suggests that the skeletal gypsum formed in similar
conditions, from stable highly saline brines. The inherent salinity variations correspond to the
stromatolitic or to the clastic fine gypsum intercalations. However, the presence of selenitic clasts
mechanically crushed do not exclude a resedimented deposit from different other environments too.
2. Glassy selenitic crystaline gypsum (gl-g) – facies recorded towards the top of the upper sarmatian gypsum bed (fig. 4, 5). Its name is derived from the reflexes on the crystal faces (Zejszner
1963). It is constituted of gigantic blocky crystalline intergrowths, of 1-2.5 m in height. The parallel intergrown aggregates are made of pairs of symmetrically bended crystals relatively to a vertical
or subvertical plane surface (named by Babel (1987) composition surface or considered by
Kasprzyk (1993) association surface = twinning plane). The crystals from both flanks of the intergrowth maintain the basic characters of the selenite growth: the cleavage of the upper surfaces and
the zonal development of the prism faces (120) limited by stripes and lamina of mineral and organic inclusions (clay and calcite aggregates, cyanobacteria filaments). The carbonatic clayey stripes
distributed on the curve surfaces of the crystalline dettachment segments represent the preferentially retained sediment, accumulated on the surfaces that had passively participated to the process of
crystalline growth (Orti Cabo et al., 1984).

Fig. 5. Blocky crystalline intergrowth in glassy gypsum.

The composition surface has its own relief, related to the blocky structure of the intergrowth flanks.
Sometimes, towards the top of an intergrowth generation, the composition surface becomes
bended, curved. The better developed flanks, often include at their upper part a new generation of
smaller intergrowths (under 0.5 m in height) separated by an irregular, zigzag contact surface. The
flanks of the new generation have widths comparatively reduced because of the competitive
growth. The solution and/or erosion contacts, sometimes correlarable on the long distance, indicate
the top paleorelif of a generation (bed) of selenite at a particular growth stage. Within the intergrowths, especially at the top of the flanks, intercrystalline voids with smooth walls and small lenticular crystals of synsedimentary genesis appear. The gigantic intergrowth were born by continuous precipitation on the bottom of the basin (Babel 1987), from a largely enough brine body
(deep) (in recent examples from Australia, bellow 10 m) to keep a constant high salinity. The solution contacts and the impurities stripes correspond to the salinity variations, maybe even to the disappearance of the halocline, comparable to the present day phenomena from the South Australia
lakes (Warren 1982, 1983). The vertical symmetric formes are the result of the competitive growth
of the adjoining intergrowth that control their development. The bended intergrowths grew isolated,
in conditions of high water dynamics. They are usually asymmetric, the upper flank being fawww.geosociety.ro
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Fig. 4. Dissolution surfaces in
glassy gypsum and clastic (arenitic) gypsum on the top of lower
bank
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Fig. 3. Skeletal gypsum generations
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voured, and the lower one disturbed. The reduced sizes towards the top of the crystals which become indistinct and with disordered arrangement, can be related to the diminishing by filling with
sediment of the brines of the salinas type lakes, whose sulphate precipitation salinity becomes, progressively, vulnerable in the wet seasons. First, dilution and reduced crystallization of the sulphates, then the disappearance of the halocline and ceasing of the gypsum deposition and, maybe,
even dissolution.
3. Clastic gypsum (c-g) – is the lithofacies that develops at the top of the upper gypsum bed, in the
version gypsosiltit-gypsoarenite (fig. 4). This lithofacies includes sediments and sulphatic rocks
with typical characteristics for the terrigenous material, as clastic textures, with crystals and gypsum fragments arranged in a grain-supported and matrix supported frame, typical for the siliciclastites. They contain am important amount of terigenous material (clay minerals, quarz, micas,
feldspars, lithoclasts, soft pebbles, carbonified plant remnants), bioclasts, ooids. The physical wear
of the sulphatic clasts in the brine or eolian environment, combined with disolutions, cementations,
repeated digging up results in the reducing of the size by cleavage, and erosion of the edges and
corners. The dissolution results in irregular rugged shapes, and the elimination of smaller clasts. In
saturated brines (from the final stage of the flooding sheet) the physical wear is synchronous with
the crystalline growth, resulting coarser granofacies, but with rounded edges of the clasts. In undersaturated brines, the wear and the growth appear alternatively. However the general tendency is of
growth. The clasts have a variable degree of roundness, sorting and shape. The lamelar, discoidal
(borne in agitated environments), and elongated rod-like shapes (which are not grown syncronous
with the processing and transport) predominate. Their sizes vary from 0.10 to 50 mm, depending of
the intensity of the abrasion, dissolutions and crystallization processes in a high energy environment (Logan 1987). Clasts of gypsum rocks are frequent. The long axis of the clasts are often
oriented parallel to the stratification. The clastic gypsum varieties include: gypsooids, gypsarenits
and gypsorudits.
3.1. Clastic gypsum in the gypsosiltit-gypsoarenite variant (s-g/a-g) – is the lithofacies with a granulometry between 0.06-2 mm. It appears as massive beds or bedded with centimetric and subcentimetric beds, frequently lenticular laminitic. It containes crystals or crystal fragments from
crushed, reworked bottom crusts, crystals from the surface brine subjected to abrasion and corosion. By cementation they become overgrowths, and the lamina become a mosaic of intergrown
crystals. The matrix is gypso-clayey-carbonaceous. It appears as homogenous beds or with alternating laminae of gypsum, and lutite, sand. Sometimes it shows undulations with oblique continuous
laminae (ripple drift bedding), undulating wave erosional structures or beds crossed by the ovelaying sediment. The flaser and convolute lamination is also common. Folding and fracturing of the
laminitic pile, successions with gradded bedding, turbiditic successions associated with differential
settlement structures or with tixotropic liquefaction of the laminitic sediment in a system with unstable stratification of the density can appear. The alternation of pure laminae with laminae rich in
clayey-carbonaceous impurities create a more solid system in which the liquefaction (mechanical,
storm or earthquake generated) affects selectively the pure gypsum laminae. The impure ones, less
prone to liquefaction, will form: compact depresionary structures, flame structures, settlement
structures (cited in Messinian sulphatic turbidites from Sicily - Catalano et al., 1976). They are
formed by mechanical sediment remobilisation and redistribution in periodical high energy environments (with flooding, storms etc.). Present day salinas lakes and sabkha zones formed by mechanical remobilization (by waves and/or winds) of the shallow water or of the emerse sediments
are cited from southern and Western Australia, Spain, North America, Egipt (Arakel, 1980; Warren, 1982; Orti Cabo et al., 1984; Schreiber, 1986; Dronkert, 1985). The shallow depth is also suggested by the association with micritic stromatolits, with organic substance, by the presence of the
microfossils, of the fecal pelets, and of the impressions of bird footsteps.
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Facies interpretation and their approach in the stratigraphic suite evidenced two macrosequences
which mark the passage from the marine environment of the lutites and siltolutites with Vohynian
fossils to a shallow environment of some concentrating water bodies with long enough residence
for the formation of the skeletal gypsum or even of the glassy gypsum.
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Facies modelling – basin evolution
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The presence at the top of the second bed of the clastic arenitic gypsum emphasizes the shallow
depth and the climatic vulnerability of the brine body, with the possibility of taking over of some
alteration material of the neighboring saline flats. In both lithons skeletal gypsum clastorudites with
breccia aspect predominates on 2-3 m. The breccia contains skeletal gypsum clasts of 2-5-7 cm,
disposed in a grain-supported frame and signifies a resedimented material at the slope base of a
salinas lake with increased bathymetry by the mechanism of some debris flows. The clastsupported arrangement can also suggest a result of the current spreading. Smaller skeletal gypsum
clastorudites may also be an argument for reworking from a previous shallow water, periodically
saline and periodically fresher environment. Furthermore, towards the top of the skeletal clastic
gypsum from the upper bed, 2-3 disolution and erosion contacts which separate subintervals appear. Originally, the skeletal gypsum could have precipitated in coastal salinas lakes with highly
stable brines, but with reduced bathymetry, in which the spontaneous precipitation and crystal
growth would have appeared on the bottom, but close to the air-water interface. The chaotic disposition of the crystals, and the rolled aspect of the crystals may suggest a high energy of the forming
environment. A comparison can be made with the chaotic crystal aggregates intergrown in the core
of the gypsum domes from lakes from the coastal lakes from southern Australia. It is not excluded
the interpretation as selenite clasts mechanically crushed, rounded by dissolution and erosion, reworked from other environments, but also with high stable salinity too, in a large brine body, but
with lower bathymetry.
The microsequence of glassy gypsum from the top of the second bed, with a thickness of a few tens
of centimeters, emphasizes the presence of some well developed intergrowths, of a single twin generation. The gigantic selenitic crystalline gypsum intergrowth could appear by continuous primary
precipitation on the bottom of a shallow basin, from a brine body large enough to keep a long time
residence of the salinity. The somewhat regional development of the glassy selenitic gypsum indicates continuity and uniformity of the deposition environment, with constant evolution on longer
distances. The bathymetry of the twined glassy selenitic gypsum lithofacies is deeper than that of
the skeletal gypsum. For both of them we suggest costal lagunas of salinas type with depth bellow
ten meters, by comparison with the present day lakes from southern Australia, which are interconnected and partly isolated from the sea, by a descendent eustatic evolution from the marine context
of the Volhynian.
The drastic reduction of the bathymetry favours the deposition towards the top of the second bed of
a fine arenitic clastic gypsum, in conditions of climatically vulnerable environments favorable for
the accumulation of the sulphatic products resulted from the surface alteration of the margins of the
eolian alteration crusts of the neighbouring saline flats. At the end of the sulphatic deposition, important eustatic modifications brought back the marine bathymetrical conditions typical for the deposition of the lutites and siltolutites with Volhynian fauna. The presence of bioclasts in the interval of arenitic clastic gypsum suggests fine sulphatic clastorudites deposed in a shallow aquatic
environment.
As a conclusion, the presence of the two beds of selenitic crystalline gypsum intercalated in the
Volhynian deposits is an argument for the recurrence of the conditions that occurred during the Badenian in the context of the outer flank of the Carpathian Foredeep.
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Introduction
Sinaia Town, which is considered the pearl of the Carpathians, has developed in the proximity of
the road which crossed the Carpathian Mountains along Prahova Valley; in the 17th century Sinaia
Monastery set up by Cantacuzini’s family in Sinaia town villas and the touristic attractions of the
town are close to the residential area, King Carol I of Romania’s summer home, Peles Castle built
by the end of the 19th century and the beginning of the 20th century.
In the last 50 years, some type of tourism, more precisely trade-union like tourism, exploited the
previously built institutions, with elevated architectural styles, and in parallel one could easily notice the demographic and industrial development of the town. The concrete result of this growth
was building a wing of the mechanical factory, a few blocks with apartments, 2-3 hotels designed
in a typical way, totally unintegrated within the general landscape, and a few individual villas.
At present, after 1990s, Sinaia town registered a huge demographic growth and the individual
buildings started to increase rapidly, overwhelming the utilities and the facilities that were projected at the beginning of the 20th century.
The landscapes of terraces full of grass of the Sinaia protected by clumps of trees and the splendid
image of South-East Bucegi Mountains and Baiului Mountains behind the town, that populated the
literature written by Caragiale, V.A. Urechia or Bucura Dumbravă, disappear completely under the
antropic pressure at present. Taking advantage of a legislative void and relaxing check-ups, many
buildings appear, yet their owners do not take into account the load of the building density, the
height of constructions, their placement within the landscape, the preexistent forester background.
We might say that sometimes not even the environment protection rules or the hygienico-sanitary
ones are obeyed.
The increased rhythm of building in the area, the high degree of using the precarious existent facilities (roadwise, installations, water-gas input, sewage systems) imply serious problems related to the
stability of slopes and the geotechnical nature of the grounds location. The increased number of
geotechnical studies that were carried out allows us to elaborate on a synthetical image of the detailed geomorphological and geotechnical situation of the town, which is supposed to be a preamble of an intercession to delimitate areas and divide them geotechnically, in such a way that people
who build there should take into account the rules of general town-planning and the assessment of
the reliability of grounds.
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From a geomorphological point of view, Sinaia town is placed at the basis of some periclinal tops
of Furnica Mountain or Păduchiosu Mountain, that are tied to the central North-South axis of the
town by the upper and medium terraces of Prahova county. Part of the town (Cumpătu district) is
developed in the periclinal West extremity of Cumpătu Mountain, belonging to Baiului Mountains
and the East terraces of Prahova that prolong to the south Zamura district from Buşteni–Poiana Ţapului.
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Different periclinal tops are interfluvial between the main west affluents of Prahova river whose
valleys form digitations that advance towards the mountains. From the south to the north there are
Valea Largă and mountain spring Izvorului which frame the peak Pădurea Pietricica belonging to
the prolonged Plaiul Păduchiosu in which the district called Mara is developed; between the mountain spring Izvorului and mountain spring Zgarburei on the periclinal of top Plaiul Colţii Izvor district is developed; between Zgarbura Valley and Peleşului Valley, on the piedmont of tops Plaiul
Zgarburei (between Zgarbura Valley and Iancului Valley), Plaiul Căşeriei (between Iancului Valley
and Căşeriei Valley), Plaiul Furnica (between Căşeriei Valley and Sfânta Ana Valley), Plaiul Vacii
= Poiana Popicăriei (between Sfânta Ana Valley and Peleşului Valley), Plaiul Palatului Regal and
Plaiul Piatra Arsă (between Peleşului Valley and Piatra Arsă Valley). The district called Tiru' cu
Porumbei has a special place on the upper Iancului Valley flow in a region with hollow grounds
(that is part of the prolonged tectonic contact at the level of Barremian-Aptian formations between
The Central-Carpathian Unit and Ceahlău Unit of The Oriental Carpathians) with an incompetent
substratum of rhythmites dominated by clay shales with rare intercalations of sandstones of the
formations of Piscu de Brazi and of upper Sinaia formations that have on top consistent levels of
breccia and conglomerates whose washing of the matrix accumulated in a subsident relief of considerable thickness (3-5 m) of diluvial deposits, predominantly clay-based, with intercalations of
scree that in humid conditions lead to high land sliding.
From the foot of the fault escarpment (marked by olistholites of Jurasic and Cretacic limestone
from Piatra Arsă, Peleşului Valley, Zgarbura Valea, and conglomerates) towards Prahova terraces,
the above-mentioned tops with smooth slopes in the upper area have periclinal falls where slightly
inclined with 5-10º piedmonts are over. The separatory valleys have sheer slopes with general
pitches of 25-30-40º, as well as some local irregularities.
The central and lower area of the town situated on the upper terrace and respectively the medium
one of Prahova represent grounds slightly inclined, stable, tied by inclined slopes.
Geological Setting
From a geologico-regional point of view, Sinaia town is situated on a heterogenous layers which
consists of the Lower Cretaceous (Neocomian) of Sinaia Layers (with its subdivisions), the Barremian-Aptian formation of the Piscu cu Brazi Layers, covered according to the morphological position of different Quaternary deposits.

In the median third of the slopes there is the outcrop area of upper Sinaia Layers (the area along the
following streets: Theodor Aman, Aosta, Calea Codrului, Furnica, Cumpătu district, Tiru' cu
Porumbei district) which create a less stable half-stone made substratum. Here we may find a Quawww.geosociety.ro
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On the low third of Prahova slopes, on the median central and low axis of the town, the areas of
outcrop of medium Sinaia Layers confer a firm substratum, sometimes prominent with features of
stable ground (that do not lead to land sliding or differential subsidence of buildings). Usually, this
area (Sinaia park, Sinaia post-office, district of blocks- enterprise, district of blocks Izvor district of
blocks Mara) is covered by Prahova terraces with width of alluvial deposits (boulders and gravels)
of 5-8 m. To the piedmont, the terrace gravel are interdispersed by diluvia in which average-thick
scree clasts are caught in a sandy-clay matrix or a heterogeneous one with yellow-reddish lateritic
clays at the top, with the width between 2,50 and 3 metres, up to 5-8 metres in the area in which the
slopes meet.
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Sinaia Layers are divided in a low subdivision (shale-gresous with manifestations of ophiolites
from Azuga Layers), a medium subdivision (predominantly rocklike, rhythmic decimetric of calcareous sandstones, marly-limestones and silto-lutitic shales) and a upper subdivision (halfrocklike: metric banks of shalestones or grey marls, here and there sands pressed with thin, subcentimetrical sandstone intercalations, at top with paleobreccia). Piscu cu Brazi Layers contain reddish
marly-gresous here and there with lenslike breccia developments or conglomerates. The Quaternary
formations include diluvial deposits, terrace deposits or alluvial deposits. Different formations develop in cartographic stretches approximately oriented north-south, that separate regions of high
geomechanic competence from regions of low geomechanic competence.
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ternary diluvial material cover (yellow-reddish clays and sandy clays, at the bottom which we may
find flat lenses of calcareous gravels, metamorphites sandstones or marly-limestones and clay
shales from Sinaia Layers or from Piscu cu Brazi Layers, which originates from the washing of the
substratum and especially the washing of the clay matrix of breccia at the top of Sinaia Layers.
This is the area which develops tendencies of sliding of the shallow blanket and in which there are
differential subsidence of foundation grounds. In the upper part of the region on the slopes with a
high inclination the width of the diluvium has 2-4m. To the lower level of this region such as Valea
Căşeriei or Tiru' cu Porumbei district, the recent diluvia are doubled by paleo-diluvia, so that under
the yellow-reddish clays and sandy clays with gravel of 2-3 metres, there are grey, sandy, shale-like
marly-clays, with rare blocks of olistholites and gravel levels of about 3-5 metres more. Here and
there in this region the incompetently geomechanic stone is sometimes over 20 metres (for instance, in this interval, Drumul Cotei necessitated consolidation with Benotto piles embedded 25
metres deep within the base stone).
In the upper third of the slopes of interluvial peaks from the upper part of the town (from Calea
Codrului to Cota 1400), the outcrop of the Layers of Piscu cu Brazi create a stable half-stonelike
substratum. Here the base rock, the slope diluvium made up of sandy yellow-reddish clays and heterogeneous clay sands interdispersed by thin layers of gravel reaches the width of 1-4 metres. The
local morphology increases or diminishes the thickness of the geomechanically vulnerable diluvium which necessitates local investigations based on drilling. Here and there are regions with antropically filled material that the Townhall leased as building sites, which, in fact, have reduced
geomechanic features and which necessitate deep foundations in the stable substratum of the base
rock (for instance on the major Prahova river bed, the terrace downstream Mara Hotel covered by
mound from Sinaia-Fieni railway tunnel which was designed but not finished).
Case Studies (Geotechnical Conditions, Building Solutions, Improvement Measures)
1. From the region of Sinaia upper Layers, on the slope with thick diluvium we cite
Cărpiniş villa from no. 16, Theodor Aman Street.
From a regional geomorphological point of view the site (former Cărpiniş villa) from no. 16, Theodor Aman Street is situated on the East frame of Bucegi Mountains, to the basis of the periclinal of
Furnica Mountain, on the right slope of Căşeriei spring, at the crossroad between the mountain
slope (50o) and the slightly larger hollow (20o), adjacent to the thalweg (at about. 20-40 metres
from the thalweg). Hydrogeologically speaking, we need to mention the excess humidity from the
north side of the square due to springs and the defective sewage system. The drills made on the site
reveal the drainage of infiltration water or considerable humidity growth to the saturation limit, to
depths of 2.00 metres, 3.80 metres, 4.50 metres, 12.00 metres, which suggest possible sliding
planes. Suprajacent to upper Sinaia Layers, the Quaternary diluvial deposits have increasing width
to Valea Căşeriei; they are made of a series of sandy, yellow-reddish, grey or black-grey clays and
marl-clays with microruditic clusters in the substratum or sometimes with sandy lenses, breccia
conglomerates. This diluvium coincides in the areas in which sliding grounds appear.
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On the south region of the square (between the present building and Theodor Aman Street slope),
the diluvium width decreases and the base rock can be found at depths of 4-5m. Thus, drill F4 indicates a dominant of yellow and grey sandy clay with fine clastorudites and shaly sandstones that
starting with 4 metres downstream become slope scree and then base rock.
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The lithological context revealed by the drills made on the sites is extremely different if we compare the north area with the south one of the building site. Thus, to the north (to Căşeriei spring),
drills F1, F2, F3, indicate a dominant of grey very plastic and humid marl-clays, of soft consistency
with saturation intervals and consistency almost flowing that correspond to some presupposed sliding plans 2.00 metres, 3.80 metres, 4.50 metres, 5.80-6.00 metres, 12.00 metres. At the depth over
10 metres, yet, the consistency becomes tough, the percent of fine rudite gravel clusters is increased
and at about. 14-15 metres the base rock is made up of clay-marl shales, with rare friable thin sandstones.
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Calculus of the conventional pressure according to STAS 3300/2-85 for a foundation with the
foundation width B = 0.60 metres; that was made according to the data collected through laboratory tests indicate the following values for the ground of the future building:
Downstream Side:

Upstream Side:

Pconv. 1 m = 110 kPa

Pconv. 1 m = 187 kPa

Pconv. 2 m = 135 kPa

Pconv. 2 m = 250 kPa

Pconv. 3 m = 160 kPa

Pconv. 3 m = 280 kPa

Pconv. 4 m = 100 kPa

Pconv. 4 m = 360 kPa

Pconv. 5 m = 120 kPa

Pconv. 5 m = 450 kPa

Pconv. 14 m = 380 kPa
Pconv. 15 m = 450 kPa
The elastic coefficients of the ground (bed coefficients) that were calculated for a foundation with
the width of 0.60 metres are:
Downstream Side:

Upstream Side:

3

Cz = 3.34 daN/cm

Cz = 5.57 daN/cm3

Cx = 2.37 daN/cm3

Cx = 4.39 daN/cm3

Cα = 4.11 daN/cm3

Cα = 6.85 daN/cm3

The reduced quality geotechnical parameters obtained through laboratory tests confirm the considerations referring to the previous features of the ground (continuous sliding state, which is unstable,
which has multiple sliding plans, that I.C.H. Bucureşti), that were proven by the degradation registered in the case of close-by buildings and by the upstream inclination of fir-trees near the thalweg.
Within the studied area the sliding potential and the depth of the stable ground increases (to 14-15
metres) to the thalweg of Căşeriei spring and decreases (to stable ground depths of 5-6 metres), to
the slope tip, in the immediate proximity of the road.
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Building the foundation on the clay above the stable ground, by means of a gravel sand bed would
make the ground heavier creating new movement of the ground. Building the foundation in stages
would minimalize the necessity of deeper embedding in the base rock. The builder will choose a
construction solution using light materials. The basement and the semi-basement of the construction will necessitate hydroisolation and will be equipped with floor drain trap to take over the infiltration waters. We recommend fitting out the ground around the villa, in order to avoid meteoric
water blockage, by mean of building ditches and gutters that flow in Căşeriei spring. The excess of
the substratum humidity (springs, faulty nearby sewage) can be prevented by making drainages and
by planting trees on the entire surface. We suggest reinforcing with concrete walls and buttress on
the side of Theodor Aman Street as well as building protection walls which fragment the downstream sliding of the ground under the construction. The recommendations that we made do not
exclude the possibility that the ground under the construction can move and therefore slight degradation could appear. The risk of placing the construction on this type of ground is exclusively assumed by the beneficiary. Choosing the foundation rate will be done after consultation with the
geotechnical designer and will be based on its assessment which will be registered in the minutes
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The designed building will have to be placed as central as possible to Theodor Aman Street, where
the stable substratum is less deep and is farther than the adjacent hollow of the thalweg of Căşeriei
spring. From this point of view we suggest that the building should be placed best in parallel with
Theodor Aman Street. The projected building (Basement+Semi-basement+Groundfloor+3Storeys+2Lofts) will need to have foundations of continuous beams very well reinforced in
the lower part as well as in the upper part, whose depth will be over 5 metres on the street side and
14-15 metres on the side towards spring. Alternatively, the foundation costs can be optimized by
means of placing the foundation on beams lain on pillars or bushings embedded in the base rock.
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attached to the construction record book. During excavations the builder must take measures to
lean the excavation walls which are deeper than 2 metres.
2. In the region of Piscu cu Brazi Layers we cite Oncescu and Iorga houses.
In the upper part of Sinaia town, nearby Calea Codrului, to the birth springs circus of some affluents of Căşeriei spring there are some remarkable buildings which became famous either because
of their historical importance, as they belong to the national patrimony, as does Nicolae Iorga
house (Nicolae Iorga house was the successor of Andrei Pippidi) or because of the massivity of the
construction, as in the case of Oncescu Florin house. These buildings have either cracks or holes
which were the result of degradations caused by geomorphological process that affect the foundations of these houses. In the cases of both houses, the cracks and holes appeared as a result of differential subsidence through the moistening of the substratum and slidings which affect the foundation as well as the nearby ground. Taking into account the results obtained through regional and
detailed geomorphological-geological cartography as well as the results obtained after drilling on
the site we have concluded on the general state of degradation and on the causes that produced
these damages in order to elaborate a plan of optimal correction measures.
Geomorphologically speaking, Iorga house is situated on a slightly inclined platform, delimitated
both downstream and upstream by sheer slopes. On the sheer slopes and at the slope crossing we
could notice shallow slidings of the diluvial material towards the base rock, as a result of the excess
humidity. Hydrogeologically and hydrologically speaking, there is a drainage of the waters coming
from the slope at the basis of the shallow diluvium (about 2m) (with springs where the slope
breaks) and with a drainage of pluvial waters on several ravines whose trajectory becomes inefficient since they are curved due to ground sliding.
Iorga house (made of stone walls, placed on a horizontal mixed platform, cut at the slope basis) is
affected by excess humidity in substratum at the north-east half of the building. The excess humidity made the phenomena of subsidence appear due to humidity. At the same time a few sliding
plans appeared as we discovered when drilling at the depth of about 1.50 metres under the construction zero level (2.50 metres behind the house, 2.00 metres on the east edge, and 1.50 metres
downstream). The construction has high degree cracks (extremely visible around the windows, the
door) in the north-east side and especially in the dowstream corner.
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The perimeter of Oncescu property is situated on a stable ridge (subasment of clay-marl shales with
thin sandstones) on the slope of Furnica Mountains, falling westwards to eastwards, to which there
is silted valley opening towards Căşeriei Valley (which becomes wider downstream). The filling of
the deposit is a mixture of clasts of gresous-shaley-calcareous scree, granulometric ground at the
basis and fine one towards the top, with sandy-clay material at the basis and predominant matrix of
flooded clay-marl nature. The porosity and the permeability of the filling material increase in
depth, and the underground flow is done on the impermeable bed above the base rock (rhytmites of
marl-clay shales, of the Piscu cu Brazi Layers). In cross sections, the filling material is up to the
width of 3-4 metres on the valley axis, to the stability ridge. Around Oncescu garage, the diluvial
filling is 2.50-3.00 metres wide. The excess humidity is visible especially downstream of Oncescu
house, where the slope is more reduced; downstream Gh. Doja Street there appeared a swamp-like
region with hydrophilic vegetation. The excess humidity is due to drainage towards the valley of
waters originating from different sources. We may add to this the meteoric waters which fall on the
filling relief of the valley. On the one side there are the infiltration waters from the slope, drained
on the hollow of the base rock of the valley. On the other one, the sewage system in Calea Codrului
is damaged; this sewage system used to collect all the waters coming down the slope; a big amount
of these waters is deviated from its course alongside the biggest slope. By means of damaging the
sewage system from Calea Codrului, that used to collect the whole amounts of waters coming
downstream the slope, an increased amount of water turns its course on the line of the biggest
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The cause of these defficiencies is especially the increased humidity that has appeared lately because of an inefficient use of the previously created utilities (water supply, sewage, gutter, excavations for the gas, electricity networks, subcrossing) correlated with changes that appeared in the
underground and surface drainage because of heavy traffic, new constructions, septic pit, disobeying construction technologies, etc.
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slope, generating ravines downstream the slope of Gh. Doja Street. These waters accumulate towards the vicinity of Oncescu Florin house, Timpuriu Veronica house or Iorga (Pippidi) house with
negative effects on these houses. Thus, around Timpuriu Veronica house and around and under
Oncescu garage there is a whole spring, with an equally big underground correspondent. In front of
Oncescu Florin garage and Timpuriu Veronica house, the slope downstream Gh. Doja Street marks
a slope break of the valley which necessitated embedding in stone and concrete walls. The protection wall of the street is superficially embedded and pressure started to act upon it, creating cracks,
lateral dislocations and downstream inclinations.
The geomorphological context of the ground under Oncescu house seems stable, being on the stability elevation of the base rock. In contrast with this the external half under the garage and the
curve downstream Gh. Doja Street situated on increasing width of the filling material shows high
humidity, predisposition to subsidence and land sliding to the edge downstream the street curve
(downstream the garage). From a geologico-regional point of view, both studied constructions can
belong to Cretaceous - Barremian-Aptian formation of Piscu cu Brazi Layers (represented by a
rhythmic alternation of clay and sandy marls, fine micaceous, grey-blue in colour, with a fine film
of reddish in subdecimetric layers), covered with a shallow deluvial material (1.50–3.00 metres
thick) of clays and sandy clays with scree at the basis (of Quaternary age).
After analysis, we consider that we need to correct the above mentioned as well as to eliminate the
causes which generated the problems. Generally speaking, we will try to eliminate the excess humidity in the area by fixing the non-functional utilities (pipes, sewage, subcrossings etc), to eliminate the excess humidity from the slope and from the pluvial waters by lowering the existent ravine
(springs) thalweg (of the springs) and o the level of the base rock (to depths of minimum 2.50 metres), falling towards the ravines in the lower third of the hollow circus, on the line trajectory of the
biggest slope.
Around Iorga property we will need to eliminate the excess humidity from the immediate vicinity
of the construction by means of a drain pipe downstream behind the line of the biggest slope (this
can be a simple ditch made of rockfill). Sewage and water supply to the house need to be redone
making the used waters or the pump water fall in the ravines which are placed at about 20-30 metres away from the house; the guard pavement around the house made of concrete flagstones need
to be widened; water excess must be eliminated and the slopes must be stabilized by means of
planting young trees; the sliding forces must be counterbalanced by correcting the foundation
ground (subfoundations embedded in the base rock).
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The phenomenon which is apparently superficial was accentuated by the increase of the humidity,
in the filling material on top of the natural state of the slope as well as by the damaging of the sewage system from and on Calea Codrului Street; the cracks within the surrounding wall are due to
vertical overdimensioning, to the continuous concrete filling, as well as to the reduced width in
comparison with the preferred height, the lack of a good foundation and also the lack of some pillars or even supporting buttresses. In order to ameliorate and stop the subsidence phenomena that
were registered we suggest improving the quality of the garage foundation ground and correcting
the deficiencies of construction of the surrounding wall. Improving the quality of the garage foundation ground can be done by reducing the humidity on the slope (that is close to Oncescu garage
and Timpuriu house). Reducing the humidity means draining the shallow and underground waters
behind the line of the biggest slope, deepening it to the impermeable substratum of the base rock.
The drain pipe will be directed to the swamp with hydrophile vegetation downstream the level
curve of Tănase house, it will cut the slope of the street curve around Timpuriu Veronica house and
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The data collected in the area of Oncescu property resulted in several conclusions and measures.
The house is founded on a stable ground, at the right depth and there are no problems of differential
subsidence, the garage is founded on the edge of the stable slope towards the axis of the valley
filled with diluvial material of increasing width at about 1,50 metres near the house, around 3 metres in front of the entrance of the garage; the foundation depth difference (reduced under the garage, comparatively with the house) and the damaging of the features of the ground under the foundation, by means of the increase of the filling width determined the differential subsidence of the
garage in comparison with the house.
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will cross Gh. Doja Street in front of Oncescu garage. The depth of the drain pipe will be of minimum 3 metres, ideally reaching the impermeable substratum. The drain pipe will take over the waters coming downstream and at the same time it will ensure a lateral drainage of the valley filling,
lowering the humidity of the foundation ground Oncescu garage and respectively under Timpuriu
Veronica house. Dimensioning the drain pipe will be correspondent to the taking over of the natural
waters coming down the slope, of the shallow meteoric waters and of the sewage waters until the
moment when the sewage system of Calea Codrului Street has been repaired. If a hydrodam is built
at the basis of the swampy area in order to drain it on the pipe which is placed downstream Tănase
house, this will not improve the situation, but quite on the contrary it will lead to even worse effect.
The drainage must be done at the level of the impermeable bed of the base rock. The present ditch
which takes over waters through a pipe is placed too high to this impermeable basis level and therefore it is inefficient in completely draining waters. Yet since it was constructed, it will be used for
optimizing the elimination of the bigger amounts of waters on top of the level of this excavation,
and possibly of the waters coming down the gutter from Calea Codrului. The construction of the
drain pipe will be done by excavation on the line of the biggest slope, at the depth of the base rock,
with uniform inclination, and it will contain the filtering pipe with a high diameter at the basis, filling of rockfilling of decreasing granulometry upward, with the role of breaking porosity and increasing the drainage efficiency. At the ground level the drain pipe will be lowered to the topographic context making slightly inclined slopes towards the drain pipe in order to take over shallow
waters.
The slopes on top of the drain pipe will be planted with grass and nearby trees will be planted in
order to take over the surplus of humidity. The slope downstream the street in front of the garage
necessitates a supporting wall well embedded. For a better safety the downstream slope can be consolidated with posts (well drilling pipes that were not used), drilled at the depth of over 20 metres.
The consolidation of the wall surrounding the house will be done by constructing trapezoidal buttresses, embedded deeply enough in the base rock, at the distance that the constructor decided. At
the same time the gutters on Gh. Doja Street need to be repaired.
Counterbalancing the tendencies of major sliding with breaking plans at the intersection of Gh.
Doja Street with Calea Codrului implies executing some ample and costing consolidation works in
which the Townhall should be involved taking into account the possibility of the regressive evolution downstream of the phenomenon. We suggest consolidating with drilled posts well embedded
in the base rock as well the building of a supporting wall with the role of a buttress towards Gh.
Doja Street, with the feature of a beam embedded in the base rock (beam made of concrete or of
cable knitted in drilled posts, with well drilling pipes that were not used.)
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Parcul Naţional Cheile Bicazului-Hăşmaş - Situri Geologice
Grasu C., Brânzilă M., Miclăuş C., Baciu D.S.
Universitatea „Alexandru Ioan Cuza” Iasi

Zestrea naturalistică a Parcului Naţional Cheile Bicazului-Hăşmaş, include în primul rând obiectivele
legate de substratul geologic, substrat care şi-a impus, de fapt, amprenta pe întreaga evoluţie fizicogeografică a acestei unităţi montane. În fapt este vorba de siturile geologice descoperite de-a lungul
timpului, care au stat la baza descifrării evoluţiei acestui sector al zonei cristalino-mezozoice, invocate
atât în literatura de specialitate, cât şi cu ocazia unor manifestări ştiinţifice de profil de talie naţională
sau internaţională (simpozioane, congrese).
În categoria siturilor geologice se includ în primul rând punctele fosilifere cu valoare biostratigraficăşi
paleontologică, apoi o serie de aflorimente de ordin petrografic cu semnificaţie paleogeografică, la care
trebuie adăugate şi o serie de perimetre cu arie restrânsă, dar cu valoare deosebită în descifrarea
aspectelor retrotectonice; în cazul din urmă este vorba de siturile structurale.
1. FORMAŢIUNEA DE WERFEN DE LA POIANA ALBĂ
Localizare: Wildflysch-ul cretacic de la Poiana Albă (între masivele Telekul Mic -1598 m, Telekul
Mare -1698 m şi Hăşmaşul Negru -1627 m).
Unitatea geotectonică şi litostratigrafică: Depozitele reprezintă Stratele de Werfen din seria alohtonă
transilvană, echivalente stratigrafic cu Seisianului şi Campilianului din autohtonul bucovinic.
Descriere. Vestigiile Formaţiunii de Werfen (FW) apar sub două forme: a) fragmente şi blocuri
disparate (dm – sundm) în matricea argiloasă a wildflysch-ului cretacic; b) petic de rabotaj sub abruptul
vestic al calcarelor jurasice din Telekul Mic.
Litologie: diverse varietăţi de calcare (micrite şi microsparite cuarţsiltice cenuşii şi cenuşii-verzui,
pelitomorfe, diaclazate sau mai grosiere, rugoase, muscovitice) şi marne cuarţsiltito-sericitice.
Conţinut fosil şi vârstă. Asociaţia de faună (bivalve şi gasteropode) descrisă acoperă, din punct de
vedere stratigrafic, Werfenianul (Herbich, 1878; Băncilă, 1941; Grasu, 1970).
Importanţa ştiinţifică. Depozitele FW sunt diferite de cele triasic inferioare bucovinice, indicând
adâncimi mai mari ale bazinului de sedimentare transilvan. Prezenţa Werfenianului transilvan numai ca
olistolite sugerează dezmembrarea puternică a succesiunii depozitelor triasicului transilvan în timpul
şariajului, sub presiunea stivei de calcare ale Pânzei de Hăşmaş.
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Localizare: Aflorimentul se află în zona şeii Curmătura (între Hăşmaşul Mare - 1792 m şi Fratele 1671 m; Herbich, 1866, 1878) sau în şeaua dintre Piatra Singuratică (1587) şi Fratele, la obârşia
Pârâului Sec (Grasu, 1970). După Vadasz (1915), un afloriment similar s-ar afla ceva mai la nord,
aproximativ la altitudinea de 1470 m.
Unitatea geotectonică şi litostratigrafică. Liasicul în facies de Adneth este un olistolit (din alohtonul
transilvan) în masa wildflysch-ului cretacic,.
Descriere: Trias în facies de Hallstatt, peste dolomitele anisiene şi sub calcaro-gresiile doggeriene
(Băncilă, 1941) sau, mai degrabă, o lentilă de dimensiuni reduse, prinsă în masa wildflysch-ului
(Grasu, 1970, 1971).
Litologie: argile roşii cu secvenţe verzui, asociate cu marne şi rare calcare argiloase, fine, mai dure şi
puternic diaclazate.
Conţinut fosil şi vârstă. Din aceste argile roşii s-a determinat o macrofaună cu peste 40 de taxoni, în
care predomină amonoideele şi, subordonat, belemnoideele, la care se adaugă foarte rare exemplare de
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crinoizi şi brachiopode (Herbich, 1866, 1878, Vadasz, 1915 şi Grasu, 1970, 1971). Microfacial, în
calcarele argiloase în plachete s-au evidenţiat forme de Spirillina liasice şi Globochaete alpina LOMB.
Stratigrafic, se consideră că această faună indică intervalul Hettangian superior-Lotharingian.
Importanţa ştiinţifică. Liasicul de Adneth de la Curmătura a fost considerat iniţial in situ. Haug
(1921) a presupus ca este alohton, opinie confirmată de Patrulius (1960). Depozitele aparţinând seriei
alohtone transilvane s-au acumulat în braţul oceanic tethysian de la vest, în timpul Liasicului, pe când
bazinul a atins adâncimea maximă.
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Localizare: Situl paleontologic se află în baza abruptului vestic şi nord-vestic (2,5 km) cu direcţie N-S
al Muntelui Ghilcoş (1406 m) între obârşia Pârâului Ghilcoş şi şeaua Ghilcoş-Surduc. Abruptul
calcaros propriu-zis, cu deschideri în succesiunea reprezentată de Formaţiunea cu acanthicumKimmeridgian, Calcarele de Stramberg-Tithonic şi Neocomian, variază de la 118 m altitudine înspre
sud, 184 m altitudine în sectorul median al abruptului şi 134 m alt în zona şeii Ghilcoş-Surduc.
Aflorimentul de la Ciofronca se află în capătul nordic al masivului Telekul Mic (1598 m), la obârşiile
Pârâului Oii şi Pârâului Ciofronca, ultimul afluent al Oltului.
Unitatea geotectonică şi litostratigrafică: Formaţiunea cu acanthicum aparţine Pânzei transilvane de
Hăşmaş; în Alpi este echivalentă cu formaţiunea de Ammonitico rosso.
Descriere. În succesiunea Formaţiunii cu acanthicum din baza abruptului Muntelui Ghilcoş se citează 3
nivele de calcare: a) calcare roşii nodulare (3 m), b) calcare dure, cenuşii, separate de gresii calcaroase,
friabile (4 m) şi c) gresii calcaroase asociate cu marne şistoase foioase (30 m). Alţi autori separă 5
nivele: a) calcare verzui noduloase (2 m), b) calcare roşii nisipoase cu desprindere în plăci, calcare
grezoase, compacte, masive, fără stratificaţie (5 m), c) calcare nodulare, d) roşii (12 m) şi e) calcare
grezoase, cenuşii-verzui, separate de strate marnoase (20 m). Chimico-mineralogice se pot separa doi
membri: a) Membrul inferior al calcarelor roşii (MI) şi b) Membrul superior al calcarelor cenuşiiverzui (MS).
Tectonic, stiva de calcare din abruptul Ghilcoşului este afectată de o serie de fracturi care le decalează
pe verticală şi pe directie est-vest astfel că unele blocuri pot fi mai ridicate, aducând la zi nivele de
calcare inferioare în comparaţie cu blocurile coborâte; de aici, se pare, şi diferenţele de la autor la autor
în ce priveşte constituţia coloanei litologice a acestei formaţiuni.
La Ciofronca domină calcarele nodulare roşii.
Litologie: MI constă din biomicrite şi biopelsparite roşii, nodulare a căror culoare roşie este dată de
hematit; conţinutul în carbonaţi 88-93%. MS constă din biopelmicrite şi biopelsparite cuarţsiltitice
cenuşii-verzui (până la 78-84% carbonaţi), cu intercalaţii subţiri de gresii friabile, pelitoidale a căror
culoare este dată de prezenţa cloritului autigen; partea superioară a MS este caracterizată de gresii
pelitoidale sau şisturi argilo-marnoase care, chimic şi mineralogic, corespund unor marne siltonisipoase.
Conţinut paleontologic şi vârstă. formaţiunea a fost studiată de o pleiadă întreagă de cercetători
geologi între 1866 şi 2002. Din Formaţiunea cu acanthicum de la Ghilcoş, dar şi de la Ciofronca a fost
descrisă o macrofaună cu: 175 de specii de ammonoidee, 15 specii de lamellaptychi şi laevaptychi, 2
de belemnoidee, 3 nautiloidee, 4 genuri şi specii de gasteropode, 6 de brachiopode, 15 de bivalve, 8 de
echinide. Se mai adaugă: 10 specii de alge şi 57 de foraminifere, dinţi de rechini (5 specii), amprente de
plante terestre (7 specii). În total, de la Ghilcoş, s-au descris până în prezent 307 taxoni, macro- şi
microfaună, alge marine, dinţi de peşti şi plante terestre (Herbich, 1878; Neumayr, 1873; Preda şi Pelin,
1965; Preda, 1973; Grigore, 2002). De la Ciofronca s-au descris 67 specii de amonoidee, 2 de
nautiloidee, o specie de belemnoidee, 5 specii de aptychi, 4 de brachiopode, 6 de bivalve şi 2 de
echinide.
Vârsta este încă o problemă controversată: după Patrulius (1960), ea este Kimmeridgian timpuriu şi
mediu; după Preda şi Pelin (1965) este Oxfordian târziu - Tithonic timpuriu Săndulescu (1975) contestă
atât prezenţa Oxfordianului, cât şi a Tithonicului timpuriu.
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Importanţa ştiinţifică. Formaţiunea cu acanthicum constituie un sit paleontologic de valoare
excepţională pentru Parcul Naţional Cheile Bicazului-Hăşmaş datorită numărului mare de specii noi
pentru ştiinţă. Ghilcoşul şi Ciofronca sunt situri mai valoroase decât zonele similare din Europa
(Tirolul de Sud, Salzkammergut, Sicilia, sudul Franţei, Elveţia şi klippele pienine din Carpaţii Nordici).
Fauna celor două puncte fosilifere este descrisă în toate tratatele de stratigrafie din lume, inclusiv
celebra sinteză a lui E. Haug (1921).
33 de specii de amoniţi, o specie de brachiopode, 3 de bivalve, una de echinide şi 4 de alge şi
foraminifere îşi au holotipurile la Ghilcoş şi Ciofronca, câteva dintre ele devenite generotipuri.
Succesiunea de la Ghilcoş este propusă ca hipostratotip pentru limita Kimmeridgian-Tithonic (Grigore,
2002).
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Localizare: Neocomianul din suita transilvană alohtonă a fost presupus de către Atanasiu (1958) şi
confirmat de către Grasu (1969) şi Dragastan (1975), în Hăşmaşul Negru şi şi respectiv în masivul
Ghilcoş. În Hăşmaşul Negru, Neocomianul fosilifer apare în abruptul său sudic şi în înşeuarea dintre
cotele 1626 m şi 1669 m. În masivul Ghilcoş, Neocomianul apare pe platoul care domină abruptul său
vestic şi nord-vestic.
Unitatea geotectonică şi litostratigrafică: Formaţiune calcaroasă, care cuprinde intervalul BerriasianHauterivian ce face trecerea de la Jurasic la Cretacic în seria alohtonă transilvană.
Descriere: Calcarele neocomiene (80-100 m) sunt bine stratificate, de la bancuri metrice până la strate
decimetrice şi se deosebesc net de Calcarele de Stramberg, din bază, şi de cele urgoniene de deasupra,
după cum se vede în abruptul Hăşmaşului Negru, în Ghilcoş sau în abruptul calcaros al Suhărzelului.
Litologia: la Ghilcoş este vorba de varietăţi calcilutitice la calcirudite, corespunzând, din punct de
vedere microfacial, unor biomicrite, biopelsparite şi mai rar biooopelasparite (Dragastan, 1975).
În Hăşmaşul Negru (Grasu, 1969; Grasu et al., 1995) calcarele au caracter lor sublitografic, de culoare
gălbui-ciocolatie sau cenuşie, calcare ceva mai detritice sau cu aspect marnos. Chimico-mineralogic,
Grasu et al. (1995) a relevat micrite şi biopelmicrite, micrite şi biomicrite argilo-cuarţsiltitice, precum şi
biopelmicrite argiloase; varietăţile gălbui-ciocolatii conţin frecvente foraminifere cu lojele umplute cu
pirită; culoarea lor se datorează limonitizării acesteia din urmă. Conţinutul în carbonaţi sunt cuprinse
între 91-95%, varietăţile cu aspect marnos, calcare argiloase, având 60-79% carbonaţi, 10-26% argilă şi
<15% material epiclastic.
Conţinut paleontologic şi vârstă. Fauna neocomiană recoltată din cele două puncte include:
amonoidee, belemnoidee, bivalve şi gasteropode (Grasu, 1969; Dragastan, 1975). Microfauna constă
dintr-un mare număr de specii de foraminifere, tintinnidae şi alge (55 de taxoni, din care 15 noi pentru
ştiinţă).
Fauna demonstrează prezenţa Berriasianului (cca 30-40 m) cu calcare în facies pelagic, cu amoniţi şi
calpionelle, dar şi cu nivele în facies neritic-recifal cu alge şi Valanginianului şi Hauterivianului (130140 m).
Importanţa ştiinţifică. Cele două puncte fosilifere (Hăşmaşul Negru şi Ghilcoş), au încheiat disputa de
multe decenii asupra prezenţei sau absenţei limitei dintre Jurasic şi Cretacic în suita transilvană
alohtonă din Hăşmaş.
Studiul macrofaunei şi biomicrofacial a fost în măsură să aducă noutăţi de ordin biostratigrafic, dar mai
ales paleontologic, depozitele neocomiene din zonă, furnizând mari surprize prin descrierea unui mare
număr de specii de alge şi foraminifere noi pentru ştiinţă cu holotipurile în masivele Ghilcoş, Surduc,
Cupaş şi Suhărzel.
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5. BAZALTELE ŞI SERPENTINITELE DIN ZONA FOSTEI CABANE CHEILE BICAZULUI
Localizare: Râul Bicaz, la 400-500 m amonte de fosta cabană Cheile Bicazului. Deschiderea în
serpentinite se localizează mai sus de albia Bicazului, în lungul malului drept al Pârâului Lapoş, sub
masivul Piatra Altarului. Formaţiunea de wildflysch în care cantonează atât bazaltele, cât şi
serpentinitele apar, aici, în semifereastră tectonică de sub lambourile Pânzei de Hăşmaş.
Unitatea geotectonică şi litostratigrafică: Bazaltele fac parte din seria ofiolitică asociată lambourilor
Pânzei transilvane de Hăşmaş.
Descriere: Corpul de bazalte apare într-o deschidere de cca 350 m lungime, sub Formaţiunea cu
acanthicum, urmată de Calcarele de Stramberg, aparţinând peticului de acoperire din Muntele Cupaş.
La partea inferioară plachează pe argilele cu blocuri ale wildflysch-ului cretacic (Barremian-Albian);
are caracterele unui petic de rabotaj prins sub lamboul de acoperire al Cupaşului.
Litologie: În masa acestor magmatite s-au separat mai multe tipuri petrografice (Grinea, 1998): diabaze
şi spilite, diabaze amigdaloide în facies de pillow-lava cu xenolite de calcare şi apoi, din nou, diabaze;
toate au un grad avansat de alterare.
Semnificaţie ştiinţifică. Bazaltele amigdaloide parţial spilitizate reprezintă vestigii ale vechii scoarţe
oceanice din riftul tethysian, zona de origine a suitei malm-urgoniene, aparţinând Pânzei transilvane de
Hăşmaş; după Hoeck et al (2008) sunt vestigii ale unui alt ocean, respectiv Meliata. Este cel mai mare
afloriment din sinclinalul Hăşmaşului şi unicul din Carpaţii Orientali în care se pot examina structurile
de pillow-lava, mărturie a erupţiilor suboceanice, care se petrec astăzi în rifturi
6. FERESTRELE TECTONICE DE LA GROPILE ŞI DIN CHEILE MARI ALE BICAZULUI
Localizare: Fereastra din Cheile Mari ale Bicazului se află în zona ultimei serpentine a şoselei, înainte
de tunel. Gropile reprezintă o mică depresiune din spatele Muntelui Ghilcoş.
Descriere. În orogeneză, fenomenul cel mai grandios rămâne procesul de şariaj, determinat de
compresiunile care aduc stive enorme de roci mai vechi, în poziţie anormală peste roci mai noi.
Ulterior, prin procese de eroziune sunt aduse la zi formaţiunile mai noi de dedesubt, în aşa-numitele
ferestre şi semiferestre tectonice. În cazul ferestrelor, arealul respectiv are contur închis, iar al
semiferestrelor, contur deschis, sub formă de golf. Trebuie consemnat faptul că în situaţia din Cheile
Mari ale Biacazului, procesul de eroziune s-a conjugat şi cu unul tectonic, Kimmeridgianul şi
wildflysch-ul de sub el ajungând la suprafaţă şi printr-o străpungere „diapiră” impusă de două falii
verticale. Siturile în cauză au un caracter structural-tectonic, importanţa lor fiind ştiinţifică, cu valoare,
deci, instructivă; prin aceasta, ferestrele tectonice respective pot figura pe lista obiectivelor de interes
geoturistic.
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Localizare: În abruptul de la obârşia Pârâului Fagul Oltului, între Piatra Roşie (1581 m) şi Hăşmaşul
Mare (1792 m), la cca 1450 m altitudine.
Unitatea geotectonică şi litostratigrafică: Calcare cu Lacunosella, aparţinând Pânzei transilvane de
Hăşmaş.
Descriere: Kimmeridgianul este caracterizat şi de un alt facies, constituit din calcare roşii bine
stratificate (2-3 m), care suportă un nivel cu nerineide de vârstă tithonică.
Litologia: microfacial, sunt biomicrite, biopelsparite şi biopelmicrite în care saccocomidele
kimmeridgiene, Eotryx şi Globochaete sunt deosebit de frecvente. Conţinutul în carbonaţi poate fi 84%
- 97%.
Conţinut paleontologic şi vârstă: calcarele roşii sunt caracterizate de frecvenţa mare a brachiopodelor
din grupul Lacunosella (Rhynchonellidae) care le dă aspect de veritabil lumaşel; se mai adaugă rare
exemplare de Nucleata şi Terebratulina. Stratul sidefos al brachiopodelor este conservat, un aspect
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extrem de rar. Amoniţii şi belemniţii sunt destul de rari şi diagenizaţi (Herbich, 1878 citat de Băncilă,
1941; Grasu, 1964 şi Pelin, 1965, mai nou Lazăr şi Grigore, 2008).
Vârsta, Kimmeridgian, este dată de prezenţa amoniţilor şi a microfaciesului cu Saccocoma (Herbich,
Băncilă). Pelin (1965) de-a considerat de vârstă tithonică, asimilându-le Calcarelor de Stramberg
Importanţa ştiinţifică. Punct fosilifer cu totul particular datorită caracterului lui lumaşelic El
demonstrează că în vremea Kimmeridgianului, condiţiile marin-oceanice din domeniul transilvan erau
cu mult mai variate şi nu se reduceau doar la cele care au determinat acumularea calcarelor amonitice,
specifice Formaţiunii cu acanthicum.
8. FAUNA CALCARELOR DE STRAMBERG DE PE PÂRÂUL OII
Localizare: Calcarele de Stramberg, tithonice, fosilifere apar pe versantul drept al Pârâului Oii, la
aproximativ 1,5 km amonte de confluenţa acestuia cu Pârâul Ghilcoşului (Pârâul Sec pe unele hărţi),
unde o mare decroşare cu direcţie vest-est pune în contact dolomitele triasice şi grezo-calcarele
doggeriene cu wildflysch-ul şi Calcarele de Stramberg. Calcarele apar în versantul drept al Pârâului Oii
la cca 500 m, amonte de confluenţa acestuia cu Pârâul Zgomotos; puncte fosilifere apar de pe la 1100 m
şi până în culmea calcaroasă care constituie cumpăna Hăşmaşului Negru, spre Jgheabul Cherecului.
Unitatea geotectonică şi litostratigrafică. Calcare de Stramberg-Tithonic, aparţinând suitei transilvane
de Hăşmaş.
Descriere. Calcarele de Stramberg sunt variate litologic: calcare albe sau cenuşii, micro- sau
criptocristaline cu mult calcit de neoformaţiune, calcare gălbui-roşietice cu aspect marnos, calcare cu
aspect detritic, calcarenitic şi calciruditic.
Litologie: ele sunt de tip biomicritic, biopelsparitic, biopelmicritic, ca şi biooopelsparitic. cu 90 99,92% carbonaţi. Valorile cele mai scăzute le prezintă calcarele roşii (90-93%) şi tipurile sparitice
(90-98%), iar cele mai ridicate, calcarele cenuşii şi albe (97-99,92%); faptul demonstrează că în
sedimentarea acestor depozite, aporturile terigene au fost practic inexistente. Textural, ele se prezintă
cel mai adesea masive, cu stratificaţie vagă, indistinctă; uneori, stratificaţia se poate decela doar de la o
anumită distanţă.
Conţinut şi vârstă. Hauer şi Stache (1863) au descris crinoizi, corali şi specii de Nerinea. Lista de
faună a fost completată de către Herbich (1878), Vadasz (1915), Jekelius (1921) şi Băncilă (1941),
Preda şi Pelin (1964), Grasu (1971). Dragastan (1975) a completat inventarul şi cu specii de
foraminifere şi alge. Din Calcarele de Stramberg se cunosc peste 90 de taxoni de gasteropode, bivalve,
brachiopode, echinide, corali, crustacei şi dinţi de peşti şi peste 60 de specii de foraminifere şi alge.
Lipsesc amonoideele, dat fiind caracterul lor recifal, coralgal.
Majoritatea autorilor consideră că vârsta calcarelor este Tithonic târziu, eventual Tithonic timpuriu
(Dragastan, 1975).
Importanţa ştiinţifică. Macrofauna calcarelor de Stramberg din Hăşmaş cuprinde un număr mare de
specii fosile, deşi nu ajunge la bogăţia calcarelor tithonice de la Stramberg, din zona de stratotip, din
care s-au descris peste 600 de specii. Punctele fosilifere din Hăşmaş şi ( Pârâul Oii) se află pe locul trei,
după cele de la Wozniki şi Kruhel din Carpaţii Nordici.
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Localizare: Urgonianul aflorează în Hăşmaşul Mare (la 1650 m în versantul vestic dinspre Pârâul
Fagul Oltului), Telekul Mare (pe versantul dinspre Poiana Albă, pe curba de nivel de 1600 m), Suhărzel
şi masivul Bardosului (în calcarele din zona Cheilor Lapoşului).
Unitatea geotectonică şi litostratigrafică. Urgonianul, după cum se ştie, reprezintă BarremianApţianul inferior în facies recifal; în regiune el reprezintă ultimul termen din suita calcaroasă a Pânzei
de Hăşmaş.
Descriere: Calcarele urgoniene (cca 200 m) au, după Săndulescu (1975), un uşor caracter transgresiv.
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Litologie: sunt calcare masive, albe, cenuşii, gălbui-roz sau chiar roşii cu aspect pelitomorf, arenitic,
ruditic şi, mai rar, oolitic, cu stratificaţie slab exprimată. Microfacial, calcarele sunt nişte biopelmicrite,
biosparite şi intrabiosparite tipice, în care resturile organice sunt constituite din alge şi foraminifere
bentonice. Conţinutul lor în carbonaţi depăşeşte 90%, în timp ce reziduul insolubil prezintă valori
extrem de scăzute, între 0,25-1,85%, indicând nişte calcare aproape pure.
Conţinut paleontologic şi vârstă. Cele mai cunoscute resturi fosile din calcarele urgoniene sunt
pachiodontele (masivele Telekul Mare, Hăşmaşul Mare, Bardos şi Suhărzel), nerineidaele,
foraminifere, dar şi alge marine (masivele Ghilcoş, Bardos şi Surduc; Dragastan, 1975). În total s-au
descris 40 de taxoni, din care 13 specii sunt noi pentru ştiinţă.
Speciile de Toucasia şi Requenia indică Barremian-Apţianul timpuriu şi facies recifal, aşa cum a fost el
descris de către Toucas de la Orgon din Cheile Rhonului.
Importanţa ştiinţifică. Două dintre specii, şi anume Cayeuxia piae şi Cayeuxia moldavica, descrise din
masivul Bardos de către Frollo încă din 1937, au intrat definitiv în literatura paleontologică mondială,
restul speciilor noi trebuie omologate. Urgonianul din regiunea Hăşmaşului se va impune în măsura în
care noile specii se vor dovedi viabile.
10. LIASICUL ŞI DOGGERUL FOSILIFER DE PE PÂRÂUL GHILCOŞ
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Localizare: În Situl de pe Pârâul Ghilcoş (Pârâul Sec pe unele hărţi) se cunosc trei puncte fosilifere
într-o succesiune reprezentând, din punct de vedere stratigrafic, Sinemurian-Carixianul, Domerianul şi
Doggerul. El se află la cca 500 m de la confluenţa Pârâului Ghilcoş cu Pârâul Oii (Pârâul
Hăghimaşului).
Unitatea geotectonică şi litostratigrafică: Succesiunea fosiliferă reprezintă Liasicul şi Doggerul din
seria autohtonului bucovinic.
Descriere: Litologic, succesiunea în discuţie este constituită din: a) calcare roşii ferolitice, care
estompează un paleocarst grefat pe dolomite şi calcare carnian-noriene, reprezentând Liasicul în facies
de Hierlatz, b) microrudite şi gresii moi, nisipoase, revenind Domerianului şi c) apoi grezo-calcare
doggeriene. Domerianul şi Doggerul sunt în succesiune clară, dar calcarele roşii ferolitice se întâlnesc
doarca blocuri şi fragmente disparate şi se recunosc după bogăţia în bivalve şi belemniţi; ele nu par să
aibă mai mult de 1,5-2 m grosime.
Conţinut paleontologic şi vârstă. Liasicul în facies de Hierlatz, a fost descoperit aici de către Atanasiu
(1928) şi studiat de către Răileanu şi Atanasiu (1950); depozitele domeriene au fost sesizate de către
Preda şi Pelin (1968), iar Doggerul fosilifer citat de către Grasu (1971).
În calcarele ferolitice de Hierlatz predomină bivalvele, belemniţii şi brachiopodele, iar în depozitele
Domerianului belemniţii, brachiopodele din genul Spiriferina, bivalvele şi amoniţii fiind restrânse ca
număr. Grezo-calcarele doggeriene conţin cel mai frecvent brachiopode din grupurile Terebratula şi
Rhynchonella, bivalve, cel mai frecvent Entolium demissum, şi apoi belemniţi; amonoideele sunt rare.
Liasicul în facies de Hierlatz acoperă intervalul Sinemurian superior-Carixian; după unii autori,
Domerianul ar fi dezvoltat aici în facies de Gresten, ceea ce nu pare să fie confirmat din lipsa asocierii
lui cu cărbuni. Fauna din Dogger pare să indice, în general, intervalul Bajocian-Bathonian.
Importanţa ştiinţifică. Liasicul în facies neritico-litoral de Hierlatz cu caracterul lui transgresiv, cu
discordanţă de tip relief îngropat este un rezultat al tectogenezei eocimmeriene. Domerianul este
discordant ca urmare a intervenţiei tectogenezei intraliasice din faza Donetz. Succesiunea de pe Pârâul
Ghilcoş este una dintre cele mai instructive şi una dintre puţinele din sinclinalul Hăşmaşului în care se
pot examina efecte ale celor două tectogeneze care au afectat domeniul de sedimentare bucovinic.
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Within the field of Nature conservancy which is now closely involved in the strategies for sustainable
development of the regions, Geology was and still is perceived as a more destructive than protective
towards the nature. The assumption has an objective basis since Geology and the largest part of
geologists were and are concerned with finding and valorizing the resources of the Earth that in most of
the cases determine, directly or indirectly, damages to the nature equilibrium.
Contrary to the biologists who, by their education and training and finally by their profession, have the
vocation of nature conservancy and protection, the geologists, with few exceptions, do not include among
their priorities – the conservancy and the management of the geological sites (geotopes), meaning sites
with special scientific, aesthetic or cultural importance.
Exceptions are the national parks created around outstanding “geological monuments”, among the first
established ones the Siebengebirge in Germany (1836) and Yellowstone National Park in USA (1872).
Such local attempts to geological and geomorphological conservation did not lead to a general
understanding of the place and importance of the”abiotic nature” in the nature conservancy. The rocks
with their components: minerals, fossils, structures as well as the landscapes and geomorphologic features
were generally conceived as much less vulnerable in comparison with the biotic part of the nature and
consequently, practically ignored by systematic measures of nature conservation. As the author of the first
consistent book dedicated to Geoconservation said, the geological and geomorphological conservation
remained for over 100 years the “Cinderella” of nature conservation (Gray, 1997). The second part of the
20th century marked a change in understanding the necessity of a holistic approach in the nature
conservancy. It become obvious that the abiotic nature which includes geological objects and facts are
not at all invulnerable, besides natural erosion and weathering, the anthropic pressure which increases
continuously and simultaneously with the industrial growth produces irreparable damages which seldom
affects also the biotic nature.
After 1950, in many countries, including Romania, initiatives for the conservation of the geotopes was
developed, but they were more related to the inventory of the significant sites than to their protection and
conservancy More than this, in Romania, as well as in other communist countries from eastern Europe,
the rush for rapid economic developments, in order to compete with the capitalist countries lead to the
intensive exploitation of geologic resources, in that rush many geological valuable sites being destroyed.
However, such local initiatives were the base of an international movement towards the conservation of
the abiotic components of the nature; as a corollary of this movement in early 1990s was created the
ProGEO, the International Association for the protection of the geological environment. ProGEO
promotes the concept of geodiversity and the connected issues within the geodiversity paradigm, having
as main targets the protection and conservancy of the geotopes (geoconservation), the valorization
through education (geoeducation) and tourism (geotourism) of the geological heritage.
The concept of geodiversity was developed in close connection with that of biodiversity which is older
with around 20 years and more widely used. Geodiversity represents the foundation upon which the life
appeared and developed on Earth. In a concise but comprehensive definition Geodiversity “is the link
between people, landscapes and culture; it is the variety of geological environments, phenomena and
processes that make those landscapes, rocks, minerals, fossil and soils which provide the framework for
life on earth“ (Stanley, 2001).
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Although, biotic or animated and abiotic, or preferably, inanimated, represent antonymic notions,
separated by essential differences and lacking elements of direct comparison, which use different criteria
and methods of assessment and monitoring, the concepts of biodiversity and geodiversity are not opposite,
contrary they are closely interrelated in the dynamic of nature, an integrated approach of biodiversity and
geodiversity in scientific researches and the management of the nature conservancy representing the
essential condition in achieving good results. The ecosystems cannot be known and protected without
such an integratted approach in researches, based on biocenosis/biotope relations and consequences.
Similarly, this integrated mode is required in launching of policies and strategies for nature conservation.
Among the issues of the geodiversity paradigm, a major role in implementing the holistic approach to the
nature conservation and valorization plays the newly created structure of protected areas, the geoparks.
Created in 2000, the first four geoparks (Reserve Geologique du Haute Provence, in France, Vulkaneifel
in Germany, Maestrazgo Park in Spain and Petrified Forest of Lesvos in Greece) generated the European
Geoparks Network which grew rapidly, including now 42 geoparks in 17 countries (Fig. 1). Starting from
2004, the UNESCO launched the Global Geoparks Network which has now 71 members (including the
42 European members) in 25 countries.
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A geoparc represents the most adequate place for implementing the methods of nature conservation,
based on an integrated approach among geodiversity and biodiversity. A geopark serves also as a
pedagogical tool for environmental education, training and research in geosciences. It demonstrates the
role that the holistic approach to the nature conservation and the valorization of the nature and cultural
heritages of a region in an integrated mode, especially through tourism and education, which are practiced
in a geoparc can play in enhancing the sustainable development of the regions.
In order to improve and to develop the geoconservation in Romania several measures should be
undertaken:
- enhance the geoeducation in schools
- elaborate study and training programs within geological departments of the universities for the new
profession of geoconservationist
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Fig.1: The mapof the European Geoparks Network –October 2010.
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- develop field methods for the assessment and monitoring of the geotopes in order to prevent
degradation
- update the existing geotope database through field visits followed by concrete measures.
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Introduction.
The Ba mineralization, less known than Mn and sulphide mineralization, is situated in the same Cambrian
Tulghes Group. The Mn belt is situated on the bottom and the sulphide belt on the top of this group. The Ba
mineralization is present in all Tulghes Group, both in Mn and sulphide belts, having a great development in the small
area Holdita-Paraul Caselor-Brosteni-Borca, situated in the South, at the crossing of two belts, of about 10 Km long
with the same orientation NW-SE, like the Mn and sulphides ores. The low metamorphite Cambrian Tulghes Group
(TG) extends over more than 200Km along the entire length of the East Carpathians, having a background constituted
by mesometamorphic Precambrian Bretila Group (the oldest). The TG is intruded by Neogene volcanism in the west, is
overlain by Cretaceous and Eocene conglomerates in the east and it is intruded by Ditrau alkaline massif in the south.
The mineralogy of TG is very simple and monotone being formed generally from five important mineral constituients
with variable proportions:quartz, albite, chlorite, muscovite, Ca-Mg-Fe-carbonates (±graphite±sphene±rutile ±
stilpnomelane ± ilmenite ±magnetite±pyrite) and its huge thickness is due because its history development in a
narrow deep (active) subduction zone. The crystalline rocks of TG are metamorphosed under greenschist facies and
display a pronounced schistuosity, having some similarities with a burial metamorphism. During metamorphism, the
wall rocks were tidily folded and microsheared. Voda and Voda (1980) have described for the first time the Holdita
Brosteni syngenetic barite ore deposit, as the conformable beds within the metamorphic formation of the black
quartzites of the Tulghes Group. According to these authors, who studied the lithostratigraphy, structure, mineralogy
and geochemistry of barite ore, the genesis of this mineralization is sedimentary.
Geological setting.
The Ba mineralization is situated in a small area in the South part of the area, where the two belts, Mn and
sulphide are crossed. The lithostratigraphical sequence with Ba mineralization of about 80-120m, comprises from
bottom to top: graphite black quartzits schists with lens of Mn ore (≈70m); carbonates, quartz, albite, chlorite,
graphite schists (≈50m); quartz, graphite±pyrite schists which host the Ba lens (80-120m). On the top of this sequence
there are quartz, albite, sericite, chlorite schists which host the sulphides ore. Macroscopically the Ba ore contains
barite banded by pyrite in very small lenses. On microscope the barite ore contains Ba-feldspars (celsian, hyalophane),
cymrite, barytocalcite, benstonite, aragonite, witherite, phlogopite, sericite, quartz. Beside pyrite, and other sulphides
(sphalerite, bornite, chalcopyrite, tetrahedrite-tennantite) occur, among them, the most important is alabandite
(sometimes associated with pyrochroite). But, alabandite is present in the Mn belt, in reduced tephroite parageneses.
The Mn belt, in its turn, has in its mineralogical composition and other Ba minerals, like celsian, hyalophane, barite,
cymrite as accessory minerals. This mineralogical feature of Mn ore proves the genetically links with the Ba and
sulphide mineralization, formed by the same process, submarine hydrothermal, on the Cambrian sea floor.
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Mineralogy.
The barite ore, divers carbonates, some manganese and sulphide ore are a major macroscopic components of
the mineralized zone. The barite ore has a compact, coarse granoblastic texture and contains, beside barite, many
carbonates (calcite, dolomite, siderite, barytocalcite, benstonite, witherite, aragonite), Ba-feldspars (celsian and
hyalophane), cymrite, in addition to sulphides (mostly pyrite and alabandite, but and galena, tetrahedrite, tennantite,
bornite, chalcopyrite). The lens of Mn-ore (rhodochrosite, tephroite, rhodonite, pyroxmangite, johannsenite,
spessartine), are closed interbedded with barite ore. Sometimes, the Mn ores are situated between the two barite beds.
This closed interbedded of barite, Mn and sulhide ores demonstrates their common origin and evolution.
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Barite, (Ba,Sr)SO4, orthorhombic, is isomorphous with Celestine, and may partially replaces it. It is the main barium
mineral (more than 70%) of these deposits. It has an isometric grains with of 0.5mm diameter and more, forming a
compact, grainy aggregates ore of several cm to 4m in thickness. The barite samples studied come from Brosteni,
Paraul Caselor, Holdita and Borca deposits. In transmitted light, the barite presents prismatic and tabular crystals with
two perfect cleavages: (010) bazal and (210). It is colorless, with medium refringence and low birefringence (0.01100.0120). It is biaxial (+), having a 2V≈400. In the Holdita deposit, the late barite replaces the earlier Ba-feldspars, as it
can be seen in Fig 1. In the table no 1 on can see the chemical composition of barite of Holdita deposit.

Fig.1.Ba-feldspars relics(white,euhedral,rounded) in barite (unevensurface), pyrite (black), NII (left) and N+(right) sample BH1z,
,Holdita deposit.
Table 1. Chemical composition of barite
Sample BPCs3, point 2
Element
Mass%
Cation
SO3
33.062
5.8831
SrO
2.955
0.4063
BaO
63.983
5.9444
Total
100.00
12.2338
Normalisation factor=0.6748

Sample BPCs3, point 3
Element Mass% Atomic%
SO3
18.707
49.0211
SrO
3.58
3.4349
BaO
77.712
47.5441
Total
100.000
100.000
Normalization factor=1.0152
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Generally, the barite is formed in hydrothermal veins. The hydrothermal activity (may be like a springs) began in the
Cambrian sea floor, where the Mn ore was deposited mixed with little barium mineralization, and in the distal zone of
it, South of area, the predominant barium hydrothermal activity begun, mixed with some Mn and sulphides.
Celsian, BaAl2Si2O8, and Hyalophane, (KBa)(AlSi)4O8, are restricted in occurrence, being associated typically with
sedimentary and metasedimentary rocks, manganese and ferromanganese deposits, barite sulphide deposits and other
Ba-rich rocks. But, most occurrences of Ba-feldspars are associated with exhalative hydrothermal/submarine,
hydrothermal processes and with low and medium grade metamorphism. The Ba-feldspars in this area have been
studied by polarizing microscope and electron microprobe analyses (Table no 2 ). Both minerals occur in crystals range
from a few mm to 1cm and much more, forming thin layers interbedded with other layers of barite, apatite, sulphides
(mostly pyrite, but also other sulphides like alabandite, chalcopyrite). As it can seen in thin sections, the both Bafeldspars, celsian and hyalophane occur as uniform, coarse colorless crystals in NII and they present simple twinnings
in N+ (Fig 2). The Ba-feldspars exhibit a distinctly lower refringence compared to barite. The celsian is the
predominant term of Ba feldspars and the rare hyalophane has high content of celsian so that it could be considered to
be a celsian with little K2O in its composition. The primary substitution is between BaAl and KSi so that the series
KALSi3O8-BaAl2Si2O8 is continuous. The rarity of Ba-feldspars is due to the lack of suitable conditions in nature than
to any difficulties in accommodating of tha Ba cation in the feldspar structure. Therefore, one should regard
BaAl2Si2O8 as part of the quaternary feldspar system. In the BSE images of Ba-feldspars in Holdita deposit were
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Table no 2. Chemical composition of Ba-feldspars: celsian (1,2) and hyalophane (3,4).
1. Sample BPCS1, point 1
2. Sample BPCS1, point 3
3. Sample BPC1A, point4
Oxides
Mass%
Cation
Mass%
Atomic%
Mass%
Atomic%
Al2O3 27.629
5.9124
23.153
39.2468
24.476
4.8248
SiO2
34.090
6.1898
26.333
42.8814
43.970
7.2740
K2O
0.631
0.1462
1.255
1.4675
4.354
0.9691
BaO
49.260
16.4044
49.260
16.4044
27.406
1.7302
Total
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
14.7981
Normalization factor =1.4739
=1.4739
=0.6970

4. Sample BPCS8, point2
Mass%
Cation
25.462
4.9985
42.778
7.1255
4.354
0.9252
27.406
1.7887
100.00
14.8379
=0.6883

Fig. 2 Celsian (white, twinned) and pyrite (black), NII (left) and N+ (right), sample BH11h, Holdita deposit.
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observed (exsolutions) between the celsian and hyalophane in the same grain, showing a compositional gap between
the two terms. The celsian contains over 90% Cn, whereas hyalophane contains under 30%Cn, consistent with the
presence of a substantial compositional gap. The Ba fedspars correspond to a primary hydrothermal-sedimentary
deposition and they are replaced by barite probably during later diagenetic and mainly metamorphic processes (Fig 1).
Also, they could be replaced by cymrite: mosaics of celsian seems to be replaced by cymrite plates, probably during
later diagenetic and metamorphic processes. The relics of celsian in cymrite may have escaped the reaction because
locally PH2O may have been lower than Pfluid, and when PH2O is higher than Pfluid, the celsian completely disappered. The
coexistence and phase relations of celsian and cymrite are of great petrological intertest being a natural example of the
experimentally established reaction curve celsian+H2O=cymrite (Essene, 1967). More recently, some experimental
data indicate that the cymrite equilibrates with celsian at P above 4.3Kb at 3000C and above 6.7Kbar at 5000C.
Benstonite (Ba,Sr)6Ca6Mg(CO3)13, hexagonal determined and described for the first time in Romania (Hirtopanu,
2004), in Paraul caselor deposit in association with barite, barytocalcite, pyrite, phlogopite, Ba-feldspars.
Barytocalcite, BaCa(CO3)2, monoclinic, occurs as elongate crystals, short to long prismatic of a few mm until 1cm. In
transmitted light is colorless, with (210) perfect cleavage and (001) imperfect. It is biaxial negative with a very small
2V. The chemical composition determined by microprobe in BPCs1 sample gave: CaO=15.155; BaO=50.845.
Associated with barite, calcite, benstonite, aragonite in Paraul Caselor Ba deposit (Hirtopanu, 2004). Barytocalcite is
an uncommon accessory mineral and it could be formed by reaction of hydrothermal fluids with some carbonates.
Witherite, BaCO3, orthorhombic, pseudohexagonal due to repeated twinning. In transmitted light is colorless and has
(010) distinct and (110) poor cleavages. It is biaxial (-) with small 2V (under 200). Its chemical composition has, beside
BaO (≈80%) and some SrO content, witherite forming a series with strontianite. It occurs in minor amounts, being
an alteration hydrothermal product of barite. The barium is supplied by volcanic spring activity.
Cymrite, BaAl2Si2O8-H2O, monoclinic, pseudohexagonale. It was determined for the first time in Tulghes Series in
Balan sulphide deposit (Hirtopanu et al, 2008). Now we determined this mineral in Holdita, Paraul Caselor and
Brosteni barite-sulphide deposits which belong to the same Tulghes Group. In thin sections cymrite commonly occurs
in fine plate-like crystals or rectangular grains about a few mm in size with a pronounced perfect cleavage parallel to
(001) and a less well developed cleavage (001) (Fig 3). Cymrite is uniaxial megative, collorless (when it is pure) of
moderate refringence and low birefringence. But, it is commonly light green or brown because of inclusions and
various products of alteration. Its chemical composition is presented in table no 3.
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Table no 3. Chemical composition of cymrite in Paraul Caselor deposit
Sample BPCS8, point 1
Element Mass(%) Cation
Al2O3 28.394 6.1318
SiO2
32.786 6.0075
BaO
38.821 2.7873
Total 100.000 14.9266
Normalization factor = 1.0052

point 2
Mass%
Cation
28.158
6.1502
32.070
5.9433
39.773
2.8881
100.000 15.0558
=1.00

Fig. 3 Cymrite relics (rectangular grain with perfect cleavage), substituted by muscovite in carbonate (up) and cymrite (perfect
cleavage) substitute by sericite (bottom) sample BPCs1, Paraul Caselor deposit.
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Alabandite, MnS was determined in Brosteni deposit (Hirtopanu, 2004) in close association with Ba feldspars, pyrite,
pyrochroite. Also, its presence in the tephroite-jacobsite paragenesis of Mn ore demonstrates their common origin.
Pyrochroite, Mn2+(OH)2 hexagonal, belonging to the brucite group. It has been determined microscopically and by
microprobe analyses. It occurs as tabular mm crystals with perfect cleavage on (0001). In transmitted light has a fleshred color. In the Brosteni deposit the pyrochroite occurs as a primary mineral in close association with alabandite
Tetrahedrite-tennantite series minerals, ranging from tetrahedrite Cu12Sb4S13 to tennantite Cu12As4S13,occur in minor
amounts compared with other sulphides. The chemical composition of tetrahedrite can record some of the chemical
variable of the hydrothermal fluids at the time of mineralization. In Ba Paraul Caselor deposit occurs a tetrahedrite
with the composition (%wt): S=25.423, Zn=7.07, Cu=33.964, Sb=33.543 having the formula (Cu,Zn)12Sb4S13.
Genesis. The Ba, Mn and sulphide mineralisation evolved in Cambrian sea floor, in a subducted zone in a narrow
active paleotrench area, reflected in their line development as belts. The hydrothermal activity (hot springs) began with
Mn ore with little Ba in the North and more Ba and little Mn in the South. In the upper Cambrian the sea floor was
subpushed toward the est and sulphide belt was deposited at some distance of Mn and up it, but with the same
orientation.
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Abstract:
The Southern part of Apuseni mts. functioned in Late Cretaceous as a flank of the closing Mureş
Corridor which linked the Transylvanian and the Pannonian Basins. It was filled with terrigenous
sediments, preserving continental fossils, in the latest part mainly represented by Reptiles’ remains, even
Dinosaurs or Pterosaurs and fossil woods, more or less petrified due to the more or less presence of
pyroclastic products of an associated volcanism (laramian). The presence of fossil wood in Souts Apuseni
from much time was known but the accuracy of age resolution of host rocks sent it to Mid-Miocene.
Scientific studies to identify fossil wood made Felix (1890), Lingelsheim (1917), Petrescu & Liszkay,
(1969) and Petrescu & Nutu (1970, 1971). After these studies some taxa have been identified, as species
of Araucarioxylon, Pinuxylon, Laurinoxylon, Perseoxylon, Plataninium, Platanoxylon, Cornoxylon,
Quercoxylon Palmoxylon. More recenly (Iamandei & Iamandei, 1997-2008) we have revised and
completed this association new species of Dammaroxylon, Agathoxylon, Prototaxodioxylon,
Telephragmoxylon, Protopinuxylon, Icacinoxylon, Laurinoxylon, Mastixioxylon, Platanoxylon,
Quercoxylon, Castanoxylon, Fagoxylon, Euphorbioxylon Paraphyllanthoxylon, Securinegoxylon,
Palmoxylon. An interesting plant association has also been outlined by the study of leaf imprints and
spore-pollen (Iamandei, still unpub), agreeing with the palynological study of Antonescu (1973) and with
our described lignoflora. In this paper some new identifications by paleoxylotomical study on a new
material found in the same region (Rapa Rosie and Techereu) are presented, and also a revision of a
species of Telephragmoxylon described here. Evaluating the paleoecologic significance of this Late
Cretaceous arboreal vegetation we can imagine a Mixed Mesophytic Forest with a lot of paleotropical
members equivalent also to Oak-Laurel forests or Lauraceae-Mastixiaceae forests, other intermediar
aspects to tropical forests (sensu Wang, in Wolfe, 1971), living in a warm temperate paleoclimate
(”paratropical”) within an insular region, with Crocodiles (Codrea, 2001, 2002), situated at 30-35 degrees
latitude North and characterised by hot dry summers and short mild and wet winters. For Latest
Cretaceous (Maastichtian) extreme aridity must be admitted (only red terrigenous sediments, Artemisia
pollen) and catastrophic rains (unsorted pebbles burying vegetal or animal big remains).
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Introduction
The main objective of the paper is to present a synthesis, based on field observations and data
previously described in the literature, of the main effects of shock metamorphism in the Nördlinger Ries
crater, one of the best preserved and best investigated impact structures on Earth which served as training
site for Apollo 17 astronauts in August 1970.
Geologic setting
The Nördlinger Ries is a circular, flat depression of 22-24 km diameter separating the Jurassic
limestone plateaus of the Franconian and Swabian Alb in Southwest-Germany. Its centre is located 110
km NW of Munich, 70 km SSW of Nuremberg and 110 km E of Stuttgart.This unique geological site in
Bavaria was formed approximately 15 million years ago in a target composed of ~500–800 meter thick
flat-lying sedimentary rocks overlying a crystalline basement of granite and gneiss (Hüttner, V.R. and
Schmidt-Kaler, H., 1999). The crater was formed by an impact of a stony meteorite less than 1 km in size.
Shock effects
The shock metamorphism, term introduced by French in 1966, is the metamorphism of rocks or
minerals caused by shock wave compression due to impact of a solid body or due to the detonation of
high energy chemical or nuclear explosives (Stöffler et al., 2001). Shock played a major part in disrupting
the parent objects (bodies) of the meteorites and perhaps in sending the fragments to Earth (Sears and
Dodd, 1988).
The main mineralogical or petrological effects of the meteoritic impact are as follows: suevite,
coesite, stishovite, chaoite, lechatelierite, diamonds, shocked quartz, tektites and shattered cones.
Suevite (from Suevia, the Latin name for the province “Schwaben” in southern Germany) is a polymict
impact breccia with particulate matrix containing lithic and mineral clasts in all stages of shock
metamorphism including cogenetic impact melt particles, which are in a glassy or crystallized state. The
first detailed petrographic description as “rhyolitic tuff” was made by C.W. von Gümbel in 1870 (Stöffler
and Grieve, 2007). In the suevite breccia of the Ries impact crater, Germany, glasses occur as bombs
(flädle), and small particles in the groundmass. These glasses were formed from melt produced by shock
fusion of crystalline basement rocks. Ejection from the crater resulted in the formation of
aerodynamically shaped bombs, a few homogeneous spherules and a large mass of small glass particles
which were deposited in the suevite breccia. Bombs and small particles included within chilled bottom
and top layers of suevite deposits have been preserved in vitreous state, whereas glasses within the
interior of the suevite devitrified, due to slower cooling rates (Engelhardt, 1972).
Coesite (polymorph of quartz), stishovite (very dense polymorph of quartz) and lechatelierite
(fused silica) were found in suevite from Ries crater by Shoemaker and Chao (1961) and Chao and Littler
(1963).
Chaoite (polymorph of carbon) was described at Ries crater by El Goresy in 1965 and El Goresy
and Donnay (1969) after E.C.T. Chao, petrologist (1919-2008) for his work on the mineralogy and shock
phenomena of the Ries crater.
Diamonds in the Ries crater impact diamonds were only observed in suevite whole rock samples
or components of the suevite (Hough et al., 1995). Lithic breccias and impact melt breccias do not contain
impact diamonds.
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Highly deformed quartz (Shocked quartz) with various planar deformation structures could be
observed and classified into five different types by Engelhardt and Bertsch (1969).
Moldavites (tektites) were also produced during the impact at the Ries basin. They have been
found in Bohemia and Moravia (Czech Republic), Lusatia (East Germany), and Lower Austria. The
moldavite strewn field extends from ∼200 to 450 km from the center of the Ries to the east-northeast
forming a fan with an angle of ∼57°. An oblique impact of a binary asteroid from a west-southwest
direction appears to explain the formation and distribution of the moldavites (Stöffler et al., 2002).
Shattered cones, rocks which have a distinctively conical shape that radiates from the top of the
cones repeating cone-on-cone, at various scales in the same sample are also common at Ries and may be
found locally.
Goresy et al. (2001) reported the discovery of an ultradense post-rutile polymorph of titanium
dioxide in shocked gneisses of the Ries crater. This phase is 11% denser than rutile. The mineral is
sensitive to x-ray irradiation and tends to invert to rutile. The presence of baddeleyite-type TiO2 in the
shocked rocks indicates that the peak shock pressure was between 16 and 20 gigapascals, and the postshock temperature was much lower than 500°C.
Fractured rocks (limestones) or fossils (belemnites or ammonites) may also be found in some outcrops
of the Ries crater.
Conclusions
Ries crater is one of the most important impact structures in the world which shows excellent
outcrops and numerous example of shock effects in rocks and minerals. New high-pressure phases have
been found at Ries starting with 1961.
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Introduction
The Roşia Poieni deposit is the largest porphyry copper deposit in the Apuseni Mountains,
Romania. Hydrothermal alteration and mineralization are related to the Middle Miocene
emplacement of a subvolcanic body, the Fundoaia microdiorite.
During a recent examination of some epithermal mineralized veins, crosscutting the
porphyry mineralization from the Roşia Poieni deposit, by optical microscopy, scanning electron
microscopy and electron-probe micro-analysis, two species of tellurides and one tellurosulfide
minerals were identified. This is the first reported occurrence of tellurium-bearing minerals for this
deposit.
Geological Settings
The Rosia Poieni subvolcanic structure (Fig. 1) is the result of the regional calk-alkaline
magmatic activity that took place in the Apuseni Mountains from Middle to Late Miocene (Ianovici
et al. 1976; Roşu et al. 1997).
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The Poieni andesites were intruded by a subvolcanic body characterized by a porphyritic
texture, the Fundoaia microdiorite (Middle Miocene in age).
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Figure 1: Simplified geological map of the Rosia Poieni area (after Wallier et al., 2006)
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Rosia Poieni is one of 14 porphyry copper (± Au ± Mo) deposits and occurrences
associated with Neogene magmatic rocks from the South Apuseni Mountains and it is located in
the Alba district, approximately 8 km southeast of the town of Abrud. Discovery resulted from
local geological, geochemical and geophysical research programs carried out in the1960s and
1970s. The present vertical extension of the open pit is 300 m (between altitudes of +910 and
+1210 m). Roşia Poieni is the largest copper deposit from the Apuseni Mountains. The calculated
resources are 350 Mt of ore with an average grade of 0.36 wt. % Cu and 0.29 g/t Au (Borcoş et al.
1998; Milu at al. 2004).
Mineralization and hydrothermal alteration are spatially related to the Fundoaia intrusion
and occurs as dissemination in pervasively altered rocks and within veins and fractures forming a
well-developed stockwork developed mainly in the potassic zone. The porphyry ore mineralogy is
represented by: pyrite, chalcopyrite, magnetite, hematite, molybdenite, and bornite with minor
pyrrhotite, covellite, and chalcocite. The epithermal veins consist of tetrahedrite-tennantite,
enargite, sphalerite, galena, chalcopyrite and pyrite.
Materials and Methods
The studied samples were collected from the + 1045 m level, SW side of the open pit and
are represented by epithermal veins, crosscutting the porphyry copper mineralized body. The
thickness of the veins is almost 4 cm.
Following reflected-polarized light microscopy to identify the ore-mineral assemblages, the
polished sections were studied with a Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) equipped with a backscattered electron (BSE) detector to study fine-sized minerals. Quantitative compositional data
were determined using a Cameca SX 50 electron microprobe (EMP) at G2R Laboratory
(University of Nancy, France).The associated program used 13 elements with an acceleration
voltage of 19.98 kV and a beam current of 60.12 nA. For standards, were used pure metals for Cu,
Ag, Au, Fe, Zn, As, Bi, Sb, Te. The detection limit was ≤0.1 wt.% for Cu, S, Fe, Sn, Te, and Sb,
and below 0.2 wt.% for As, Zn, Pb, Ag, Cd, Hg and Au.
Results and Discussion

Table 1: Electron probe microanalyses of tennantite, tetrahedrite, goldfieldite, hessite and tellurobismutite
www.geosociety.ro
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Based on optical microscopy, SEM and EMPA three mineral associations have been
separated inside the epithermal vein, from the margins to the centre: 1. quartz + tennantitetetrahedrite + goldfieldite + pyrite + sphalerite (at the margins); 2. quartz + pyrite +
tellurobismutite association; 3. chalcopyrite + hessite + vivianite association (at the centre) (Iatan,
2009).
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Goldfieldite with general formula Cu12Te2(Sb,As)4S13, occure in both low- and highsulphidation mineralization, usually marks shallow levels of ore deposits and can form during last
stages of porphyry style mineralization (Trudu & Knittel 1998). It belongs to the tetrahedrite group
and is named after the type locality, Goldfield, USA. It is a dark lead-gray or iron-black mineral,
with metallic luster, which forms monoclinic crystals (Anthony et al. 2003). At Rosia Poieni it
occurs in anhedral grains and it is associated with tennantite-tetrahedrite and quartz (Fig. 2). The
electron microprobe analysis gave a variable content in Te between 13.28-13.39 wt.%, 43.34 wt.%
Cu, 0.1 wt. % Fe, 0.2 wt.% Zn, 14.68 wt.% As, 4.35 wt.% Sb and 24.84 wt.% S. The calculated
formula for the goldfieldite is Cu11.8Te1.8(Sb,As)4S13.4 (table 1).
The EPM analyses on tetrahedrite-tennantite (Fig. 2) revealed a low content in Te (0.020.03 wt.%) and 42.23 wt.% Cu, 2.67 wt.% Fe, 7.34 wt.% Zn, 0.04 wt.% Sb, 19.28 wt.% As and
28.4 wt.% S (table 1). The calculated formula is Cu9.8(Fe,Zn)2.4(Sb,As,Te)3.8S13.
The variable ratio of the Te content may reflect a variable ability of the tetrahedrite to
accommodate Te depending on the physicochemical conditions or may also reflect a variable
content of Te in the hydrothermal fluids from which the tellurian tetrahedrite precipitated.

Figure 2: Optical microscopy image of goldfieldite-pyrite-quartz assemblage (left) and SEM micrograph of
tennantite-tetrahedrite (right).

Tellurobismuthite has general formula Bi2Te3 and it is the second most common telluride.
The crystal system is rhombohedral, the color is pale lead-grey with metallic lustre and show weak
anisotropy. It forms irregular grains and it is associated with quartz and pyrite (Fig. 3). Electron
microprobe analysis gave 57.20 wt.% Bi and 42.80 wt.% Te (table 1) with calculated
stoichiometric formula Bi2.2Te2.8.
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Hessite with general formula Ag2Te, is a soft lead-gray to steel-grey monoclinic mineral,
with metallic lustre and have strong anisotropy from dark orange to dark blue. It is named after
Germain Henri Hess, Swiss-Russian physician and chemist (Anthony et al. 2003). It lies close to
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Figure 3: SEM micrograph of tellurobismutite (left) and optical microscopy image of hessite-chalcopyritevivianite assemblage (right).
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the grain boundary between the calchopyrite grains (Fig. 3), which is associated with vivianite.
Electron microprobe analysis gave 57.73 wt.% Ag and 42.27 wt.% Te (table 1) with calculated
stoichiometric formula Ag1.9Te1.1 .
Based on the mineral assemblages separated inside the ore vein and on the ratio of the Te
content for the different identified tellurium bearing minerals, we can conclude that the Te content
of the fluids from which they precipitated, increased from the margins to the centre of the vein.
According to Trudu and Knittel (1998), the presence of goldfieldite may indicate both low- and
high-sulphidation conditions but also can form during the last stages of porphyry–style
mineralization. Nevertheless, it occurs usually in the shallow level of an ore body.
Conclusions
In summary, this study of specimens from Rosia Poieni porphyry copper deposit, has
resulted in the recognition of some tellurium-bearing minerals, not reported by previous workers.
These minerals are represented by tellurobismutite, hessite and goldfieldite and they are associated
with epithermal vein mineralization (pyrite, chalcopyrite, sphalerite, tennantite-tetrahedrite, quartz,
vivianite).
The presence of tellurium indicate the transition between porphyry-style mineralization to
epithermal vein mineralization.
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Introduction
Two new occurrences of sulphosalt minerals belonging to the neyite-cuproneyite group have been
identified in the skarn deposits of Băiţa Bihor and Dognecea, Romania. Both deposits are related to
contact metamorphism areas around granite-granodiorite intrusions of the Banatitic Magmatic and
Metallogenic Belt (BMMB - Berza et al. 1998). All neyite minerals found deviate chemically and –
in the case of cuproneyite – structurally, from the original neyite – (Cu,Ag)2Pb7Bi6S17 which was
described at Alice Arm, British Columbia, by Drummond et al. (1969) and from the later described
occurrences from Alaska mine, Colorado (Karup-Møller and Makovicky 1992), Benson, Arizona
(Gaines et al. 1997), Chishawasha, Zimbabwe (Kalbskopf and Ncube 1983), and Vale das Gatas,
Portugal (Gaspar and Bowles, 1985). Neyite has a large unit-cell: a 37.5, b 4.07, c 41.6 Å, β 96.8o,
space group C2/m, with a large variety of cation coordinations and it is prone to extensive substitution among Bi, Pb, Ag and Cu. The crystal structure of neyite from Alice Arm was determined and
modular relationships with minerals of the junoite-felbertalite homologous series (Topa et al. 2000)
were discussed by Makovicky et al. (2001).
Occurrence
At Băiţa Bihor, minerals of the neyite series generally occur in polymetallic mineralization within
diopside (± andradite) skarns sometimes surrounded by a rim of magnesian (humite, clinochlore)
skarns. Hydrothermal quartz, calcite and epidote are abundant in the mineralization matrix. The
mineralization develops as networks of irregular branching and rejoining veins of up to 20 cm,
nests and small concentrations of irregular shape, containing galena, sphalerite, chalcopyrite and
subordinate amounts of scheelite, bismuthinite derivatives, and cosalite.
At Dognecea, neyite occurs in a Pb+Zn+Cu dominated mineralization, closely associated with hedenbergite skarns. Main Bi-sulphosalt counterparts are represented by bismuthinite derivatives of
the krupkaite-friedrichite range, felbertalite and Cu-rich cosalite.
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Neyite-cuproneyite phases occur as submillimetric, irregularly shaped or short prismatic crystals,
intergrown with lamellae and irregular patches of cosalite and bismuthinite derivatives (Figure 1).
Under plane polarized light, neyites are hardly distinguishable from neighboring sulphosalts. They
display grayish white colors, with perceptible to moderate bireflectance and faint pleochroism from
grayish white with bluish tints – in the darkest position, to grayish white with yellowish hues in the
lightest position. Between crossed polars the rotation tints of the most anisotropic grains are dark
brownish grey to light brownish grey.
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Figure 1. Typical back scattered electron image of cuproneyite (cne) assemblage containing cosalite (cos)
and a bismuthinite derivative (bd73-77).

Chemical composition
The average compositions of neyite-cuproneyite minerals from Băiţa Bihor and Dognecea are given in Table 1. For comparison purposes, the table includes the chemical analyses of type neyite
from Alice Arm and from Felbertal. Plots of these compositions in the Bi2S3-Pb2S2-Ag2S+Cu2S
space, are shown in Figure 2.
Table 1. Average results of electron-probe analyses for neyite and cuproneyite phases from various occurences (compositions expressed in wt. %; NA = number of analyses. Standard deviation for the last digit is
shown in parentheses).
No.
1
2
3
4
5

mineral

NA

cuproneyite
Băiţa Bihor
OS cuproneyite
Băiţa Bihor
neyite
Dognecea
neyite
Alice Arm
neyite
Felbertal

24
26
18
10
15

Cu
3.34(12
)
4.96(13
)
2.85(04
)
2.90(03
)
2.80(03
)

total

ch

ev

ΣM

Ref.

16.12(07)

99.71(38)

-0.01

-0.01

58.98

1

0.08

0.80

60.91

1

58.99

1

Ag

Pb

Bi

Te

Se

S

0.30(03)

40.10(27)

39.59(18)

0.12(04)

0.14(03)

0.32(19)

39.00(76)

39.36(40)

0.13(04)

0.11(06)

16.30(07)

100.19(58
)

2.17(05)

36.46(31)

41.60(20)

0.10(03)

0.09(04)

16.20(05)

99.48(38)

1.58(03)

37.86(10)

40.42(13)

-

-

16.19(06)

99.29(29)

0.35

0.26

59.19

2

0.94(05)

38.89(13)

40.03(13)

-

-

16.33(10)

99.76(20)

-0.20

-0.15

58.56

3

Ref. 1) this study, 2) Makovicky et al. 2001, 3) Topa unpublished data. Empirical formulae calculated on the basis of Te+Se+S = 68
apfu:
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Cu7.07Ag0.38Pb26.04Bi25.49(Te0.12Se023S67.65)68
Cu10.39Ag0.40Pb25.05Bi25.07(Te0.14Se0.18S67.68)68
Cu6.02Ag2.70Pb23.59Bi26.68(Te0.10Se0.16S67.74)68
Cu6.16Ag1.97Pb24.97Bi26.09S68
Cu5.87Ag1.16Pb25.81Bi25.72S68
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1)
2)
6)
7)
8)
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Figure 2. Plots of neyite, cuproneyite and Cu oversubstituted-cuproneyite in the Bi2S3-Pb2S2-Ag2S+Cu2S
diagram.

Neyite from Dognecea has significantly more Ag as compared to the Alice Arm occurrence. Irregular portions in selected grains of cuproneyite from Băiţa Bihor are substituted by a phase darker in
BSE images which turned out to be cuproneyite further enriched in copper according to a Pb = 2Cu
substitution scheme (Figure 3). Length-wise sections of such aggregates reveal that the new phase
replaces cuproneyite from periphery in an oriented fashion, penetrating along the 4Å structure direction and leaving irregular to lath-like remnants of original cuproneyite in the central portions of
the grains. Various shades of gray suggest that the process might be gradual, with the concentration
of Cu increasing through intermediate stages.

Figure3. Diffuse and epitaxic replacement relations between cuproneyite (cne) and over-subtituted cuproneyite (OS-cne).
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As described by Makovicky et al. (2001), the crystal structure of neyite accommodates 26 independent large cation polyhedra, one silver position, three copper sites and 34 independent sulfur sites.
The majority of the large cation positions are mixed occupancy positions (Pb-Bi and Pb-Bi-Ag,
whereas Ag and Cu positions do not indicate mixed occupancies. The structure contains (111)PbS
slabs three octahedra thick parallel to [001] of the neyite lattice, alternating with (100)PbS slabs two
atomic layers thick, both periodically sheared by a one-octahedron-high step. The configuration of
this stacking resembles a hypothetical third homologue of the stepped layer structure of the junoite-
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Crystal structure
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felbertalite homologous series (Topa et al. 2000). The sequences of alternating slabs are periodically interrupted by a large (992)PbS-like layer parallel to (001) of neyite. The central part of these discordant walls accommodates a linear-coordinated site which is fully occupied by Ag. Neyite has
been classified as a typical sulphosalt with a ‘box-work’ structure (e.g., Makovicky et al. 2001).
Cuproneyite is an isotype of neyite. The differences of cuproneyite crystal structure against neyite
are then the differences in occupation of distinct positions by cations and differences in the correspondingly adjusted bond lengths. The unit cell dimensions of cuproneyite are reduced against
neyite only by 0.1-0.2 Å and the monoclinic angle β is unchanged. The volume of the unit cell is
reduced by 65 Å3. Space group symmetry is unchanged.
The defining cation position for cuproneyite, that of Cu in linear coordination in a flat-octahedral
environment, situated in the central portions of the (001) walls, displays a typical Cu-S bond length
of 2.239 Å, to be compared with 2.415 Å of the Ag-S bond for silver in this position in neyite. The
non-bonded distances Cu-S to the four remaining S atoms of the flat-octahedral configuration are
3.125 Å; they correspond to the 3.139 Å distances of the Ag octahedron in neyite. This configuration can be compared with the Cu-Se bond lengths of linear-coordinated Cu in watkinsonite (Topa
et al., in preparation), with short bonds equal to 2.361 Å and 2.402 Å and non-bonded distances
equal to 3.046-3.168 Å (for comparison, the difference between the radii of S2- and Se2- should be
subtracted from the Cu-Se data). Berryite (Topa et al. 2006) offers another linear Ag configuration
analogous to those observed in the neyite family, with Ag-S bonds equal to 2.443-2.475 Å and nonbonded distances 3.104-3.123 Å long. The bond lengths, and the refinement, suggest absence of Ag
from the linear-coordinated site in cuproneyite.
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Mine wastes are complex polyphasic systems comprising mineral associations containing
aggregates from the original ore deposit, mechanical disaggregating phases and antropic adding
substances, from the ore concentrating process such as cyaniding. The original mineral
associations contain, apart from sulfides, a wide range of possible minerals including silicates,
oxides, hydroxides, phosphates, halides, and carbonates. Thus, the mineralogy of sulfidic wastes
and ores is highly heterogeneous. When mining exposes sulfidic materials to an oxidizing
environment, the materials become chemically unstable. A series of complex chemical
weathering reactions are spontaneously initiated. This occurs because the mineral assemblages
contained in the waste are not in equilibrium with the oxidizing environment. Weathering of the
minerals proceeds with the help of atmospheric gases, meteoric water and microorganisms.
Hazard can be defined as the ratio of the output of metals from the contamination source and the
total stock of metal in this source.
The identification of dispersion of metals it’s possible both small scale as well as large-scale by
mineralogical, biological, geochemical and geophysical data integration.
The tailings within Valea Mica pond are very heterogeneous. Due to this fact weathering of the
tailings is extremely variable both on surface and in deep Thus, the pH varies widely, depending
on the distribution of oxidation zones within tailings. Near the surface, where oxidation is intense
and where the pyrite transition into goethite can be recognized with microscopic studies, the pH is
very low in accordance with acid solutions formation within oxidation reaction. In depth the
environment became reducing, sulphides are oxidized at a much lower rate and thus the amount
of acid is lower, the material having a higher pH. Can be noticed a correlation between pH and
distribution of areas with secondary gypsum. In areas where there was carbonate into waste
material, this has reacted with acidic water generated by oxidation of sulphide and has produced
secondary gypsum thereby leading to an increase in pH.
For Valea Mica tailing ponds, performed analyses show a direct correlation between tailings
mineralogy and its potential to generate or neutralize acid. By correlating mineralogical,
geochemical and geophysical information, hazard areas has been shaped. as follows:
high hazard areas – areas with metal bearing sulphides, negative NNP and low pH
(areas with sulphides partially oxidized, without carbonates; chemical reaction produces acid);
moderate hazard areas – areas with metal bearing sulphides, positive NNP and high
pH (areas with unoxidized sulphides but carbonates and/or secondary gypsum neutralize acid
produced) or areas where metal bearing sulphides have been weathered and with negative NNP
and low pH (area without metals possible to mobilize);
low hazard areas – areas without metal bearing sulphides, positive NNP and high pH
(mineralogic neutral areas; weathered minerals within these areas don’t produce acid or metals
possible to mobilize).
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1. Introduction
Volcanic tuffs are pyroclastic rocks formed by the consolidation and diagenesis of large amounts
of fine ash in sedimentary basins (marine or lacustrine) or on the continent (Măicăneanu et al., 2008). In
Romania are multiple volcanic tuff deposits being located in the Transylvanian Basin and belonging
either to Dej Tuff or to Perşani Tuff. The mineralogical studies have revealed that tuffs are composed
mainly of volcanic glass (65 – 95%), followed by crystals (quartz, orthoclase feldspar, plagioclase
feldspar, biotite, hornblende, apatite, zircon, magnetite, montmorillonite, illite) and lithic fragments
(metamorphic rocks, quartz rocks, calcareous rocks, andesites). The volcanic glass is affected by
alteration processes, producing the growth of radial zeolite crystals (potassium clinoptilolite, heulandite,
mordernite, analcim) inside the pores, or the deposition of silica group crystals (cristobalite and quartz).
Mineral structures of zeolites are formed of a network of tetrahedra linked together by oxygen
atoms. The silicon, located inside the tetrahedra, can be substituted by aluminium. Energetically
tetrahedra of [SiO4]4- are neutral, while [AlO4]5- are presenting excess of negative electrical charge. Due
to Si substitution with Al, on the inner walls of the cavities belonging to zeolites structures appear
valences that are neutralized by monovalent (Na, K) and bivalent (Ca, Mg) cations.
Natural zeolites are crystalline substances with special properties; ionic exchange capacity being
one of them. Ionic exchange capacity is a reversible chemical reaction between two substances, during
which ions of equal charges from solid and solution are swapped between them in that two environments.
If zeolites are immersed in a solution with a certain concentration of cations, cations from zeolites
network (K, Na, Ca, Mg) can be changed with cations that are dissolved in solution. Due to this property
the zeolitic volcanic tuffs are used in wastewater treatment. Worldwide researches are carried out in order
to determine the degree of loading with pollutants from wastewater, especially heavy metals.
In Table 1 are presented the results of some researches highlighting the amount of metals retained
by zeolitic volcanic tuffs.
Table 1. Amount of metals retained by volcanic tuffs from different occurrences.

Initial concentration of Amount of retained
solution in given cations cations (mg/g)
(mg/L)
Pentalofos (Grecia)
Static
200 multicomponent
3.45 Zn; 5.91 Cu; 4.60
Álvarez-Ayuso et al., 2003
Cd; 4.12 Cr; 1.98 Ni
Bigdiç (Turcia)
Static
30 Zn
2.25 Zn
Morali et al., 2006
250 Pb
24.75 Pb
Măcicaş Na form (Romania)
Static
237.58 Zn
22.981 Zn
Bedelean et al., 2005
5.38 Pb
0.514 Pb
Dynamic
136.64 Zn
7.141 Zn
Pâglişa (Romania)
Static
237.58 Zn
23.135 Zn
Bedelean et al., 2005
5.38 Pb
0.526 Pb
Dynamic
136.64 Zn
11.146 Zn
10 Fe
1.0 Fe
Treatment of mine water discharged from a copper mine in Canada (Britannia) was performed
using the adsorbent material (zeolitic tuff) from Sunday Creek (Princeton, Canada). The pH of mine water
was 3.28. Test results showed that adsorption equilibrium is reached in 24 hours. Metal concentrations
dissolved in mine water and retained by the volcanic tuff at the end of the adsorption process are
presented in Table 2 (Li et al., 2008).
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Tabel 2. Purification of an acid mine drainage – test results (Li et al., 2008).

Metal
Al
Cu
Fe2+
Zn

Initial concentration of
Final concentration of
Amount of retained
mine water (mg/L)
mine water (mg/L)
metal (mg/g)
24.0
2.46
20.5
7.44
2.76
0.50
40.0
24.20

Efficiency %
2.2
1.3
0.2
1.6

90
64
82
40

Very recently, in 2010, a study on the usage of ash resulted from municipal solid waste
combustion in Portland cement clinker preparation has been undertaken. Also this technique ensures ash
retention of toxic elements, such as heavy metals and dioxins. Although the used ash contains high
amounts of heavy metals, chlorine and sulphur ions, the final product encloses within quality standards in
terms of chemical composition of clinker (Hoi King Lam et al., 2010).
Another research focused on using waste from grinding of metal parts (composed essentially of
iron) in Portland cement clinker production (Purnmatharith et al., 2010). Clinker mixture was then burned
at 1400 °C for one hour. Following chemical analysis it was found that heavy metals have been
incorporated in the composition of clinker, as it is showed in Table 3.
Table 3. Heavy metals content of Portland cement clinker (Purnmatharith et al., 2010).

M0
M1
M2
M3

Cd %
50.07
50.64
51.23
52.08

Cr %
92.14
90.77
89.87
88.79

Cu %
92.38
95.54
96.23
96.55

Ni %
92.38
95.54
96.23
96.55

Pb %
48.22
40.09
47.99
56.02

Zn %
76.75
78.33
81.44
84.54

2. Materials and methods
Volcanic tuff collected from Mir id occurrence was used in this research. The volcanic tuff
granules were immersed in acid mine drainage (AMD) in polyethylene bottles. The immersion time was
30 and 120 minutes, 24 and 48 hours. After grinding of chemical analyses of volcanic tuff granules were
performed. The AMD from adit Larga de Sus (Zlatna) was sampled and used.
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Figure 1. X-ray diffraction pattern. The minerals identified were: clinoptilolite, heulandite, biotite, muscovite,
quartz, felsdpar (oligoclase) and calcite.
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3. Results and discussion
The volcanic tuff from Mir id belongs to Badenian Dej Tuff and occurs as layers associated in
banks ranging from 10 to 15 m thickness, the total thickness of this complex ranging between 120 – 150
m (Bedelean and Stoici, 1984; Bărbat and Marton, 1989; Bedelean et al., 1997; Măicaneanu et al., 2008).
The tuff is mainly rhyolitic and rhyodacitic, and presents vitroclastic structure and compact texture
(Răcătăianu et al., 2007).
The percentage chemical composition of the volcanic tuff from Mirşid is: 40 – 70% zeolite, 1050% volcanic glass, 2-5% quartz, 3-6% feldspar and other minerals (Bedelean I. and Bedelean H., 2004).
The main zeolite mineral is calc-potassic clinoptilolite, and the heulandite as accompanying mineral (xray diffraction pattern – Figure 1). The zeolitization degree is as high as 73%.
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After it was held in AMD (acid mine drainage), the matrix of zeolitic volcanic tuff is impregnated
with iron hydroxides (Figure 2). They formed a crown on the edges of granules and pores. The
precipitation of iron hydroxides substantially reduces tuff porosity leading to obstruction of zeolites
channels. In this way ionic exchange process, through which the concentration of heavy metals from
AMD is reduces, is slowed and finally stopped (Keri et al., 2010).

a)
b)
Figure 2. Tuff granule immersed in AMD. a) marginal zone tuff granule (NII, 130X); b) limit of tuff granule and
pore with deposits of iron hydroxides (NII, 250X).

These images reveal the capacity of volcanic tuff to adsorb iron hydroxides as the surface of
granules. In this way the iron content is increased as well as the heavy metals content. If iron content is
significantly increased the volcanic tuff could be a substitute for rich iron materials needed in Porland
cement clinker preparation. In order to determine the metals content of volcanic tuff granules after the
immersion in AMD, chemical analyses are needed.
4. Conclusions
Because in Romania, in this moment, the usage of volcanic tuffs as decontamination materials is
not implemented, this research is unique and has the opportunity of initiate a new research path. For
example: if an cement plant implemented the volcanic tuffs treatment technique of some wastewater
polluted with heavy metals, the exhausted volcanic tuff would be the additive used in Portland cement
clinker production. Development of such operation line could be financed from European financial funds
because what is considered waste in a part becomes resource in another. On the other hand the exhausted
volcanic tuff could be imported from other wastewater treatment plant. In this way the development of
cement production becomes an important part of sustainable development of cement industry, not only by
using wastes as resources but also by implementation of a new operation line.
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Gutâi Mts. are part of the Neogene-Quaternary inner volcanic arc of the Eastern Carpathians
built up during complex Miocene subduction processes. Two types of calc-alkaline volcanism
took place during the Middle-Miocene (15.4-7.0 Ma, Pécskay et al., 2006): an acidic explosive
extensional-type and an intermediate arc-type of extrusive and intrusive origin, respectively
(Kovacs & Fülöp, 2003).
The petrography of the arc-type volcanic rocks shows typical calc-alkaline series, ranging
from basalts to rhyolites. Pyroxene andesites and pyroxene basaltic andesites are predominant.
Transitional series of rocks such as basaltic andesites to andesites and dacites to rhyolites can be
identified frequently within the same volcanic structure (Kovacs & Fülöp, 2003).
The mineralogical, textural and geochemical features of many of the igneous rocks from
Gutâi Mts., suggest that magma-mixing and -mingling processes were involved during their
genesis. Some examples are presented as follows (Fig. 1)
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Fig. 1 Location of some igneous complexes accounting for magma- mixing and mingling processes on the contour map of Gutâi Mts.
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Kovacs (2002) suggested the mixing of basic and acid magmas in the genesis of Piatra
Roşie dacites and Dăneşti dacites/rhyolites (two interconnected extrusive domes) as well as Valea
Morii dacites (an extrusive dome from the Mogoşa volcanic structure) and Gutâi andesites (an
extrusive cumulodome, north of Cavnic) (Fig. 1). Kovacs & Fülöp (2005) described the genetic
model of Piatra Roşie-Dăneşti extrusive dome complex accounting for the magma-mixing and mingling petrogenetic processes. Kovacs & Fülöp (2010) and Kovacs et al. (2010) brought
arguments concerning the implication of the magma-mixing and -mingling in the petrogenesis of
the Laleaua Albă magmatic complex (a composite body consisting of sanidine macroporphyric
dacite core enveloped by aphyric andesite) (Fig. 1).
The arguments regarding to the magma-mixing and -mingling processes are based on
mineralogy, texture and chemistry correlated with field observations. The chemistry of the
mineral assemblages belonging to the majority of the discussed volcanic rocks shows features
which can be explained involving the magma-mixing and -mingling processes in their genesis.
The involvement of the magma-mixing and -mingling processes is accounted by the different
plagioclase populations (based on An-content and on the presence of the sieve-textured
phenocrysts) and the reverse zoning identified within similar rocks (e.g. in Laleaua Albă and
Valea Morii dacites and numerous quartz andesites) as well as the presence of the same basic
plagioclase crystals in the mafic enclaves, and in the host acidic rocks. The pyroxene and
amphibole crystals typically belonging to basic rocks have been identified in the mafic enclaves
and in the acid rocks constraining therefore for the magma-mixing and -mingling during their
genesis. The clinopyroxene phenocrysts identified in Laleaua Albă dacites and andesites (mainly
as clusters-Fig. 2), and in the mafic enclaves are similar: high Mg # (80-95) chromian-diopside.
The orthopyroxene and clinopyroxene phenocrysts of Valea Morii dacites are similar with those
of the surrounding Mogoşa basaltic andesites. Similar high Mg # amphibole phenocrysts
(magnesiohastingsite) are found in the dacites, andesites and the mafic enclaves from Laleaua
Albă complex, in Valea Morii dacites and their mafic enclaves, and in the Mogoşa basaltic
andesites and Firiza basalts, respectively. The presence of the crystal clusters consisting of
pyroxene or pyroxene + plagioclase + Fe-Ti oxides in the acidic rocks, similar with those from
basic rocks or mafic enclaves (e.g. Laleaua Albă complex, Piatra Roşie dacites and Dăneşti
dacites/rhyolites) suggest the dominant magma-mixing and -mingling processes in their genesis.
Some other constraints regarding the magma-mixing and -mingling processes involved in
the petrogenesis of the volcanic rocks from Gutâi Mts. are the disequilibrium textures of some
phenocrysts (e.g. resorption embayements displayed by sanidine in the Laleaua Albă dacites,
clinopyroxene coronas on the quartz phenocrysts in the Laleaua Albă aphyric andesites-Fig.2 and
in the biotite andesites of the Gutâi cumulodome). Another interesting feature with similar
connotations is the presence of the banded pumices (e.g. in Breze dacite extrusive dome) (Fig. 1).
The similar pattern of the trace elements normalized diagrams for the host acidic rocks
and the mafic enclaves suggesting a common magmatic source (e.g. Laleaua Albă dacites,
andesites and their mafic enclaves, Valea Morii dacites and the amphibole-rich microgranular
enclaves) represents a strong constraint of the magma-mingling process during the evolution in
the same magma chamber.
Magma-mixing and -mingling processes developed in a similar way during the genesis of
some different rocks, located in other areas and attributed to other ages. The mineral chemistry
and disequilibrium textures of the mineral assemblages outlined in the complexes of acidic rocks
hosting mafic microgranular enclaves (MME)-e.g. Dăneşti dacites (11.6 Ma, located on the southeastern border of the volcanic zone), Valea Morii dacites (10.4 Ma, emplaced southern of Mogoşa
peak) and Laleaua Albă dacites (8.0 Ma, located in the central-eastern part of Gutâi Mts.),
account for the involvement of basaltic magmas as basic end-members, with the MME
composition. They mixed with silicic magmas in different proportions (corresponding with the
identified acid end-members or similar with them).
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Fig. 2 Mineralogical and textural features in the Laleaua Albă igneous rocks: high Mg # (80-95)
chromian-diopside crystal cluster in sanidine dacite (left); disequilibrium textures in hybrid andesite: quartz
phenocryst with clinopyroxene corona and marginal sieve-textured plagioclase phenocryst (right).

Many of the volcanic rocks in Gutâi Mts. are typical hybrid rocks generated from hybrid
magmas as a result of the magma-mixing and -mingling processes: Laleaua Albă aphyric
andesites, Braga biotite andesites, Gutâi amphibole-biotite andesites, many of the quartz andesites
from the southern-central part of the volcanic area and Piatra Roşie pyroxene dacites and Valea
Morii pyroxene-amphibole dacites, respectively are some examples. Some of the magma-mixing
and -mingling products show appropiate compositions to the acidic end-members (e.g. Dăneşti
biotite dacites/rhyolites, Pleşca Mare biotite dacites) (Fig. 1).
The basic magmas involved in the magma-mixing and -mingling processes were either
melts from the bottom of magma chambers (probably zoned magma chamber) or, more likely,
new inputs of basaltic magmas in some evolved magma chambers situated at different levels in
the crust (sometimes triggering the responsible eruption event).
A multistage magmatic evolution related to multiple replenishment events with hot basaltic
magma in a evolved and probably zoned magma chamber, or more likely in a shallow level silicic
reservoir, could be invoked in the genesis of some volcanic complexes (e.g. the Laleaua Albă
igneous complex, according to Kovacs et al., 2010). A multistage and complex evolution in the
open-magmatic system is also constrained by the composition and texture of the mafic enclaves.
The Neogene volcanism from Gutâi Mts. had a complex evolution and the mineralogical,
chemical and textural features of some of the volcanic rocks suggest complex open-system
processes, mainly magma-mixing and -mingling between basaltic and silicic magmas.
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Introduction
Carbonate nodules from the flysch formations of East Carpathians are known since the 19th century. The first report was made by von Cotta (1861), on nodules from Covasna region. In regions
where their occurrence was quantitatively significant, they also served as iron ore material. The
research on their economical utilization was continued in the 20th century too (Martiniuc, 1961).
Such a “sphaerosiderite” nodules occurrence is in the Năşcălat Mts., the first description for it being provided by Herbich (1878). Our studies focused on this occurrence, in the Hăşmaşu Mare –
Năşcălat area (East Carpathians, E – SE from Bălan town). Samples were collected from Gálkútvalley (western side of Năşcălat Mts.), Rece-valley in the Ghimeş (eastern side of Năşcălat Mts.)
and Scaunelor-creek and Piatra Singuratică (Hăşmaşu Mare Massif). While samples from Năşcălat
Mts. were collected from sandstones (directly under the over-thrusted Transilvanide nappe), those
from Hăşmaşu Mare Massif were found on the surface of the limestones. These indicate that more
types of forming environments have to be considered. The nodules appear as black elongated spheroidal bodies, their sizes varying from 5 to 30 centimeters.
Analytical methods
Samples were investigated by X-ray Powder Diffraction (XRD), Scanning Electron Microscopy
(SEM) with Energy Dispersive Spectrometry (EDS) and Thermal Analysis (TA) by simultaneous
Differential Thermal Analysis (DTA), Thermogravimetry (TG) and Derivative Thermogravimetry
(DTG). Powder specimens for XRD and TA, as well as polished specimens for SEM and EDS,
were obtained from the same samples, in order to provide better correlation of results.
Results
The XRD investigation revealed the presence of at least three types of concretions. In the Năşcălat
Mts. area two types were separated: one siderite-dominant with Mg, Fe and Mn containing calcite
(Fig. 1a); another type with quartz + apatite >> siderite and other carbonates (Fig. 1b). The third
type is from Hăşmaşu Mare massif and is dominantly rhodochrosite made, with quartz+apatite up
to 10 weight percents (Fig. 2).
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In these two types cronstedtite, the Fe-chlorite is characteristic, while the presence of micas is low.
The third type is characterized by a more densely packed arrangement (Fig. 4a).
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SEM with EDS investigations showed that the microgranular to massive texture of nodules is made
up by micrometric euhedral or subhedral rhombohedrons in a compact matrix. In the sideritedominated type, these crystals have a globular core of Ca>>Mn composition. Their outer part is
Fe>>Ca-Mn in composition and have rhombohedral shape. The matrix is calcite with significant
Mg and Fe substitution, the presence of euhedral/subhedral sphalerite is frequent (Fig. 3a). In the
apatite-dominated type, the place of carbonates is taken by rounded quartz grains up to 0.2 mm,
embedded in a compact apatite matrix. In contrast to the previous type, pyrite is the sulphide, in
euhedral and framboidal forms too (Fig. 3b).
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Fig. 1. XRD data for siderite bearing nodules. Note the difference between the degree of crystalliniy: the
siderite dominant (a) type has well crystallized components, while the apatite+quartz dominant (b) the components are poorly crystalline (fluorescence is also observed due to Fe-oyhydroxides).
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Fig. 3. Back-Scattered Electron images of siderite-dominant (a) and apatite+quartz-dominant (b) concretions
(Sph-sphalerite, Cc-calcite, Sid-siderite, Py-pyrite, Q-quartz).
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Fig. 2. XRD data for rhodochrosite nodule. Clinochlore is present in contrast to previous types.
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The space between anhedral rhodochrosite grains is less than in the previous cases, and is filled up
by apatite (carbonate-hydroxylapatite, as indicated by XRD). The peculiarity of this type is the
presence of dolomite composition bearing cores in the rhodochrosite grains (Fig. 4b).

Fig. 4. Back-Scattered Electron images of rhodochrosite dominant concretion (a) and dolomite cores of the
grains (b) (Rho-rhodochrosite, Q-quartz, D-dolomite).

Conclusions
Our investigations indicate for the first time the appearance of both apatite and rhodochrosite- dominant concretions in the East Carpathians. The apatite+quartz dominant nodules were not possible
to be differentiated from the siderite ones in the field. These concretions bear sedimentological information by their mineralogical and chemical composition. Apatite concretions were described
from the late Jurassic – early Cretaceous shales of the North Siberian basin, on shallow anoxic sea
floor (Dypvik & Zakharov, 2010), and also from Devonian lacustrine mudstone formations of Plymouth (Humphreys & Smith, 1998). Calcian rhodochrosite (Morad & Al-Aasm, 1997; Meister et
al., 2009) and rhodochrosite with Mn-oxides (Hodgson, 1968; Borella & Adelseck, 1980) were described from deep sea drilling projects in the Pacific. The results show that rhodochrosite nodules
are formed in depths of several hundreds of meter, in the shallow mud deposits. Sideritic nodules
are formed more easily in several environments, as proven by their widespread occurrences in the
Călimani-Gurghiu-Harghita volcanic-sedimentary formations (Szakács, 1987) or other non-marine
environments (Fischer et al., 1998). As indicated by recent paleoenvironmental studies, the formation of the nodules in the East Carpathians-related flysch formations are related to anoxic-oxic
changes (Melinte-Dobrinescu & Roban, 2010). Also an important difference is the presence of
cronstedtite and euhedral base-metal sulphides only in siderite nodules, while framboidal pyrite is
characteristic for the apatite+quartz dominated type. Thus, in our case also, different types of concretions represent different sedimentary environments, which were not yet investigated in details
from the studied area. As evidenced from the case of apatite+quartz and rhodochrosite-dominant
type nodules, mineralogical investigations can never be skipped when dealing with these kinds of
formations.
Acknowledgments: András Papucs (Sfântu Gheorghe) is thanked for his help during the field work.
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Introduction
The real colors observed in the fresco of the church from Corbii de Piatră are reduced to: red (in different
shades), ochre, white and black. The oldest reference to pigments nature dates from 1985 in “The repertory
of the medieval mural paintings from Romania (XIV century - 1450) part one”, where is related that the
materials used in the mural painting from Corbii de Piatră are: white lime, yellow ochre, red ochre (oxide
red), cinnabar and coal black. These substances have been reconfirmed by Istudor (2003). The most recently
analyses on the pigments from the church fresco were made by a time of INCCR (chemist Barbu O., 2008),
using X-ray fluorescence (in situ), EDXRF and FTIR spectrometry. However, the nature of the phases witch
is included in pigments, is not completely determined.
This paper aims to provide a better understanding of the nature oh the substance used in the composition of
pigments, by specifying above all the nature of solid phases and their resistance over time, in order to reduce
ambiguity in the preservation and restoration of the monument. In addition, knowing the nature of the
mineralogical phase we can deduce possible source of the pigments.
Methodology
14 samples were taken from all sorts of color existing in painting layers of the fresco. The most samples
contain the support-layer that is a thin lime mortar (turned into calcite) mixed with a small amount of mineral
crystals and vegetal tissues. The samples have been analyzed using the microscopy in the reflected and
polarized light on powders from the color layer, microscopy in X-ray fluorescence (shortly MFRX), X-ray
diffraction (shortly RDX) on powder from the color layer with relicts from the mortar support. Because of
the very small amount of samples, the RDX analyze involved the weigh increase of the mass of powder
using halite.
Results
The results of the analyses performed by us on the 14 samples are presented in the table No. 1.
Table no. 1. The constituent solid phases identified in the pigments from the Corbii de Piatră Church fresco.

Sample
Color
no.

Transformations of the
phases from the pigment

1

Missing

5
6
7
8
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Missing
Missing
Missing
Missing
Possibly a small oxidation
of the cinnabar and a light
carbonation of the minium
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4

Missing
Missing
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2
3

Nature of the
Constituent solid phases
pigment
Hematite mixed with illite and
Red
natural
montmorillonite
Black
artificial
Vine coal
Red
natural
Hematite (relatively pure)
Limonite mixed with carbonate
Ochre
natural
and illite
Light blueCalcitisated lime and coal from
artificial
grey
vine
Coal from vine mixed with
Light grey
artificial
calcitisated lime
Coal from vine mixed with
Black
artificial
calcitisated lime
Cinnabar mixed with minium and
Red
mixture
calcite
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9
10

White
White

artificial
artificial

11

Brown

mixture

12

Brown-red

mixture

13

White

artificial

14

Brown-ochre

natural

Calcitisated lime
Calcitisated lime
Hematite with quartz impurities
and coal
Hematite with limonite, quartz,
manganese oxides, illiet, caolinite,
coal impurities
Calcitisated lime
Unpurified limonite with hematite
and quartz

Missing
Missing
Missing
Missing
Missing
Missing

Conclusions
1. In the fresco painting of the church were used both natural and artificial pigments.
2. The ochre and red colors were made using natural pigments, namely hematite, limonite and cinnabar. The
artificial pigments have been used to obtain the colors white, black, gray and partially red.
3. Except of the cinnabar, other natural pigments (hematite, limonite) can be exclusively indigenous and they
can be extracted from various oxides of iron mineralization within the Wallachian territory. The cinnabar is
most certainly a pigment outside of Romania, maybe even outside the whole European territory. The
materials used for the creation of the white, black and grey colors are artificial, resulting from indigenous
sources: limestone (used in the creation of the lime) and coal (obtained from burning the vine).
4. Different shades of color, as that passing color from white to black or from red to brown, were obtained
using two techniques: (a) variation of the pigment proportions, like the proportion between coal and lime,
that assures the passing from white to black or blue; (b) superposition of some thin layers of different color,
like a thin black layer of coal and lime (giving grey color) or a thin black layer over the red layer giving
brown color.
5. The solid phases characteristic to the determined pigments have been conserved quite well for centuries in
the conditions of relatively wet climate of the church. An exception is the cinnabar that, in the conditions of
humidity of the church, has suffered a slight oxidation which led to the local degradation of the specific
color. Although the pigments themselves have proven to be resistant, the assembly painting of the fresco is
now in an advanced stage of degradation, by the breaking off the support pictorial layer and / or the covering
of this with biotic crusts, mineral effloresces and biotic & mineral crusts.
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Introduction
In deciphering the tectonic evolution and petrogenesis of metamorphic terrains, eclogites occupies a special
role because they are rocks that have recorded a wide range of pressures. In the Southern Carpathians these
rocks are known and studied in several places. All occurrences of these high pressure rocks are located in the
Getic Unit and apparently they strings along an alignment parallel to the northern border of the Getic
Depression. To the north of this alignment, namely in the Sebeş Mountains, high pressure rocks remained
unknown although they exist. Here are summarized the characteristics of a newly discovered occurrences of
eclogitic rocks, even in this mountainous area.
Location of occurrence
The eclogitic rocks are located in the Jigureasa Valley near the confluence with the Strâmbu Valley (upper
basin of the Strei River. In this area is a complex of schists and plagioclase gneisses occurring in the field as
a strip of several hundred meters wide and extends in NNE / SSW direction over a length of a few
kilometers. The eclogites are part of a body of mafic rocks that is included as a lens in the schistous complex.
The mafic body, consist of an association of eclogites and amphibolites. The eclogites appear as small
streaks or lenses in the amphibolitic rocks. The boundary between the two types of rocks is gradual.
Petrographic and mineralogical characteristics
In the eclogitic rock there are several generations of minerals. The earliest belong to the mineral
assemblages:
garnet + omphacite + zoizite + phengite + quartz + rutile + calcite
The garnet crystals are sometimes euhedral shaped and frequently contain inclusions of clinopiroxene,
quartz, rutile, but rarely zoizite and calcite. At the edges some crystals are replaced by amphibole, or by a
plagioclase/amphibole symplectite. In more advanced cases, the garnet crystals are sometimes replaced
exclusively by plagioclase. The omphacite crystals located outside the garnet are partially or totally replaced
by pyroxene-plagioclase symplectite. They are also sometimes replaced exclusively by amphibole or by
amphibole-plagioclase simplectite. The zoizite typically occurs as polycrystalline pockets, without visible
changes. The phengite is completely replaced by a fine intergrowth of biotite and plagioclase. The rutile
crystals included in garnet and omphacite are well preserved, while those of matrix are usually replaced by
illmenite. The calcite occurs in a small pockets or lenses, sometimes with inclusions of pyroxene. Rarely,
calcite occurs as inclusion in garnet. The relation-ship between calcite, garnet and ompfacite suggest the
nature of carbonate, originally was an aragonite, which were later turned into calcite by decompression.
In some areas of the eclogitic body, the pyroxene completely disappeared, due to complete replacement with
amphibole and plagioclase. The rutile and phengite also disappears, but garnet remains as a relict with
plagioclase corona or as a relict in a hornblende-plagioclase intergrowth. Ultimately the eclogite rocks are
completely transformed into amphibolite.
Conclusions
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The eclogitic bodies from Jigureasa Valley are but reminiscent of a much larger body that during
decompression partially passed in amphibolite. It is assumed that more extensive regions of Sebeş Mountains
passed through high pressure conditions, but the signs of these conditions were completely removed during
the rise and exhumation of Getic Unit.
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In 1929, by an agreement that appeared legal, Professor Ludovic Mrazec was forced to resign from
the leadership of the Geological Institute of Romania. In order not to lose the connection with his
former collaborators of this prestigious institution he founded the Romanian Geological Society.
The Inauguration Session took place at Petroşani in 16 March 1930. With this opportunity have
been established the Society’s functioning rules, also a scientific session took place and elections to
assign the leaders. Professor Ludovic Mrazec has been chosen to be President of the Society, Sava
Atanasiu and Emil Racoviţă Vice-Presidents, General Secretary Professor Ioan Atanasiu, Treasurer
Professor David Preda and as members Ion Bujoiu, Ştefan Cantuniari, Ion Dinu, Theodor
Ficşinescu, Horia Grozescu, Professor George Macovei, Constantin Osiceanu, Professor Ion
Simionescu, Ioan Popescu-Voiteşti (Geological Society Bulletin, Volume I, 1932).
Ion Băncilă participated at the inaugural session as a member;
der members.

therefore he was one of the foun-

In his memories (Băncilă, 1998), Professor mentioned that between 1932 and 1936 he honoured the
secretaryship of the RGS and he also mentioned that his obligations were to keep evidence of the
scripts and to organize the study field trips.
The situation actually was kind of different, according to the processes-verbal of the Romanian
Geological Society General Assemblies: it was only in 4 March 1933 when together with Toma
Petre Ghiţulescu and Ştefan Cantuniari he was elected in the Society’s Censors Committee (Geological Society Bulletin, Volume II, 1935). In 1935 Ion Băncilă has been elected General Secretary
by the meeting from 24 March and he has been re-elected in 1936 and 1938 (Geological Society
Bulletin, Volume III, 1937, Geological Society Bulletin, Volume IV, 1939). Starting with 19
March 1939 he was elected one more time as Censor (Geological Society Bulletin, Volume V,
1942).
Unlike other members from the RGS whom usually had high didactical titles, Ion Băncilă was
elected General Secretary when he was only lecturer. Grace to his organization character he fulfilled with a natural easiness both his positions. Ion Băncilă’s youth was contra balanced by the
personality grate weight of those whom were at the Society’s leadership.
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The main purpose of this study is to investigate siliciclastic and hybride sedimentary
deposits from western flank of Focşani Basin, by using the sequential analysis and sequence
stratigraphy techniques in order to consider the ancient depozitional systems and evolution of the
basin from Sarmatian times.
These deposits outcrops on Putna, Milcov and Rîmnicul Sărat valleys and show a very
heterogeneous granulometrics, morfometrics, textures and petrographical aspects.
Defining facial units (Guibaudo, 1993) have been separated 26 depositional facieses.
According with the pattern of strata associations and the nature of discontinuities, these deposits
have been also separated into microsequences, mesosequences, macrosequences and
megasequence (Gosh and Lowe, 1993).
The important aspects of these sequences were interpreted as follow: microsequence as
first order architectural elements are represented by a singular depositional event with centimeters
to meters thicknesses and sharp or irregular surfaces or erosional boundaries; mesosequences as
second order architectural units, much thicker and bouded by heterogeneous bounderies (e.g.
flooding surfaces); macrosequences third-order architectural units consist of associations of
contrasting second-order elements, tens-hundrest meters and boundaries corelabiles at regional;
megasecuence as fourth-order architectural units comprise several stacked third architectural
elements.
This allows us to identified one megasequence interpreted as results of major depositional
cycles. Both macrosequences and mesosequences present coarsening upward (CUS) and thicker
upward (TKS) trends.
The Lower Sarmatian macrosequence is almost 400 meters thick and contains one
depositional system. The base of this sequence comprises well outer to mid fan facies
associations deposits. Succession of possible “anoxic” events could be associated with episodes
of transgressions (TST) and finning upward followed by slightly coarsening-upwards trend
(HST), which record an early transgression followed later progradation.
The upper part of the Lower Sarmatian (approximative 100 m) consists of outer shelf
deposits sediments (possible upper fan). This could be linked by the relative sea-level fall
tectonically controlled and related to uplift shortening of the East Carpathians.
The Middle Sarmatian macrosequence is characterized by sand-rich outer shelf to
shoreface facies associations and records a total thickness of 170 m. The shallow-marine systems
and their progradational character indicate changes in sediment supply derived from the
Carpathians source areas, most probably renewed tectonic exhumation (Maţenco et al., 2000).
An important change in depositional systems and sedimentary facies has been recorded at
the top of the Upper Sarmatian macrosequence (about 200 m). The sediments are coarse-grained,
poorly sorted and gravelly rich. Frequently they contain reworked shallow-marine mollusks. The
thick packages of paraconglomerates with sandstones are the product of high-energy debris flows
deposited in deltas dominated rivers. They form a deltaic (gravelly-sand) depositional system.
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Erosion and soils developments have been documented in the southern part of the Focsani basin
(LST).
The base level drop at the end of Sarmatian must have been produced by the tectonic
uplift, due to the absence of coeval eustatic events. The tectonic uplift is related to the onset of
shortening over the undeformed part of the European foreland (Săndulescu, 1984). The uplift
isolated the Eastern Paratethys, leading to the extinction of Sarmatian marine faunas, the basin
evolving subsequently into endemic lacustrine conditions with brackish and freshwater species
(Brustur et al., 2005).
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Introduction
Continental deposits and conglomerates especially have always created many problems to
geologists by lack of fauna and by petrographic diversity of their particles. The continental deposits
located in the south – western part of the Transylvanian Basin make no exception. Though there are
many studies and references about stratigraphic position and provenance of these conglomerates, a
detailed petrographic study of the pebbles of is lacking, also no attempts has been done to study the
intercalated paleosoils.
In the SW corner, the Transylvanian Basin advances like digitate embayments towards the
adjacent mountains (Apuseni Mts in the west and South Carpathians in the south). Among the
various sedimentary formations exposed in this region, the Upper Cretaceous to Lower Tertiary
successions that are cropping out in Alba Iulia-Sebeş area are of special interest, marking the
sedimentary environments evolution near the K/T boundary. From recent studies, these deposits
have been dated as Upper Cretaceous based on dinosaur bones (Codrea & Dica, 2005) similar to
the famous now and well studied dinosaur bearing deposits from Haţeg Basin (Csiki & Benton,
2010).
Previous studies mainly discussed the faunal content, briefly the lithological aspects but
none was dealing with detailed sedimentological, provenance analyses, paleoclimate and
paleogeography reconstructions.

Methodology
Detailed lithological columns have been logged recording textural parameters like pebbles
morphometry and granulometry as well as the sedimentary structures and clast composition, over
the 21 m thickness of the outcropping section.
For this preliminary study were selected the limestone pebbles and to distinguish their
provenance were performed detailed petrography on thin section. In adition to the optical methods
were also investigated the geochemical composition directly from polished slabs using a microXRF
device (Horiba XGT 7000).
Paleoclimate estimation will be based on detailed investigations of the paleosoils and
calcrete concretions contained in the paleosoils. Preparations of the samples for XRF analyses of
the clay minerals from paleosoils is in progress. On the same material, geochemistry (micro-XRF)
will be performed to link better the clay minerals to a distinct paleoclimate.
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Ten different facies have been distinguished: six rudite facies (ortho and para
conglomerates with polimictic composition), three arenite facies (fine to medium arenites) and one
siltite facies (red paleosoils). Several paleosoils contain calcrete concretions signifying arid
conditions during deposition.
Most pebbles of the conglomerate are spherical and their dimensions vary between 5 to
12,7 cm. Petrographic study reveald different types of limestone: mudstone; bioclastic wackestone;
peloidal packstone; intraclastic packstone; crystalline limestonetypical for Paleozoic limestone
from Poiana Rusca Unit, Middle Jurasic asa well as Upper Jurasic and Lower cretaceous limestone
from Trascau Mountains. Although Eocene limestone also crop out on region, they have not been
identified in the studied conglomerates.
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Paleosoils investigations were followed the mineralogical analysis by X – ray diffraction.
The samples analyzed releaved many minerals: quartz; feldspar; calcite and sometimes, dolomite;
clay minerals like: kaolinite, illite, monthmorilonite, chlorite, vermiculite. The mineralogical
contents of calcrets are dominate by calcite and subordinate by dolomite, as a diagenetic feature.
These mineralogical characteristics shows paleoclimatic changes, from a climate dominate by
rainfall to a hot and dry climate.
The fauna content from Sard formation is scarce and dominated by bone fragments from
the Cretaceousvertebrates (maastrichtian): dinosaurs, crocodiles, turtles. Faunal association is
similar to Cretaceous fauna from Hateg Basin which may lead to a potential correlation of clastic
deposits from both sedimentary basins (Transilvanian Basin and hateg Basin) (Codrea & Dicea,
2005).

Conclusions
The continental deposits located in the south – western part of the Transylvanian Basin

consisting of intercaltion of conglomerates, sandstones and reddish paleosoils. These are a
continental formations, which belongs to a braided depositional system. In this formation
an emphasis was put on trial conglomerates and especially limestone boulders of their
constitution, to identify possible source areas. Part of boulders study could be related to
carbonate formations belonging Trascau Mountains, while the other side could not
establish the occurence, this is going to be done in further investigation. The paleosoils and
calcrete concretions contained in the paleosoils shows paleoclimatic changes, from a climate
dominate by rainfall to a hot and dry climate.
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Matter in nature is extremely diversified. Within the environmental diversity of the Universe, inorganic matter’s specificity depends on the stage reached on the spiral of stellar-planetary evolution,
or on the nature of geological processes involved, in the case of the Earth. The wide diversity of the
nature of inorganic – but also organic matter is a consequence of specific processes that act in the
framework of a general law leading to isomatter concentration.
In spite of the fact that no principle, or law that recognizes or confirms isomatter concentration
[Greek ίσoς (isoz) = equal, uniform] at different levels of organisation of matter in the Universe has
been yet formulated, the reality of geological processes confirms it. The base for this law is represented by the physical-chemical-structural properties of matter and the specificity of the matter reformatting (transformation) processes. As a consequence, matter showing similar characteristics
(isomatter) is selectively concentrated in agreement with the structural level and the state of aggregation (plasma, magmatic melt, hypogene and supergene mineralizing solutions, rocks, metals
etc.).
For understanding matter concentration at terrestrial level, one has to briefly investigate the system
of matter in the Universe, as proto-origin of the Earth. The interstellar diffused matter (gases and
cosmic dust) concentrates under the effect of attraction forces, as first impulse in the formation of
organised bodies as potential nuclei of future stellar structures; increasing internal temperatures (up
to several millions of K) within astral megabodies lead to the formation of a melted stellar mass
(plasma) where thermonuclear reactions take place (H turns into He etc.). The whole process of
stars generation clearly illustrates isomatter concentration at stellar level.
Briefly, in the case of the planets of our Solar System (Mercury, Venus, Mars, Saturn etc.) a
spheric-zonal structure similar to that of the Earth is widely accepted. Additionally, the endogenous
activity of the planets is in many cases similar to that of the Earth (volcanism, tectonics). These
similarities, including the compositional ones plead for isomatter concentration at planetary level.
The isomatter concentration principle is manifest at terrestrial level at both micro- and macroprocess levels: formation of a crystalline lattice specific to each mineral species (correlated with the
crystallization system), mineral crystallization from magmatic melts, from postmagmatic and exogenous solutions, recrystallisation of diverse mineral-structural types during metamorphism,
metamorphic porphyroblastesis of kyanite, staurolite, garnets etc. from micaschists and gneisses, of
feldspars from ocular migmatites, of albite from chloritic schists (with albite porphyroblasts), as
well as granitoidisation by melting-remelting of the lithoprotor. Among conclusive geological
megaprocesses one can mention: geospherical concentration of matter based on density in the
planetary endogeospheres, differential concentration of mineral components during magma and
lava crystallization, stratiform (orthomagmatic) separation of rocks and metallic ore deposits associated to peridotitic and gabbroic magmas (petrometallites), concentration of matter with similar
properties during external geological processes (marine and subaerial sedimentation).
To conclude, isomatter concentration and its nature are determined by the essence of the reforming
(transforming) process and by the thermodynamic parameters of the reactive environment, the
process itself being in direct relationship with the protor - neoprotor, and with the time of the interaction (astral in the case of stars, geological in the case of the Earth).
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Petrometallogenous processing, or petrometallogeny (petrogenesis and associated metallogeny),
corresponds to a geological process leading to the simultaneous/quasi-simultaneous formation of
genetically-associated rocks and metallic matter (ore deposits) within a single geological structure.
We define concentrative petrometallogenetic re-processing as the general geological process of
selective formation and re-concentration of pre-existing – as diffuse/disseminated or concentrated
in various ratios within various rocks (themselves being re-processed) - metallic matter in the
frame of diverse geological structures in the Earth’s crust. Re-processing is a general geological
(endogenous, exogenous) phenomenon, including the ore deposits re-generation principle but having extended meanings. As a rule, orthomagmatic stage generates primary-processed deposits,
while post-magmatic (hydrothermal) and metamorphic (via hydrothermal-metamorphic solutions)
processes lead to re-processed metals concentration and ore deposits genesis.
History and genesis of endogenous mineral ore deposits started in the primitive crust, but they continued as a result of endo-terrestrial processes originating in the melted subcrustal matter resulting
via the inter-geospherical matter exchange between mantle/astenosphere and crust. At a global
scale, a continuous supply, or transfer of mantle-related metals (Cr, Fe, PGE, Ni, Co, Cu etc.) is
manifest. However, most non-metallic and metallic elements originate in the relatively homogeneous – as far as composition and distribution of relatively rare elements is concerned - primitive
Earth crust. Afterwards, what we call neo-rocks and their associated metalliferous concentrations
(i.e. in economic geology terms mineralizations and ore deposits) were generated by episodic (essentially tectono-magmatically- driven) geological matter re-processing, re-mobilizing, and selective re-concentrating processes within the primitive, and subsequently the evolved crust. Thus,
originally, the (primitive) Earth crust was “tabula rasa” concerning metalliferous concentrations,
their genesis being the result of the occurrence, evolution and petrometallogenetic re-processing of
large magmatogenous geotectonic structures of various geological ages (ex., Caledonian, Hercynian, Laramic, Alpine etc.). As an example, the petrometallogenous framework for the polymetallic-gold hydrothermal ore deposits in the famous Baia Mare district (Romania) is represented by:
old volcanogenic-sedimentary formations (stage 1) – epimetamorphism (Fe, Pb, Zn, and Cusulphides - rich) and mesometamorphism (Fe-Mn- rich) in Maramureş Mountains (stage 2), then
re-processing under Neogene magmatic petrometallogenetic conditions (stage 3).
The evolution/maturity of the Earth crust, the interaction mantle-crust and the geotectonic manifestations determine the genesis and selective (re)concentration of ores.
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Introduction
Landslides in Valea Şesei tailing pond area, have a higher importance due to the fact that can trigger dam’s failure, especially if are connected with heavy precipitations. This phenomenon can
cause loss of human life and downstream water and soil contamination, with heavy metals and low
pH (Melenti, 2010).
Landslide hazard mapping is very useful in estimating, monitoring and managing slope’s instability
for a region. Fell et al (2008) elaborated some guidelines for landslide susceptibility, hazard and
risk zoning for territorial planning. Landslide hazard identification can be part of the risk analysis
and management (Leroi, 1997) (Fell and Hartford, 1997). Due to the latest technological development of data capture, remote sensing, geographical information systems and methodological improvements, natural hazards can be identified in a more convenient way. For landslide zonation,
some factors should be considered, such as: slope’s orientation, slope’s angle, elevation, vegetation
(land use/land cover), geology and relief’s energy.
This paper’s main objective is to consider more comprehensively the landslide hazard of Roşia
Poieni mining area, paying particular attention around Valea Şesei tailing pond.
Methodology
The study area is located near Valea Şesei tailing pond and Roşia Poieni mining area, in Alba
County, Romania. Two topographic maps with the scale 1:25.000 and Landsat 7 Enhanced Thematic Mapper Plus (ETM+) image with WGS 84 coordinate system were used as input data. Several layers were digitized: hydrology, tailing pond’s surface, geology and contour lines, in ArcGIS
9.3. The Spatial Analyst tool was used for developing slope angle, slope aspect, elevation and relief’s energy maps.
ERDAS Imagine was used for satellite image classification. Supervised classification was chosen
for land use/land cover analysis.
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Results
Figures 1 shows the maps for elevation and slope aspect. The region’s elevation is between 480 and
1270m above sea level, being a hilly area. According to DeGraff and Romesburg’s (1980) classification, highest risks of landslides are on north-east and east slopes. Approximately 20% of the
slopes around the tailing dam have high risk of landslide.
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a)

b)
Fig. 1 a) Elevation map for the study area; b) Slope aspect map for the study area
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Image classifications (figure 3) around the tailing pond were grassland and forest. The first
one is more vulnerable to erosion. The forest gives a good protection to the soil, because it
can keep the precipitations and the roots give stability to the ground. The map shows equal
results for grassland and forest or trees around the tailing pond, giving a moderate risk of
landslide.
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Figure 2 shows the relief energy map and slope angle map. The relief’s energy is defined
as the elevation difference between highest and lowest locations (Kawagoe et.al, 2010).
Results show higher relief energy around the tailing dam, but low in general. Regarding
slopes, landslides occur more often on an angle slope higher than 30º. There are few spots
in the west of the tailing dam with this risk.
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Fig. 3 Land cover map for the study area

Fig. 4 Hazards zonation for landslides in the study area
www.geosociety.ro
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Finally, all raster maps were overlaid, appearing a single map of five landslides risk
classes. Higher risk is colored in red, whereas moderate risk is orange. The resulted map
shows minor to none risk around the tailing pond, with few moderate risk spots.
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Conclusions

GIS technology and remote sensing are powerful tools in landslide hazard zonation. Various layers were used to illustrate an example. These layers include: elevation, slope aspect,
slope angle, relief’s energy and land cover. Results show low to moderate risks of
landslides around the Valea Şesei tailing pond. As this study is just theoretical, it should be
followed by an in situ analysis. The present paper is part of the risk assessment in Valea
Şesei tailing pond area.
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Introduction
Arpechim SA is among the best known companies in the petroleum and petrochemical
processing industry in the country. The industrial activity has a direct impact on the main river that
crosses the area - Dâmbovnic (Neajlov right tributary).
The Dâmbovnic river is not contaminated due to industrial activity only. Another source of
contamination is represented by the landfills located on both sides of river. Also, release of water
from the complex for pig breeding in the Oarja area, located on the Dâmbovnic river direction,
produces local contamination with organic pollutants. These sources of contamination are accompanied by inherent pollution incidents.

Methodology
Geochemical survey carried out on the Dâmbovnic river aimed to investigate the potential
level of water pollution by various organic and inorganic compounds. In August 2009 we carried
out a field campaign. We analyzed a series of organic and inorganic parameters: phenols, cyanide
and petroleum products. Water sampling was conducted in accordance with the existing SR 7888-2
STAS.
Results
Chemical tests performed in 2009 on samples from the Dâmbovnic river in the proximity
of the Arpechim plant led to the conclusion that there is a general trend of decrease in concentrations (cyanides, phenols and oil products) from upstream to downstream. In the Dâmbovnic canal,
which is in direct connection to the industrial platform, concentrations exceed the maximum admissible quantity.
Conclusions
The results of the campaign from August 2009 indicated that the petroleum products are
within normal limits and the quality indicators (phenols and cyanides) exceed the maximum allowable values. There is a decreasing tendency distribution of the cyanide and phenol concentrations,
from the Dâmbovnic canal to Suseni.
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Introduction
In Romania, the first attempts to standardize the methods of hazard mapping in general and
landslides risk maps in particular were done in 1997 (Benga et al., 1997: GT006-97) and 1998
(Dobre et al, 1998b: GT019-98). The Government Decision no. 382/2003 (Anonymous 2003a)
presented the methodological regulations regarding the requirements for the documentation of the
territory arrangement and urbanism in the areas subject to natural risks and the Government
Decision no. 447/2003 (Anonymous 2003) establishes the methodological norms regarding the
drawing up and content of the landslide hazard and natural risk maps. Landslide risk is a relevant
one for all European Countries. Chacon et al. (2006) showed that the landslides inventory during
the 2000s covered between 0 and 25% of the entire surface of Europe. It is estimated that almost
one third of the Romanian territory is affected by landslides, and their study and recording is still
precarious.
The main aims of this study are: a) identify and position all landslides affecting the
territory of Lopatari commune on topographic maps, b) estimate the influence coefficients
according to the potential of landslides formation, c) calculate the hazard average coefficient, based
on the values estimated for the influence coefficients, d) establish and qualitatively estimate the
vulnerability elements, e) calculate the landslide risk (annual rate of the material damages and the
annual rate of the human losses), f) draw the landslide risk map, g) establish construction restricted
areas, and h) establish a program of measures for mitigating or removing the effects of landslides.
The study area
The study area refers to the
administrative surface of the Lopatari
locality, Buzau County, within and outside
the build up area (intravillage and
extravillage teritory). Lopatari commune
is situated in the north-west side of Buzau
County, between Culmea Ivanetului and
Culmea Macesului, on Slanic Valley
(Fig.1.). Lopatari commune administrates
the following villages: Lopătari, Săreni,
Vîrteju, Brebu, Luncile, Terca, Plostina,
Plaiu Nucului.
Lopatari commune is situated in
the contact area between the flysch within
Fig. 1: Study area
the inner Eastern Carpathians and the
molasses area, characterized in this sector by the current occurrence of undifferentiated PaleoceneEocene deposits, of Oligocene and Neogene deposits. (Petrescu et al., 1968; Mutihac et al., 2007).
As the hazard is a mathematical estimation of the probability of human lives loss and
material damages foreseen for a future period and within a given area, the following factors must
be generally taken into account: earthquakes, floods and landslides (Law 288/1998; Anonymous
1998a). The Romanian Law 575/2001 (Anonymous, 2001), presents the hazards for the Lopatari
area. The seismic intensity on MSK scale is 81, with a recurrence period of about 100 years. The
design land acceleration, for seismic events having an average recurrence interval IMR = 100
years, has a value ag = 0.32 g and an earthquake acceleration Tc=1.6 sec ((Anonymous, 2006).
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The precipitations can reach up to 150-200 mm/24 hours, thus and several zones are
already affected by floods. The generally estimated potential of landslide occurrence is medium to
high, and the landslide probability, high. Most of the landslides are primary, but reactivated ones
can occur as well.
Working methodology
The study implied several stages, which will be presented in detail in the followings:
a) Collecting the available information, i.e. data on topography, geology, geomorphology,
climate, forest, seismicity, population, as well as information regarding the history of the area. The
data were acquired from the existing literature, Romanian standards, national statistics, urban plans,
questionnaires, geodesic fund, information from the utilities owners, previous studies and papers.
b) Field activities included in situ inventory and mapping of geological, geomorphologic and
anthropic elements. A number of 74 observation points covered as many vulnerable elements as
possible (constructions, roads, various utilities etc). Landslides were identified and consequently 31
identification sheets for landslides were prepared (Anonymous, 1998). These landslides were
mapped on site, marking the GPS points on the contours of landslides and positioning the data on
the topographic plans, scale 1:25,000. The value of the influence factors was empirically estimated
in all points of observation. The influence factors were marked by observing the methodological
norms. (Anonymous, 2003b).
Geotechnical and geophysical surveys were also carried out. The geotechnical investigations and
surveys were performed by observing the provisions of the Romanian norms in force (Anonymous,
2007). They comprised geotechnical surveys, geotechnical drillings, dynamic penetrations by the
light dynamic penetrometer and geophysical surveys (vertical electrical surveys). The geotechnical
surveys revealed that the investigated landslides fall into the category of average depth landslides
(with the depth of the landslide plan ranging between 1.50-5.00 m), and in terms of primary
landslides they are progressive (advancing in the direction of the movement) and in terms of
reactivated landslides they also have progressive tendencies, being landslides which continue to
develop (on various directions), having rapid manifestation, being mainly formed on torrential
systems. The landslide occurs in the upper part of the soft cohesive rock packs (clays, marly clays)
and at the contact between the diluvium and the fix rock, due to humectation as a consequence of
pluvial and snow waters infiltration in the more permeable strata as well as of the salt or salty soils
intercalations.
c) The estimation of the influence factors values and drawing up of the theme maps.
According to the actual Romanian laws, the factors influencing the hazards risk are: the lithological
factor K(a), the geomorphological factor K(b), the structural factor K(c), the hydrological and
climatic factor K(d), the hydrogeological factor K(e), the seismic factor K(f), the forest factor K(g)
and the anthropic factor K(h), respectively. Depending on the characteristics identified in situ
and/or the information collected from previous studies, each influence factor was estimated at
values ranging from 0 to 1 (Table 1).
Table 1. Categories of hazard coefficient acc. to the Law 447/2003 (Anonymous, 2003).

The resulted six categories represent the probability of landslides occurrence and the corresponding
risk coefficient. The work basis for the theme maps, for distributing the theme maps, was the
topographic map, scale 1:25.000. The theme maps as well as the final hazard map were processed
using Bentley (Power Draft) and ESRI (GIS) working stations. The maps were drawn up by
interpolating the values determined in the measuring points. The interpolation method used was the
ordinary kriging method. The interpolation was performed by using the ESRI (GIS – ArcMap)
software. The isolines were also drawn using the ESRI (GIS – ArcMap) software. The isolines
interval was of 0.05.
d) Calculation of the average hazard factor and elaboration of the landslide hazard map.
Using as basis the calculation points from the territory of Lopatari commune, the number of values
of the influence coefficients and implicitly of the average hazard coefficients was increased. After
www.geosociety.ro
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Criterion
(factor)

Probability of lanslide occurence (p)
Low
Average
High
Probability of landslides occurence and corresponding hazard coefficient
Practically zero
Low
Average
Average-high
High
0
<0.10
0.10-0.30
0.31-0.50
0.51-0.80
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increasing the number of the previously mentioned values, 5924 calculation points were obtained.
Values of the influence coefficients (lithologic, geomorphologic, structural, hydrological and
climatic, hydrogeological, seismic, forest and anthropic values) were established for each
calculation point, taking as standard the values of the influence coefficients established for the
observation points.
In agreement with the Law 447/2003 (Anonymous, 2003b), the influence factors values estimated in
situ were used to calculate the average hazard coefficient K(m), based on formula (a).

K (m ) =

K (a ) × K (b )
× [K (c ) + K (d ) + K (e ) + K ( f ) + K (g ) + K (h )]
6

(a)

The minimum and maximum values were determined for the respective points as well as the value
of the average hazard coefficient (Table 2).
Table 2. Average hazard factor
Numar de puncte
Valoare minima
5924
0.370

Valoare maxima
0.589

Media
0.499

Abatere standard
0.011

The distribution histogram of the
values of the average hazard
coefficient to landslides shows
groups of the sizes calculated
around the values of 0.494-0.497
(over 4500 values). (Fig. 2)
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Based on the average values of
the hazard coefficient, a 1:25,000
distribution map (with isolines)
was drawn. For the inside built-up
areas, the maps were detailed at
Fig. 2: Histogram of the values of the average
the scale of 1:5,000. The
hazard coefficient to landslides
equidistance between the isolines
is 0.02 (Fig. 3). The landslide
hazard map showed the division of the territory into two areas: area with average potential of
landslides occurrence, with average-high probability and area with high potential of landslides
occurrence, with high probability.
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e) Vulnerability assessment. The
risk factors involved in the
vulnerability
estimation
are:
population, transport and utilities
system, constructions, industry,
services, turism, natural resources
(van
Westen,
2005).
The
vulnerability can be defined as „the
degree of damage underwent by an
element or group of elements within
a surface affected by landslide”
(Chacon et al., 2006). For the loss
of human lives, the vulnerability
represents the probability for a
certain human life to be lost in case
of landslide occurrence. A scale
ranging from 0 (no losses) to 1
(total damage) is used. Roberts et
al, (2009) divides the vulnerability
in: physical vulnerability, social
vulnerability,
economic
vulnerability,
administrative
vulnerability and environment
vulnerability.
The
assessed
vulnerability values, obtained after
field evaluation of the risk factors
are presented in Table 3 and in Fig.
4.

Fig. 3: Landslide hazard map

Population
National roads
County roads
Village roads
Exploitation roads
Road bridges
Railways
Railways bridges
Utilities
Buildings
Industries
Agrarian fields + grasses
Forest
Services
Tourism
Natural resources
TOTAL

High
0.42
0
1
1
0
1
0
0
1
1
1
0
0
0.75
0.75
0.25
0.51

Vulnerability (V)
Medium
Low
0.01
0.01
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0.25
0.1
0
0.25
0
0
1
0
0
0.25
0.1
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.1
0.26
0.17

Very low
0.005
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0.25
0
1
0
0.1
0
0.15
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Table 3. Assesed vulnerability values for the Lopatari area.
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f) Calculation of the risk associated with
landslides. Material damages and loss of human
lives are directly associated with landslides, and
the risk is defined as the product between
landslide probability and the value of material
damages plus loss of human lives, using (b) and
(c) formulas (Law 447/2003; Anonymous 2003b):

R(m) = K (m )× ∑ (Vi × PM )

(ron/year)

(b)

R(u ) = K (m) × ∑ (V j × PU )

(deceased/year)

(c)

K(m) = landslide probability
PM = maximum material losses caused by the
total destruction of all exposed elements
PU = losses of human lives
V = vulnerability of exposed elements
R(m) = annual rate of material losses
R(u) = annual rate of human losses
The sum refers to the all elements
Fig.4: Vulnerability map
exposed to landslide hazard.
For the vulnerability areas (Fig. 4), the possible
annual rates of material and human losses
(material risk) were calculated (Tables 4 and 5), based on the houses and inhabitants number
(Anonymus, 2002). For the calculation of the material and life losses, three values of the landslide
average hazard were used: K(m) = 0.370, K(m) = 0.499 and K(m) = 0.589, in order to obtain an
accurate description of the land conditions. The obtained values are shown in table 4 (probable
material risk) and table 5 (probable human loss).
Table 4. Calculated material loss for the Lopatari area.
Calculated material loss (RON)
Km (average hazard factor)
min
med
max

0.370
0.499
0.589

High
Vulnerability
49307262.8
66498173.4
78491831.9

Medium
vulnerability
2118468.3
2857069.4
3372372.5

Low
vulnerability
3261380.7
4398456.7
5191765.5

Very low
vulnerability
3226492.5
4351404.8
5136227.3

Table 5. Calculating human loss.

0.370
0.499
0.589

High
Vulnerability
17
23
27

High
Vulnerability
17
23
27

Very low
vulnerability
8
11
13

g) Elaboration of the landslides risk maps. During this last phase of the study, a 1:25,000 scale
landslide risk map was drawn. For the inside built-up areas detailed risk maps were performed at
the scale of 1:5,000. The map of the landslide risk areas and of construction interdictions was
drawn. This map was drawn at the scales of 1:25,000 and of 1:5,000. The support used was the
General Urban Plan through the territory layout plans (scale 1:25.000) and the regulations
drawings, scale 1:5,000. The map is drawn up in STEREO 70 coordinates using the GIS platform
which allows the overlapping of any types of maps with the only conditions that they should be
geo-referenced. The landslides risk map contains both the areas were landslides were identified, as
www.geosociety.ro
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min
med
max

Calculated human loss (no. of persons affected)
High
Vulnerability
692
946
1279
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well as the areas where there is lower or higher probability of landslide occurrence, according to
the landslide risk map.
The territory of the Lopatari commune was divided into interdicted areas for construction taking
into account the value of the average risk coefficient, as follows: (Fig.5) areas with construction
interdiction; areas with exceptions related to the construction interdiction, and areas where
construction is possible.
h. establishing a program of
measures for mitigating or removing
the landslides effects. The measures to
be taken in order to prevent and
mitigate the landslides effects can be
classified in several categories, as
follows: environment rearrangement,
population training, involvement of
local decisional factors, involvement of
regional decisional factors, insurance
programs, procedures for emergency
situations
(population
routes),
construction measures.
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Les Wildflyschs Alpins Des Carpathes Roumains Représentent Des Mélanges
Du Type Franciscain – Exemples Dans Les Carpathes Orientales (Le
Wildflysch De Perşani-Hăghimaş Et Les Wildflyschs Des Piénides Du
Maramureş)
Muresan M.
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Le mélange de la Formation franciscaine (étudiée par: Hsü – 1968, 1971, 1974; Hsü, Ohrbom – 1969;
Blake & Jones, - 1974), représente une formation chaotique qui renferme des blocs sédimentaires
autochtones et exotiques (allogènes) et des fragments de roches ophiolitiques, ainsi que blocs de
métamorphites. Tous ces éléments sont englobés dans une matrice pélitique fortement deformée. Le
mélange franciscain, d’âge crétacée, est lié par la zone de subduction de la Plaque pacifique sous la
Plaque nord-americaine. Ultérieurement, une partie du mélange formé dans la zone de subduction a été
expulzéé étant inclus dans zone orogénique Sainte Lucie (en Californie). Aujourd’hui, des mélanges ont
été décrites dans presque toutes les chaînes alpines du monde, partout ayant une signification d’un faciès
tectonique, étant lié par les zones de subduction. Fréquemment, les mélanges participent à la constitution
des prismes d’accrétion, liés par les mêmes zones de subduction. Ainsi, ce faciès tectonique, à coté
d’autres caractéristiques, représent un trait très répandu et significatif des zones de subduction qui ont
achevé leur activité.
Dans les Carpathes Orientales, il y a des plusieurs entités décrites comme des formations sédimentaires du
type wildflysch (wfy), qui ont été attribuées aux Crétacée inférieur, Paleogène et Miocène inférieur.
Aujourd’hui, voyant tant la grande rassemblance des ces wildflyschs avec le mélange du type franciscain
que leurs contextes géotectoniques, nous sommes convaincu que ces wfys représentent des mélanges.s
Nous allons présenter deux cas des wilflyschs logés dans les Carpathes Orientales
I. LE CAS DU WILDFLYSCH DE PERŞANI-HĂGHIMAŞ (WfyPeHg)
Le plus connu wfy des zones carpathiques roumaines c’est le Wildflysch de Perşani-Hăghimaş
(antérieurement dénommé le Wfy du type bucovinien – Săndulescu, 1984), qui est développé dans la
Zone Cristallino-Mésozoїque (ZCM) des Carpathes Orientales. Le WfyPeHg (barrémien-albien –
Săndulescu, 1975), affleure dans le les deux compartiments principaux de la ZCM: le Compartiment
Perşani (CP) – méridional et le Compartiment Tisa-Ciuc (CTC) – septentrional (là, principalement, le
WfyPeHg participe à la constitution des Synformes Hăghimaş et Rarău). Le WfyPeHg , excellement
décrit dans la région Hăghimaş par Săndulescu (1969, 1975). est constitué par une matrice argileuse (ou
marneuse) qui présente une foliation tectonique (c'est-à-dire il s’agit d’une matrice cisaillée). Dans cette
matrice, il y a des fragments de roches magmatogènes basiques et ultrabasiques (des cinérites, des
basaltes amigdaloïdes, des péridotites serpentinitisées), ainsi qu’une multitude des klippes allogènes (de
quelques centimétres cubes jusqu’a quelques dizaines milles de mètres cubes) faites en les mêmes roches
mésozoïques des trois nappes transylvaines associées au WfyPeHg – les Nappes d’Olt (qui englobe, a
coté de dépôts triassiques, jurassiques inférieures et supérieures, des ophiolites – ultrabasites, basaltes), de
Perşani (en majeure partie, faite en dépôsts triassiquies) et de Hăghimaş (principalement, faite en roches
calcaires du Tithonique-Néocomien). Dans le WfyPeHg, du CTC, il y a aussi des blocs métriques et des
fragments plus grands (même kilométriques en longueur) faits en brèches à débris de métamorphites
(Mureşan, 1970); aujourd’hui, celle-ci nous les considerons comme partie du WfyPeHg, étant formée par
les mêmes processus tectoniques qui a donne naissance au ce wfy.
Le charriage du Wfy du Compartiment Perşani a été soutenu par Popescu (1970), Popescu et al.
(1976) et Vodă & Vodă (1985). Auparavant, Preda (1940) a soutenu que “la Série noire” (en fait, le Wfy
d’aujourd’hui) est charriée sur les métamorphites et les dépôts mésozoïques de la région Hăghimaş,
conception développée et argumentée pour cette région ultérieurement par Balintoni (1997) et Mureşan
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(2006, 2008). Les deux auteurs ont soutenu que les trois nappes transylvaines mentionnées ont été
transportées solidairement par le Wfy pendant son charriage. La Nappe du WfyPeHg a été représentée
pour la première fois (Mureşan, 2008) sur la Carte géologique des Monts Hăghimaş. Selon notre
conception, sur cette carte, le WfyPeHg et les trois nappes mentionées sont figurées comme une seule
entité tectonique: la Nappe du WfyPeHg, unité de couverture transylvaine d’obduction, charriée sur les
dépôts mésozoïques anté-crétacées supérieurs des différentes nappes de charriage de couverture alpines
(Mureşan, 2008) de la Nappe bucovinienne. Ces nappes nous l’avons considerées des unités aussi
transylvaines, accompagnant la NWFyPeHg. Par exemple, la région des Monts Hăghimaş, est
représentative pour les plus importantes unités de couverture de la Nappe bucovinienne – de bas en haut:
la Nappe de Lacul Roşu-Licaş (qui a été reprisée tant dans la Nappe subucovinienne que dans les Nappes
infrabucoviniennes – Mureşan, 2008), la Nappe de Lunca et la Nappe de Sălămas; toutes ces unités se
développent sous la Nappe du Wildflysch de Perşani-Hăghimaş. L’ensemble des unités de couverture (y
compris la NWfyPeHg) constituent les Transylvanides orientales (TrOr), englobées par nous dans
la NBu, parce que ces entités tectoniques de couverture ont été transportées solidairement par la NBu
pendant son charriage fini-albien (cf. Sandulescu, 1984).
Conclusions concernant le WfyPeHg. (1) Les suivants aspects démontrent que le WfyPeHg
représents un mélange du type franciscaine: (a) La structure chaotique du Wfy (montrée par
l’impossibilite d’etablir une lithostratigraphie d’ensemble du Wfy. (b) La composition du Wfy (dans une
matrice argileuse-marneuse il y a de blocs allogènes) Dans ce mélange, nous incluons les trois nappes
associées au WfyPeHg. (2) Puisque partout, les mélanges participent a la constitution des prismes
d’accrétions, nous pouvons affirmer que toutes les nappes de couverture, englobées dans la nappe
bucovinienne, constituent une telle prisme d’accrétion.
Relations entre les Transylvanides orientales et les Transylvanides occidentales. La notion de
« Transylvanides » a été développée par Săndulescu (1975, 1980, 1984); selon cet auteur, les Tr
« représent la suture majeure téthysienne dans l’espace carpathique ». Parmi les Tr, Săndulescu (1975) a
distingué « les Nappes des Métallifères simiques » (NMS) (logées dans la partie méridionale des Monts
Apuseni) et « les Nappes transylvaines » logées dans la ZCM des Carpathes Orientales; là, l’auteur a
inclut dans les unités transylvaines seulement les trois nappes associées au Wfy, celui-ci étant consideré la
formation supérieure de la pile bucovinienne. Les NMS nous les redénommons « les Transylvanides
occidentales » -TrOcc). Les NMS sont charriées sur les le Système des Nappes de Biharia et se groupent
(selon Săndulescu, 1984) dans deux segments: l’un occidental et l’autre oriental. Le segment occidental
renferme les Nappes de Criş (Bordea, 1972; Lupu, 1975), de Groşi (Lupu, Avram, dans Savu et al., 1981)
de Techereu-Drocea (Bleahu et al., 1981; dans cette unité est englobé le plus grand volume des ophiolites
des TrOcc), de Căbeşti (Lupu et al., 1983) et de Bejan (Lupu et al., 1983). Dans ces unités, à coté d’autres
formations sédimentaires et magmatogènes ophiolitiques, il y a des wilflyschs d’âge Aptiens supérieur ou
Albien. Le segment oriental englobe les Nappes de Feneş (Dumitrescu, Săndulescu, 1968; Lupu, 1975),
de Curechiu-Stănija (Bordea, 1971; Lupu, 1975), de Trascău (Dumitrescu, Săndulescu, 1968, 1970;
Bordea, 1971; Lupu, 1972) et de Fundoaia s.str. (Săndulescu, 1984), parmi lesquelles, seulement la
première entité renferme aussi des flysch et de wildflysch d’âge Aptien supérieur ou Albien. Les indices
suivants montrent que l’ensemble des TrOcc représente une prisme d’accrétion, liée par une zone de
suduction: (1) l’existence des séquences de wildflysch, dans la majorité des celles-ci, qui, dans notre
conception, représentent des mélanges; nous mentionnons que, dans la Nappe de Techereu-Drocea, il y a
une séquence faite en mélange, formé par une matrice pyroclastique dans laquelle sont logés des blocs de
roches basiques (Savu, 1984); (2) l’existence des roches ophiolitiques (parfois démembrées ou
brechifiées), présentes dans quelques nappes; (3) la présence du métamorphisme alpin (Russo-Sandulescu
& Berza, 1976) dans les roches calcaires mésozoïques de la Nappe de Fundoaia s. str.
Pour etablir les relations entre les TrOr et les TrOcc, nous avons réinterprétée la coupe géologique
Remetea-Luduş-Sângeorzul de Pădure (orientée est–ouest), présentée par Săndulescu (1984 – Fig. 111,
pag.283). Cette coupe, qui traverse la partie orientale des TrOcc (la Nappe de Trascău) et puis le
soubassement de Dépression de la Transylvanie (DT), est basées sur les données de forages ainsi que sur
celles géomagnétiques (Airinei et al., 1985) Dans cette coupe, nous voyons que dans le soubassement de
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la DT, il y a la possibilité de séparer les TrOr, respectivement les TrOcc. Vraiment, entre les deux entités
s’interpose un « éperon », incliné fortement vers est. Cet éperon, fait en métamorphites des Dacides
internes des Monts Apuseni, correspond à surface avec le méridien de la localité Luduş (c’est la raison
pour le dénommer « l’Epéron Luduş » (ELu). Le sommet de l’ELus ainsi que sa l’aile ocidentale sont
couvertes par les TrOcc; Puisque la partie orientale du cet epéron chevauche les TrOr, nous montre,
premierement, il n’ya a pas un contact directs en espace entre les deux groupes de transylvanides;
secondairement, cet chevauchement nous indique l’existence d’une cicatrice (la Cicatrice Luduş – CLu)
d’une subduction (selon nous, autrichienne), d’ou provient la prisme d’accrétion des TrOr, développée
aussi à jour dans la ZCM des Carpathes Orientales. La plaque inférieure de la cette zone de subduction
était constituée primordialement (avant de la naissance des charriages alpines) par une croûte océanique,
qui, vers l’est, était liée (sans interruption) d’une croûte continentale faite en métamorphites du type ZCM
des Carpathes Orientales (une modèle similaire a été préconisé par Ionescu et al., 2008). Vers l’est, cette
croute oceanique a subi l’obduction complète sous la plaque des Dacides internes Vers l’est, cette plaque
est limitée actuellement par la Zone du Flysch (Dacides Extérnes). La plaque supérieure de la cette zone
de subduction est représentée par les unités à métamorphites préalpins des Dacides internes. Nous
supposons que, vers le nord de Luduş, la limite occidentale de la CLu a une orientation proche de NNOSSE, étant située à l’est des Monts Apuseni. Vers le sud, cette cicatrice ofiolitique est interrompue et
déplacee vers l’ouest par la Ligne Sud-Transylvaine, ainsi se continuant avec la Zone de Vardar (comme
a montré. Kräutner, 1996). Tenant compte que: (a) les TrOr ont, principalement, des vergences orientale
(tant dans le soubassement du DT que dans la ZCM); (b) les TrOcc ont des vergences septentrionales (qui
dans la partie orientale deviennent orientées vers ONO); (c) la séparation en espace entre les TrOcc et les
TrOr, situation constatée dans le soubassement de la DT), nous pouvons affirmer que les TrOcc se sont
formées dans une autre zone de subduction, c’est-à-dire celle de Vardar-Drocea.
II. LES CAS DES WILDFLYSCHS DES PIÉNIDES DU MARAMUREŞ
Dans la région de Maramureş, à l’ouest de la partie septentrionale de la Zone Cristallino-Mésozoïque des
Carpates Orientales, se développe une importante pile de nappes de charriage (de couverture –
Săndulescu, 1980, 1984), mises en place pendant les mouvements styriques anciens (intra-burdigaliens –
Săndulescu, 1980, 1984). Toutes les nappes présentes dans le Maramureş se développent tant au sud de
l‘importante Faille Bogdan Vodă – FBV (Săndulescu, 1976) qu’au nord de cette fracture, orientée estouest (qui, vers l’est, limite au nord le Massif cristallophilien Rodna).
A. Nappes au sud de FBV. Là, se distingue quatre unités tectoniques (de haut en bas): la Nappe de:
Botiza (NB), la Nappe du Wilflysch (NW), la Nappe de Şetrev (NS). et l’ Unité de Lăpuş (UL). (1)
Nappe de Botiza – NBo (mise en évidence par Dumitrescu, 1957; detaillée par Săndulescu, 1980, 1982,
1984; Săndulescu, Russo-Săndulescu, 1981; Săndulescu et al., 1981, 1982; Dicea et al., 1980. La NBo
englobe (Săndulescu, 1984): (a) le corp principal (qui dépasse quelques milles mètres d’épaisseur) est
constitué principalement par les dépôts du flysch éocène et (b) les écailles frontales (selon nous – 2.008,
des « lambeaux de rabotages frontales »), comparables (Săndulescu, 1980) avec la Zone des Klippes
piénines, developpée entre Maramureş et Vienne (ainsi dépassant 900 km).Ces klippes renferment des
différents dépôts discontinus (fréquemment lentilliformes) du Jurassique supérieur (aux quels s’associent
des tuffites basiques à des éléments basaltiques}, du Crétacée inférieur et du Crétacée supérieur
(Turonien, Sénonien). Dans la constitution des ces lambeaux de rabotage frontales, il y a aussi des entités
paléocènes et éocènes à caractère du type flysch. Selon nous, la structure et le contenu des ces lambeaux
de rabotage c’est du type wfy. (2) Nappe du Wldflysch – NWfy (Mutihac, 1956; Dumitrescu, 1957),
abrite des dépôts éocènes à des épisodes du type wilflysch, des dépôts gréso-conglomératiques et des
séquences oligocènes-miocènes inférieures à caractères du flysch gréseux (Săndulescu, 1980; Dicea et al.,
1980). La caractère du type wildflysch des formations paléogènes est bien exprimé surtout dans la partie
occidentale de la cette unité, ou il y a fréquement des klippes faites en calcaires algolithiques du Lutétien
supérieur (Bombiţă, 1971). (3) Nappe de Şetrev – NSe (Sandulescuu, 1984; emend. Muresan, 2008),
accompagnée par le Lambeau de rabotage Romuli (Mureşan, 2008), qui se développe dans la partie
orientale de la nappe. (a) Le corp pricipal de la NS englobe principalement des dépôts oligocènes du type
wildflysch et des séquences du type flysch oligo-miocène inférieur et surtout des grès massives (de
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Minget). (b) Le lambeau de rabotage Romuli est bien représenté dans les voisinages de la localité Romuli
et plus au nord, ou Patrulius et al. (la Feuile Vişeu, 1:200.000 – 1968) et Dicea et al. (1980) ont représenté
des lentilles et blocs assez grands, du type piénine, faites en dépôts turoniens et sénoniens (c’est-à-dire un
wfy). L’enveloppe des toutes ces lentilles piénines est représentée par de formations paléogènes. (4)
Unité de Lăpuş – UL (Mureşan, 2008) est développée au sud de NS. et au sud de Massif Rodna L’UL
englobe principalement: des dépôts cénomaniens et turoniens (selon nous, ceux-ci rappellant l’un des
traits des Piénides) et (selon: Dicea et al., 1980; Săndulescu,1984; Szász L., dans Kräutner et al. – 1982,
1989) des successions épicontinentales à conglomérats éocènes, des formations oligocènes du type
wildflysch et des dépôts du type flysch d’âge oligocène-miocène inférieur. L’Unité de Lăpuş prend le
contact (vers l’est) avec la Zone cristallino-mésozoïque (ZCM) des Carpathes Orientales.
Jusqu’aujourd’hui, tous les chercheurs ont consideré que les formations englobées tant dans l’actuelle
Unité de Lăpuş que dans l’Unité de Vişeu – UV (logée au nord de FBV) représentaient la couverture posttectonique de la ZCM (c’est-à-dire « le néoautochton » de la celle-ci – cf. Săndulescu, 1984). Au
contraire, selon nous, cette couverture est en éffet charriée vers l’est simultanément (en bloc) avec toute la
pile tectonique des nappes intra-burdigaliennes sur les métamorphites de la ZCM. Ainsi, selon nous, a
pris naissance une grande unité charriée composite: « La Nappe de Marmaţia – NM » (l’ancien nom
de Maramureş), aussi formée pendant les mouvements styriques anciens (intra-burdigaliens). En cette
situation, les deux unités (UL et UV) ne sont pas des nappes de charriage independentes. C’est très
possible que l’Unité de Lăpuş représent l’équivalent tectonique de l’Unité de Vişeu.
B. Nappes au nord de FBV. Là, se développent quatre unités tectoniques (de haut en bas): la Nappe de
Dragovo-Petrova (Dumitrescu, Săndulescu, 1970; emend. Săndulescu, 1980), constituée par des dépôts
du Lutétien et du Priabonien; la Nappe de Leordina (Săndulescu et al., 1981; emend. Mureşan, 2008),
formée par des termes du Paléocène-Priabonien et du Oligocène; la Nappe de Ruscova (Kräutner, 2003;
emend. Mureşan, 2008) qui englobe des formations du Priabonien, du Lutétien et du Rupélien; l’Unité de
Vişeu (Mureşan, 2008), formée par des termes du Priabonien, du Lutétien, du Rupélien ainsi que du
Oligocène-Miocène inférieur. Ces nappes intraburdigaliennes sont depourvues par des formations du tipe
wfy.
C. Extension des Piénides vers SSE. Sous les volcanites néogènes, développés à l’est de bordure
orientale de la ZCM, il ya des apparitions discontinues des dépôts du Paléogènes du type Maramures, qui
nous permettent poursuivre les Piénides vers le sud. Telles situations sont mentionnées: dans les Monts
Călimani (Peltz, 1969); dans la région de localités Dorna Cândrenilor-Şarul Dornei (voir les Feuilles:
Vatra Dornei, 1:50.000 et Şaru Dornei, 1:50.000); au NO de localité Codlea (Săndulescu, Săndulescu,
dans Săndulescu et al., 1972 – la Feuille Codlea, 1:50.000); là, c’est très significative l’association des
dépôts paleogènes avec ceux du Crétacée supérieur, fait qui nous rappelle les Piénides et leur emballage
paléogène rencontrées dans Maramureş.
D. Conclusions. (1) Dans la Nappe du Wilflysch et dans la Nappe de Şetrev, développées au sud de FBV,
il y a seulement des formations du type Wfy, qui, dans notre conception représentent des mélanges. Par
leur développement discontinu des formations constitutives et par leur contenu lithostratigraphique du
type piénidiques (du Jurassique supérieur, du Crétacée inférieur et du Crétacée supérieur – à coté de
flyschs paléocènes et éocènes), les lambeaux de rabotages frontales de la Nappe de: Botiza représent,
selon nous, des wfy, c'est-à-dire des mélanges. Dans l’Unité de Lăpuş, les formations oligocènes sont du
type wildflysch; en même temps, cette unité englobe (à coté des autres formations paléogène) des dépôts
cénomaniens et turoniens (selon nous, du type piénine). (2) Pour l’entière zone des Clippes piénines des
Carpates Occidentales nous affirmons le caractère du type mélanges. (3) Voyant que, partout, les
mélanges accompagnent les prismes d’accrétions, nous pouvons affirmer que toutes les unités tectoniques
présentées constituent une prisme d’accrétion, liée par la fermeture styrique ancienne d’une zone de
subduction tertiaire. (4) Nous supposons que, dans le territoire roumain, la cicatrice la cette zone de
subduction (d’où provient cette prisme d’accrétion) était logée dans l’actuel soubassement de la
Dépression de la Transylvanie, à l’ouest de Carpathes Orientales. (5) Puisque les mouvements styriques
anciens ont l’âge de 16 m.a., nous supposons que les roches principalemet andésitiques néogènes des
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Monts Apuseni (roches qui ont l’âge absolus de 15-9 m.a – Pécskay et al., 1995) représentent le
magmatisme calco-alcaline lié par cette zone de subduction.
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Le mélange franciscain (étudié par: Hsu, 1968, 1971, 1974; Hsu & Ohrbom, 1969; Blake &
Jones, 1974), englobé dans la Chaîne orogénique la Sainte Lucie (en Californie), représente une formation
chaotique, constituée par une matrice argileuse à intercalations de grès, dans laquelle il y a des blocs
exotiques (allogènes) de roches calcaires, de roches magmatiques basiques opliolitiques, de
métamorphites. Ce mélange (en effet c’est un faciès tectonique) d’âge crétacé est lié par la subduction de
la Plaque pacifique sous la Plaque nord-américaine. II y a des mélanges presque dans tous les orogènes
alpins du monde où ils participent à la constitution des prismes d’accrétion expulsés à la fin des processus
de subduction. Dans cet article, nous allons montrer que des éléments des prismes d’accrétion se
développent aussi dans l’Orogène Nord-Dobrogéen (OND).
I. Limites de l’Orogène Nord-Dobroudjéen (OND). Auparavant, la Dobrogea Centrale (DbC)
était atribuée en totalité à la Plate-forme Moésienne, renfermant tant le Groupe des Schistes Verts (GSV)
– d’âge briovérien que la pile mésométamorphique protérozoïque moyen du Goupe Altin Tepe (AT); par
conséquent, le contact entre la DbC et l’Orogène Nord-Dobrogéen était considéré la Faille PeceneagaCamena (FPC), qui représentait en même temps la limite entre la Plate-forme Moésienne et cet orogène.
Par contre, selon nous (2005, 2006), la Dobrogea Centrale renferme tant la partie septentrionale de la
Plate-forme Moésienne (représentée par la pile du GSV) que la partie méridionale de la Nappe de Macin
de l’OND (représentée par la pile du Groupe Altîn Tepe). Aujourd’hui, la limite, à jour, de l’OND est
logée au sud de FPC, étant représentée par le Charriage istrien (Mureşan, 1971) du GSV sur la pile de
l’AT, la plus méridionale partie, à jour, de l’OND (représenté par la Nappe de Măcin du celui-ci). Le
Charriage istrien du GSV sur la pile de l’AT signifie en effet le charriage de la Plate-forme moésienne
sur l’OND. Vers le nord, l’OND est limité par la Faille Sfantu Gheorghe.
II. L’Orogène Nord-Dobrogéen (OND). L’OND englobe des nappes alpines, qui, cf.
Săndulescu (1980, 1984), se sont formées pendant les mouvements cimmériens (anciens – finitriassiques- et nouveaux entre Jurassique et Crétacé), ou pendant les mouvements du Crétacé inférieur
post-néocomien (les mouvements austro-alpins) ou même pendant ceux autrichiens. Étant donné que dans
l’OND il n’y a pas de formations du Crétacé inférieur, il est difficile de démontrer l’existence des
mouvements plus récents que le Jurassique; c’est-a-dire qu’on peut admettre que la deuxième phase de la
tectogenèse cimmérienne nouvelle représente les derniers et les plus importants mouvements alpins
déroulés dans l’OND. Les nappes de l’OND sont couvertes transgressivement par les dépôts posttectoniques du Crétacé supérieur (Vraconien, Cénomanien, Turonien, Coniacien) du Bassin Babadag.
Aujourd’hui, à notre avis (Mureşan, , 2005, 2006), l’AT représente un élément méridional de l’Orogène
Nord-Dobrogéen, logé au sud de FPC. Les nappes principales de l’OND (mises en évidence par Mirăuţă –
fide Patrulius et al., 1973, 1974) sont les suivantes (de haut en bas) (Mirăuţă, fide Patrulius et al., 1973,
1974; Mureşan, 1975, 2005, 2006; Săndulescu, 1984): Nappe de Măcin (NMa), Nappe de Consul
(NCo), Nappe de Niculiţel (NNi), Nappe de Tulcea (NTu), Nappe Soutulcéenne (NSt). Nous
mentionnons que pendant les derniers décennies, des synthèses (surtout à caractère tectonique) concernant
l’OND, ont été présentées par Săndulescu, 1980, 1984), Seghedi, 1980; Visarion et al. (1990), Kräutner et
al. (1988), Ionesi (1994), Mureşan (1971, 2005, 2006).
(A) La Nappe de Măcin (NMa), (nappe de socle, formée par cisaillement), est l’unité tectonique
majeure la plus interne de l’Orogène Nord-Dobrogéen; elle est constituée principalement des
métamorphites du Protérozoïque moyen (parmi ceux-ci les mésométamorphites des Groupes Megina et
Orliga et, au sud de FPC, ceux du Groupe Altîn Tepe) et du Paléozoïque, des formations sédimentaires
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paléozoïques (parfois faiblement métamorphisées) et des granitoïdes (varisques et anté-varisques). Il est
possible que les dépôts du Trias moyen et du Jurassique supérieur, développés dans la partie méridionale
de la Nappe de Macin (très près de la Faille Peceneaga-Camena). actuellement englobés dans l’Écaille de
Cârjelari – Grădinaru, 1981, 1984) représente une autre unité de l’Orogène Nord-Dobrogéen,
probablement inférieure par rapport à la Nappe de Măcin (la Nappe de Consul ?). Si cette situation est
réelle, il en résulte que la Nappe de Măcin est dépourvue de formations sédimentaires mésozoïques. La
structure interne de la NMa est très compliquée (parmi les autres auteurs: Ianovici et al., 1961; Mirăuţă,
1966, 1967; Mirăuţă & Mirăuţă, 1966; Patrulius et al., 1973, 1974; Grădinaru, 1981, 1984, 1988; Seghedi,
1980, 1983, 1985, 1998; Seghedi, dans Kräutner et al., 1988; Săndulescu, 1980, 1984; Nedelcu et al.,
1987, 1988; Seghedi, Oaie, 1993, 1994, 1995, Baltreş, 1982; Baltreş et al., 1992; Mureşan et al., 1982,
1983, 2005, 2006; Roşca et al., 1994). Nous mentionnons l’importance des écailles (ou nappes ?) pour la
structure de cette grande unité, parmi lesquelles: ceux de Balabancea-Bugeac, Megina, Orliga, Cârjelari
(Seghedi, 1980; Săndulescu 1984; Grădinaru, 1981, 1984, 1988). La Nappe de Măcin est charriée sur la
pile tectonique des Nappes égissiennes (NCo, NNi, NTu). Vers le SE, la NMa est cisaillée par la Faille
Peceneaga-Camena, qui laisse dans son flanc méridional une partie de la NMa représentée, à jour, par la
pile mésométamorphique du Groupe Altîn Tepe.
(B) Les Nappes égissiennes (NEG). Les Nappes égissiennes (Mureşan, 2005, 2006) renferment
les nappes suivantes (mises en évidence par Mirăuţă – fide Patrulius et al., 1973, 1974): Nappe de
Consul (NCo), Nappe de Niculiţel (NNi) et Nappe de Tulcea (NTu); ces unités représentent des nappes
de couverture, formées par obduction. Les études stratigraphiques détaillées récentes des dépôts
mésozoïques de ces nappes (Grădinaru, 1974, 1984, 1988; Szász et al., 1981; Baltreş, 1982, 1988, 1993;
Baltreş & E. Mirăuţă, 1987; Baltreş, dans Seghedi et al., 1991; Baltreş et al., 1992; Ionesi, 1994;
Cătuneanu & Maftei, dans Ionesi, 1994) ont montré qu’il y a des différences lithofaciales notables entre la
plupart des entités sédimentaires mésozoïques isochrones. Cette situation démontre que ces unités sont de
véritables nappes de charriage, ayant à leurs bases des plans de charriages importants. (1) Nappe de
Consul (NCo), orientée NNO-SSE; vers NO la NCo supporte vers SO le charriage de la NMa, le long de
la Ligne Luncaviţa-Consul-Babadag. Vers NO et vers SE, la NCo est dépassée par la NMa. La NCo
renferme, principalement, des dépôts de l’interval Werfénien supérieur-Anisien, des basaltes et des
rhyolites triassiques. Nous remarquons que, sous les premiers dépôts triassiques fossilifères du Werfénien
supérieur (la Formation de Somova) se développe, la Formation épiclastique de Bogza – FEB (Baltreş,
!982), typiquement développée près de Mihai Bravu. La FEB est constituée par des brèches et des
conglomérats bréchieux polymictiques; dans une matrice sableuse, il y a des gallets faiblement arrondis,
repreéentés par des granits, des schistes cristallins, des roches paléozoïques (grès quartzitiques, siltites).
Ayant les mêmes traits principaux, la FEB se retrouve tant dans la Nappe de Niculitel que dans la Nappe
de Tulcea Selon nous, cet ensemble représente des roches triturées (donc, un faciès tectonique d’un
prisme d’accrétion) entre les deux machoires de la zone de subduction; la composition des gallets montre
que ceux-ci proviennent du raclage de la plaque supérieure pendant la subduction. Puisque cette entité
représente un faciès tectonique, elle ne peu pas être une formation épiclastique; par conséquent nous la
renommons: le Faciès tectonique de Bogza – FTB. (2) Nappe de Niculiţel (NNi) englobe les dépôts de
l’intervalle Werfénien supérieur-Norien, des ophiolites triassiques: basaltes (formées dans un milieu sousmarin – par exemple, la présence de pillow-lava), des dolérites et des gabbros (Savu et al., 1980, 1985).
Comme dans le cas de la NCo, sous la Formation de Somova (Werfénien supérieur), est logé le Faciès
tectonique de Bogza (a les mêmes traits comme dans le cas de la NCo), qui, pour nous, a la même
signification tectonique. Il est très important que dans les collines Coasta lui Nicu et Caracuş), sous la
Formation de Cataloi (Ladinien supérieur-Carnien) se développe une séquence (dans une position
tectonique) une entité formée par une matrice argileuse, dans laquelle sont logés des blocs (clippes,
parfois de grandes dimensions) faites en calcaires (carniens ou noriens), silicolithes et basaltes, ensemble
considéré par Mutihac (1964) comme un wildflysch de nature sédimentaire. Par contre, pour nous, cette
séquence représente un mélange du type franciscain – le Mélange de Caracuş (MeCa). Les roches
devoniennes, connues à l’ouest d’Isaccea, sont logées, peut-être (cf. Săndulescu, 1984), dans une fenêtre
tectonique ou représente un lambeau de charriage de la NMa. (3) Nappe de Tulcea (NTu), qui supporte
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la NNi, englobe des roches basiques (basaltes et dolérites) et acides (rhyolites et pyroclastites), mises en
place pendant Werfénien supérieur-Anisien inférieur – Elena Mirăuţă, 1982; Savu et al., 1985; Savu,
1986) ainsi qu’un important volume de dépôts triassiques et jurassiques, y compris ceux du Malm
(Grădinaru, 1974; 1984; Ionesi, 1994). Vers la partie orientale de la NTu, en profondeur (données de
forages) de la zone du shelf de la Mer Noire, Cătuneanu & Maftei (dans Ionesi, 1994) ont décrit
également des dépôts triassiques et du Jurassique (y compris du Malm) et des roches magmatogènes
basiques (basaltes et andésites basaltoïdes) du Jurassique supérieur (données d’âge K–A); cette situation
montre que dans la NTu il y a des preuves pour la continuation de l’activité du Rift Niculitel jusqu'à la fin
du Jurassique supérieur. Dans la NTu il est très intéressant de noter la présence du Faciès tectonique de
Bogza, qui constitue de nombreuses petites apparitions, les plus connues étant celles développées dans les
environs de la ville de Tulcea (Dealul Monumentului; Dealul Bogza; Tulcea Veche). Le FTB supporte le
Werfenien supérieur fossilifère (la Formation de Tulcea Veche) Dans l’aire de développement de la NTu,
il y a quelques apparitions de roches anté-mésozoïques (paléozoïques, faiblement métamorphisées, des
granitoïdes et des rhyolites), englobées par tous les autres chercheurs dans la Nappe de Tulcea. Au
contraire, nous avons avancé l’hypotèse (2005, 2006) que la Nappe de Tulcea est dépourvue d’entités
antémésozoïques, étant charriée, comme une nappe d’obduction, sur les roches pré-mésozoïques du
soubassement, que nous le dénommons la Nappe Soutulcéenne (NSTu). Selon nous, les apparitions des
roches antémésozoïques ont percé (comme d’habitude le long des failles) le corps de la NTu. (4) Nappe
Soutulcéenne (NSTu), unité de socle, est charriée soit directement sur les formations de la Dépression
Prédobrogéenne (DPD), soit sur une autre nappe inconnue aujourd’hui (qui s’interpose entre la Nappe
Soustulcéenne et la Dépression Prédobrogéenne). Notre hypothèse (Muresan, 1971) concernant
l’allochtonie du l’OND sur la DPD a été confirmée par les résultats obtenus par des méthodes d’induction
éléctromagnétique (Stănică & Stănică, 1985, Stănică et al., 1985; 1989, 1993, 1999) et par des méthodes
géothermiques (Veliciu, 1987) qui montrent l’existence, en profondeur (à environ 4000 m), d’un plan
tectonique de chevauchement à la base de l’OND vis-à-vis de la Dépression Prédobrogéenne. Cisaillant
en profondeur les structures de l’OND, il s’agit d’un plan de charriage fini-cimmérien, produit à la fin de
la tectogenèse cimmérienne qui a engendré l’Orogène Nord-Dobrogéen. Le plan du charriage de l’OND
sur la DPD a été ultérieurement fortement soulevé par la Faille Sfântu Gheorghe (faille normale, inclinée
vers le sud), mise en évidence par Dumitrescu et al. (1962) et argumentée par des données géophysiques,
par Gavăt et al. (1963).
Conclusions.
Selon nous (Mureşan, 2005,2006), les Nappes égissiennes (NEG) ont pris naissance par
obduction, pendant la fermeture fini-jurassique d’un ancien océan, formé en liaison avec l’évolution du
Rift Niculiţel. L’ensemble des NEG représente un prisme d’accrétion (expulsé pendant la fermeture de la
zone de suduction), compte tenu de: (a) la présence des ophiolites dans toutes les NEG; (b) la présence,
dans toutes les NEG, du faciès tectonique (trituré) du type Bogza; (c) la présence d’un mélange (du type
Caracuş) dans la Nappe de Niculiţel. La coexistence des ophiolites avec les roches acides (magmatisme
bimodal) s’est produite dans la première étape du Rift Niculiţel, l’étape de formation interplaques de
celui-ci. Le Rift Niculitel a été considéré comme élément formé intra-plaque (Savu et al., 1980, Savu,
1986), ayant une évolution seulement triassique (Vlad, 1978; Cioflica et al., 1980; Savu et al., 1980;
Savu, 1986; Nicolae & Seghedi, 1996; Seghedi et al., 1990; Seghedi & Szakács, 1994; Saccani et al.,
2004; Săndulescu, 1984, Balintoni, 1997). En revanche, nous avons montré que dans la NTu, il y a des
preuves pour argumenter la continuation de l’activité du Rift Niculiţel jusqu'à la fin du Jurassique
supérieur. À notre avis la croûte océanique créée (dans l’intervalle Triassic-Jurassique) à la suite de la
riftogenèse était bordée à l’ouest par un continent constitué de formations anté-mésozoïques englobées
dans l’actuelle Nappe de Măcin; vers l’est, la bordure continentale était au moins du type soutulcéen. Au
début des mouvements cimmériens, la croûte océanique a subi un processus de subduction sous la plaque
continentale occidentale du type Măcin; il est possible que l’actuel plan de charriage de la Nappe de
Măcin (la Ligne Luncaviţa-Consul- Babadag, mise en évidence par Savul, 1931), représente le vestige
déformé du paléoplan de subduction.
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L’extension de l’Orogène Nord-Dobrogéen. Nous mentionnons que dans les conceptions
antérieures (Dumitrescu, Săndulescu, 1968, 1970; Săndulescu, 1980, 1984), l’OND représente un
orogène alpin intra-cratonique assez étroit, serré entre la Plate-forme Moésienne et la Plateforme EstEuropéenne. Aujourd’hui, puisque le charrige istrien représente en réalité le chevauchement de la Plateforme Moésienne sur l’OND, l’extension de l’OND sous celle-ci est sûrement réelle. Selon notre nouveau
modèle tectonique, l’OND probablement étendu beaucoup vers le Sud (au moins quelques dizaines de
km) sous la Plate-forme Moésienne, y compris sous les unités tectoniques moésiennes logées dans la
Dobrogea méridionale. D’autre part, l’OND s’étendait initialement beaucoup vers le Nord (plus au nord
par rapport à l’emplacement actuel de la Faille Sfântu Gheorghe), comme une grande nappe de charriage
(de cisaillement) au-dessus des formations mésozoïques et paléozoïques de la Dépression
Prédobrogéenne. Nous supposons que ces relations de charriage entre les deux unités se prolongent en
profondeur dans le compartiment méridional de la Faille Peceneaga-Camena. Ainsi, à notre avis,
l’Orogène Nord-Dobrogéen a une extension considérable, qui initialement a dépassé au moins 100-150
km, une situation comparable, par exemple, à celle de la Chaîne carpatique.
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Miocene facies associations between Orăştie and Luncani valleys
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Introduction
Miocene facies associations between Orăştie and Luncani valleys are located in the Orăştie
Depression. The depression has an area extent of ~ 50 X 20 km.
The mid to late Miocene Orăştie Basin is a semi-isolated basin, located to the south west of
Transylvanian Basin (fig. 1).
Middle and Upper Miocene sedimentary formations resulted on the back-ground of the sea-level
change (Krézsek C., Filipescu S., Silye L., Matenco L., Doust H., 2010).

The facies associations between Orastie and Luncani valleys are grouped in the sandgravel depositional system.

Fig.1. The Orăştie Depression.
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The basement of the Orastie basin is formed by Getic nappes. The basement presents displaced
blocks, determined by two system faults (strike-slip and dip-slip movement). The first fault
system, orientated NE-SW, represents a segment of South Transylvanian fault active in Paleogene
and Lower Miocene. The second fault system, orientated NW-SE and N-S, perpendicular on the
South Transylvanian fault system was active in Middle and Upper Miocene. Shortening in the East
Carpathians during the Middle Miocene was coeval in its hinterland with the extensional collapse
of the Pannonian Basin (Tari and Horváth, 2006) and regional subsidence which led to the
deposition of siliciclastic sediments in the Orăştie Basin Basin. In Orastie Basin, Upper Cretaceous
and Miocene sedimentary megasequences are differentiated. The Cretaceous sedimentary mega
sequence corresponds to the extensional basin. The Miocene sedimentary megasequence
corresponds to the pull-apart basin delimited by the wrench system initiated in Palaeogene and
Lower Miocene. The Miocene megasequence from Orastie basin is formed by two depositional
sequences delimited at its base and upper part by the subaerial unconformities.
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Methodology

Our interpretation relies on outcrop-based study. More than 4 outcrops have been studied
between Orăştie and Luncani (Fig. 2).

Fig.2. Outcrops between Orăştie and Luncani valleys ( 45º42´47" N; 23º09´07"E).

Facies associations and interpretation

The sediments studied are gravels and sands. The sedimentological descriptions led to the
identification of 3 types of facies (Table 1).
Table 1 Description and interpretation of facies

Gravel
(Pietriş)

G
Gravel
(Pietriş)

M
Mud
(Mâl)

Facies

Cod (după Ghibaudo,
1992 cu modificări)

Descriere

Interpretarea
procesului

(Engl.)

(Rom.)

normally
graded
cobbly
sand

nisip
pietrişos
cu galeţi,
granoclas
at normal

ng1CyS

100-150 cm thick;
normally
graded
cobbly sand, matrix
supported,
that fine

debris flow

Massive/
graded
pebbly
sand

nisip
pietrişos,
masiv/gr
adat

m1/ng1PyS

2-12 cm thick; massive
or finning upwards pebbly
sand;
poorly-sorted;
erosional parallel
bed
boundaries;
large-scale
tabular stratification.

debris flow

Massive/
graded
sandy
mud

Mâl
nisipos
masiv

m/g SyM

2-12 cm thick; massive
or graded sandy mud;

mud flow

upwards into
peeebly sand; poorlysorted; erosional parallel
bed boundaries; large-scale
tabular stratification.
.

erosional parallel
bed
boundaries; large-scale
tabular stratification.
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These form characteristic sedimentary successions exposed in several outcrops which are grouped
into the facies association described below.
The facies association consists of cobbly, pebbly sand and sandy mud which typically form
bipartite beds represented by a lower unit of gravely sand and an upper unit of sandy mud with a
sharp transition. The cobbly sand and pebbly sand have erosional lower boundaries frequently
marked by boulders or boulder-filled erosional scours. Imbricated pebble are present.
In strike section, these successions are formed by tabular and lenticular units with erosional
boundaries.
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It is never emphasized enough the crucial and unique role of garnet porphyroblasts in the study of
the metamorphic rocks, considering their remarkable property of recording and preserving in their
chemical composition both PT conditions and the timing of the metamorphic evolution. This feature is
enhanced by slow diffusion of major and minor elements from their crystalline structure. Garnet, a stable
phase over a wide range of PT conditions, is common in metamorphic rocks, persisting over a large space
of their piezothermal array.
Chemical zoning of metamorphic garnets, namely spatial variation of their chemical composition
mostly results from varying physical parameters during mineral growth. As a result of these processes
simple or intricate zoning patterns originated. The dominant zoning elements of A32+B23+T3O12 garnet
structures are Ca2+, Fe2+, Mg2+ and Mn2+, namely eight-fold coordinated cations that can substitute each
other in the A-site of the crystal structure.
An accurate way to investigate the chemical zoning of minerals is to acquire the bidimensional
distributions of the cations through the crystals. Compositional maps are preferred to the classical corerim profiles that could lead to misinterpretation of the spatial zones of mineral grains, especially in
intricately zoned crystals resulting from complex growth by multiple nucleation and coalescence, but also
interrupted by partial resorption (e.g. Săbău et al., 2006).
Garnet is a common mineral of the crystalline basement of the Leaota Massif, thus allowing the
assessment of the metamorphic history of their host rocks based on chemical zonation patterns of garnet
porphyroblasts and cation distributions among the coexisting phases.
In this note, the garnet porphyroblasts from an unusual gneiss located at the upper Voineşti
Formation (Leaota Massif) (Negulescu, 2009) illustrate very well how the picture of metamorphic
evolution of rocks could be acquired by the power of textural relationships, garnet compositions and
chemical zoning of garnets.
This rock (fig. 1A) is made up of large garnet porphyroclasts embedded in a highly deformed
matrix of small garnets – white mica – kyanite – zoisite – plagioclase – quartz – rutile –amphiboles.
Large-sized garnets (fig. 1A, B, C) are rich in quartz, white mica, biotite and monazite inclusions and
wrapped by small garnets, white mica, quartz and fine bands of zoisite + kyanite + plagioclase alternating
with bands rich of fine amphibole + plagioclase (+ kyanite). Pressure shadows consisting of quartz and
phengite are associated with garnet porphyroblasts. Unusual amphibole composition (K-rich pargasite)
was identified in fine amphibole + plagioclase intergrowths.
Small garnet grains (fig. 1D) are rich in kyanite and rutile needles; zoisite, quartz and minor
allanite are also present. Oxide inclusion trails suggest former cleavages of pre-existing crystals (fig. 2A,
B), as confirmed by occasional persistence of plagioclase and biotite relics (fig. 2B). Garnet coronas
around rutile grains (fig. 2C) are also common. Garnet textures suggest the nucleation of the small garnets
by complex reactions involving plagioclase and biotite (fig. 2B); garnet coronas around rutile could be
interpreted as decomposition products of ilmenite (fig. 2C) during the increase of PT conditions leading to
disequilibrium and consequently to a change of mineral parageneses of the rock.
A detailed investigation of the compositional variation in large garnet porphyroblasts has been
undertaken. The porphyroblasts are rich in quartz and white mica inclusions cross-cut by partly healed
microcracks. The chemical zoning is extensive, with an unusual zoning pattern. At first sight the
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distribution of Mn (fig. 3A), Mg (fig. 3C) and Fe (fig. 3D) in the large garnet porphyroblasts looks like a
diffusion zoning while Ca distribution (fig. 3B) is broadly concentric.
The textural relationships, together with the interpretation of the garnet chemistry (compositional
maps and profiles, the preservation of concentric compositional zoning of Ca), enables the recognition of
an intricate zoning developed during multiple growth stages of the garnet porphyroblasts. Four distinct
compositional zones (labeled I-IV in fig. 3 and fig. 4) can be distinguished:
I. - the old Mn- and Fe-rich, Ca- and Mg-poor core; it is delineated by a thin ring characterized by a
very low Ca concentration (fig. 3B);
II. – a thin rim having the Mn-richest composition (fig. 3A, fig. 4);
III. – zones located at the left top of the crystal and thin bands cutting the crystal indicative of
healed former cracks. These zones have low Mn (fig. 3A) and Fe (fig. 3D) and high Mg (fig. 3C)
concentrations.
IV. – discontinuous outermost rim having the highest Ca (fig. 3B, fig. 4) and lowest Fe (fig. 3D, fig.
4) concentrations. These latter compositions also characterize the small garnets from the rock matrix and
zones around phengite inclusions from the garnet porphyroblast (fig. 3).

Fig. 2 Textural sites of small garnets, N//.
www.geosociety.ro
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Fig.1 A. Macroscopic image of the investigated rock. B Large garnet porphryroblast embedded in a deformed
matrix, N//. C. Detail from the large porphyroblast garnet, BSE image. D. Allanite and needles of kyanite and rutile
inclusions in small garnet bounded by kyanite, phengite and fine plagioclase + amphibole intergrowth, BSE image.
Mineral abbreviations: aln – allanite, amp – amphibole, bt – biotite, grt – garnet, ky – kyanite, phe – phengite, plg –
plagioclase, rt – rutile, zo – zoisite, wm – white mica.
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The composition of the small garnets supports the supposition of garnet forming through the
reaction between biotite and plagioclase, also indicated by the textural relationship among mineral phases.
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The corroboration of all data indicates that this type of zonality, which can be termed healing or
cementing zonation is secondary, accomplished during a pervasive metamorphic overprint and
superposed on the originally concentric zonation of the porphyroblasts. Ensuing a high-strain episode in
which garnet assumed a brittle behaviour and the concentrically-zoned pophyroblasts were affected by
penetrative cracks, it underwent an episode of intense neoformation along the cracks during a HP-trend
metamorphic event. The neoformation is reflected in the matrix mineral assemblages by breakdown of
biotite, plagioclase and ilmenite and growth of garnet, kyanite, phengite and rutile. The inherited large
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Fig.3 The distribution of Mn (A), Ca (B), Mg (C) and Fe (D) in garnet porphyroblasts and small garnets of matrix.
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garnet porphyroblasts, in chemical disequilibrium with the matrix, experienced dominant marginal
resorption and subordinate overgrowth by the most Mn-rich composition recorded (zone II, fig. 3, fig. 4).
At former garnet grain boundaries towards biotite (reacted to phengite+quartz), garnet overgrowths
reached the most Mg-rich composition (zone III, fig. 4), due to a compositional shift of the bulk system
after massive decomposition of relatively Mg-richer biotite, while the cracks inside garnet were healed
with the same Mg-rich composition. The pressure increase led to plagioclase resorption and neoformation
of garnet (zone IV) displaying the most Ca-rich composition (fig. 4) on the outer edge of the
porphyroblasts, in the matrix and around the biotite inclusions (now phengite).

Fig. 4 Chemical composition of garnet porphyroblasts and small garnets.
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Introduction
The study area is located close to the southern Black Sea coast, near Bartin, north-western Turkey.
While studying a Paleozoic dolostone unit near Bartin, we were surprised by the heavy gas smell on
knocking or cutting these rocks and decided to investigate a bit deeper their diagenetic history and to
assess their potential reservoir quality.
Bartin region is part of the Western Pontides, Istanbul–Zonguldak Zone (fig.1; Okay et al., 1994;
Yılmaz et al., 1997). In this area, over the Precambrian metamorphic basement lays a highly deformed but
nonmetamorphic Paleozoic sedimentary succession - ranging in age from Ordovician to Carboniferous,
which is unconformably overlain by Upper Cretaceous rocks of the Western Black Sea Basin and
penetrated by Upper Cretaceous volcanic bodies.
Our focus of interest is the Paleozoic unit (Lower Visean dolostones - Yılanlı Formation), which
has a good source and reservoir rock potential. The dolostones and cherty limestones of the Yılanlı
Formation (Upper Devonian – Lower Carboniferous) passes into Upper Carboniferous (Namurian Westphalian) coalbearing deltaic to continental clastic units. All of these units experienced two major
burial and subsequent uplift-erosion episodes related to Hercynian and Alpine orogeny which allowed
coalification and gas generation as well as development of stratigraphic and normal fault traps (Yalçın et
al., 2002 and 2003).
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Methodology
Diagenetic history of Visean dolostone was microscopically studied on thin sections, polished slabs
and stained peels. Cathodoluminescence, UV fluorescence as well as petrography of fluid inclusions have
also been applied to distinguish between different phases of dolomitization and rock-fluids interactions
during the diagenetic events.
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Fig. 1 Main tectonic units of Turkey and Black Sea (Okay & Tuyuz, 1999)
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Results
Dolostone is very porous and has a mimetic structure formed during syndiagenetic metasomatism
of shallow water Lower Visean limestone. During burial diagenesis, initial dolomite crystals grew
epitaxial from deep brine fluids (showing bright and dull luminescence). Some crystals show significant
dissolution of some growth zones, before a second phase of dolomite epitaxial growth. One of the last
dolomite growth zones contains fluid inclusions which are fluorescent under UV due to their hydrocarbon
content. Also at the contact between adjacent crystals, thin films of fluorescent hydrocarbon inclusions
are present and if we corroborate these with the preserved high porosity all suggests that these dolostone
were once a hydrocarbon reservoir.

Fig. 2 Secondary fluid inclusions along healed cracks

•

Fig. 3 Different growth zones in dolomite crystals showing V fluorescence due to incorporated organic matter and
fluid inclusions with hydrocarbon content
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Fluid inclusions identified are of two generations:
Primary fluid inclusions, very small (<1 micron), bi-phasic, hydrocarbon rich, captured in the growth
zones;
Secondary fluid inclusions, small (2-4 microns), bi-phasic, hydrocarbon composition, all aligned
along healed cracks in dolomite crystals, sometimes crossing several adjacent crystals;
Unknown origin, possibly primary or secondary fluid inclusions, 3-5 microns, bi-phasic, aqueous,
not oriented.
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Conclusion
Though the studied dolostone unit is no more a reservoir, being probably destroyed during the last
phase of uplift and erosion, we learnt that this unit contained once hydrocarbons and possibly in other
regions around located deeper and in more favorable conditions the same unit still act as a good reservoir.
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Fig 1. Location of the eclogitic body
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Introduction
Eclogites are high-pressure rocks and from a chemical point of view, basic composition rocks. They are
made of pyropic garnets and omphacite and sometimes it may contain kyanite and quartz. The main
objective of this paper is to analyze the thin sections and explaining the evolution of the petrographical
system of eclogites from Zârna Valley. Based on the mineralogical study and the relationship between the
minerals we take into consideration that the conservation of the high-pressure petrogenesys in garnets and
outside its system, suggests a fast uplift rate, which points to a deep shear phenomenon which brought to
surface bodies from the base of a tectonically thickened crust.
Knowing the steps of metamorphic evolution is possible through identifying the successions of
mineral transformations and the structures memorized by eclogites. These successions are marked by the
existence of overlapping mineral paragenesis and by an association of microstructures. The thermobarometric estimations which start at the mineral paragenesis are the only way to know the temperature
and pressure conditions for the high temperature events, and from here we can also estimate the pressure
and temperature gradients that have geotectonic meaning.
Localization
The area where we have obtained the necessary samples is Bratila Valley, affluent of the Zarna
Valley, Fagaras Mountains. The eclogitic body is located in the CP1 complex, according to Iancu and
Maruntiu (1994).
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Methodology
In this paper we are trying to find out, by analyzing the thin sections, data about the formed
mineral paragenesis and to explain the evolution of that petrographic system.
The minerals which have a relict look in thin sections, and which reperesent the high temperature stage
are granats, omfacite (that can be found entrapped in the granats, and also in the matrix of the eclogitic
body), kyanite, zoizite and rutile. The omfacite, zoizit and quartz inclusions from the granats leads us to
interpret that the quartz also belongs to the high pressure paragenesis. The preferential orientation of the
omfacite crystals from the granats, and also the orientation of the kyanite crystals from the mineral matrix
suggest dynamic conditions at the end point of the paragenesis of high pressure, very likely in the
presence of a Potassium bearing fluid. (which can explain the ferigite in the eclogitic paragenesis).
We can observe a great variation of the retrometamorphization degree of the eclogite, probably
due to a different activity of the water in the base rock. Thus, we can recognize the omfacite crystals that
have partially transformed in amfibols and plagioclads in the form of simplectite. The granate
macrocrystals have a xenomorphic contour, due mainly to the different reactions of re-equilibrant
crystalization in the amfibolite facies and by the forming of kelifite belts. We can see in fig. 4 that the
minerals have different zones, at least from a structural point of view, and in the marginal area (very
narrow), with seldom inclusions, meaning that the crystallization conditions have changed, thus the
granats changed their mineral composition as well.
Results
We identified in the thin sections big crystals of eclogitic clinozoizite , totally and partially
recrystallized in zoizite aggregate (fig2). A possible explanation for this microstructure would be the reequilibration of the eclogitic zoizite at low pressure. The zoizite in this case has a blue abnormal
birefringence colour. The presence of the zoizite in the granate suggests the fact that the mineral is rich in
its grossularic component, which suggests that the eclogitic protolithe is richer in calcium than a simple
basaltic system and the fact that in the reaction of granate forming the zoizite had an important role,
probably through a chemical reaction of decomposing of the anorthitic component found in the
protolithe’s plagioclad, after chemical reactions that depend on the presence of water.
The amfibols occur in kelifitic columns, next to the plagioclads, as products of granats
decomposition. The plagioclad feldspar appears as residual produc in kelifitic column, formed on the
granat and in simplectites formed on omfacite. Sometimes in areas very strongly affected by retromorphic
processes, we can find big xenomorphic crystals. (fig 4).
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Fig. 3. Zoisite crystals in blue anomalous light of
birefringence; crossed polarizing filters
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Fig. 2. Micro-domain with relict crystals of
omphacite, partially simplectited. Microscopic
image with crossed polarizing filters
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Fig.4. Ultra-detail from kelifitic microstructure: it is
observed a dominantly amphibolite area (of greenish
color) and another one dominantly plagioclase.
Microscopic image with crossed polarizing filters.

Fig. 5. Nest with kyanite crystals and margarite
crown on anorthite; parallel polarizing filters.

The kyanite appears in the majority of eclogites identified in the Fagarasi massif. In the studied
rocks, it seems that the kyanite has a macrocrystalline development. After a breakable deformation the
result was a mosaic of microcrystals. Towards the margin of these microdomanis, the kyanite crystals
have transformed in anorthite, at least by dropping the pressure. When water is there the anorthite has
transformed into margarite. The weak coronary microstructures, with microcrystallin margarite in the
central area and microcrystalline zoizite around it, they resemble with kyanite crystals, transformed in a
beginning stage in anorthite corindone. A possible explanation of this microstructure might be the reequilibrations of the anorthite-corindone in the presence of water.
Conclusions
The paper presents for the first time mineralogical and paragenetic aspects for the eclogitic body
on the Zarna Valley, Fagaras Mountains. The presence of the zoizite in granate and the preferential
orientation of omfacite included in the granat, are new informations regarding the eclogitic bodies from
the Fagarasi massif. Same with the explaining of the residual chemical reactions where dystene is
involved, and finding the margarite under a microscope is a novelty for this eclogitic body.
After the mineralogic study and after the study of the relationships between the minerals, we
consider that the protolythe of the eclogite had a higher calcium content than a regular basaltic body. The
conservation of the high pressure paragenesis, in the granate and as well as outside of that suggests a fast
rising to the surface which makes us accept a tectonic mechanism, probably connected with a very deep
shear area that have brought to the surface bodies from the base of a tectonic thicknened crust. The
presence of fenginite in the eclogitic paragenesis, but mostly in the relict transformations which formed
hydrated minerals, show that on the ascending route to the surface, the eclogitic body gone through
chemical reactions of hydration in the presence of a watery fluid.
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Introducere
Tufurile vulcanice reprezintă formaţiuni de origine mixtă, magmatică şi sedimentară. Sticla
vulcanică formată la temperaturi şi presiuni ridicate devine instabilă termodinamic în condiţii de
suprafaţă.. Evoluţia sa ulterioară depinde de mulţi factori, respectiv compoziţia sticlei şi a soluţiilor
care o percolează, adâncimea de îngropare şi temperatură. Pe baza ocurenţelor naturale dar şi a
studiilor de laborator s-a constatat că mineralele secundare care se formează prin transformarea sticlei
sunt mineralele argiloase, unii zeoliţi, feldspaţii alcalini şi mineralele SiO2.
Zeolitii fac parte din clasa tectosilicatilor. Smith (1963) a definit zeolitii ca alumosilicati cu o
structura in carcasa care contine cavitati ocupate de ioni mari si molecule de apa, ambele avand o
libertate considerabila de miscare atfel incat sa permita schimbul ionic si dehidratarea reversibila.
Poliedrele de coordinare ale structurii silicaţilor sunt tetraedrele TO4, unde T este reprezentat
în principal prin Si. În cazul zeoliţilor aceste unităţi structurale sunt polimerizate astfel încat formează
o carcasă tridimensională şi (aproape) toţi oxigenii aparţin la două tetraedre. Dacă toate tetraedrele
sunt ocupate de Si şi coeficientul de legare este 2, formula chimică a carcasei va fi SinO2n; dacă există
şi Al în tetraedre, formula este [AlmSin-mO2n]m-, sarcinile negative m fiind compensate de cationi
extracarcasă, de obicei K, Na, Ca, mai rar Li, Mg, Sr, Ba.
Formula generală a zeoliţilor este următoarea:
(Li,Na,K)a(Mg,Ca,Sr,Ba)d[Al(a+2d)Sin-(a+2d)O2n] · mH2O,
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Fig. 1. Unitatile constructive secundare (SBU) cunoscute in carcasele zeolitilor:
(a) inelul tetragonal simplu; (b) inelul hexagonal simplu; (c) inelul octogonal simplu;
(d) inelul tetragonal dublu; (e) inelul hexagonal dublu; (f) complexul 4-1;
(g) complexul 5-1; (h) complexul 4-4-1
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unde termenul din parantezele drepte reprezintă atomii carcasei, iar termenii din afara parantezei
reprezintă cationii extracarcasă şi moleculele de apă.
În carcasele zeoliţilor tetraedrele formează un număr mic de complexe structurale (lanţuri, inele,
colivii) (Fig. 1) cu o energie potenţială minimă. Aşadar, un număr mare de carcase existente pot fi
descrise ca moduri diferite de conectare a unor unităţi structurale complexe similare.
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Aşadar, zeoliţii reprezintă tectosilicaţi a căror structură conţine canale ocupate cu apă şi
cationi schimbabili; schimbul ionic este posibil la temperaturi scăzute (100oC la cei mai mulţi) şi apa
este pierduta la aproximativ 250oC si reversibil readsorbită la temperatura camerei.
Mineralele argiloase reprezintă un grup relativ omogen al filosilicaţilor şi sunt caracterizate
printr-o serie de analogii structurale care le conferă unele proprietăţi fizice şi chimice asemănătoare,
dependente de această structură. Evoluţia rocilor argiloase sedimentare are semnificaţii teoretice şi
practice de mare importanţă întrucât aceste roci au posibilitatea de a înmagazina în compoziţia,
structura şi proprietăţile lor date caracteristice pentru toate etapele şi procesele geologice pe care le-au
suferit. Reţelele cristaline ale mineralelor argiloase au caracter planar şi sunt constituite din plane
tetraedrice în care Si şi Al sunt coordinaţi tetraedric şi plane octaedrice, cu Al şi Mg în coordinare
octaedrică. În funcţie de modul de primerizare a acestor unităţi structurale de bază rezultă mai multe
tipuri structurale. În fig. 2 si 3 se poate observa structura montmorillonitului şi a illitului.

Fig. 2 Structura montmorillonitului

Fig. 3. Structura illitului

Fig. 4. Difractograma unei probe de la Racoş
www.geosociety.ro
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Lucrarea de faţă urmăreşte studiul mineralogic comparativ a două tipuri de tufuri din
România, tuful de Slănic Prahova şi cel de Perşani, în vederea identificării asociaţiilor mineralogice
apărute ca urmare a evoluţiei unor tufuri în bazine asemănătoare din punct de vedere depoziţional şi
de asemenea sincrone.
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Metode de analiză
Probele de tuf au fost puse la dispoziţie de către Catedra de Mineralogie a Universităţii din
Bucureşti. Pentru identificarea compoziţiei mineralogice a celor două tufuri a fost aplicată
difractometria de raze X în pulbere. Probele considerate au fost mojarate în mojar de agat, până la
obţinerea unui fracţii <2µ şi au fost analizate cu un difractometru Panalytical în următoarele condiţii:
interval de scanare 2-120° 2θ, step size 0.01°, step time 30 s/pas. În fig. 4 se observă difractograma

unei probe de la Racoş.
Rezultate
Analiza difractometrică a celor două tufuri vulcanice a pus în evidenţă două tipuri de asociaţii
mineralogice:
1. Tuful de Perşani: clinoptilolit, cuarţ, albit si celadonit ;
2. Tuful de Govora: illit, caolinit, smectit, cuarţ, albit.
Concluzii
Aceste asociaţii mineralogice diferite indică fie o compoziţie iniţială diferită a sticlei
vulcanice, fie o evoluţie diferită a acestora prin prisma condiţiilor depoziţionale şi postdepoziţionale.
Un model în acest sens consideră variaţia salinităţii şi a pH-ului responsabile de tipul de transformare
a sticlei vulcanice (Fig. 5).

Fig. 5 Model de transformare a sticlei vulcanice în funcţie de
salinitatea şi alcalinitatea bazinului
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Wet and dry climate cycles in the Burdigalian deposits of Moişa
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The purpose of this study is to reconstruct the sedimentary paleoenvironmental characteristics and
climate changes reflected in the Burdigalian deposits of Moisa Formation which is cropping out in
Subcarpathian Nappe, Pietricica Digitation, Neamt County, Valea Seaca locality (fig. 1).
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Fig. 2 Depositional facies identified in Moisa Formation. S-Sand; TyS- Silty Sand-; SyT-Sandy Silt; MMudstone; M/LyC –Couplets of Mudstone/Carbonaceous Claystone; LyC/G–Couplets of Carbonaceous Claystone/
Gypsum; m- massive; g - graded; h - horizontal lamination; r- ripples marks.
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Fig. 1 Geological setting. Moisa Formation, Valea Seaca locality, Subcarpathian Nappe.
Geological map, 1: 50 000, Cracaoani sheet, (Micu 1976).
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Fig. 3 General and detailed logs sketched in Moisa Formation. Five coarsening up sequences were
identified, showing the transition from lagoon to deltaic environment. The repeatability could be controlled by
climate changes.
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Following the facies analyse principles, a 25m section was logged in detail, (Fig. 3). On the grain
size, structural and petrographical criteria, ten facies were identified as belonging to siliciclastites, muddy,
carbonate and sulfate rocks (Fig. 2).
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The siliciclastic facies are massive, normal graded and cross-laminated sands accumulated from
hyperpicnal flows. The muddy facies are massive showing different colors - green, red and black - being
settled from floatability wedges of hypopycnal flows (Mulder et al., 2003; Zavala et al, 2006). The black
muddy facies are the expression of an anoxic regime, while red muddy facies could be an effect of subaerial oxidation after accumulation, in the dry and warm periods. The red muddy facies is grading to red
micritic limestones, sometimes intercalated with primary euhedral gypsum. From the petrographical point
of view, the siliciclastic facies are wackes, rich in ankimetamorphic clasts with chlorites. These green
clasts and the flute casts suggest an East-European Platform source area.

Fig. 4 A facies model suggesting the climate changes that took place during accumulation of Moisa
Formation deposits. In the warm and dry periods, green/red shales, carbonate and sulfate were accumulated. These
alternate with wet periods, dominated by deltaic associations.

The siliciclastic facies associated in channels, levee and lobes, up to 5m thickness were
accumulated in a deltaic environment during wet periods. These alternate with green and red mud,
carbonates and sulfate associations, up to 1m thickness, the expression of hypopicnal currents and
chemical precipitation, during warm and dry periods (Fig.3, 4).
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Fersmite, (Ca,REE,Na)(Nb,Ta,Ti)2O5(O,OH,F), is an orthorhombic oxide mineral related to the
euxenite group, dimorph with another rare niobo-tantalate, vigezzite (Graeser et al., 1979), which belongs
to the aeschynite oxide group. Fersmite symmetry is Pcan, identical to that of columbite, while vigezzite
has the symmetry Pbmn.
It still is a rare mineral, though starting to rapidly lose this status. A pre-IMA species, it was
discovered in 1946 in the Vishnevye Mts., the Central Urals (Bohnstedt-Kupletskaya & Burova, 1946). It
took more than ten years before the second occurrence was identified and even more to identify other
occurrences; but starting with the ’nineties numerous occurrences were identified in pegmatites
worldwide, including those in Central and Eastern Europe: (Austria, Poland, Slovakia, Czech Republic Černý et al., 1992, Italy - Guastoni et al., 2008). The occurrence discussed here adds to this list, being
also the first in Romania.
The Conţu pegmatite field contains several Li-bearing metamorphic pegmatite lenses, containing
as main phases cleavelandite, quartz, muscovitic white mica, spodumene and lithium phosphates
(lithiophilite-triphyline and their alteration products, subordinate amblygonite-montebrasite), and beryl.
Nb, Ta- bearing minerals are rare accessories, encountered as isolated columbite-tantalite lamellae either
associated with pre-cleavelandite feldspar or included in smoky quartz.
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Fig. 1. Reflected light photomicrograph of a columbite grain hosting a corroded crystal of fersmite, cross-cut by an
oblique quartz-filled fracture. Scale bar 0.2 mm. A. Plane-polarized image; quartz - dark grey, columbite - light
grey, fersmite slightly darker than columbite, transected by quartz. B The same field under crossed polarizers,
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In a cluster of columbite lamellae hosted in compact smoky quartz, fersmite appears as digested
relics completely included in the columbite host. It consists of translucent submillimetric brownish
corroded blades. Under the microscope, fersmite is less reflective (fig. 1) than its columbite host and has
intense whitish internal reflections, in contrast with the reddish-brown ones of columbite.
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showing the internal reflections of the phases: quartz - very intense and variable, fersmite - whitish, less abundant
than quartz, columbite - reddish, less abundant, mostly near grain boundaries.

Fersmite is included in the internal part of the spectacularly - zoned host columbite, being
pervasively corroded by it, while fersmite itself breaks down to a fine-grained aggregate. The columbite
host witnessed a complex history, documented by oscillatory and recurrent zoning, tracht and habit
changes, truncated crystals, discordant overgrowths, healed displacement fractures and infiltration
domains (Fig. 2 A). The recurrent zonation may shows convolute aspects and asymmetric development,
documenting crystal growth in an open cavity percolated by the pegmatitic fluid.

Fig. 2. Backscattered electron images and energy-dispersive spectrum of fersmite hosted in columbite. A. General
view of the grain in fig. 1. Fersmite is distinguished as anhedral low-mass areas transected by quartz, in the
oscillatory-zoned columbite host. B. Detail from previous: fersmite homogeneous relic (dark, above horizontal
portion of fissure) transformed to a fine-grained breakdown aggregate and invaded by a horizontal lamella of Nbricher columbite. C. Detail showing a fersmite relic (darker, horizontal) broken down and replaced in both upper and
lower part. Note fine oriented rutile needles in the lowest part of the aggregate. D. Replacement aggregate consisting
of pyrochlore blebs and rutile needles (both black) invaded by columbite lamellae and patches. E. Detail showing
the zonation of the columbite host. F. EDS-spectrum of fersmite.

The fersmite inclusions are conspicuously corroded and replaced by the columbite, persisting as
ragged relics. They are hosted in the internal part of the spectacularly-zoned host columbite, being
pervasively corroded and replaced by it, while fersmite itself breaks down to a stratified fine-grained
aggregate. Inside the breakdown aggregate, patchy pyrochlore blebs coexist with sagenitic rutile and
neoformation columbite lamellae and patches, which replace more effectively pyrochlore than rutile, the
needles persisting occasionally in the neoformed columbite. The replacement lamellae appear in
continuity with the host and parallel the internal banding of the replacement aggregates, probably along
the pinacoidal plane of both host and the reacted fersmite inclusions, in connection with the identical
symmetry of the mentioned phases.
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The averaged chemical composition of the Conţu fersmite corresponds to the formula
Ca0.75Mn0.14Fe0.1Mg0.01Nb1.54Ta0.43Ti0.03O5.97(OH)0.03. In comparison with the columbite host, with Ta/Nb
between 0.2-0.6 and Mn/Fe = 0.5-0.8, fersmite displays a Ta/Nb ratio of 0.3 (identical to that of
immediately surrounding columbite) and Mn/Fe = 1.5-1.8.
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However, homogeneous relics of fersmite persist surrounded by the replacing phases (Fig. 1B,
D). The Roentgen emission spectrum (Fig. 1F) indicates a calcium niobo-tantalate with minor Fe, Mn and
Ti and definitely no lanthanide-signal, which is an unusual feature for fersmites. However, lanthanide-free
occurrences have been documented by Černý et al. (1992) in the Maršíkov pegmatites, the Czech
Republic, and Beurlen et al. (2005) in the Borborema pegmatites, Brazil.
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The microtextures show that fersmite coexisted with the host columbite during the early growth
stages of the latter, being subsequently replaced by columbite. The most frequent relationship described in
pegmatites is the reverse, columbite-tantalite replacement by fersmite, as identified for instance by Černý
et al. (1992), Tindle & Breaks (2000), Beurlen et al. (2005), Guastoni et al. (2008). All the same, Černý
et al. (1992) described fersmite replacement by columbite during sillimanite-grade metamorphism of preexisting pegmatites in the Hrubý Jeseníky Mts., making also the point that normal pegmatite evolution
tends to promote sometimes extreme fractionation and mineral diversification in late stages, while
metamorphism tend to efface the compositional gradients and lead to simpler assemblages.
Fersmite replacement by columbite via pyrochlore implies a decrease in the Ca potential during
the pegmatite evolution, probably coeval with massive albite and Li-rich minerals crystallization. The
degree of fractionation of a pegmatite during its evolution is generally estimated by the behaviour of the
Ta/Nb and Mn/Fe ratios, as Fe tends to be partitioned in solid phases, while Ta tends to be fractionated in
residual hydrous fluids rather than Nb. According to Černý et al. (1986), in Li-, Rb-, Cs-, and F-rich
parageneses extensive Mn enrichment precedes the main Ta fractionation, which subsequently generates
near-end-member manganotantalite, while environments poor in these mobile components limited Mn
enrichment accompanies the fractionation of Ta, which culminates in ixiolite. In the Conţu pegmatites,
though Li-rich, Mn is partitioned in fersmite, undergoes a moderate (and partly recurrent) fractionation in
columbite, and ends up by being relatively depleted (Fig. 3A), while Ta is initially recurrent, becoming
highly fractioned during the replacement and infiltration stages in the columbite evolution (Fig. 3B).
Nevertheless, the fractionation does not exceed the limit of Ta-dominat phases formation
(manganotantalite, ixiolite).

Fig. 3. Zonation maps of the fractionation indicators. A. The Mn/Fe ratio. Note the contrast provided by fersmite
relics; B. The Ta/Nb ratio
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The particular relationship among niobo-tantale minerals in the Conţu pegmatite indicates
reduced fractionation during pegmatite evolution, however with conspicuous initial enrichment in
incompatible and volatile phases, which seems to be a characteristic feature of metamorphic pegmatites,
with bulk and mineral composition regulated by the host metamorphic rocks, even if possessing an
unusual mineralogy.
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Introduction
Monazite is an accessory mineral widespread in most magmatic and metamorphic rocks, developing into a phase of high interest as the general awareness of its petrogenetic significance extends. Essentially a lanthanide phosphate, (Ce, La, Nd...)PO4, monazite has a variable composition
induced by numerous chemical substitutions, containing besides other lanthanides, also Y, Ca and
actinides. The chemical variability is complemented by mechanical and chemical resistance and extensive growth in a wide range of thermobaric conditions, being involved in chemical fractionation of
trace elements, including radionuclides, metamorphic reactions and element partition with other
phases, which endorse an expanding potential in metamorphic petrology and geochronology.
The present contribution reports the investigation of the occurrence and composition of monazites from two metamorphic basement units of the South Carpathians, the Lotru Metamorphic Suite
of the Getic Nappe and the Leaota Massif. For the lithology and metamorphic history of the investigated units, the reader is referred to Săbău & Massonne (2003), Gheuca & Dinică (1996) and
references therein.
Mode of occurrence
The monazite content, as its morphologic and textural features, are variable and often clearly
related to the host formation. In the Leaota Massif, monazite occurs mostly in the middle part of the
pile, while the rest contains alternative assemblages storing lanthanides, U and Th. In the Căluşu
Complex the only lanthanide minerals are rare carbonates; the Lereşti Complex contains abundant
lanthanide phases, but no monazite. Instead, in the Românescu Schists appears rhabdophane, while in
the Valea Dobriaşului Gneisses the plagioclase porphyroblasts include a rich assemblage containing
parisite, synchisite, bastnäsite and thorite. The Albeşti Granite, its enclaves and contact zone, as well
as the host Voineşti Formation, contain frequent monazite. Monazite persists immediately beneath, in
the upper part of the Iezer Gneisses, but in the lower parts of the metamorphic sequence, the IezerPăpău micaschists, the rare elements accumulate in britholite and thorite.
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In the Lotru Suite monazite is present and widespread in all units, either by grains recording a
short history related to the formation event, or a complex history marked by break-up, resorption,
overgrowth and infiltration episodes. Magmatic monazite is preserved in granitoids, intruded or metamorphically overprinted alike. Except for the uppermost unit of the metamorphic sequence, the Semenic Unit, monazites in the metamorphic rocks witness a complex history, the crystals being trucated, overgrown or corroded. In the Semenic unit, monazite appears to have grown during the main
metamorphic overprint of the rocks, involved in remarkable textures and assemblages (fig. 1). The
inclusions in large kyanite porphyroblasts associate in polyphase inclusions with the rare Al-REE
phosphate florencite, lazulite, corundum, paragonite and rutile. The micaschists at the sole of the Semenic Unit, pervasively overprinted by static neoformation with kyanite megablasts, contain spongy
monazite intergrown with apatite or replacing it.
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Fig. 1. Monazite in rocks of the Semenic Unit: A: Phosphate-rich polyphase inclusion in a kyanite
porphyroblast (Ky); other abbreviations - Rt = rutile, Mnz = monazite, Crm = corundum, Pg = paragonite,
Lzl = lazulite; Flo = florencite. Photomicrograph, incompletely crossed nicols, sample 9402, Negovanu Mare
micaschist. B: Spongy monazite intergrown with apatite (Apt) and corroding biotite (Bt). BSE-image, scale
bar 200 µm, sample 2252, megablastic kyanite-mica fels.

Monazite may asociate with other Y-REE accessory minerals, such as xenotime, particularily frequent in rocks overprinted by the latest sillimanite-grade metamorphic event in the Voineasa Unit.
Chemical characterization
The chemical composition of the monazite in the investigated unit is plotted in fig. 2-3; the main vaCC2 Ciocovanu Gr.
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riability is determined by the Y ↔ REE and Ca(U,Th) ↔ 2REE exchange vectors. The compositiocorresponds in most cases to monazite solutions rich in LREE, especially Ce and La; Nd may occasionally be abundent, culminating in Nd-Sm - dominant zones of the monazites in sample LTg2, a
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Fig. 2. Compositional plots of monazites from the Lotru Metamorphic Suite. Elements in atoms p. f. u.
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hornfels from the Albeşti Granite contact. Y-enrichment is limited but conspicuous, being more frequent in matrix grains of samples with a polymetamorphic history.
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Fig. 3. Compositional plots of monazites from the Leaota Massif. Compositional outliers represent Ce-poor
but Nd and La - rich rhabdophanes from the Românescu albite schists (05GM11). Elements in atoms p. f. u.

Compositional zoning
Juvenile monazites in metamorphic or granitoid rocks display a growth zoning noticeable in
back-scattered electron (BSE) images and element distribution maps. In apparently
monometamorphic rocks show a low-amplitude and ill-defined zonality especially in grains included
in porphyroblasts, while the groundmass grains in the same rocks may exhibit an often truncated
concentric zonation. In granitoid rocks, monazites display a spectacular and sharp concentric, patchy
or composite zoning, related to magmatic crystallization (fig. 4).
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Monazite is an essential regulator of the lanthanide budget of the rocks; its permissive lattice
also favours the inclusion of other rare elements, such as actinides and yttrium, but also a common
element like Ca. In metamorphic rocks, the chemical zonation is directly related to metamorphic
reactions involving major rock-forming silicate and phosphate phases containing rare elements as
minor constituents, thereby providing a valuable tool of relating monazite growth stages to
mineralogical and textural overprints ocurring in the rock evolution.
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In polymetamorphic rocks, the chemical zoning display a complex morphology and element
variation, normal growth episodes being superimposed by truncations, resorptions and overgrowths,
as well as infiltration fronts. A relationship appears obvious between the last pervasive metamorphic
event and the compositional trend of the monazite grains. In units in which the last pervasive event is
characterized by massive garnet growth, Y tends to be depleted, a thin Y-rich seam developing again
sometimes at grain boundaries during the retrograde path (fig. 5A-C). In case the last pervasive event
is dominated by garnet dissolution and partial recrystallization, like in the Voineasa Unit of the Lotru
Suite, monazite tends to be enriched in Y, which may also form infiltration fronts discordant to the
earlier concentric zonation (fig. 5D-F).
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Fig. 4. Compositional zoning of magmatic monazites from the Getic granitoids (BSE images). Concentric
growth zoning in A. The Ciocovanu Granite, B. The Tilişca Granite; C Complex agglutination zoning in the
Tilişca Granite. Insets with element distribution maps for Ce, Y, Th+U and Th/U (counterclockwise order).

Fig. 5. Compositional zoning of magmatic monazites from the metapelitic rocks (BSE images and
compositional maps - labelled). A,B.Y-depletion in monazite coexisting with garnet. C. Discordant Y-rich
retrograde overgrowth, Voineşti Formation; D-F. Y-rich overgrowths and discordant infiltration front crosscutting earlier zonation in rocks with decomposing garnet (Lotru Metamorphic Suite). G. CL-images of other
accessory minerals coexisting with monazite. xen - xenotime, zr - zircon

Because monazite also concentrates radioactive elements, it provides valuable means of
dating the metamorphic reactions by high-resolution in situ geochronology by referencing
measured ages against features and events recorded the chemical zoning.

Săbău, G., Massonne, H.-J. 2003. Relationships among eclogite bodies and host rocks in the Lotru Metamorphic Suite (South Carpathians, Romania): petrologic evidence for polystadial tectonic emplacement
of eclogites in a medium pressure terrain. Int. Geol. Rev. 45:225-262.
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Abstract
Na-basaltic volcanic province in the Perşani Mts. is the most important of such kind in Romania. Monogenetic and polygenetic volcanoes extend in an area of 22 x 8 km (Seghedi and
Szakács, 1994). The volcanism took place in two stages (1.2-1.5 Ma, and ca. 0.65 Ma) corresponding to Pleistocene-Quaternary time (Panaiotu et al., 2004).
Racoş volcano show similar volcanic history as other monogenetic volcanoes in the Perşani
Mts., that however is restricted to a short time span at ~ 1.2 Ma. Phreatic/phreatomagmatic explosive activity opened a funnel-shape crater and generated a tuff-ring volcano. The deposits of this
stage are thinly bedded pyroclastic deposits with plan-parallel, ondulatory or cross lamination and
frequent bomb-sags are witnessing near-vent phreatomagmatic explosion-derived dilute density
currents and co-surge fall-out deposition. They resulted from the interaction of ascending magma
with a shallow water table situated most likely in thick Miocene rhyolitic Perşani tuff deposits that
form the uppermost basement deposits; their large abundance as various size accidental fragments
in the phreatomagmatic deposits and prevalence in the phreatic deposits is characteristic.
During sustain magmatic activity the shallow water reservoir was exhausted and the volcanic
activity continued with explosive strombolian type eruptions, rich in volatiles and combined with
effusive lavas; spatter (agglutinate) deposits, lapilli and scoria tuffs and highly vesiculated lava
flows have been generated in the central part of the volcano (Hegyes peak). Due to continuous lost
of the volatile, in the final stage, the magma generated lava flows. These flows, having a higher
density than previous Strombolian deposits have been extruded at the base of the Hegyes cone, initially feeling the former funnel-shape crater up to its upper margins, when started to intrude and
taking over parts of the previous phreatic/phreatomagmatic ring-deposits. At this stage, at the end
of volcanic activity the lavas partly destroyed the initial tuff-ring edifice being also squeezed out
from the crater by the gradual sinking of the already hardened Hegyes strombolian cone-edifice.
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This paper is based on personal investigation and on the processing of many valuable information
obtained by previous outstanding researchers.
The Wallachian Depression (situated between the Balkans and the Southern Carpathians) encompasses
(Stanoiu, 2007, Stanoiu et al., 2010) the following areas: 1.The Dacian Area (Environment) consisting of
unconsolidated, highly paludal terrain, drained by the Dacica River Network (braided, anastomosed,
meander-rich valleys, without terraces); 2. The Wallachian Area of unconsolidated, mostly dry terrain,
drained by the Wallachian River Network (mainly straight terraced valleys); 3. The Cândesti Area drained
by the Cândesti River Network (dominated by short torrential valleys); 4. The Delta Area drained by the
Delta River Network.
Most of the Focsani Vrancea Curvature apex of the Charpatian Orogene Quaternary deposits outcrop in
the Adjud-Buzău-Urlati Piedmont Glacis which includes Istrita Glacis, Râmnic Glacis and part of the
Râmnic Piedmont Plain. Geologically speaking, Pliocene Quaternary and Upper Sarmatian deposits in the
Focsani Depression appear to outline some important stages (Moldavian, Wallachian and Focsani
Pasadenan) occurring as a result of the evolution of the Carpathian Foredeep. Those three stages might
correspond to three distinct foredeep areas: the Moldavian Foredeep, the Wollachian Foredeep and the
Focsani Pasadenan Foredeep.
The Adjud-Buzău-Urlati Glacis, situated on the inner flank of the Foredeep, at the boundary between the
Subcarpathians and the Romanian Plain, represented here by the Titu – Măicănesti – Focsani Perimeter
(Stanoiu,2007) which undergoes intense subsidence. (Liteanu and Ghenea,1966, Matenc et al., 2003,
Matenco et al. 2007, Necea, 2010). The formation of this Glacis lies in the level difference between the
Subcarpathians (steadily uplifting) and the intensely subsided Titu – Măicănesti – Focsani Perimeter. The
upper part of the Glacis (also the most elevated one) (Zugravescu et al., 1998, Sanders et al., 1999 Bertotti
et al., 2003 Lever et al., 2006, Necea 2010) generally overlaps the rocks of the unconformable Cândesti
Formation (dominated by alluvial fans consisting mainly of Lower Pleistocene course detritic rocks. The
lower part of the Glacis (the most depressed one) overlaps the rocks of the Susita – Budureasca Member
(with a particular aspect, mostly loess-like, of the adjoining alluvial plain type) of the Craiova – Galati
Formation, arbitrarily divided into two sequences: 1. The Panciu Sequence, in the lower part of the Susita
– Budureasa Member, uncomfortably positioned, corresponds to the lower part of the Middle Pleistocene;
2. The Zăbrăuti Sequence ( middlepart of the Middle Pleistocene – Lower Holocene) , in the upper part of
the Susita – Budureasa Member, represents the synchronous facies (controlled by the terrace-free Dacica
River Network which drains the Dacian Area) of terrace deposits in the present-day Wallachian River
Network which drains the present-day Wallachian Area.. Underneath the Panciu Sequence and overlaying
the Cândesti Formation are the lenses of the Drincea – Olt Formation: red clays with ferruginous
concretions (Liteanu et al., 1972, Motos et al., 1967) which represent a ferrolithic alteration crust
indicative of a wet, hot restrictive climate (Focsani Pasadenan Climatic Moment).
The rocks of the Cândesti Formation and of the Susita – Budureasca Member are connected, through
sudden lithological transition, to the dominantly pelitic rocks (a distal low alluvial plain environment with
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lacustrine sequences) of the Titu – Măicănesti Member (Danube – Siret Formation) within the Titu –
Măicănesti – Focsani Perimeter.
The Focsani Pasadenan Tectogenesis is the most important Quaternary tectonic event in the Carpathian –
Balkan – Dinaric region, while the Focsani Pasadenan Climatic Moment is the major climatic event in
this region, with a multitude of highly significant consequences.
The consequences of the Wallachian Tectonogenesis marked out a stage (Wallachian Stage) in the
evolution of the Getic Plateau (Piedmont), Bălăcita Piedmont, Adjud – Buzău – Urlati Piedmont Glacis,
the Moldavian Plateau, the western part of the Romanian Plain, etc. This tectonogenesis also led to
warping (folding, etc.) in the Subcarpathians (between Trotus Valley and Motru Valley )associated with
the elevation of the Getic, Bălăcita and Adjud – Buzău – Urlati piedmonts (lying at the boundary between
the Carpathian Orogene and the Foreland) and the Subcarpathians and to the uplift of the Moldavian
Plateau situated within the Foreland. Another consequence of the Wallachian tectogenesis was the
development of erosion following these uplifts, also controlling the formation of a levelled surface (the
Wallachian Platform). The characteristic features of depositional processes unfolding during the Lower
Pleistocene led to the formation of the dominantly coarse detritic deposits of the Cândesti Formation and
of the Bălăcita – Olt Member (Danube – Siret Formation).
The consequences of the Focsani Pasadenan Tectonogenesis and of the Focsani Pasadenan Climatic
Moment (restrictive climate: hot and dry), both occurring at the boundary between the Lower and the
Middle Pleistocene, are reflected in the geological and geomorphological evolution of the Getic
Piedmont, Bălăcita Piedmont, Adjud – Buzău – Urlati Piedmont, Vrancea Curvature Subcarpathians,
Eastern Subcarpathians, Moldavian Plateau, the western part of the Romanian Plain, Dobrogea Plateau,
the south-west end of the Southern Carpathians, the eastern margin of the West Plain, the Danube Delta
area, etc. These consequences are visible in the following: - the presence of the Drincea – Olt Formation
(red clay with ferruginous concretions) and of the Panciu Sequence (the lower part of the Craiova – Galati
Formation: loess formation) unconformable, sometimes overlaying the warped deposits of the Cândesti
Formation (folded, etc.); - the presence of a levelled surface (Focsani Pasadenan Platform, very often
showing red clay with ferruginous concretions) usually situated under the warped Panciu Sequence; - the
sedimentary gaps at the Lower Pleistocene / Middle Pleistocene boundary; - the development of the
Wallahian Area in the western part of the Romanian Plain; - the formation of deposits of the Drincea –
Olt and Craiova – Galati Formations, and of other formations).
As a result, in the geological and geomorphological evolution of the previously mentioned regions, a
stage (Focsani Pasadenan Stage), which most likely is ongoing also today, was individualised.
One may say that the last stage in the evolution of these regions (and of the whole Romanian territory)
would be the Getic Pasadenan Stage (sub-stage) which began somewhere during mid-Middle Pleistocene,
synchronous with the Danube capture in the Defile ending up in the emergence of the present-day
Pannonian – Dacian Danube. The inception of the Getic Pasadenan Stage corresponds to the development
of the main valleys of the Wallachian River Network which fragmented the relief to its present level.The
great majority of terraces of the Wallachian River Network occurring at the boundary between the
Wallachian Area and the Dacian Area are seen to disappear, connecting with the Dacian Area alluvial
plain deposits rather than being buried under these deposits.
There are arguments whereby the elevation of the Subcarpathians and the subsidence of the Romanian
Plain were continuous processes (presumably with some peak moments during the Moldavian and
Focsani Pasadenan Tectonogeneses), their progression diminishing during the Quaternary. The absence of
the Focsani Pasadenan Tectonogenesis made the major geomorphological evolution of the Southern and
Eastern Carpathians finish at the end of the Pleistocene, while the presence of this tectonogenesis
accounts for the geomorphological evolution of the Vrancea Curvature Subcarpathians (between the
Trotus and the Dâmbovita valleys) concluding join at the end of the Quaternary.
The effects of the Focsani Pasadenan Tectonogenesis represent arguments in favour of the Vrancea
Curvature Subcarpathians separating and becoming a distinctive geomorphological unit.
The geological and geomorphological conjuncture in the Vrancea Curvature apex shows the presence of
three foredeep areas (the Moldavian Foredeep, the Wallachian Foredeep and the outermost Focsani
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Pasadenan Foredeep) revealed by the spatio-temporal evolution (from inside to outside and from old to
new) of the Carpathian Foredeep. The Moldavian Alignment (which had controlled the formation of the
Moldavian Foredeep) would presumably coincide with the Pericarpathian Line; the Wallachian
Alignment and the Focsani Pasadenan Alignment with the Casin – Bisoca Fault, presumably only in part,
possibly overlapping (only in part) the Wallachian Alignment.
According to available information, Foredeep Quaternary deposits designate an asymmetrical syncline
structure (Focsani Tectonic – isostatic Syncline overlays the strongly subsident Titu – Măicănesti Focsani
Perimeter) very much evident in the Focsani Depression with the inner flank slightly regaining its vertical
position and “faulted” along the Focsani Pasadenan Alignment. The genesis of the syncline was
controlled isostatically (gradual lowering of deposits) and tectonically (stress-induced lateral pressure
which pushed the ororgene over the Foreland).
Numerous indications suggest that the main cause of the Vrancea earthquakes is connected with the
Pasadenan Tectonogenesis in the Vrancea Curvature apex which had been controlled by the stress
responsible for pushing the orogene over the Foreland and by the Titu – Maicanesti – Focsani Perimeter
subsidence was controlled isostatically. Therefore, predicting Vrancea-based earthquakes requires
monitoring the intensity of movement variation in the Subcarpathians, both on the vertical and the
horizontal (especially towards the outside) and in the Foredeep (Focsani, etc.).
Major warpings (foldings, etc.) controlled by the Wallachian Tectonogenesis in the Subcarpathians
between the Trotus and the Motru valleys, as well as similar deformations caused by the Focsani
Pasadenan Tectonogenesis in the Subcarpathians between the Trotus and the Dâmbovita valleys would
indicate enhanced diapirism in these regions at the boundary between the Pliocene and the Lower
Pleistocene and at the limit between the Lower and the Middle Pleistocene.
The general geological context in the Carpathian Orogene Vrancea Curvature apex region, discussed in
this paper, suggests a simple hypothesis of Vrancea earthquake genesis and the possibility of predicting
them.
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Introduction
In the last twenty years, the antropic activities have contributed to the appearance of some major
changes of the climatic conditions and of the environment, due to the fact that the human is the only being
on planet Earth that wants to adapt the environment according to his needs. This fact has proved to be
dramatic in the majority of the cases.
Methodology
In the present work the antropic effects and the normal geological evolution of the Earth will be
weighed up and it will be discussed about the natural and antropic causes of the global warming, and
finally, about the human capacity of adaptation to the natural environment.
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The phenomenon of global warming that affects planet Earth must be viewed from a much larger
perspective. In the Solar System have appeared also other climatic changes, such as the quick increase of
the density of Mars’ atmosphere, (fact that lead to the breakdown of the artificial satellite Mars Observer),
the visible increase of Venus’ light intensity, the doubling of Jupiter’s magnetic field, the inversion of the
magnetic poles of Uranus and Neptune, the intensification of the magnetic field of the Sun with 230%
starting from 1901 and the increase of the volcanic activity on Earth in comparison with its initial state in
1875.
These planetary changes also affected the Earth and its climatic conditions.
Nowadays a progressive warming (Fig. 6) can be observed that is chiefly attributed to the
polluting technologies, fact that is not totally true. Therefore, we are witnessing the melting of the glaciers
(Fig.4), the increase of the level of the Planetary Ocean, the flooding of the shores, the cooling of the
polar waters (Fig.5) and the decrease of the salinity. Thus it will begin the process of glaciation, felt on
the Eastern coast of North America, and also on the Western coast of Europe, nowadays warmed by the
Gulf Stream. Nevertheless, the biologic environment will be deeply affected.
The glaciation period represents the process of cooling, the decrease of the temperature, therefore
resulting the appearance of the ice layers on the continents from the Northern and Southern Hemisphere.
In the history of Earth there are known four glaciations, the first glaciation took place 2.3 billions
of years ago, in Proterozoic, the second glaciation was identified in Neoproterozoic, known as The
Snowball Earth, between 750 and 600 millions of years ago (Fig. 1). The third glaciation took place 5.5
millions of years ago, covering the Pliocene and Pleistocene period and the last glaciation, during the last
450.000 years, known as the Ice Age (Fig.2).
The most important causes of the glaciations are: the atmosphere composed of CO2, CH4, SO2 and other
gases and particles from the atmosphere; changes of the Sun’s orbit; changes of the Earth’s orbit (the
Milankovitch cycles); changes of the positions of the tectonic continental and oceanic shelves; eruptions
of some super volcanoes (such as Toba); changes of the solar magnetic field; changes of the orbital plan
of the Earth-Moon system (the Chandler movement). Another important factor that contributed to the
creation of the various types of climate is related to the oceanic currents, appeared through the
modification of the continents’ position.
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In the last 800.000 years, the glaciations alternated at an interval of 100.000 years, and this coincides with
the changes of inclination and eccentricity of Earth’s orbit. From 3 million years ago and until now the
glaciations alternated at an interval of 41.000 years.
Conclusions
The effects of the global warming create serious problems with respect to the climatic changes
and nevertheless, to the overall health security.
In the first place, the water stress (Fig.3) is a big problem for Europe, 9 countries being already
affected (Cyprus, Spain, Belgium, Italy, Bulgaria and Great Britain) .The average monthly temperature
could increase by 7 degrees until 2100. Another problem is the melting of the permafrost, because it
threatens the industry of gas and oil and causes the reduction of the Russian territory.
In the second place, the European health security is endangered in the most part because of the
invasion of the insects that carry tropical viruses and parasitic diseases. Some of these deadly diseases,
like the hepatitis, the flu, the malaria and the cholera are transmitted lately because of the temperature
changes. One special case of contamination with Distrophilaria, (a parasitic disease transmitted by the
mosquitoes of the tropical areas) appeared in Romania, in the spring of 2010. The Anopheles mosquitoes
that transmit malaria are moving and multiplying very quickly anywhere in the world, under conditions of
warmth. The increase of the temperature also leads to the multiplying of the cockroaches and of the flies,
insects that have a high contact with the food and the human environment. These transmit bacteria that
can cause tuberculosis, typhoid fever and viruses that can trigger the poliomyelitis. The Dengue fever is
also transmitted by the mosquitoes that are moving towards the areas that have a temperate climate. The
West Nile encephalitis is another contagious disease that is transmitted also by the mosquitoes.
The cholera is another deadly disease that affects the human and the animals. It remains under
latency for very long periods of time and can be reactivated by the increase of the temperature.
All of these consequences can be fought with the help of the geo-engineering, a new science that
deals with the manipulation of the global climate. One of the major challenges for the geo-engineering is
to find efficient technology in order to control the climate changes at a global level. The previous projects
of geo-engineering were viewed as a science fiction novel, but from now on they must be taken seriously
into consideration and the scientists must develop new technologies in order to interact more clearly with
the environment for the benefit of the humanity and of the planet.
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Fig. 1 The evolution of the temperature in Cenozoic
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Fig 2. The evolution of the temperatures in the last 5.5 million years

Fig 5. Ice melting

Fig 6. Global warming
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Fig 4. The melting of the glaciers
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Fig 3. The effects of the drought
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Abstract
The Buila-Vânturariţa National Park, a site of the European Ecologic Network Nature 2000 is the
12th national park in Romania and the 2nd in the Valcea district and was established by the Governmental
Decision 2151/2004, as a result of a Kogayon Association project.
Buila-Vânturariţa is the smallest national park in Romania, with a total area 4186 ha, located in the
Vâlcea County (south-western part of Romania), in the southern corner of Căpăţânii Mountains (the
Meridional Carpathians), lying on the territory of the Costeşti and Bărbăteşti villages and of the Băile
Olăneşti city.
Buila-Vânturariţa gathers very valuable elements that lead to its status of national park: linearly
ridges of Jurassic calcareous stones with karst relief (exokarst and endokarst), valuable components of the
flora and fauna, that are all part of the geodiversity notion. The pluridisciplinary research studies realized
by the Kogayon Association during the development of the project for the creation of the national park
and afterwards, have contributed to the deep knowledge of the geodiversity and geoconservation in this
area.
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Geology
From the tectonics point of view, the area of the Buila-Vânturariţa National Park is part of the
Carpathian Orogenesis. The Buila-Vânturariţa Massif is part of the Getic Knapp, which is a unit of the
Middle Dacides of the Middle Carpathians, set down during the Senonian period, within the Laramic
tectogenesis. The Getic Knapp is composed of pre-alpine cristalophyle formations and sedimentary layers
where the oldest sediments are aged in the Upper Carboniferous. Due to erosion, the sediments in the
Getic Knapp are only present in a few areas around the country, the most important are: Braşov-
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General characters
The Park comprises the linear limestone ridge of the Buila-Vânturariţa Massive, 14 km long. It
lies from the western corner of the Bistriţa Gorges to the eastern side of the Olăneşti Gorges (Folea), and
it is dominated by the two peaks from whom the massive took its name: The Buila Peak (1849 m) and the
Vânturariţa Mare Peak (1885 m).
The Massive has the specific characteristics of the karstic relief, with many exokarstic shapes (gorges,
limestone slopes, dolines, lapiez fields, swallets, needles, detritus fields, straits) and endokarstic (caves
and pitches).
Due to its isolated nature and difficult access, there are many entirely preserved elements of the
natural patrimony: natural habitats, virgin forests, numerous protected species of flora and fauna,
mineralogical and paleonthological sites and caves.
Elements of extra attractiveness and added value of the Park are the cultural-historical
monuments on its territory or in its vicinity. Last but not least, there are the traditions, customs and the
specific architecture of the villages down the mountain in the Oltenia region.
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Dâmbovicioara, Buila-Vânturariţa, Haţeg and Reşiţa-Moldova Nouă.
These sediments have passed
through tectogenetic processes in two phases. The first significant unconformity is pre Albian, when the
Getic drifting began and it is related to the first Getic phase, the age of the first mounting being placed
after the Lower Aptian and before the Upper Aptian ended. The second Getic phase, meaning the main
Laramic drifting, occurred in the Senonian period, when the Getic Knappe, with the Severin Layer as its
basis, covered the Danubian field.
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Geomorphology
Unlike the Căpăţânii Mountains that it is part of, the Buila-Vânturariţa Massif has particular
characteristics,
specific
to
the
limestone
ridges,
either
linear
or
circular.
The main ridge is 14 km long, with homogenous characteristics only between the Costeşti Gorges and the
Cheia Gorges, with a small suspension in the area of Curmatura Builei (where the sedimentary overlay
was eroded up to the metamorphic deposits), the rest being fragmented by the rivers that carved gorges
(from west to east: Bistriţa, Costeşti, Cheia and Olăneşti), that divide two massifs: Arnota (in the southwest, between the rivers Bistriţa andi Costeşti) and Stogu (north-east, between the rivers Cheia and
Olăneşti), that look different from the main ridge. The ridge looks rather bumpy, with plane plateaus only
on small areas (Mount Cacova and Mount Albu), the main characteristic being that of scale ridge,
dominated by round peaks (Piatra, Buila) or sharp ones (Vânturariţa).
The maximum altitude is located at the summit of Vânturariţa Mare (1885 m), and the minimum
at the draining of Bistrita River from its gorges (550 m). The average elevations results at 1218 m. Thus,
the altitudes over 1800 m are only laying on two small areas in the centre of the Massive, around Buila
and Vanturarita peaks, summing up only 1.4% of the total surface. The whole central part of the massif
and the island of Mount Stogu reach between 1400 and 1800 m, which represent 14.5% of the surface.
The largest scale is that of 1000 - 1400 m, found in Mount Arnota and Mount Cacova, but also along the
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Stratigraphy
In the Buila-Vânturariţa Massif area there have been subsequent deposits of metamorphic and
sedimentary layers that can be seen entirely on the openings formed by the four rivers that cross through
the limestone formation, each carving a sector of gorges.
In the Buila-Vânturariţa Massif, the metamorphic rocks can be seen at surface on the Northwestern sides,
on the valleys of the Bistriţa, Costeşti, Cheia and Olăneşti rivers, and on the skyline area, where the
The
metamorphic
deposits of eroded sediments (Curmătura Builei) come out to the surface.
evolution of the gneissic units in the Getic Knappe occurred during the Varisc cycle (300-350 million
years ago). The evolution of metamorphytes in the Middle Carpathians now have clearer clues, that
underline its multiple stages character and a different evolution of the units, Getic-Overgetic versus
Danubian, in a succession of events from subduction to mountain formation and a tectonic inversion in
the Middle and Upper Cretaceous. Metamorphic rocks in the Getic-Overgetic field can be divided in two
main categories: a dominant type of crystalline limestones, amphibolites, mica schists, paragneisses,
quartzes, where the migmatites are missing, representing the metalithofacies of Negoi. The second is
rather poor in carbonate and amphibolite rocks, being dominated by gneisses and migmatites,
representing the metalofacies of Sebeş-Lotru, where the crystalline formations of the Buila-Vânturariţa
massif are comprised.
After the ending of the Baikal cycle, that generated epimetamorphical schists, the Getic sector
evolved as an emerged area undergoing the denudation process. It became an area of accumulation in the
neo-Carboniferous, when the mostly continental deposits were accumulated. In the Alpine cycle, the
sedimentation process began after the exposition process that went on during the Triassic. In the Jurassic,
several valleys got formed, Buila-Vânturariţa among those.
The Getic sector gets exposed again
after the middle-cretacian tectogenesis. After that, a transgression took place in the Cenomanian period,
but sedimentary formations were mostly eroded.
In the Buila-Vânturariţa Massive area, the sedimentary succession is formed of deposits from the
Upper Jurassic and Lower Cretaceous.
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eastern border of the central and northern part of the Massif. This altitude interval represents 56.6% of the
surface. The part under 1000 m takes about 27.3% of the surface and it is present especially in the
southern part of Mount Arnoa and along the valleys of Bistriţa, Costeşti and Cheia rivers.
Speleology
Beside the gorge, the exokarst is poor in numbers, variety and dimensions, because of the
structure of the limestones. There is the limestone blocks field in Mount Albu, a few natural arcades, like
the House of Stone above Pătrunsa Monastery is the mostly known, the horns at Curmătura Builei and the
north-western slope.
The endokarst are much better represented, by over 100 caves and a few vertical caves.
Beside the gorges, the exokarst is poor in numbers, variety and dimensions, because of the structure of the
limestones. There is the limestone bloks field in Mount Albu, a few natural arcades, like the House of
Stone above Pătrunsa Monastery is the mostly known, the horns at Curmătura Builei and the northwestern slope.
Hydrology
The entire hydrographical network of the Buila-Vânturariţa Massif depends on the Olt River,
through its direct or indirect affluents on the right, which have a north-to-south flowing direction. The
main rivers, from south-west to north-east, are: Bistriţa, Costeşti, Otăsău, Cheia, Olăneşti.
As for lakes and water accumulations, the massif is rather poor, with only a few small lakes. Underground
waters have been very active, generating many endokarst phenomenons, represented by the over 100
caves, and several exokarst ones. There are many water sources like springs, Izvorul Frumos (the
Beautiful Spring), near Pahomie Hermitage, being the most important. Smaller ones are located north
from Curmătura Builei (at the Stone Cross), in Scărişoara Glade, Pătrunsa Glade and in the Bistriţa
Gorges.
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Conclusions
All these elements found in the Buila-Vânturariţa National Park, can be grouped under the
geodiversity notion, contributing to the achievement of national park status for this area, a second
category for a protected area in the IUCN classification. The notion of National Park must be considered
under several aspects, the role of this category of protected area being conservative, scientific and
touristic. The combination of all these elements means a solid development of the area, because the park
could become a development center for the entire region. The knowledge of the geodiversity and its
contribution to the foundation and management of the national network of the protected areas can only be
achieved by a through a pluridisciplinary approach, that covers all the aspects related to that area. By this
type of approach in conducting the researches in the Buila-Vânturariţa National Park, the Kogayon
Association is trying to provide a complete knowledge of the area that will support a good management of
the park on both short as well as long term.
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Pedology
The soils in Buila-Vânturariţa Massif, being partly formed on a limestone bedrock, are not too
various, differences being based on the vegetal associations that formed on top of it. Generally, among the
Buila-Vânturariţa National Park soils, the dominant are rendzine, due to the calcareous configuration of
the massif. In the fagus level there are podzolic humic-aluvional soils, brown acid and alpine and forestry
fields, with an acid reaction and different degrees of podzolization. In the coniferous level there are
podzolic soils, brown acid and podzolic humic-aluvial. In the stone cracks there is turbidite soil, on which
there are special adaptations species – hasmofit. Along the Bistrita valley, there are alluvial soils.
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Resistivity Tomography-Imaging Geophysics Investigation for Identification
and Spacial Characterization for Landslides in Nadeş Field, Jud. Mureş
Şuţoiu F.
SNGN Romgaz SA Medias , florin.sutoiu@medias.romgaz.ro
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Introduction
The big problems that we face during the gas wells drilling and then during the vast reservoir
exploitation on big areas in the Transylvanian Basin, due to the earth flow, impose new research
regarding clay mineralogical composition and earth flow mechanisms, inclusive the technical modalities
of prevention, stopping and removal the effects to this wells, avoiding like this huge permanent loses
which affect the reservoirs.
After a long period of time the unique modality of action was to abandon the wells affected by earth
sliding, filled them with cement. In the last years was considered opportune to save the wells
consolidating and rebuilding them, and then putting back into production.
It is not less important to remind that in general the wells affected by landslides in the area Nadeş
(Mureş county) have a design with three casings cemented to the surface and have been put into
production in 60 years.
Run periodically drift trough tubing with different drift sizes (diameters and lengths), is a first step of
monitoring the integrity of the wells and to detect possible effects of landslides.
Determination of slip plans through the execution of geotechnical drilling was not always able to
provide data closest to the reality on the ground, so supplementing these data with those obtained by
resistivity method of geophysical investigation of the area adjacent to the well, led to obtaining a image
closer to reality, to reflect more clearly the starting point in a project of efficient consolidation of the land
affected by landslides.
Apparent resistivity method has the basic principle of sending an electric current IAB in geological
surface formations by two electrodes A and B, while the potential difference VMN, caused by the
movement of this current through geological layers is measured by two electrodes M and N.
, where k is a coefficient that
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The investigation depth depends on the distance size between electrodes transducers AB and receivers
MN.
Depending on how the arrangement of transmitters and receivers electrodes (fig. 1) the following
settings are used:
• Schlumberger
• Wenner
• Pol-Dipol
• Pol-Pol
• Dipol-Dipol,
each arrangement having its advantages and limitations.
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Apparent resistivity rho is defined by the relation:
depends on the geometric arrangement of electrodes A, B, M and N.
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SCHLUMBERGER CONFIGURATION
A

M

N

WENNER CONFIGURATION
A

M

N

DIPOL - DIPOL CONFIGURATION
A
B

M

MN‹‹AB

B

MN=AB/ B

N

POL- DIPOL CONFIGURATION
A
B
M
N
POL POL CONFIGURATION
N (infinite)
A (infinite) B

M
Fig. 1 Electrodes configuration types (A, B transmitters, M, N receptors)

Work methodology
The identification of wells affected by earth sliding was made by monitoring the integrity of well
design using drifts executed with slick line units.
The project objective was the special elements identification and definition of land sliding developed
in Nades wells no 13, 18, 57, 58, 59 and 60, using tomography-imaging technology. Theoretical the
efforts were focalized on two representative areas.
In the field data acquisition plan, the following design criteria were applied:
• An sufficient areal /volumetric coverage (0,8 - 1,2 resistivity points / m3 of investigated volume)
• Choosing the optimal configuration according to the architecture seen sliding (dynamic)
• Profiles of slip planes perpendicular (facing the general direction of development of landslides)
• Minimum depth of investigation: 30-40 m
• Assessment of landslide development trends
They have been designed and done a total of 10 profiles.
Data acquisition was done with equipment Terrameter SAS4000 / LUND Imaging System with 2 x
21 wire electrodes each, produced by ABEM Sweden, with 30 NW resolutions and 0.1% precision.
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Wenner configuration was used (a = 13, Fig.3) for a calibration profile, respectively Schlumberger
configuration (a = 5, n = 5, Fig. 4) for all profiles measured in the field (Table 1).
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Fig. 2 The Installation of the measuring sections in the field (dashed line represents the orientation profile)
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Fig. 3 Wenner configuration (a = 13 = number of levels)

Fig. 4 Schlumberger configuration (a=5=number of levels, n=5 = distance between electrodes)

Table 1 Parameters and measurement configurations
Profile
name

Configuration

Distance between
electrode (m)

P1
P2
P4
P5
P6 – Up
P6 – Down
P7
P8
P9 – Up
P9 – Down

Schlumberger (a=5, n=5)
Schlumberger (a=5, n=5)
Schlumberger (a=5, n=5)
Schlumberger (a=5, n=5)
Schlumberger (a=5, n=5)
Schlumberger (a=5, n=5)
Schlumberger (a=5, n=5)
Schlumberger (a=5, n=5)
Schlumberger (a=5, n=5)
Schlumberger (a=5, n=5)

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

Nr. of measurements points
Resistivity
463
463
463
463
463
463
463
463
463
463
4630

IP
463
463
463
463
463
463
463
463
463
463
4630

Apparent resistivity values obtained in the measurements were reversed using RES2DINV ® software.
Take in consideration the nature of sedimentary bodies and their pseudo-tabular layout, especially after a
few iterations to robust inversion method ("robust inversion") as the most appropriate in the
www.geosociety.ro
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Fig. 5 Blocks with constant resistivity used in modeling (example P10)
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In spite of difficulties caused by low water content in soil (problems of contact between the electrode
and the section of soil or sedimentary rock) and the configuration of land, the quality of measurements
does not suffered.
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circumstances. Overall, were used for inversion a total of 234 blocks with constant resistivity held on 8
levels (Fig.5). Topography was included directly in processing (Fig.6).
Results
For each of the studied location, reversed profiles were interpreted, taking into account the following
criteria:
•
Bodies measured resistivity: low resistivity values measured in most profile under 6080 ohm.m, emphasizes the presence of sedimentary sequences dominated by silt clay and
sandy everything under weak clays;
•
Identify areas of storm water infiltration and migration: Because storm water
infiltration, captive marine salts (especially NaCl), supporting structures of clay pellets
sedimented by flocculation (quick clay-type structure) are removed by washing causing
collapse "granular skeleton" of the emergence of rock or clay areas of liquefaction and
landslides generated by default;
•
Spatial variations in the values of resistivity and resistivity trends Grouping lines:
facies changes and consequently the mechanical behavior are highlighted by thin bands
of resistance and their grouping into sections with limited thickness;
•
Deformation Geometry: bodies with rigid plastic behavior.
Fig. 6 S13 Nadeş-Seleuş: example of analysis of deformation processes / liquefaction of clay bodies as a result of
storm water infiltration and irrigation structures such as salts of "quick clay"

Fig. 7 Localization S59-S60, position of the investigation section P5, P6 and P7 and land topogphy
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Fig. 8 S59-S60 Nadeş: Resistivity section (tomography - imaging) interpreted the intermediate position between S59
and S60, 300 m and plans to identify slip (wells are designed in the section plan)
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Data processing obtained sections from the expression profiles that were performed (Fig. 8 and Fig.
9), have determined the slip planes for each well separately.
For the well 59 Nades primary slip plane was identified at a depth of 18 m and at well 60 to 10 m. We
mention that the drifting operation of the tubing has determined a restriction at 16 m in well 59 and 7 m in
well 60 Nades. As the material from the well casings is still working in the elastic range it is
understandable to give the slip plane to difference depths.
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Section made following the processing of profiles made in the wells 57 and 58 Nades show the
existence of plans sliding at depths of 30 m, each well being affected by another slip plane (Fig. 9).

Fig. 9 S58 Nadeş: Resistivity section (tomography-imaging), 300m length, interpreted, identifying slip plans
(yellow-green colors of the spectrum are clays – quick clay type, responsible for subsidence affecting the
construction of the wells)

Conclusions
•

Sliding mechanisms are mainly controlled by storm water infiltration, landslide
processes emphasizing the spring after snowmelt or after the wet season;
•
Infiltration of storm water in the sedimentary sequence, determines the initial sea salts
wash underpin granular clay flocculants, quick clay type, loss of salt, which causes collapse
of clay structure under the influence of water can liquefy and become unstable;
•
Once started the sliding mechanism, the deformations occurring in the body of clays
are plastic and tears;
•
Major slip planes, with depths up to 30m development, facilitates the movement of
large blocks of rock, but inside the sliding mass frequently appear inferior sliding domestic,
which usually develops in depth of 10m;
•
To a better characterization of the presence of clay levels - quick clay type the
resistivity investigations in tomography-imaging should be completed by the core
Geomechanics investigations.
•
In many cases, the major slip plane is not intercepted by resistivity profiles, and
therefore we recommend an increase in the depth of the investigation from 30-40m up to 5060m.
Based on the well production data and the spatial image obtained from the tomography - imaging
investigation type was agreed the order of priority: land consolidation for the wells 58 and 57 Nadeş and
then in a later stage other wells affected by landslides of land in the area.
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Landslides Monitoring Using SAR Interferometry
Teleaga D. 1, Serban F. 1, Constantin M. 1
1

Advanced Studies and Research Center, Bucharest, Romania

Synthetic Aperture Radars (SAR) are space-borne instruments that emit electromagnetic radiation
and then record the strength and time delay of the returning signal to produce images of the Earth
surface. SAR Differential Interferometry (DInSAR) is a remote sensing technique that uses SAR
detected images from consecutive passes of the satellite to map and monitor centimetric or even
millimetric ground surface deformations with millimeters accuracy.
This technique has a wide variety of uses in ground displacement monitoring applications, from
mapping the areal coverage and magnitude of ground motions following earthquakes, to
measuring discrete subsidence displacements of specific landslides or structures, e.g. water
reservoirs, dams (Figure 1), bridges and other buildings, even over a period of several years.

Figure 1 Deformation map over Siriu water dam area obtained by DInSAR
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DInSAR is applied to monitor ground deformation processes at different scales. It can be used to
monitor medium to large scale deformation processes (e.g. the urban site of Bucharest, Romania),
that can be detected using ERS data and also to small scale deformation processes (e.g. landslide
sites of Siriu water dam and Ocnele Mari, Romania), that can be detected using High Resolution
TerraSAR-X data.
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Diagenetic sequences of Upper Sarmatian clastic deposits from
Ramnicu Sarat Valley
Trifan C. I.1
Unirii Blvd, Flat 2, Apt. 36, Buzau County, 120266, Romania.
1
Geolog International , Ploiesti, Romania, trifan.catalin@yahoo.com

Keywords: carbonate cementation, bivalve shells, compaction, cathodoluminiscence.
Introduction
Diagenesis may begin very early after deposition by processes such cementation of grains at or
near the sediment–water interface (Worden and Burley, 2003). During the early stages of diagenesis,
sediments undergo processes like compaction, cementation, and porosity loss. The Upper Sarmatian (8.210 Ma, from magnetostratigraphic dating by Vasiliev et al., 2004) clastic deposits from Ramnicu Sarat
Valley consist of several vertically stacked (fig.1) sandstone and conglomerate bodies with a maximum
thickness of about 80 meters interbeded with silty-clayish deposits formed in a shallow marine
environment. The clastic deposits have been examined in order to develop a paragenetic model by
standard thin section petrography and cathodoluminiscence analysis.

Fig.1. Geological sketch map of Romanian Carpathians system with the localization of the study area and the
outcrop from Ramnicu Sarat Valley (after Vasiliev et al., 2004)

Methodology
The mineralogical composition and diagenetic features of 9 samples outcropped in Ramnicu Sarat

cement was determined through differences emission of the light properties under luminescence. Also CL
was very useful for detecting changes in the mineralogy of shells, whether of diagenetic or biochemical
origin or for microfracturing events.
www.geosociety.ro
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E200 microscope) and cathodoluminiscence (Cold Cathode Luminiscence 8200 mk3). The carbonate
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Valley have been qualitatively determined by means of thin-section standard petrography (Nikon Eclipse
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Results
Diagenesis encompasses a broad spectrum of post-depositional modifications to sediments. The
degree of compaction in studied clastic deposits varies considerably, ranging from low compacted, with
free or point grain contacts (plate 1, fig. a) to moderate compacted sediments. Mechanical less stable
components such as clayey clasts, micritic grains or bioclasts are frequently penetrated by more rigid
quartz, lithics or feldspars grains resulting in linear and concavo-convexo contacts (plate 1, fig. e). It is
well known that mechanical compaction is the dominant process of porosity destruction in the first 1000
m of burial but, in the same time or even earlier, an aggressive cementation can occur inhibiting the
evolution of compaction. This was the case of clastic deposits from Ramnicu Sarat Valley. The deposition
of sediments in shallow marine environment, which is saturated with respect to the CaCO3, was the main
source for the early carbonate cement. Thick layers of sandstone with large amounts of bivalves from
Mactra Caspia species (Brustur et al., 2005) also represent a source. The calcite is the only carbonate
mineral present in the studied deposits. However aragonite must have been originally present as
constituent of bivalve shells. Subsequently the shells have been replaced in the presence of diagenetic
fluids, such as meteoric or burial waters. This implied the dissolution of metastable aragonite and
reprecipitation of blocky sparry calcite. The early dissolution of aragonite shells is widely reported to take
place during shallow burial diagenesis (Cherns et al., 2008) and this process enhanced the cementation.
Three generations of cement can be recognized. The first one is present as a thin rim of light orange color
surrounding the grains and the second consists of calcite precipitation into the residual pores (plate 1,
fig.b). The last generation of cement fills microfractures of lithic, quartz and feldspar particles (fig. 3.f
and h).
Diagenetic events
Co - Compaction
C - Cementation
SD – Shells Dissolution
FR – Feldspar Recrystallization
QR – Quartz Replacement
SS – Shells Silicification
QO – Quartz Overgrowth
F – Fractures
CO – Cement Oxidation
Fig. 2. Diagenetic sequences of Upper Sarmatian clastic deposits from Ramnicu Sarat Valley.

replacement at its margins by microsparite calcite cement (plate 1, fig. d). At greater depths, at
temperatures of up to 150º C, the shells were totally or partially silicified (plate 1, fig. e). This process
www.geosociety.ro
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minerals had suffered replacement processes. Detrital quartz, as well as feldspars, may show a slight
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Further increasing of burial deep led to changing in thermobaric conditions and even the stable
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occurred during mesogenesis due to the increasing of pressure and temperature and the subsequently
releasing of silica solution. At this stage also appears sintaxial development of quartz as overgrowths.
Since Quaternary age the basin started been uplifted and the sediments was affected by
weathering processes. An influx of meteoric water was likely responsible for oxidation of calcite cement
(plate 1, fig.).
Conclusions
According to the petrographical and diagenetic observations of processes which occurred during
the burial of sediments from the Ramnicu Sarat Valley the following conclusions can be drawn:
- The early dissolution of shells bivalve from shallow marine deposits in addition to the marine
water solutions led to an aggressive carbonate cementation.
- The aragonite bivalve shells were firstly recrystallized to sparry calcite and, with increasing of
depth, has been totally or partly silicified;
- The primary interparticle porosity was almost totally destructed by the precipitation of calcite
cement and by plastic deformation due to compaction of ductile grains.

a

b

c

d

e

f

Plate 1. a) free and point contacts between clasts, scale bar is 0.3 mm. b) different generations carbonate cement
scale bar is 0.5 mm. d) marginal replacement of quartz and plagioclase by calcite cement, scale bar is 0.3 mm. e)
concavo-convexo contacts and partly silification of bivalve shell, scale bar is 0.5 mm. f) oxidation of cement crossed
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by a microfracture, scale bar is 0.2 mm.
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revealed by the orange thin light rim (first) and dull orange (second), scale bar is 0.2 mm. c) totally silicified shell,
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The reconsideration of old and new seismic data from the perspective of the systematic faulting
directions in the entire Carpathian area can provide interesting results. In this respect we have reappraised
maps with isoseismic lines, maps with vertical crust movements, Atanasiu’s seismic sensibility map
(1949, 1981), Lăzărescu’s map with the distribution of epicenter areas (1980), some outline draughts with
epicenter points distribution, etc. In this context we have also revalued the structural maps at the level of
Moho and Conrad surfaces, confronting them with the geothermal map of Romania. In addition we have
made the structural re-interpretation of geological maps at various scales (1:1.000.000 and 1:200.000), the
structural interpretation of some important stream systems and of some small depression alignments in
the loess area of the Romanian Plain. The systematic faulting directions have been considered in the
same sense which Arabu did long time ago (1941). The number of principal directions is 8 (eight) and can
be grouped together in 4 (four) distinct faulting systems, each of them composed of two sub-systems
containing dislocations with the same general orientation. The first system contains dislocations NW-SE
and NE-SW oriented. A second one comprises the N-S and E-W dislocations. The rest of two contain the
so-called “sub-meridian” dislocations: NNW-SSE, NNE-SSW and those which are perpendicular on these
directions.
The revaluation of the seismic sensibility map of the Romanian territory (Atanasiu, 1949) brings
forward more structural alignments with varied orientations. All these correspond in fact with the
systematic faulting directions of the whole Carpathian area. The NNE-SSW alignments are very obvious
in the eastern part of the country. At the crossing of these alignments with others, ENE-WSW and NNWSSE, there are areas in Walachia and Moldavia with high intensity of quakes (7 degrees on Richter scale).
Other seismic sensibility alignments are individualized along the WNW-ESE (the area of Banate
earthquakes), the NW-SE direction (the area of Târnave quakes) and the NE-SW direction (the line of
Getic earthquakes). The epicenter zones in the north-western part of the country are connected with the
NNW-SSE oriented seismic sensibility alignments. Very suggestive in this respect is the revaluation of
the map with the epicenter areas distribution in Romania (Lăzărescu, 1980). The reconnaissance of the
systematic faulting directions is easy in this case too. The most obvious alignment has the orientation
NW-SE. This alignment joins the seismic sensibility lines originating in the south of Bucharest with lines
of the same orientation in the seismic area Cluj-Jibou. This alignment passes also through the Făgăraş
(Getic) and Transylvanian earthquakes zones. The Fierbinţi fault placed at the east of this alignment has
the same general orientation. A seismic alignment with the same general orientation could cover almost
entirely the epicenter zones of the Danubian and Banate earthquakes. A third alignment with the same
direction could cross the southern part of Moldavia. Another series of alignments has NE-SW orientation.
Such “alignments of earthquakes” can be outlined in the western part of the country and along ŞablaCavarna seismic line as well. Another alignment with this direction could join the Danube bend at the
confluence point with Cerna with a segment of the Mureş flow with the same orientation. A possible
alignment with this direction could exist even in Bărăgan. Another important alignment with NNE-SSW
direction could enclose the epicenter zone at Urziceni. On the same orientation it could be placed the
seismic sensibility line which crosses the Olt in the Bârsei Depression and a possible alignment joining
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the epicenter zone of the Vrancea earthquakes with the circular zone marked by the isoseismic intensity
curve of 8 degrees Richter on the surface of Bucharest. An alignment ENE-WSW oriented could develop
in the Romanian Plain between Ploieşti and Urziceni. In addition to all these, there is an alignment with
N-S direction individualized by seismic sensibility lines in the southern part of Moldavia.
The analysis of a draught with the position of the epicenters for the earthquakes produced after the
great seism of March 1977 (4.03. – 30.04.1977, after Balan St. et al, 1981) is very interesting. On this
draught there are registered the intermediary and the normal earthquakes as well. The former are
enframed in an elliptical area oriented NE-SW. The normal earthquakes have the epicenters placed along
E-W and N-S alignments and others along NE-SW and NW-SE directions. The systematic faulting
directions can easily be highlighted through the re-interpretation of the general geological maps,
especially of the maps at 1:200.000 scale. In the same time these directions obviously control the
conformation of the hydrographical networks, no matter of the geographical unit whose morphology is
analyzed. The superposition of the structural draughts of the Moho and Conrad surfaces for the Romanian
territory completed with a NW-SE section of the Carpathian bend suggests an important thinning of the
basaltic layer along this direction. The most severe thinning takes place between the lowest areas of the
Moho and Conrad surfaces. Such a reality may suggest an extensional zone in the bending area of the
Carpathians, subject to high tension along the NW-SE direction. This correlates well with the general
orientation of the crustal fractures of the Dobrudja.
The main conclusion of such a study is that the seismic activity of the entire Romanian territory is very
well connected with the existence of seismic sensibility alignments whose orientations are perfectly
subscribed inside the systematic faulting directions which are characteristic for the whole Carpathian area.
These alignments are composed of a great number of seismic sensibility lines which at their turn are
connected with tectonic active dislocations. The development of these alignments ignores the limits of the
main structural units of the Carpathian area and can also easily get over the limits between the platform
and geo-synclinal areas. The epicenters (and the hypocenters) of the normal earthquakes are usually
placed at the intersections of the seismic sensibility lines and the seismogenic zones at the intersections of
seismic sensibility alignments with widths which can vary very much. These crossing surfaces tally as a
rule with the zones with greatest earthquakes intensities. The intermediary earthquakes, with a distinct
epicenter area, seem to have dissimilar causes. They can instead lead periodically to making more active
the seismic areas of the normal earthquakes, respectively the seismic sensibility alignments of the entire
Carpathian area. Finally we can appreciate that such a broaching could offer broad perspectives for
profound studies especially on correlation with the systems of crustal fractures rendered evident by
geophysics and with data of the same nature obtained in the neighboring countries.
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Mining activity in Ocna de Fier area has started ever since Roman times, and the location
was intermittently exploited until 1997.
The degree of contamination by Cd, total Cr, Cu, Fe, Mn, Pb and Zn of soil and their
transfer to five species of spontaneous plants (Taraxacum officinale, Tussilago farfara.,
Euphorbia sp., Verbascum banaticum, Fragaria sp.) developed on Ursoanea tailings has been
studied in this paper. Thus, soils and plants were sampled from this tailings dump and were
analysed using a Varian Spectra AAS (atomic absorption spectrophotometer). The soils affected
by mining activities presented Cu, Mn and Pb above toxic thresholds. In the soils studied, the
highest concentrations were observed for Mn (2,988 mg/kg d.m.), Cu (972.1 mg/kg d.m.), Pb
(785.7 mg/kg d.m.) and Fe (3,140 mg/kg d.m.). The spontaneous plants were analyzed in order to
identify special characteristics that would be interesting for soil phytoremediation and
reclamation (Moreno-Jiménez et al., 2009). Natural vegetation from the tailings contained
consistently higher levels of Fe, Mn, Cu and Pb, and their concentrations in the plants were
correlated (Reglero et al., 2008). The highest concentrations of Fe were recorded in Taraxacum
officinale (3,376.2 mg/kg d.m), those of Mn and Pb in Euphorbia sp. (Mn: 1,294 mg/kg d.m.; Pb:
1,761.6 mg/kg d.m.) and those of Cu in Fragaria sp. (196.4 mg/kg d.m). The lowest
concentrations of Fe were observed in Euphorbia sp. (1,033.6 mg/kg d.m.), those of Mn and Pb in
Verbascum banaticum (Mn: 220.3 mg/kg d.m; Pb: 37.8 mg/kg d.m) and those of Cu in
Taraxacum officinale (3.09 mg/kg d.m).
The rezults show that these plants could phytoextract havy metals, while the ability of
accumulation differs with species, concentrations and categories of heavy metals (Niu Zhi-xin et
al., 2007). The phytoremediation ability of these plants that could be considered suitable for the
phytoextraction of polluted soils was estimated, especially for Fe, Mn, Pb and Cu. However, it is
necesary to find ideal plants which can accumulate toxic metals efficiently according to
characteristics of pollutans, plants and environment conditions.
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Eurogeosource
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Supply of Europe with Energy and Mineral Resources
A project co-founded by the CIP-ICT Policy Support Programme
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The INSPIRE geoportal provide the means to search for spatial data sets and spatial data services, and subject to
access restrictions, view and download spatial data sets from the EU Member States within the framework of the
INSPIRE and aims at making available relevant, harmonized and quality geographic information to support
formulation, implementation, monitoring and evaluation of policies and activities which have a direct or indirect
impact on the environment.
The main objective of the project is to develop the EU Information and Policy Support System for Sustainable
Supply of Europe with Energy and Mineral Resources (EuroGeoSource). The web GIS-based system will
incorporate a large number of spatial data services for geo-energy and mineral resources datasets according to
OGC specifications. This implies the harmonisation of the data formats and classification between the participant
countries.
The system will allow users to identify, access, use and reuse in an interoperable and seamless way and
for a variety of uses, aggregated geographical information on geo-energy and mineral resources, covering a
significant part of Europe (at least ten countries) and coming from a wide range of sources, from local to
European level.
By developing web services for sharing spatial data between public organizations and authorities (including EC
and EU research and policy making institutions), as well as commercial stakeholders, the project will enable the
creation of value-added services (such as demand-supply modeling) for the sustainable geo-energy and mineral
supply of Europe (in respect of INSPIRE Directive (Infrastructure for Spatial Information in the European
Community2007/2/EC) which refer to geology, energy resources and mineral resources)
The information will be accessed through a data portal (Fig. 1), which allows the access by Internet to the
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aggregated geographical information on geo-energy (oil, gas, coal etc.) and mineral resources (metallic and non-

from a wide range of sources in a significant coverage area of Europe (the countries participating to the
EuroGeoSource project are indicated in Fig. 2).
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metallic minerals, industrial minerals and construction materials: gravel, sand, ornamental stone etc.), coming
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Fig. 1. Conceptual architecture of the EuroGeoSource system.
CSW = catalog service-web; WMS = web map service

The system will include three main layers: 1) a central web GIS application, providing access and visualization of
the spatial data sets; 2) data delivery services, including Web Map Service (WMS) and specialized web services
for translation and delivery of spatial objects attributes; 3) a national database, storing spatial data sets and spatial
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Fig. 2. Map of Europe with the countries that participate to the EuroGeoSource project
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object attributes.
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The EuroGeoSource portal will facilitate an easier harmonisation between the offer and demand on the market of
mineral/energy resources. The users of the portal can be data/service providers or beneficiaries from a large
spectrum of socio-economic affiliations: EU institutions, governmental organisations, private investors, academic
institutions, NGOs, etc. Any organisation implied in the research and beneficiation of the energy/mineral
resources could, on the one hand, use the portal in order to provide information about own activity and offer of
services and products and, on the other hand, get information about other data and metadata providers of the
portal. The information of the EuroGeoSource portal will be protected in order to restrict the public access only to
data offered by the owners free of charge (Fig. 3).

Fig. 3. EuroGeoSource technical and conceptual security scheme.
HTTP = hypertext transfer protocol; JDBC = Java database connectivity; SOAP = simple object access protocol;
TCP = transmission control protocol.

The use of the EuroGeoSource portal would include the following basic sequence of operations:
(1)

The user selects the language.

(2)

The user browses the list of maps and chooses the dataset of interest based on the
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associated metadata; the dataset of interest is added as a layer to the geo-data viewer.
The dataset layer is queried at desired degree of detail in the map viewer.

(4)

The user collects the data of interest either free of charge or upon a fee, depending on the
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(3)

provider’s requirements.
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Using the EuroGeoSource portal, investors will have an easier way of finding the information on the resources
they need and on the Governmental institutions they have to address to, in order to get access to certain resources.
The Governmental institutions in charge with the administration of the energy/mineral resources will be able to
advertise their services to a broader segment of potential users. The regional and European organisations will have
access to a larger and more homogeneous database on the energy/mineral resources in order to make socioeconomic forecasts and development plans.
Typical usage of the EuroGeoSource system based on preliminary analysis of the potential user needs comprises
the following steps:
- starting in the central geo-source data catalogue application, where the user can search the available maps from
all countries participating in the project and select the language;
- browsing the search result (a list of available maps), consultation in detail of the metadata associated to the data
set of interest, followed by adding the data set as a layer to the geo-data viewer;
- consulting the data set layers at different scales and within different contexts (extent, background layers, etc.) in
the map viewer;
- gathering detailed economic/reserve information, accessible either free of charge or based on the ‘data delivery
cost recovery’ pricing model, depending on the provider.
Using the EuroGeoSource portal, investors will have an easier way of finding the information on the resources
they need and on the Governmental institutions they have to address to, in order to get access to certain resources.
The Governmental institutions in charge with the administration of the energy/mineral resources will be able to
advertise their services to a broader segment of potential users. The regional and European organisations will have
access to a larger and more homogeneous database on the energy/mineral resources in order to make socioeconomic forecasts and development plans.
Information on the EuroGeoSource project can be found on the web page http://www.eurogeosource.eu/, created
by the Geological Institute of Romania, the coordinator of the Workpackage 11 “Awareness, Dissemination and
Exploitation” of the project.
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Introduction
Part of Alpine orogenic belt, South Carpathians consist of nappes system belonging to two
different domains, Danubian and Getic, which squeezed in between the ocean-derived Severin units.
Located in the south-western part of South Carpathians, in Banat area, Ielova Metamorphic Sequence
represents a boundary unit, between Danubian Realm in the east, and Getic one in the west part, being
tectonically related to the last domain.
Ielova granitic gneisses occur as a “belt”, cutting transversely (NW-SE) the interlayered
metasedimentary and metabasic magmatic rocks of Ielova Metamorphic Sequence (oriented NE-SW),
which were metamorphosed up to amphibolite facies. Macroscopically, the granitic gneisses are relatively
uniform at the outcrop scale level, although some textural differences in the gneisses foliation can be
observed to various samples. K-feldspar, quartz and biotite are the main minerals, with sphene, zircon,
apatite and opaque minerals as accessory phases.
Analytical methods
There are no previous geochemical or geochronological studies on Ielova granitic gneisses. For
the present study, four samples were collected from the Berzasca Valley. Whole-rock geochemistry for all
samples was determined by X-ray fluorescence (XRF) method (Department for Lithospheric Research,
University of Vienna, Austria), while U-Pb ages were obtained by LA-ICPMS (National History
Museum, London, UK) on zircon and titanite crystals extracted from the same sample.
Geochemistry
The whole-rock geochemical composition is relatively uniform for both major oxides and trace
elements. Classified as granites, the investigated samples have a calc-alkaline and slightly peraluminous
character. The chemical characteristics, as high SiO2, Na2O + K2O, Fe/Mg, Ga/Al, Zr, Nb, Ga, Y and Ce,
and low CaO, are fitting with those of an A-type granite. This is more evident using discrimination
diagrams proposed by Whalen et al. (1987), no matter if they make used of major or trace elements
(Fig.1.a). More precisely, as constrained by various discrimination plots of Eby (1992), Ielova granitic
gneisses are of A2-type (Fig.1.b), showing that the sources from which the granitoids were extracted were
originally formed by subduction or continent-continent collision.
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The zircon grains are elongated, euhedral, many with bipyramidal terminations, and simple
oscillatory zoned interiors under CL imaging. From 47 zircon crystals analyzed (1 spot/grain), 35
concordant analyses (90-110%) constitute a coherent group spanning between 523-487 Ma. The weighted
mean age of 504.2 ± 3.3 (MSWD = 4.5) is interpreted as the crystallization age of Ielova granitic
gneisses.
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The titanite grains are rounded and brownish in colour. The 17 analytical data obtain on 8 crystals
are very discordant, but on a Tera-Wasserburg U– Pb concordia diagram, a Model 2 fit line regressed
through the points gives an intercept age of 346 ± 10 Ma. Although further investigation are required to
determine the nature of titanite crystals (magmatic vs. metamorphic), the U-Pb age clearly indicates that
the Variscan orogeny affected Ielova granitic gneisses.
Conclusions
The granitic gneisses occurring within Ielova Metamorphic Sequence have been analyzed from
geochemical and geochronological points of view. They have a granitic precursor, geochemically
identified as A-type, and more precisely, as A2-type. This constrains the tectonic setting for these rocks as
post-collisional, extensional type, the magmas deriving from continental crust or under-plate crust that
has been through a cycle of continent-continent collision or island-arc magmatism. U– Pb LA-ICPMS
dating on separated magmatic zircons has provided an age of ca. 504 Ma, interpreted as the crystallization
age of the granite, while the 346 Ma age obtain on titanite points to a Variscan influence.

Fig. 1. Nb vs. 10000xGa/Al discrimination diagram of Whalen et al. (1987) (a.) ternary plot of Nb-Y-3xGa of Eby
(1992) (b.) showing the A-type nature and A2 classification of Ielova granitic gneisses.
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Preliminary data. In order to obtain information on litho-stratigraphy and tectonics of the possible
hydrocarbon-bearing formations, the geophysical research of the Romanian sector of the Black Sea
shelf began with seismic prospecting (Chişcan, Damian, 1996; Moroşanu, 2007). Using the same
transport carriers (but not only), ∆T magnetic measurements were performed at sea in two stages
(Romanescu et al., 1973; Dimitriu, 2002). On the coastal lakes proton magnetometry was performed
with specially equipped light boats (Beşuţiu, 1998; Dimitriu, 2002). The resulted ∆Ta magnetic maps
at scale 1:200.000 and 1:50.000 (at greater scales for coastal lakes areas) of the Institute of Geology
and Geophysics, and of the Institute of Marine Geology and Geoecology, correlate satisfactorily with
aeromagnetic ∆Ta maps above continental Dobrogea.
Gravity exploration at sea was performed with on-board gravimeters, on the same profiles and with the
same vessel used for seismic exploration. Bottom gravity measurements were also performed near the
shoreline (Sava, 2000). For the first time in Romania, this study used the satellite gravity map (open air
gravimetric type map ∆g0’’) finally obtained at 1:2.267.755 scale graphically increased about 3.6 times
compared with the original. Coastal lakes have been prospected by means of bottom gravity,
measurements being made with floating platforms (Dimitriu, 2002).
Petrophysical properties that determine gravimetric and magnetic anomalies (volume density, volume
magnetic susceptibility and natural remanent magnetization intensity) are not known for cores from
wells drilled on the Black Sea. Without this information we used petrophysical determinations made
on approximately 7,000 samples from North Dobrogea, mostly from borehole cores (Andrei et al.,
2010). This extrapolation does not cover the Tertiary formations that have a great importance for the
eastern part of the Romanian Black Sea Self.
Deduced structural elements. Essential elements of the structural map of forecasting for the
Romanian Black Sea Shelf and the Dobrogea mainland situated immediately to the west are presented
below. For North Dobrogea, structural elements on land, north of Ostrov-Sinoe Fault, were taken from
a recent paper (Andrei et al., 2010). For the territory of South Dobrogea, gravity map shows a normal
fault system quasi-parallel with Capidava-Ovidiu Fault, which describes two grabens. The most
important graben – the great channel that drains through the strongly carstified Cretaceous –
Neojurassic limestones huge flows of water from the Danube and Varna Plateaus – is located just
south of the Capidava-Ovidiu Fault. The second graben is placed approximately at the latitude of
locality Eforie Sud and cumulates probably important Eo-Cretaceous limestone successions and
probably fissured limestone chalk.
In terms of major structural components, we consider that the northern boundary of the North
Dobrogea Orogen is not the Sfântu Gheorghe Fault, but the North Dobrogea Line, a reverse fault
splitting the Danube Delta into two roughly equal parts (Preda, 1964; Pătruţ et al., 1983; Visarion et
al., 1993). For over 100 years it is considered that the contact between the North Dobrogea Orogen and
the Moesian Platform is the Peceneaga – Camena Fault. The extension of this fault on the Black Sea
shelf is well highlighted on the magnetic ∆Ta map, because south-east of Camena, immediately north
of the fault, there are Neojurassic basalts and spilites (βJ3 on the map in Fig. 1) with strong magnetic
properties. Gravimetry has a lower resolution because of its modest density contrasts. Therefore, the
North Dobrogea Orogen, as well as the Moesian Platform, are well defined on the structural sketch in
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Fig. 1. Our representation differs very much from others (Chişcan, Damian, 1996; Moroşanu, 2007, etc.).
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Section legend (Fig. 2)
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Fig. 2 Depth section of the SL seismic line, together with Bouger anomally ( g0 ) and total geomagnetic field ( Ta ) curves
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In the onshore North Dobrogea, gravity and/or magnetic data mapping allowed tracing of the
overlapping lines (or overthrusts) between the three major units. A particular success of detailed
ground magnetometry is tracking the Megina Fault (the Macin Unit, between Balabancea and Megina
scales) strongly marked by aeolian deposits.
The acid pluton in the Tulcea Unit, largely concealed by the Quaternary loess deposits, Pliocene
arenitic formations and various Triassic limestones etc., has a length of about 80 km and a width of
about 18 km, significantly less than forecasted by Murgoci (100/50 km). In reality, gravity data show
that acidic intrusive bodies become larger northwestwards, towards Cuca, in the western, concealed
part of the orogen.
The Neojurassic - Eocretaceous (Purbekian) salt lens from Vadu is well defined by gravity, being
much larger than the sizes established by seismics (Chişcan, Damian, 1996; Sava, 2000).
In the southeastern part of the analyzed territory the most intense gravity maximum exists (over 60
mgal), with a length of 180 km north-east and a width of about 50km. Soviet expeditions have named
this huge anomaly as Gubkin gravity maximum, but we propose the name Murgoci-Gubkin for this
anomaly located on Romanian Black Sea shelf. The axis of this regional gravity maximum follows
with sufficient precision the 100 m isobath and its size could be assessed solely on gravimetric satellite
map. The Murgoci gravity maximum neighbors to north-west the western "abyssal" basin of the Black
Sea, characterized by the presence of basaltic crust overlain in its axis by a stack of Tertiary sediments
14-16 km thick.
Seismic profiles in the maximum area of the Murgoci anomaly show reflective elements with different
orientation. One of the four profiles with these characteristics is shown in Fig. 2. These occur mainly
in Oligocene formations, but figure 2 shows "the disordered area" having an apophysis which "breaks"
the Pontian deposits. Above the apophysis, the seabed is a valley which may be of tectonic origin.
Finally, in the Murgoci major gravity maximum area, magnetic anomalies, at times intense, as those
caused by the Neojurassic basalts and spilites associated with the Peceneaga-Camena Fault, suffer a
pronounced extinction. Based on these facts, we propose the interpretation presented below.
The Murgoci regional gravimetric maximum reflects a taphrolitic structure, supplied with basic
magmas, expelled from beneath the western abyssal basin of the Black Sea, i.e. from the extensional
area of that basaltic crust. The enormous lithostatic pressure of the 14-16 km of tertiary sedimentary
deposits expelled the basic magmas to the west, forming what we have called “the north - western
Pontic Tertiary taphrolit”. In this structure the intrusive characters prevail, but toward the surface, at
depths of 2-8 km, possibly even lower, the basic magmas intruded the sedimentary cover, forming with
it a “felt” made of dykes, sills and intrusive nappes.
The almost total lack of magnetic anomalies associated with the major gravimetric maximum Murgoci
indicates that the basic magmas were not oxidized so the iron (Fe) from the magmas was included in
the silicates composition (pyroxenes). This phenomenon determined the formation of melabasalts and
their plutonic varieties respectively.
The distribution of the magnetic anomalies strips, determined by the Neojurassic basalts and spilites,
associated with Peceneaga - Camena Fault, at the intersection with the Murgoci gravimetric maximum,
as well as the identical situation of the Permian alkaline basalts, south from Sfantu Gheorghe Fault,
suggests that they were totally melt by the basic magma of the taphrolit.
It is questionable if this magmatic structure can prohibit the formation of hydrocarbon accumulations
or can destroy the existing ones. It is hard to tell. What we can say is that the basic magmas are poor in
volatiles and consequently their intrusions determine relatively narrow halos of thermal
metamorphism.
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Geohazard in marine environment
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Marine basins are, by nature, areas with a special mobility, due to tectonic processes as rifting, subduction,
volcanism, etc. The Black Sea is no exception. As a semi-closed marine basin limited by active fault
systems and showing a high regional tectonic activity, the Black Sea basin represents a suitable area for
occurrence of marine natural geohazards. The geohazard potential of the area is increased by the presence
of gas hydrates fields and the existence of unstable sediment accumulations at the margins of the
continental slope, with the associated problematic of gas eruptions, stability of sediment mass and
submarine landslides. The characteristic features of the western Black Sea coast (large shelf, low water
depths and low seashore topography) make it highly vulnerable to such geohazard events.
Marine geohazards have been classified in the following categories:
- slope/cliff sliding in marine basins;
- sea-floor hazards (e.g. unstable slopes, slumping of the unstable mass sediments, surface channels,
gas vents, gas hydrates mounds);
- subsurface hazards (e.g. faults, gas-charged sediments, gas hydrates, buried channels).
Another type of marine hazard can be generated by the effects of the extreme storms.
A special category, which is worth mentioning, is that of “man-made hazards” due to the presence on the
bottoms of marine basins of infrastructures like shipwrecks, pipelines and wellheads, cables, debris from
oil and gas operations.
In the context of global climate change and the on-going development of submarine infrastructures in the
Black Sea, the monitoring and forecasting of marine geohazards is of major importance in order to
adequately plan for protection of population, social assets and environment.
The suitable management of a natural hazard requires the existence of an operational support structure that
can provide early-detection and trigger thus the intervention plans.
Starting with 2011, GeoEcoMar and his partners from Romania and Bulgaria will carry on the project
MARINEGEOHAZARD, which is focused on the implementation of a regional early-warning system of
risk to the Romanian-Bulgarian Black Sea coastal area, as a future part of the European Spatial Planning
Observation Network (ESPON) of East Atlantic, Mediterranean and Black Sea Tsunami System.
MARINEGEOHAZARD represents the first major initiative to address in an integrated and coordinated
manner the much needed geohazard early-warning system for the Black Sea. Having as strategic
objectives to develop early-warning capabilities to marine geohazards, the project will stimulate the
development of a Black Sea regional system in-line with ongoing European initiatives as GEO/GMES.
Striving to overcome the artificial division of the ecosystem imposed by borders and also by different
scientific approach of the coastal and deep-sea area, MARINEGEOHAZARD envisages to progress
beyond the state-of-the-art and to contribute significantly to the better understanding of the Black Sea
ecosystem functioning.
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2D Petroleum System Modeling in NW Moesian Platform
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Introduction
The north-western flank of the Moesian Platform has been unsuccessful for hydrocarbons with
most of the wells drilled to date yielding insignificant oil and gas shows. In this study was applied a
two-dimensional modeling approach in order to advance our understanding of the petroleum systems evolution in the north-western flank of the Moesian Platform.
Methodology and data used
Geological model is based on the interpretation of two-dimensional seismic-reflection profiles as
well as the analyses of interpreted well logs and cores that constrain the sedimentary facies distribution and the units’ age. For the depth conversion have been used the interval velocity from
checkshot. The map was calibrated with the markers from well data (Fig. 1).
Based on geochemical model and using the 1D PetroMod software was establish the petroleum
system elements – source rocks, reservoir rock, seal rock and trap. For source rock characteristic
was interpreted the geochemical data from Petrom ICPT Lab and IGI Lab, UK.
For a thermal and maturity modeling study the following input data are required: depths of all interpreted layers (horizons and faults), absolute ages of all interpreted layers, lithologies and petrophysical properties of all rock units, ages and amounts of section removed during each erosion /
hiatus events, boundary conditions.
Preliminary calibration of thermal history in 1D was done using the measured temperature, vitrinite
reflectance (%R0), Tmax data and other maturity indicators from wells.
2D PetroMod uses the geometry data transfer (horizons, faults and map) to establish migration
pathways along selected transects and charge area effects.
Two main source rock intervals (Silurian and Sarmatian) were modeled for maturity and hydrocarbon generation.
Different scenarios of erosion and heat flow histories were considered for model calibration. In all
the cases - independently from the source rock definition, source rock properties and heat flow
trends assigned to the model - the faults had a significant role in fluid transfer. The migration models were analyzed with closed and open faults.
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The main petroleum system processes: Generation, Migration and Accumulation were recognized
based on 1D and 2D PetroMod.
Generation
Maturity predictions suggest that the Silurian source rocks are currently mature and started generating hydrocarbons at about 380 Ma, whereas the Sarmatian source rock is immature. Present-day
modeled transformation ratio for Silurian mature source rocks is already 100%. Nevertheless, petroleum generation seems to be halted at about 370 to 13 Ma due to multiple erosion events (minimal burial depth of sediments) (Fig. 2).
Migration was vertical to regional seal; lateral migration and migration along fault (Fig. 3).
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Results
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Regarding the accumulation the oil dominates early charge in the basin; increasing of the source
kitchen thermal maturity induced gas generation; generated gas flushed and displaced the preexisting oil charge from traps further up in fill-spill chains; finally, the most part of hydrocarbon were
lost along the fault.

Conclusions
Petroleum generation modeling showed different maturity levels within the Silurian source rock
interval trough time.
Petroleum generation modeling showed that the Sarmatian source rock is immature.
The modeled burial history recorded major episodes of erosion that significantly affected the generation of petroleum: petroleum generation seems to be halted at about 370 to 13 Ma (minimal
burial depth of sediments).
Modeled hydrocarbon migration pathways are vertical to regional seal, lateral and along the fault.
Fault permeability is a sensitive issue in petroleum systems; the open fault scenario confirmed the
present day situation, lack of the hydrocarbon accumulation in studied area; closed fault scenario
don’t prove the present day situation, but show the amount of the generated hydrocarbons.
Hydrocarbon accumulations could remain in combined structural – stratigraphic traps.
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Fig. 1. Seismic line converted in depth showing the position of a number of sequence stratigraphic surfaces
(coloured lines) and drilled pseudo-well position.
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Fig. 3. Liquid and vapor migration vectors show vertical migration, lateral migration and migration along
fault
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Fig. 2. Pseudo-well: burial history diagram for maturity and hydrocarbon generation
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